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ABSTRACT 
 

The Effects of Extensive Reading and Reading Strategies on Reading Self-Efficacy 

Lance Burrows 

Doctor of Education 

Temple University, May, 2012 

Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Dr. David Beglar 

 

This study is a quasi-experimental, longitudinal investigation into the role that 

extensive reading and reading strategies play in the cultivation of reading self-efficacy. 

Conducted over the course of one academic year, how changes in reading self-efficacy 

translate into changes in reading comprehension was examined. In addition, the 

participants’ perceptions of the utility of extensive reading and reading strategies, and 

how those perceptions related to reading self-efficacy were investigated. A final goal 

was to ascertain how retrospective ratings of reading self-efficacy influence current 

levels of the construct. 

The participants (N = 322) were first and second-year, non-English majors at a 

four-year, co-educational university in Osaka, Japan. The participants were divided into 

four groups: an intensive reading group (control group), an extensive reading group, a 

reading strategies group, and an extensive reading/reading strategies group. Data for the 

study were obtained from six major sources: a reading comprehension test, a reading 

strategy test, a reading self-efficacy questionnaire, a perceived utility of extensive 

reading questionnaire, a perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire, and a 

sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire. The questionnaires and tests were 

administered three times over the course of the academic year. Before conducting the 
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quantitative analyses on the data gathered with the above instruments, the dichotomous 

test and questionnaire data were analyzed using the Rasch rating-scale model to confirm 

the validity and reliability of the instruments and to transform the raw scores into equal 

interval measures. By employing MANOVAs, ANOVAs, Latent Growth Curve 

Modeling, and Pearson correlation coefficients, the data were then analyzed to ascertain 

differences between groups and within groups for all tests and constructs measured.  

The results showed that the participants in the reading strategies and extensive 

reading/reading strategies groups gained significantly more in reading self-efficacy over 

the academic year than those in the extensive reading and intensive reading groups. In 

addition, all three experimental groups outperformed the intensive reading group in 

reading comprehension. Furthermore, results from the latent growth curve model 

showed that gains in reading self-efficacy were related positively to gains in reading 

comprehension. In a similar vein, the results showed that gains in reading strategy skill 

led to changes in reading self-efficacy, while reading amount was not significantly 

related to changes in reading self-efficacy. The results also suggested that those who 

more highly regard extensive reading as useful to improving reading comprehension 

exhibited higher levels of reading self-efficacy over the course of the study. On the 

contrary, there was no significant difference in levels of reading self-efficacy between 

those who highly rated reading strategies as useful and those who did not rate them as 

highly. Finally, Pearson correlation coefficients showed moderately strong relationships 

between junior high and high school (retrospective) levels of reading self-efficacy and 

university (current) levels. 
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These results underscore the importance of self-efficacy in the learning process 

and how the cultivation of self-efficacy should be a goal of any educator or 

administrator in an EFL context. The findings also highlight the detrimental effects of 

teaching methodologies, such as grammar-translation, that deprive learners of the 

opportunity to develop their own cognitive abilities. With the introduction of reading 

strategy intervention and/or extensive reading practice, the participants in the 

experimental groups of this study were able to develop the skills needed to overcome 

comprehension breakdowns in the reading process, and this help them become more 

autonomous, empowered readers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION  

 
Beliefs of personal efficacy are often a better predictor of success than actual abilities, 
skills, or knowledge. (Schunk, 1991) 
 

The Background of the Issue 

As a teacher of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) in Japan, I witness daily 

what a struggle it can be for students to attain quality input to further their language 

development. Without sufficient exposure to English, the learning process can be a 

series of daunting tasks. Consequently, many students turn to reading English as one 

way of gaining access to the language. Through books, magazines, newspapers, Internet 

material, and other sources of written input, students are given an open door to the 

English language. However, not all students capitalize on this opportunity. Regardless 

of the amount of written input available, it is all for naught if students are not motivated 

to read or feel incapable of reading. 

As research into reading in a foreign language continues to grow, the multi-

faceted nature of motivation to read in a foreign language has become increasingly 

clear. Self-belief and its influence on reading development is one dimension of this 

multi-layered construct. The role that self-belief plays in English as a foreign language 

(EFL) and English as a second language (ESL) reading motivation has been 

investigated (Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995) and empirical results indicate 

that there is a strong relationship between reading motivation and reading self-efficacy 

beliefs. Stemming from informal observations of my students and their varying degrees 
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of reading motivation, I was left to wonder, are there ways to help my students 

strengthen their self-efficacy about reading, and with its strong relationship to reading 

motivation, will this, therefore, ultimately lead to improvements in reading 

comprehension? 

These self-beliefs are an important part of a two-part learning equation. Students 

learn when they have the desire to learn and they believe they can learn. In other words, 

they must not only be motivated to participate in the learning process, but they must 

also have the confidence to perform the necessary tasks that lead to language 

development. 

This confidence was the subject of years of research conducted by Albert 

Bandura, the social cognitivist who in his seminal 1977 article entitled “Self-Efficacy: 

Toward a Unifying Theory of Behavioral Change,” altered the way many modern 

psychologists view human functioning. Self-efficacy was one of the basic tenets of 

Bandura’s social cognitive theory, in which he defined self-efficacy as the strength of 

expectations individuals maintain about their ability to perform a given task or behavior 

successfully. Individuals’ level of self-efficacy influences “whether certain (coping) 

behaviors will be initiated, how much effort will be expended, and how long it will be 

sustained in the face of obstacles and aversive experiences” (Bandura, 1977, p. 191). 
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Theoretical Perspective 

The Evolution of the Social Cognitive Theory and Self-Efficacy in the Field of 

Psychology 

The creation of Bandura’s social cognitive theory, of which his theory of self-

efficacy is an integral component, was arrived at after decades of grueling research by a 

multitude of scholars in several fields. The work of his predecessors led Bandura to his 

innovative way of thinking in the late 1970s. 

Since its inception, the field of second language acquisition (SLA) has benefited 

from theoretical inspiration from other fields. Theories of SLA evolved significantly in 

the second half of the twentieth century. Before Bandura’s seminal work, years of 

research in the humanities and social sciences were dominated by the prevailing 

paradigm of the mid-1900s, behaviorism. Led largely by Skinner, the behaviorist 

movement described language as habit-formation, the process of making a connection 

between stimuli and responses. This link, considered the fundamental component of 

learning, had to be reinforced, observed, corrected, and practiced. In this tradition, the 

focus was on the learner’s external environment. The fundamentals of the theory were 

based on analyzing observable linguistic performance, with virtually no attempt at 

trying to explain the internal structure and properties of the mind. Mental processes 

were largely disregarded because they were not accessible to external observation. 

In the 1960s and 1970s, there was a growing opposition to behavioral approaches 

to learning. It had become clear that not all human behavior could be explained through 

imitation. First language research produced examples of children who were making 

utterances that showed evidence of processes beyond imitation and analogy. Instead, 
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children and foreign language learners, alike, were seen to bring to the task of language 

acquisition an innate facility that guided their learning and that was unrelated to the 

kinds of conditioning that were the basis of behaviorism. 

This era of change was marked by Noam Chomsky’s (1959) influential review of 

Skinner’s (1957), Verbal Behavior. In this review, Chomsky challenged the behaviorist 

approach to studies of behavior at the time and contributed to the so-called cognitive 

revolution in psychology. Chomsky hypothesized that language performance is 

mentally constituted and that the basic tenets of the behaviorist theories are 

inappropriate to the study of human language. He further explained the importance of 

linguistic competence, defined as one’s underlying knowledge of the system of 

language, over linguistic performance, one’s production and comprehension of 

language. Creating this distinction, Chomsky highlighted the importance and power of 

the mind in language acquisition and linguistic performance, thereby re-channeling the 

course of linguistic and SLA research. 

The 1980s saw an extension of this shift to a focus on cognitive processes as 

psychologists became more interested in motivation, anxiety, and attitudes in language 

development. The role that these cognitive processes play in human behavior was 

highlighted by the work of Albert Bandura and his social cognitive theory. In this 

theory, human behavior is considered an interaction between personal factors, behavior, 

and the environment (Bandura, 1977, 1986). Bandura strongly emphasized mental 

processes, underscoring the notion that the mind is an active force that creates reality, 

encodes information, conducts behavior on the basis of values and expectations, and 
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applies structure to its own actions. By way of feedback and reciprocity, one’s own 

reality is formed by the interaction of the environment and one's mental processes. 

 

The Evolution of Social Cognitive Theory and Self-Efficacy in the Field of Second 

Language Acquisition 

Although the social cognitive approach advocated by Bandura became a guiding 

theory in mainstream psychology in the late 1970s, it did not receive attention by 

researchers in the field of SLA until the late 1990s. In the later half of the twentieth 

century, most motivation research in the field of SLA had been conducted within the 

Socio-Educational Model of Language Learning framework (Gardner & Lambert, 1959; 

Gardner, 1985, 1988, 2000, 2001; Gardner & MacIntyre, 1991, 1993; Gardner & 

Smythe, 1975). In this model, Gardner posited that students’ integrative motivation, 

defined as attitudes toward the foreign culture, interest in foreign languages, and an 

integrative orientation, influence their language success or failure (Gardner, 1985). 

Although this model seemed to account for much of the motivation that was exhibited 

by students of ESL, it was found, in many studies, to be insufficient in explaining the 

motivation of students in an EFL context (Crookes & Schmidt, 1991; Dörnyei, 1990; 

Ely, 1986; Lukmani, 1972; Oller, 1981). Because the model failed to more accurately 

and more fully explain the various facets of SLA motivation, especially in EFL 

contexts, a collective call from a number of prominent researchers was made to 

incorporate other theories of motivation from fields outside of SLA (Crookes & 

Schmidt, 1991; Dörnyei, 1994; Oxford & Shearin, 1994). During this time, SLA 

researchers began to address the neglect of theories of motivation from educational 
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psychology. Highlighting this disregard in SLA motivation research, Dörnyei stated that 

“the last fifteen years have brought along a major shift in mainstream psychological and 

educational psychological theories of motivation, which could and should be reflected 

in second language motivation theories as well” (1994, p. 516). SLA motivational 

psychologists began to incorporate more theories from educational psychology into 

their research. In fact, in response to the calls from researchers investigating motivation 

to incorporate more theories from outside SLA, even Tremblay and Gardner began to 

entertain ideas about broadening the motivation framework. Including self-efficacy, 

among other constructs in an updated study on ESL students in Ontario, Canada, they 

agreed that there were constructs (Figure 1), besides those found in the socio-

educational model, that could help better explain the multi-faceted nature of motivation 

in SLA. As a greater emphasis was placed on learners’ perceptions of their capabilities, 

potential, and past performances as important aspects of motivation, the construct of 

self-efficacy started to attract the attention of researchers in the field of SLA. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

Born from the historical background described above were Bandura’s Social 

Cognitive Theory (1986) and Anderson’s Cognitive Theory of Learning (2000a). These 

two theories provide a prototype for formulating a theoretical perspective upon which to 

base this study. 
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Figure 1. Motivational Model (Tremblay & Gardner, 1995, p. 510) 

 
Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory 

Bandura’s social cognitive theory describes human functioning as the product of a 

dynamic triad of personal, behavioral, and environmental influences. As with 

Anderson’s theory of learning and the interplay that is purported to exist between the 

environment and the mind, it is evident that Bandura is advocating a similar interplay 

between the environment, the mind, and in addition, the way that the resulting 
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interpretation makes people behave. In other words, Bandura’s theory can be seen as an 

extension of Anderson’s in that the action that people make in response to the interplay 

between their minds and their environment (learning, according to Anderson) manifests 

itself in the form of altered behavior. 

Self-efficacy, the main component of Bandura’s social cognitive theory and the 

basis for this study, represents the perceived competence that one feels in regards to a 

specific task within a specific domain. This perceived efficacy is the collective 

interpretation of four principal sources of information: mastery experiences, vicarious 

experiences, verbal persuasion, and physiological and affective indices (Bandura, 

1997). These four sources are interpretations resulting from the interplay between the 

environment, one’s behavior, and one’s mental processes. In turn, these interpretations 

lead to newly initiated behavior that again changes all three factors. 

 

Anderson’s Cognitive Theory of Learning 
 

At the heart of Anderson’s theory of cognitive learning lies the notion that human 

behavior is directed by individuals’ perceptions and interpretations of their own 

experiences. Individuals are said to “process” information through the interplay 

between the environment and the mind. Anderson (2000a) detailed the processes 

involved in attending to new information, decoding it, and elaborating (utilization) on 

existing declarative knowledge in long term memory. In reference to the reading 

domain that is the focus of this study, the interplay between information that learners 
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already know and information that is completely new is a key issue, as this interplay is 

considered the basic determinant of reading comprehension. 

Anderson’s cognitive learning theory, ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought-

Rational) is the proposal that all learning follows a general, three-stage path: the 

cognitive, associative, and autonomous stages. The first stage of the path includes 

cognitive (or declarative) learning, which includes attending to new information in 

one’s environment. The second stage, associative (or procedural) learning, entails 

building strong associations, practicing, and gaining automaticity. The third and final 

stage, autonomous learning, includes developing further fluency by retrieving and 

utilizing knowledge resources and stored information (Anderson, 2000a). 

 

The Application of the Theories in This Study 

In the context of this study, how do the treatments, reading strategies and 

extensive reading (ER), fit into a unified theoretical model? First, reading strategies and 

extensive reading are viewed as general cognitive processes, just like any other skill that 

needs to be automatized to be used effectively. Both of these treatments provide 

learners a way in which the cognitive processes that make up learning can be enhanced. 

Ideally, if learners have achieved greater ability in reading comprehension stemming 

from these enhancements (strategies and/or extensive reading) their self-efficacy will 

increase and in turn lead to greater motivation to read. Subsequently, if the learners are 

inspired to read more, then there should be gains in reading comprehension, which will 

in turn result in heightened self-efficacy again, and the positive cycle should continue. 
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Statement of the Problem 

As intimated above, the interest that self-efficacy started receiving in the late 

1990s, seen by many as yet severely lacking and long overdue, is warranted when we 

consider the effects that self-efficacy has been shown to have on performance. 

According to several researchers, self-efficacy beliefs are a better indicator of success 

than one’s actual abilities, skills, or knowledge because of the influential role self-

efficacy plays in facilitating behaviors (Bandura, 1977a, 1982, 1993, 1995, 1997; 

Multon, Brown, & Lent, 1991; Pajares, 1997; Schunk, 1989b, 1991; Zimmerman, 

1995). Self-efficacy beliefs have been shown to impact performance through 

influencing the amount of effort expended on tasks (Saloman, 1984), affecting a 

person’s selection of activities (Bandura, 1986), and determining the degree of 

persistence the individual exhibits in performing tasks in the face of adversity (Bandura, 

1977b, 1982; Schunk 1989a). As learners feel more self-efficacious (i.e., more capable 

of dealing with particular challenges), they are more apt to willingly become involved 

in and execute tasks. Learners with high self-efficacy are more likely to exert an effort 

to accomplish the task, and they are able to maintain a sense of resilience in the face of 

adversity, quickly recovering their weakened sense of efficacy after encountering failure 

or obstacles. Conversely, learners who exhibit low self-efficacy are more likely to exert 

minimum effort or avoid performing categorically, tasks they feel incapable of 

completing. They tend to regard these seemingly overwhelming tasks as threatening 

(Yang, 1999). Learners plagued with low self-efficacy seldom seek avenues for further 

learning or ways to overcome obstacles in the learning process. Bandura (1997) 
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proposed that people’s beliefs of efficacy “affect almost everything they do; how they 

think, motivate themselves, feel, and behave” (p. 19). 

Despite the clearly detailed role that self-efficacy appears to play in learner 

motivation and achievement, there is a body of research to suggest that students in 

Asian cultures have weaker academic self-efficacy than their western counterparts 

(Eaton & Dembo, 1997; Oettingen, 1995; Oettingen & Zosuls, 2006; Salili, Chiu, & 

Lai, 2001). A number of reasons have been offered to explain this finding. As in any 

culture, schools tend to be shaped by the values and standards set by that culture. In the 

Asian educational context, teachers are more inclined to provide performance feedback 

that highlights weaknesses instead of strengths. Emphasis is often placed more on the 

value of hard work and effort instead of a reliance on ability, and standards are 

sometimes set unrealistically high in regards to success. All of these factors affect the 

way in which Asian students’ self-efficacy beliefs are formed. 

The first problem addressed in this study concerns this presumed lack of self-

efficacy and whether it is possible to cultivate greater reading self-efficacy in Japanese 

university students. Despite the numerous studies of affective factors in foreign 

language achievement (e.g., Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993; MacIntyre, 1995; Phillips, 

1992; Saito & Samimy, 1996; Scott, 1986), there still remains a relatively limited 

amount of research investigating the self-efficacy of foreign language (FL) students. 

A contributing factor to this first problem of whether it is possible to foster 

improved levels of self-efficacy in foreign language learners and how this might be 

achieved is the serious dearth of extant longitudinal studies dealing with the issue. 

Many of the studies that are detailed more fully in Chapter 2 are cross-sectional 
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(Gahungu, 2007; Hseih & Schallert, 2008; Mills, Pajares, & Herron, 2006, 2007, Mori, 

2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995; Yang, 1999). Certainly, these types of studies offer 

insight into the basics of the constructs surrounding self-efficacy and its relationship to 

motivation and overall performance, but they do not provide much practical advice 

regarding how knowledge can be used to improve pedagogy in foreign language 

teaching. To this end, longitudinal studies that chart changes over time are absolutely 

necessary. 

A second problem dealt with in this study is a focus on low proficiency learners 

instead of intermediate or high proficiency learners. Due to the lack of reading self-

efficacy studies in the field of SLA, a review of literature in first language (L1) reading 

studies is also presented in Chapter 2. Paralleling the limited extant literature in SLA 

dealing with self-efficacy, L1 self-efficacy reading studies have also been largely cross-

sectional; however, in those few studies involving longitudinal analyses, most of the 

participants had low reading proficiency or were remedial learners (Nelson & Manset-

Williamson, 2006; Schunk & Rice, 1987, 1989, 1991). Apparently, these are the 

learners that seem to gain most from improvements in self-efficacy; therefore, few 

researchers have focused on intermediate or high proficiency learners. 

A third problem underlying limitations in previous foreign language studies of 

self-efficacy is the small sample sizes in relation to the number of variables being 

investigated. Regardless of what software is used to analyze the data in these studies, 

when the questionnaire has more items than there are participants in the study, the 

results are questionable (Gahungu, 2007; Rossiter, 2001). 
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The fourth problem addressed in this study concerns the still unclear relationship 

between reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension in EFL contexts. A review of 

the relevant literature reveals that a strong relationship between self-efficacy and 

language learning motivation exists (e.g., Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995). This 

link between self-efficacy and motivation has also been translated into gains in 

achievement; however, a direct relationship between self-efficacy and achievement 

(reading comprehension in this study) remains unsubstantiated. 

The fifth problem addressed in this study concerns the notion that research into 

the self-efficacy of EFL students often suffers from conceptual and/or methodological 

problems (Chamot, Barnhardt, El-Dinary, & Robbins, 1996; Cheng, 2002; Mori, 2002; 

Tremblay & Gardner, 1995). One of the difficulties involved in designing self-efficacy 

studies is the challenge of operationalizing the construct. Because self-efficacy is 

usually measured through self-report questionnaires, the semantics and particular 

vocabulary used to develop the scales are of crucial importance. In response to the 

apparently rampant misunderstanding of the factors leading to the valid measurement of 

self-efficacy, Bandura (2006) offered a set of guidelines to be followed when 

constructing scales for measuring self-efficacy. In his paper, he outlined the importance 

of content validity, domain- and task-specificity, and the inclusion of items that range in 

levels of endorseability in order to create instruments that more accurately measure self-

efficacy. 

A sixth problem addressed in this study is the lack of understanding that exists 

over the role that past levels of reading self-efficacy play on current levels of one’s 

reading self-efficacy. Understanding just how influential early experiences in EFL 
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reading are for learners is crucial to creating curriculum that more accurately reflect 

student needs. 

 

Purposes of the Study 

To address the first, second, third, and fourth problems listed above, the primary 

purpose of this study is to investigate the longitudinal effects in EFL reading self-

efficacy that result from explicit instruction in reading strategies and/or participation in 

an extensive reading program for intermediate/high-intermediate university learners 

over the course of one academic year in an EFL context in western Japan. One of the 

objectives of this study is to investigate whether reading self-efficacy can be cultivated 

in an EFL setting. The study was conducted with the cooperation of 322 participants, so 

the traditional problem of small N-sizes is addressed. 

As a second purpose, I strove to consider as many facets of the involved 

constructs in the study as possible. When considering the relationship between reading 

self-efficacy and explicit instruction in reading strategies, another variable, perceived 

value of reading strategies, can act as an intervening variable from which to further 

explore the relationship. Likewise, the perceived value of extensive reading, is 

hypothesized to act as a mediating variable between reading self-efficacy and the 

extensive reading treatment. Although little research exists that has jointly taken these 

two constructs into consideration, it is believed that the value learners place on reading 

strategies and/or extensive reading influences the degree to which they believe that 

these treatments are effective in improving their reading comprehension, thereby 

influencing their reading self-efficacy. 
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The impetus for investigating these two variables stems from a study conducted 

by Schunk and Rice (1987). In this study, an experimental group was given strategy 

value information along with training in the use of a cognitive reading strategy, finding 

the main idea. The control group was instructed in the same way, but was not given the 

strategy value information. The strategy value information entailed offering praise to 

students who successfully executed strategy use, and statements to the students 

explaining how reading strategies could help them to comprehend better and how 

students in the past have been successful at learning to read by using these reading 

strategies. The results indicated that by simply offering the experimental group this 

seemingly minute strategy value information (i.e., helping the students more fully 

understand the utility of such reading strategies in improving their reading 

comprehension) resulted in statistically significant gains in both reading comprehension 

and reading self-efficacy over the control group. Therefore, it was believed that the 

participants’ level of perceived utility of reading strategies and extensive reading could 

also play a role in their level of reading self-efficacy, just as it had in the Schunk and 

Rice (1987) study.  

Even if learners are explicitly taught reading strategies, the learners will 

probably not make a concerted effort to develop those reading strategies if they do not 

recognize their utility in enhancing reading performance. The same can be said for the 

extensive reading treatment. If learners do not recognize how extensive reading is 

helping them to read more fluently, for example, their reading self-efficacy is unlikely 

to change appreciably due to the treatment. 
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The third purpose of this study is to determine the degree to which reading self-

efficacy influences overall English reading proficiency. As mentioned above, empirical 

research (e.g., Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995) supports the existence of a 

strong relationship between self-efficacy and motivation, but evidence of a strong link 

between self-efficacy and performance is again, limited. 

The fourth purpose of this study concerns problematic instrumentation that has 

been used in the past. In order to combat the above problem of possibly invalid 

instrumentation, the rationale for the instruments used in this study are presented and 

the instruments were validated. Part of the validation process involved piloting the 

instruments one or more times. For the self-efficacy questionnaire, in particular, great 

lengths were taken to follow the clear guidelines set by Bandura (2006) in creating a 

valid instrument. 

The fifth purpose of this study concerns the role that the four sources of 

information of self-efficacy—performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences, 

verbal persuasions, and physiological states—play in any effects that occur from the 

two treatments, explicit instruction in reading strategies and participation in an 

extensive reading program. In other words, this purpose concerns how the learners’ 

various histories in relation to these sources of self-efficacy set the stage for their 

participation in this study and how strongly their past experiences affect their abilities to 

cultivate reading self-efficacy by participating in the treatment(s). This purpose stems 

from the problem of historically low levels of self-efficacy in Asian learners. I hope to 

uncover more data to investigate if Japanese university students also exhibit low self-
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efficacy and how it is related to their current levels of reading self-efficacy and reading 

proficiency. 

 

Significance of the Study 

While the subject of self-efficacy has become increasingly prevalent in the fields 

of psychology and educational psychology over the past three decades, the majority of 

the research continues to be conducted outside of the realm of SLA. The paucity of self-

efficacy studies pertaining to foreign language learning persists. 

First, this study extends the existing body of knowledge regarding self-efficacy 

in EFL contexts. Due to its longitudinal nature and the relatively large number of 

intermediate/high intermediate proficiency participants, this study provides a practical 

view into how the use of strategy instruction and extensive reading influence foreign 

language learners’ reading self-efficacy over the course of one academic year. 

The evaluation of self-efficacy for reading was chosen for two main reasons. 

First, in an EFL context such as Japan, learners’ opportunities to interact with the target 

language community are lacking. In order to gain further access to the language, 

learners are forced to rely on written texts as sources of input. Therefore, learning how 

teachers can maximize the potential of reading to further aid learners as a rich, 

accessible source of input is important. 

However, as mentioned above, this written input is meaningless if motivation to 

read is not present. Research has shown support for a relationship between self-efficacy 

and motivation to learn a foreign language (Mori, 2002, 2004; Tremblay & Gardner, 

1995). As such, if the cultivation of reading self-efficacy can be achieved through the 
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use of reading strategies and/or extensive reading, support for the use of these methods 

in EFL classes will be provided. 

A second contribution that this study will make to the field of SLA is further 

evidence of the relationship between reading self-efficacy and reading proficiency. The 

importance of self-efficacy in relation to performance has been clearly supported in 

many fields outside of SLA, however, evidence in the field of SLA is still lacking. This 

study constitutes an attempt to shed more light on this relationship in an EFL context. 

Third, as a product of this study, future researchers will have access to a valid 

measure of reading self-efficacy. Great efforts were taken to follow the guidelines listed 

by Bandura (2006) to create a reliable and valid instrument. In addition, the instrument 

was validated using modern psychometric approaches. The reading comprehension test 

also provides future researchers with a reliable and valid alternative to mainstream 

comprehension tests.  

Finally, this study will also shed light on the role of self-efficacy in Japan. 

Culture plays a leading role in education and the setting of educational standards and 

practices. These results will inform educational leaders and administrators of the 

consequences that such cultural values have on foreign language learning. A 

preoccupation with student weaknesses, unrealistic standards of success, and focusing 

more heavily on effort than ability are all factors that characterize Japanese educational 

standards. The results of this study might warrant revisiting these standards for possible 

improvement for future generations. 
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The Audience for the Study 

The primary audience for this study is EFL instructors in Japan teaching in 

elementary schools, junior and senior high schools, as well as university or continuing 

education programs. One of the main goals of this study is to reach out to these 

instructors by providing them with more practical knowledge regarding the role of self-

efficacy in EFL reading motivation and performance. In addition, I hope to add to the 

current body of research in reading strategies and extensive reading in ways that lead to 

the development of more effective EFL curricula. 

A second audience is curriculum developers and school administrators. The 

results might show that even with intervention, self-efficacy beliefs are set at a certain 

level or by a particular age. In this regard, the results will be particularly important to 

curriculum developers and school administrators. They will send a message that greater 

care should be taken to develop self-efficacy earlier. Bandura (1997) stated that, 

“Successes build a robust belief in one’s personal efficacy. Failures undermine it, 

especially if failures occur before a sense of efficacy is firmly established (p. 80).” 

A final group that will benefit from this study is fellow researchers. Due to 

previous problems with instrumentation and the overall lack of research in the SLA 

field based on self-efficacy, this study will inform many researchers who are interested 

in the topic. As products of this study, a set of valid instruments that can be utilized or 

adapted to various populations in the EFL realm will become available. Researchers 

who might have the desire to investigate self-efficacy and the role it plays in motivation 

and overall performance will be provided with additional literature from which to base 
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future research. Also, a list of future research suggestions is offered at the end of this 

study to support further investigation into reading self-efficacy. 

 

Delimitations 

A major delimitation of this study is the nature of the participants involved and 

the location in which it was conducted. All of the participants are young Japanese men 

and women between 18 and 20 years of age, all products of the same culture, and 

speaking the same native language, Japanese. All are enrolled in the same large, private 

university, as well. Caution should be taken when attempting to generalize the results of 

this study to any group or location different from the ones described above. 

 

Definition of Terms 

Definitions of the terms used in this study are provided in this section. These 

terms are defined in more detail in Chapter 2. 

Self-efficacy refers to “beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the 

courses of action required to produce given attainments” (Bandura, 1997, p. 3). Schunk 

(1991) postulated that beliefs of personal efficacy are often a better predictor of success 

than actual abilities, skills, or knowledge. 

English reading self-efficacy refers to one’s perception of his ability to perform 

various reading tasks in English. In this study, ACTFL’s (1986) (See Appendix V for 

ACTFL reading guidelines) High Novice, Intermediate and Advanced reading 

proficiency levels were used as guidelines in constructing a questionnaire to measure 

English reading self-efficacy. An example of an item that is easy to endorse is, “How 
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sure are you that you can read and understand the items on a menu written in English at 

a fast-food restaurant.” An item that is difficult to endorse is, “How sure are you that 

you can read and understand the specific details of a business letter in English.” 

For the purposes of this study, reading strategy is defined according to Macaro’s 

(2006) re-defining. He claims that researchers should describe strategies in terms of a 

goal, a situation, and a mental action. Strategies are the raw material of conscious 

cognitive processing, and their effectiveness or non-effectiveness derives from the way 

they are used and combined in tasks and processes. Strategies need to be distinguished 

from subconscious activity, language learning processes, learning plans, and learning 

styles (Macaro, 2006, p. 325). As will be explain more fully in chapter 2, Macaro chose 

to simply describe the construct of reading strategies rather than to concisely define it. 

The inclusion of the reading strategies highlighted in this study was decided 

upon, after close review of literature describing reading as an interactive process. A 

model of reading as the interaction between top-down and bottom-up reading processes 

was developed in the late 1970s/mid-1980s (Stanovich, 1980, Barnett, 1989). Originally 

considered to have a dichotomous relationship, top-down and bottom-up reading 

processes are largely conceptualized, currently, as forming a continuum, one that takes 

into account different combinations of strategies depending on the different learner and 

context variables. Recent research has shown that the interactive nature of reading 

processes can include other factors, such as: the interaction between text, setting, reader 

background, reading strategies, the first language (L1) and second language (L2), and 

reader decision making. However, these additional factors are beyond the scope of this 

paper. 
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 The reading strategies highlighted in this study are: 

1. guessing an unknown word’s meaning from the surrounding context 

2. guessing the meaning of an unknown word by breaking the word into its 

component parts 

3. finding the topic of a paragraph 

4. finding the main idea of a paragraph 

5. finding the topic of an entire reading passage 

6. finding the main idea of an entire reading passage 

7. predicting the ending of a reading passage 

8. inferring the author’s feelings or underlying information from reading the 

text 

Due to the confusion that has existed for years over the problematic definition of 

reading strategies and reading skills and their connection to reading comprehension, a 

clear explanation of these concepts is warranted. As defined above, reading strategies 

are a general plan of action used to achieve a goal. In my interpretation, reading skills 

refer to the applied way(s) in which a strategy is deployed; the various processes that 

must take place in order to effectively execute a strategy. An example taken within the 

scope of this study might be finding the main idea of a paragraph. Finding the main idea 

of a paragraph would be the strategy, but all the different steps that might lead to 

finding the main idea would be the reading skills, that is, looking for a repetition of 

ideas within the paragraph, creating a summary of the paragraph in one sentence, and 

re-evaluating that summary to confirm that every sentence in that paragraph relates to it 

in some way. 

  bottom-up 

  top-down 
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These reading skills are the building blocks of reading strategies that are the 

building blocks of reading comprehension. The theoretical framework of reading 

comprehension for this study that was explained earlier, Anderson’s theory of cognitive 

learning (2000a), states that these reading skills are just like any other skills that must 

be automatized to become useful in achieving a particular goal, such as comprehending 

a written text. For many learners, these skills and strategies are part of their normal 

repertoire used when trying to comprehend reading texts; however, some learners 

require reading strategy intervention to help them acquire and automatize these skills. 

It is also thought that the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire 

(see Appendix O for the Japanese version and Appendix P for the English version) will 

provide a washback effect to the participants. That is, by completing the questionnaire, 

participants’ metacognitive awareness surrounding the utility of cognitive reading 

strategies and their role in facilitating reading comprehension will be heightened. 

Extensive reading refers to reading in quantity to develop good reading habits, 

to build up knowledge of vocabulary and structure, and to encourage a liking for 

reading. 

Perceived value of reading strategies refers to one’s perception of the 

importance of gaining an understanding and practical, working knowledge of reading 

strategies, as an effective way of improving reading comprehension ability. 

An example of an item measuring perceived value of reading strategies is “If I 

were skillful at guessing the meaning of an unknown vocabulary word from its 

surrounding context, it would improve my overall reading comprehension ability.” 
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Perceived value of extensive reading is operationalized as one’s perception of 

the importance of reading extensively as an effective way of improving reading 

comprehension ability and fluency. The guidelines for the extensive reading treatment 

for this study are set by Day and Bamford (2002) (see Appendix I for a Japanese 

version and Appendix J for an English version). Based on these principles, one item 

used to measure this construct is “My English reading comprehension ability will 

improve if I practice reading without a dictionary.” 

Sources of self-efficacy information refer to the four main components that 

influence one’s perceived efficacy: mastery experience, vicarious experience, social 

persuasion, and physiological and emotional states. One’s self-efficacy for a particular 

task within a particular domain is the aggregate of these four factors, according to 

Bandura (1995). 

 

The Organization of This Study 

In this chapter, an overview of the theoretical background, the problems, 

purposes, and proposed significance of the study was provided. In addition, a 

clarification of terms, audiences, and delimitations was offered. Chapter 2, the Review 

of the Literature, is divided into major sections: an overview of Bandura’s self-efficacy 

theory, self-efficacy in EFL contexts, an explanation of Anderson’s cognitive theory of 

learning, reading strategies, reading strategies in an EFL context, Day and Bamford’s 

principles of extensive reading, and extensive reading in EFL contexts. In Chapter 3, 

Methods, I describe the participants and setting, instruments, procedures, and the 

analyses used in the study. Chapter 4, Preliminary Analysis, details a systematic 
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breakdown of the six instruments used in the study. The results from each instrument 

are scrutinized and analyzed using current psychometric approaches. Calibrations of 

both the items and the rating scales were made to solve problems that occurred with the 

instruments. In Chapter 5, Results, the quantitative results pertaining to the research 

questions in this study are featured. MANOVAs, ANOVAs, latent growth curve 

modeling, and Pearson correlation coefficients were used as methods of analysis of the 

data. After the Results section, Chapter 6, the Discussion chapter highlights the key 

findings and cites past literature to support arguments to explain the results. In addition, 

theoretical and pedagogical implications were detailed. Finally, in Chapter 7, a brief 

summary of the study will be offered, along with the limitations of the study, 

suggestions for future research, and a conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

 In this chapter I review the literature on (a) self-efficacy theory, (b) reading 

strategies in SLA, and (c) extensive reading. In the first section, I review the basic 

tenets of the theory of self-efficacy and discuss how it ties in with Anderson’s Cognitive 

Theory of Learning. I also discuss the role that culture plays in self-efficacy and its 

development. In the second section, I detail the relevant research in reading strategies in 

the L1 and the L2, and reading strategy intervention, including a theoretical framework 

for both reading strategies and reading strategy instruction. The fourth section is 

devoted to synthesizing the pertinent information concerning the study and pinpointing 

the limitations of past research. This section creates a clear path to the research 

questions that are provided at the end of the chapter. 

 

Self-Efficacy Theory 

Since the publication of the social cognitivist Albert Bandura’s (1977) seminal 

article entitled “Self-Efficacy: Toward a Unifying Theory of Behavioral Change,” 

researchers from many fields (i.e., educational psychology, health, medicine, athletics, 

business, international affairs, psychopathology, and social and political change) 

(Pajares, 1996, 2004) have employed self-efficacy to predict and describe a wide range 

of human functioning. There is evidence to suggest that self-efficacy can predict such 

varied achievements as academic achievements, social skills, smoking cessation, pain 

tolerance, athletic performances, career choices, assertiveness, coping with feared 
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events, recovery from illnesses, and sales performance (Bandura, 1986). Embedded 

within his social cognitive theory, self-efficacy has received increasing attention in the 

area of academic motivation and achievement (Bandura, 1986; Pintrich & Schunk, 

2002; Schunk, 2004). In his most recent book dealing with self-efficacy, Bandura 

(1997) details the importance of this construct and its influence on human behavior: 

People make causal contributions to their own psychosocial functioning through 

mechanisms of personal agency. Among the mechanisms of agency, none is 

more central or pervasive than beliefs of personal efficacy. Unless people 

believe they can produce desired effects by their actions, they have little 

incentive to act. Efficacy belief, therefore, is a major basis of action. People 

guide their lives by their beliefs of personal efficacy (p. 2). 

The theoretical basis of Bandura’s self-efficacy theory and all its current implications, 

derives from Bandura’s (1977) article. In this article, Bandura defined self-efficacy as 

the strength of expectations individuals maintain about their ability to perform 

successfully a behavior that will lead to a particular outcome. Individuals’ level of self-

efficacy influences “whether certain (coping) behaviors will be initiated, how much 

effort will be expended, and how long it will be sustained in the face of obstacles and 

aversive experiences” (Bandura, 1977, p. 191). Within the framework of this theory, 

judgments of self-efficacy are task and domain specific. Those who hold a low sense of 

self-efficacy for accomplishing a particular task within a particular domain might avoid 

it, while those who have a higher sense of self-efficacy might be more apt to participate 

readily in the completion of the task. 
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According to Bandura (1986, 1997), there are four principle sources of 

information that help one create a sense of self-efficacy pertaining to a specific task and 

a specific domain; performance accomplishments (learners’ past performances), 

vicarious experiences (experiences with others’ performances), verbal persuasion 

(persuasion-positive or negative-from significant others), and physiological states 

(physiological and emotional changes that alert the learner to possible failure or 

success). In other words, people base the level of confidence they have in relation to a 

particular behavior, on an aggregate reading of these four elements. 

Judged to be the most influential gauge of self-efficacy, performance 

accomplishments are especially important because they are based on personal mastery 

experiences. Successes tend to increase one’s sense of self-efficacy while failures lower 

it. 

Although exerting a weaker influence on the formation of self-efficacy than 

performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences are also an important source of 

self-efficacy information. People do not rely solely on their own mastery experiences to 

develop their self-efficacy. They are also influenced by seeing others perform particular 

activities. Certain conditions enhance the value of a vicarious experience; the more 

similar the observer feels he is to the model, the more influence the vicarious 

experience will have on the observer’s self-efficacy. Model behavior that exhibits clear 

outcomes conveys more efficacy information than if the effects of the modeled actions 

remained unclear. Furthermore, diversified modeling, in which the performance is re-

enacted several times by a variety of models, is superior to exposure to the same 

performance by a single model. 
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Also influencing self-efficacy is verbal persuasion, in which people are guided, 

through suggestion, into believing they are capable or incapable of performing a 

particular task. The impact that verbal persuasion has on self-efficacy is likely to be 

weaker than that arising from one’s own accomplishments because verbal persuasion is 

not derived from an authentic experience. 

The last element of self-efficacy information is physiological states. People 

sometimes rely on their physiological reactions to particular situations to lead them and 

their level of self-efficacy. As one experiences a fear reaction, such as an increased 

heart rate, induced sweating, or hyperventilation, one would likely expect failure more 

than success in that particular situation. “Because high arousal usually debilitates 

performance, individuals are more likely to expect success when they are not beset by 

aversive arousal than if they are tense and viscerally agitated” (Bandura, 1977, p. 198). 

 

Self-Efficacy in Social Cognitive Theory 

This theory of self-efficacy underwent severe scrutiny by researchers in a 

multitude of fields and remained robust even in the face of such scrutiny. It was not 

until 1986 that Bandura introduced a more comprehensive look at human behavior, his 

social cognitive theory, within which was embedded the theory of self-efficacy. In the 

social cognitive theory, people are seen as self-organizing, proactive, self-reflecting, 

and self-regulating rather than as reactive beings molded and guided by environmental 

forces or compelled by hidden inner impulses. It is by this very definition that Bandura 

rejects claims that he is a “behaviorist” and demands that he be referred to as a “social 
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cognitivist.” From this theoretical perspective, human functioning is considered the 

product of a dynamic triad of personal, behavioral, and environmental influences 

(Figure 2). 

Of all the beliefs that influence human functioning, and standing at the very core 

of the social cognitive theory, are self-efficacy beliefs, “people’s judgments of their 

capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types 

of performances” (Bandura, 1986, p. 391).

 

Figure 2. Model of the relations between the three classes of determinants of human 
functioning in Bandura’s conception of triadic reciprocality (1986). 
 

As the evolution of self-efficacy theory and its role within the social cognitive 

theory continued, Bandura explained the refinement of his theories in his 1997 book, 

Self-Efficacy: The Exercise of Control. In regards to the role of self-efficacy, he stated, 

“Perceived self-efficacy refers to beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute 

the course of action required to produce given attainments.” Adding parts to this 
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definition that were not found in his prior writings, Bandura extended the influence of 

one’s beliefs in self-efficacy to 

…the courses of action people choose to pursue, how much effort they put forth 

in given endeavors, how long they will persevere in the face of obstacles and 

failures, their resilience to adversity, whether their thought patterns are self-

hindering or self-aiding, how much stress and depression they experience in 

coping with taxing environmental demands, and the level of accomplishments 

they realize (p. 3). 

Bandura continued by explaining another of his major contentions as regards the role of 

self-efficacy in human functioning, “people’s level of motivation, affective states, and 

actions are based more on what they believe than on what is objectively true” (Bandura, 

1997, p. 2). Therefore, it is not necessarily the number of skills one possesses, but what 

one believes one can do with those skills in a particular circumstance that self-efficacy 

theory is really concerned with. Collins (1982) studied the level of problem-solving by 

children at three levels of mathematical ability. Mathematical ability played a part in the 

problem-solving performance, but those children who maintained a high sense of self-

efficacy were more successful than those with a low sense of self-efficacy, regardless of 

the ability level. Pervasive self-doubt can over-rule skills, so that even highly skilled 

individuals might not perform to their true ability under circumstances that undermine 

their beliefs in themselves (Bandura & Jourden, 1991). As these studies demonstrate, 

perceived self-efficacy is highly influential to performance accomplishments, whatever 

underlying skills one might possess. 
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Self-Efficacy in Academic Achievement and Motivation 

Beliefs about self-efficacy are key elements in mediating behavior leading to 

human competence (Pintrich, 1999; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990). Bandura (1977, 1986, 

1997) purports that one’s level of self-efficacy relates strongly to one’s decision to 

initiate activities that support learning, the level of effort expended on accomplishing 

those activities, and how perseverant that person can be in the face of adversity. 

Consequently, it has been suggested that self-efficacy beliefs influence student 

motivation and achievement. It is important to remember, however, that self-efficacy is 

task and domain-specific. Unlike its distant cousin, self-confidence, which is considered 

a more global reading of one’s competence, self-efficacy remains situation-specific 

(Pajares & Miller, 1994). 

The value of self-efficacy in academic settings is the role it fills in mediating 

motivation and achievement (Bandura, 1997; Pajares, 1996; Schunk, 1995). Research 

results reflect a positive relationship between self-efficacy and successful academic 

performance (Bong, 2001; Lane et al., 2004; Ofori & Charlton, 2002; Yang, 2004), self-

regulated learning (Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Schunk & Zimmerman, 1997), academic 

motivation (Bong & Clark, 1999), and reading/writing performance (McCarthy, Meier, 

& Rinderer, 1985; Meier, McCarthy, and Schmeck, 1984; Pajares & Johnson, 1994, 

1996; Pajares & Valiante, 1997; Shell, Colvin, & Bruning, 1995; Shell, Murphy, & 

Bruning, 1989). 

In addition to the positive correlation between self-efficacy and academic 

achievement as indicated by the above studies, many researchers have reached results 

that demonstrate the close correlation between self-efficacy beliefs and academic 
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motivation. Self-efficacy beliefs are suggested to have “convergent validity in 

influencing choice of activities (Schunk, 1981; Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 1997, 1999; 

Hackett & Betz, 1989), levels of effort (Schunk & Hanson, 1985; Schunk, Hanson, & 

Cox, 1987; Salomon, 1984), persistence (Schunk, 1981), and emotional reactions 

(Pajares & Kanzler, 1995; Siegel, Galassi, & Ware, 1985)” (Zimmerman, 2001, p. 86). 

Multon, Brown, and Lent (1991) reported their findings of meta-analyses of the 

relations of self-efficacy and academic motivation, operationalized as, persistence (e.g., 

number of tasks undertaken, time on task, or number of academic semesters 

successfully completed). The authors analyzed 18 studies of persistence and rate 

measures of motivation. The results, an overall effect size of .38, illustrated that self-

efficacy beliefs made up 14% of the variance in academic persistence across a variety of 

student samples, experimental designs, and criterion measures. 

 

Self-Efficacy in Reading Achievement and Reading Motivation 

In addition to one’s ability to facilitate the basic cognitive elements illustrated 

above in Anderson’s Cognitive Theory of Learning, motivational factors also come into 

play when trying to explain reading behavior. Poor readers and proficient readers are 

seen as differing not only in their cognitive competence but also in their level of reading 

motivation. Proficient readers tend to have higher self-competence beliefs (Chapman & 

Tunmer, 2002; Shell, Colvin & Bruning, 1995).  

In an often-cited study about reading achievement and self-efficacy, Shell et al. 

(1989), working upon previous studies that had shown how self-perceptions of reading 

ability were significantly related to reading grades and achievement (Nicholls, 1979; 
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Paris & Oka, 1986), created a self-efficacy reading instrument that included two 

subscales: the reading task and the reading skill subscales. The reading task was 

designed to examine undergraduate students’ confidence in relation to their ability to 

perform 18 reading tasks (e.g., to read a letter from a friend). The reading skill 

subscales were developed to examine participants' confidence in relation to their ability 

to perform nine reading skills (e.g., recognize letters). Results from the study 

demonstrated that self-efficacy was a stronger predictor than outcome expectancy 

beliefs in explaining the variance in reading achievement.  

Schunk and Rice (1987) also showed through studies with L1 remedial learners 

that explicit instruction to students on the use and utility of reading comprehension 

strategies helped them not only comprehend better, it also helped to improve their 

reading self-efficacy. 

Recognizing the importance of motivation in influencing students’ reading 

development, Wigfield and Guthrie (1995) created a model of reading comprehension 

development (the MRQ, the Motivations for Reading Questionnaire) that incorporates 

both cognitive and motivational aspects of reading. Along with intrinsic motivation, 

extrinsic motivation, and social motivation, one of the main components of the 

motivational aspects was reading self-efficacy. Results from several studies support the 

positive relation between these reading motivational constructs, including reading self-

efficacy, and reading comprehension (Guthrie & Alao, 1997; Guthrie, Van Meter, 

McCann & Wigfield, 1996; Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000). 

Schunk et al. (1991) demonstrated that children's sense of efficacy is closely 

connected to their academic performance, and that instructing students both on how to 
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be more efficacious and to believe they are more efficacious improves children's 

achievement in subjects, such as math and reading (Schunk, 1991; Schunk & 

Zimmerman, 1997). The results from these studies indicate that when children believe 

they are competent and efficacious at reading they are more likely to engage in reading. 

Using the MRQ described above in a later study, Wigfield and Guthrie (1997), 

found results to support the connection between reading self-efficacy and reading 

motivation and achievement. The results of the study confirmed their hypothesis that 

reading motivation is a multifaceted construct. The findings supported the previously 

hypothesized connection between self-efficacy and competence beliefs (Bandura, 1977; 

Schunk, 1991; Wigfield & Eccles, 1992).  In this study, the researchers concurred with 

other major researchers of the time, “Bandura and Schunk both have argued that 

perceived efficacy is one of the strongest predictors of achievement, and we find 

support for these claims in our results” (Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997, p. 428). 

As covered in the previous four sections, self-efficacy is currently considered a 

strong indicator of achievement and an important mediating construct in relation to 

other motivational variables. Unlike other similar constructs, such as self-confidence, 

self-concept, or self-competence, self-efficacy is a task- and domain-specific construct 

that represents one’s perceived competence in accomplishing a particular task. The 

ever-changing, organic essence of self-efficacy exerts a strong influence on learner 

motivation and academic performance. Highly efficacious learners exert more energy, 

persevere longer and remain resilient in the face of adversity throughout the learning 

process. This has implications for not only L1 learners but also learners of foreign and 

second language. This issue is addressed in the following sections. 
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The Role of Culture in Self-Efficacy 

Bandura (2006) claimed that there was abundant research to support the 

hypothesis that self-efficacy maintains a cross-cultural generalizability. However, the 

role that culture in the Asian context plays in self-efficacy and its predictive qualities 

remain largely under question. The following three studies demonstrate that learners 

from different cultures might not be motivated to learn in the same way, notably in the 

way that self-efficacy is supposed to predict human behavior. 

Oettingen (1995) provided an in-depth review of the differences in the ways 

culture affects the various sources of self-efficacy belief systems. She created a 

dichotomy between individualistic and collectivistic societies. In her view, “collectivist 

cultures promote the view that people belong to in-groups that demand lasting loyalty… 

and in return, people receive protection from the in-group” (p. 151). Individualist 

societies, conversely, espouse values of protecting one’s own welfare and their 

immediate family’s interests. Individual goals are more highly regarded than those of 

the group.  

She also highlighted the difference in cultural values set by variations in power 

distance. For people living in cultures with a large disparity in power, inequality in 

power is acceptable and viewed as normal. For people who live in countries that 

maintain a smaller disparity in power distance, power is more fairly and evenly 

distributed among them. 

These distinctions led to variations in her research results on self-efficacy. She 

postulated that learners living in collectivist societies quite often form their own sense 

of self-efficacy based on the verbal persuasion of the in-group. It is the group who 
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acknowledges the value of a task completed, not so much the individual (Oettingen & 

Zosuls, 2006). Oftentimes, learners pursue performance goals and are rewarded for 

demonstrating required competencies more than adopting learning goals. Individualist 

societies, on the other hand, emphasize an importance on teaching learners how to learn. 

From this, self-efficacy beliefs would be generated more by individual feeling of 

success and accomplishment than as an external reward or recognition from the in-

group. 

In addition, variations in power distance have also been shown to affect self-

efficacy. In settings where there is a large power differential (i.e., Japan and other Asian 

countries), teachers are highly respected and obeyed and expected by students to control 

the course of educational activities. In this sense, the generation of a sense of self-

efficacy largely comes from teacher evaluation and verbal persuasion. In cultures with a 

small power disparity, learners rely on their own evaluations of their performance on 

projects to form their sense of self-efficacy. 

A few researchers have utilized the dichotomies above to compare self-efficacy 

beliefs among various cultures. Eaton and Dembo (1997), explored the differences in 

motivational beliefs between Asian Americans (154 students) and non-Asian Americans 

(372 students). Among the Asian-American group, a relatively small number, only 18, 

of them were Japanese. The learners completed questionnaires indicating their academic 

beliefs. The results showed that Asian American students rated themselves lower in 

self-efficacy, but outperformed their non-Asian counterparts on a novel task to assess 

their achievement behavior. The implication was that self-efficacy might not have the 

predictive power, when analyzed in Asian settings, that it has in Western cultures. 
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In a later study, Salili, Chiu, and Lai (2001), investigated the self-efficacy 

beliefs of students in eastern and western cultures. The participants, 571 students aged 

17 to 19, were comprised of high school students in Hong Kong (N = 217), East Asian 

Canadian students (N = 66, mostly Chinese, referred to as Chinese Canadians) and 

European Canadian students (N = 288, mostly of French or English origins). There were 

no Japanese students or students from other Asian countries, other than China, 

represented in the study. 

Data collection for the study was organized by requiring all participants to 

complete a two-part survey. The first part of the survey highlighted demographic 

background and measures of academic performance, while the second part focused on 

goal orientations and academic self-efficacy, among others. In reference to self-efficacy, 

the results demonstrated, again, that students in Asian cultures generally rate their self-

efficacy lower than students in non-Asian cultures do. 

 

Summary 

The above studies highlighted the tendency for Asian learners to rate themselves 

much lower on self-efficacy scales than their non-Asian counterparts. This was not 

always reflected however, in major differences in performance. Although the studies 

were supposedly based on the differences in self-efficacy between Asian and non-

Asians, they rarely included Japanese participants in their sample. This study 

investigates, more fully, the degree to which self-efficacy plays a role in the reading 

achievement of Japanese university students. 
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Self-Efficacy in Second Language Research 

Although researchers from many fields (i.e., educational psychology, health, 

medicine, athletics, business, international affairs, psychopathology, and social and 

political change) (Pajares, 1996, 2004) have employed self-efficacy to predict and 

describe a wide range of human functioning, research in the field of foreign languages 

remains relatively limited. In the early 1990s a collective criticism rose from the field of 

SLA referring primarily to Gardner’s (1985) socio-educational model (Crookes & 

Schmidt, 1991; Oxford & Shearin, 1994; Dörnyei, 1994). There was a general 

consensus among several researchers in the field that research in L2 learning had been 

restricted by a narrow perspective on motivation. Recommendations that researchers 

begin to consider non-L2 approaches to motivation were voiced. 

In response to these calls, Tremblay and Gardner (1995) investigated the 

implication of self-efficacy, along with other motivational constructs, and its role in L2 

motivation. A sample of 75 French language students in a Francophone secondary 

school completed questionnaires designed to measure various motivational and 

attitudinal factors. In addition to these measures, they completed an essay in French. 

The researchers hypothesized that self-efficacy is directly influenced by students’ 

attributions of their successes and failures in language learning situations. They also 

hypothesized that self-efficacy would directly influence motivational behavior and that 

motivational behavior would have a direct affect on achievement. Final grades for the 

French class were used as a measure of achievement. The results supported the 

hypothesis that self-efficacy has a direct effect on motivational behavior which 

subsequently has a direct relation to achievement (see Figure 1).  
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Although the study served as a welcome answer to the calls for further research on L2 

motivation, there seemed to be some inherent problems with the design. First, a review of the 

questionnaire items revealed inconsistencies between the items and the theoretical nature of the 

construct. Instead of questioning learners’ perceived efficacy to perform a specific language 

task, the items were constructed to test one’s perceived “likelihood” of performing certain 

language functions in French. The researchers also claimed that the self-efficacy construct in 

their study contained an anxiety component. Bandura (1977, 1986, 1997) has never included 

anxiety in his explanations of the theory. This is one of the elements that differentiates 

Clément’s (1980) concept of self-confidence, the balance between perceived self-competence 

and anxiety, and Bandura’s self-efficacy construct. 

A second concern about the study was the relatively small size of the sample. The 

analysis was conducted on a sample of only 75 subjects. The researchers, themselves, voiced a 

concern over the topic, but explained that other researchers had replicated studies conducted on 

their earlier model, which was also a part of the model of that study and therefore, they were 

confident that the basic relationships reported in the study were relatively stable. 

Further investigation into the connection between self-efficacy and motivation was also 

conducted by Mori (2002), in a study redefining motivation to read in a foreign language. At 

the time of her study, there were, essentially, no models of foreign language reading motivation 

available, so she turned to the MRQ, proposed by Wigfield and Gutherie (1995) for use with L1 

readers. In her study, 447 EFL students at a women’s university in Japan completed the 

questionnaire based on their motivation for reading in a foreign language, English. Similar to 

the research conducted by Wigfield and Guthrie (1995, 1997), the results supported the idea 
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that reading motivation is a multifaceted construct. Furthermore, the results also showed a clear 

connection between reading motivation and reading self-efficacy. 

Like the common problems with the study by Tremblay and Gardner (1995), one of the 

major critiques of Mori’s (2002) study, has also been an inconsistency between the items on the 

questionnaire and the fundamentals laid out in the theory of self-efficacy. Mori mistakenly 

combined measures of other constructs within her foreign language reading efficacy items. For 

example, the item, “I liked reading classes at junior and senior high schools” questions more 

the students’ enjoyment in reading in a foreign language than reading self-efficacy. Another 

example, “My grades for English reading classes at junior and senior high schools were not 

very good” asks students to report information about previous grades instead of their self-

perception of reading self-efficacy. Although the above item might allude to the learner’s 

impression of her own self-efficacy based on her evaluation of her grades, the item, itself, does 

not evaluate students’ sense of efficacy for foreign language reading. 

In a similar vein, inconsistencies become apparent in a study conducted by Cheng 

(2002). The researcher aimed to investigate the relationship between foreign language writing 

anxiety and foreign language writing self-efficacy. The participants were 165 English majors at 

one university in northern Taiwan. Amongst the multitude of questions from five surveys that 

the participants completed, there was only one question included to measure foreign language 

writing self-efficacy and, moreover, it was conceptually flawed. Cheng (2002) asked the 

learners to “rate their English writing ability” on a Likert-scale from 1 (Not proficient at all) to 

5 (Very proficient). The wording of the question does not reflect the task-specific, domain-

specific nature of the self-efficacy theory. The results showed that the participants’ self-

perceptions of confidence in English writing largely explained the variance in second language 
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writing anxiety (34%), however, as intimated above, the reliability and validity of these results 

remain under debate. 

Finally, a similar problem plagued the study of Chamot, Barnhardt, El-Dinary, and 

Robbins (1996). Unlike all of the above cross-sectional studies conducted on self-efficacy in a 

foreign language, this study was longitudinal. The study offered the first signs of researchers 

using reading strategies and reading strategies instruction to cultivate self-efficacy in foreign 

language reading education. 

The study took place in a mid-Atlantic metropolitan area with high school Japanese, 

Russian, and Spanish teachers and their students, and with college Japanese instructors and 

their students. It was conducted over a three-year period. The researchers investigated the 

strategies that would be implemented most appropriately in high school classes and what 

effects strategy instruction had on students. Materials were designed specifically for teaching 

learning strategies for the Japanese, Russian, and Spanish classrooms participating in the study. 

Strategy instruction was used for learning vocabulary, listening comprehension, reading 

comprehension, speaking, and self-regulated learning. The participants were given a set of 

questionnaires, including a self-efficacy questionnaire and a set of criterion-referenced 

language tests as a pretest and a posttest. There was no attempt to investigate how well the 

participants had been able to develop their skill in using the learning strategies, however. 

The results reflected an increase in student strategy use after instruction and indicated a 

familiarity with the strategies and their use. The only group that showed gains in self-efficacy 

over the duration of the study was the group of Japanese language students. However, the 

researchers did not explain if the self-efficacy gains were confirmed for Japanese reading, 

writing, speaking, or listening. 
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This misinterpretation on the part of the researchers was also evidenced in the items on 

the self-efficacy questionnaire, which was divided in to skills groups (reading, writing, 

speaking, listening). At the top of the questionnaire was a brief prelude to the survey, “You 

may often read texts such as dialogs, stories, and advertisements in Japanese as part of 

classwork or on your own.” Following these instructions were five items designed to measure 

the participants’ self-efficacy for each skill on a 100-point Likert scale. One example item was, 

“How sure are you that you can figure out the main topic or gist?” It quickly becomes clear that 

the participants would be unable to decipher what it was that the researchers were referring to 

when they wrote “main topic or gist.” It is unclear as to which genre, “dialogs, stories, or 

advertisements,” the researchers were referring to in these survey items. The ambiguity in the 

questions suggests that there was a strong possibility of misinterpretation on the part of the 

respondents. The wording of the questionnaire items also shows a general misunderstanding of 

the task-specific, domain-specific nature of self-efficacy that Bandura (1977) purported. 

Building upon the above study showing the relatively weak correlation between the 

effect of strategy instruction and self-efficacy, later studies demonstrated more clearly that a 

correlation exists (National Capital Language Resource Center, 2000a, 2000b, Yang, 1999). 

Those learners who rated themselves as highly efficacious reported using more types of 

learning strategies, particularly functional strategies (Yang, 1999). Furthermore, those students 

who reported more frequent strategy use considered themselves more confident learners 

(National Capital Language Resource Center, 2000a, 2000b). 

In a study conducted in Canada with ESL learners, Rossiter (2001) showed that explicit 

strategy instruction not only helped to increase students’ strategy use in L2 speaking but also 

showed a trend to improve the students’ speaking self-efficacy (significant differences were not 
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achieved). The author mentioned a number of limitations to the study of which the most notable 

was the small number of participants, 30 adult students registered in a full-time intermediate 

ESL program in Canada. The study lasted 15 weeks, one academic semester.  The paper details 

the strategy instruction and the speaking tasks the students engaged in. The author divided the 

strategies that were explicitly taught into two groups, communication strategies and affective 

strategies. 

In another study that suffered from an extremely small sample size, Gahungu, 

(2007), also investigated the relationship between strategy use and self-efficacy. The 

study was conducted with 37 students enrolled in Intermediate French II classes at 

Chicago State University. In addition, the author collected data utilizing an adapted 

version of Oxford’s (1990) Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL), a Likert-

scale survey designed to measure the participants’ self-efficacy, and a French cloze test 

for the language ability variable. The author hypothesized a positive relationship 

between all three variables, language learning strategy use, self-efficacy and language 

ability and significant results confirmed that hypothesis. 

To further examine the relationship between self-efficacy and proficiency, Mills, 

Pajares, and Herron (2006) showed that an evaluation of 95 college students of French 

as a Foreign Language revealed a significant relationship between FFL reading self-

efficacy and proficiency. 

In a later study, Mills, Pajares, & Herron (2007), showed that self-efficacy for 

self-regulation was a stronger predictor of intermediate French language achievement 

than were self-efficacy to obtain grades in French, French anxiety in reading and 

listening, and French learning self-concept. They also reported a difference in gender in 
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the self-efficacy of self-regulation, as the female participants had significantly greater 

self-efficacy for self-regulation; however, both men and women had similar levels of 

achievement. 

Hseih and Schallert (2008) investigated self-efficacy and attribution in the 

domain of foreign language learning with 500 students in Spanish, German, and French 

courses at the University of Texas at Austin in the United States. The participants were 

first given class test scores and asked if the scores represented a success or failure on 

the part of the student. Thereafter, the students were asked to rate their self-efficacy and 

attribution based on the scores. The study supported the hypothesis that self-efficacy 

was the most powerful predictor of achievement. Ability attributions were considered 

significant but not as strong as self-efficacy. It was also found that students who 

attributed failure to a lack of effort had a higher sense of self-efficacy than those who 

attributed failure to other factors such as ability, task difficulty, and luck. Although a 

direct link from self-efficacy to achievement was not realized in the study conducted by 

Tremblay and Gardner (1995), this study showed a relationship. 

 These attributions to success and failure were also evident in a study by Graham 

(2006). In this qualitative study, conducted through questionnaires and interviews, 

Graham observed that most students with high self-efficacy credited both successes and 

failures to either an ample expenditure of effort or a lack of it, respectively. Those who 

considered themselves to be less efficacious tended to blame their failures more on 

external forces such as task difficulty, luck, and ability. 

In another study, Graham (2004) showed that students who attributed success to 

effort, high ability, and effective learning strategies had higher levels of achievement. 
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She detailed the relationship between one’s ability to manipulate learning strategies as a 

source of higher self-efficacy. On the contrary, low ability and task difficulty were 

blamed for a lack of achievement in French by most students who exhibited low self-

efficacy. Graham maintained that if learners could be educated about the use of 

language strategies and their link to academic performance, they might start to change 

the attributions they hold for successes and failures, thereby changing their self-

efficacy. 

 

Summary 

Although this section is not an entirely exhaustive list of all literature dealing 

with self-efficacy and second language research, I believe that this review highlights the 

most relevant studies to date on this topic. A review of this section reveals that a strong 

relationship between self-efficacy and language learning motivation does exist. This 

link between self-efficacy and motivation has also been translated into gains in 

achievement, however, a direct relationship between self-efficacy and achievement is 

still under investigation. 

Extant literature on self-efficacy and second language learning often deals with 

strategy instruction and use, as well. There seems to be a strong positive correlation 

between strategy use, self-efficacy, and language proficiency. That is, the more 

proficient learners have been shown to more frequently and more successfully use 

learning strategies. Research on explicit strategy instruction in foreign language 

learning seems to yield results that show a positive correlation to increases in 
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achievement but relatively weak improvement in self-efficacy, as a result of that 

instruction. 

In addition, ratings of attribution correlate strongly with self-efficacy beliefs. 

Students who attributed failure to lack of effort tend to hold a higher sense of self-

efficacy than those who attribute failure to other factors such as ability, task difficulty, 

and luck. 

Limitations of the reviewed studies include extremely small sample sizes, 

leading to results that might not be generalizable to a greater population; inconsistencies 

in self-efficacy questionnaire items that do not accurately reflect the tenets of Bandura’s 

(1986) social cognitive theory; and a serious dearth of longitudinal studies. 

 

Reading Comprehension Based on Anderson’s Cognitive Theory of Learning 

In order to begin to understand how reading strategies and/or extensive reading 

play(s) a role in learners’ comprehension of written material, an overview of reading as 

a cognitive process must first be provided. Two fundamental principles lying at the core 

of this cognitive view of human thought and action are: (a) human behavior is directed 

by individuals’ perceptions and interpretations of their own experiences, and (b) the 

manner in which individuals think and reason often resembles the way in which 

computers process information (Shuell, 1986). Individuals are said to “process” 

information through the interplay between the environment and the mind. The thoughts 

involved in this cognitive activity are referred to as “mental processes.” Within this 

framework, reading comprehension strategies are simply tools used to process 

information that enhance understanding of written input. 
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Reading comprehension is viewed as comprising active and complex processes 

in which individuals formulate meaning from written information (Anderson, 1985; 

Howard, 1985; Pearson, 1985). Anderson has separated the comprehension process into 

three distinct stages: perceptual processing, parsing, and utilization. Although the word 

“stage” can infer a linear relationship between these comprehension processes, they can 

be described as recursive in that movements from one process to the next and then back 

to the previous one can occur. 

In reading comprehension, perceptual processing entails attention being focused 

on written text, with parts of the written input being retained in short-term memory. Due 

to the limitations on short-term memory, incoming information undergoes some 

preliminary analyses after which the majority of the information is expelled and 

replaced by incoming new information. However, encoding processes can convert some 

of the text to meaningful representations even at this stage. 

In parsing, words and phrases from the text are used to make meaningful mental 

representations of the material being read. This includes decoding, which means that 

readers match the visual pattern of a word with a representation in declarative 

knowledge stored in long-term memory.  It does not include comparing the meaning of 

the new mental representation with that which has been accessed in long-term memory. 

That comes later. 

The third process, utilization, also referred to by some researchers as elaboration 

(Gagne, 1985), entails relating a mental representation of the text meaning to 

declarative knowledge in long-term memory. This process takes the mental 

representation that has been matched with those in declarative knowledge from the 
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parsing process and discovers the meaning related to that representation in long-term 

memory. This interplay between information that readers already know and information 

that is completely new is the basic determinant of reading comprehension. 

 

Reading Strategies as Cognitive Skills 

Anderson, in his cognitive theory, makes no distinction between general 

cognitive processes and reading strategies. His theory details how information is stored 

and retrieved, but does not take into account the subject of how learning can be 

enhanced. To him, strategies can be represented the same way as any other complex 

skill, and described as a set of productions that are compiled and fine-tuned until they 

become procedural knowledge. 

This cognitive theory of learning also distinguishes between declarative 

knowledge and procedural knowledge. Anderson claims that declarative knowledge is 

what we know about, such as the definition of words, facts, or rules. He also refers to 

declarative knowledge as “static” information in memory that can usually be expressed 

verbally. Procedural knowledge, on the other hand, is defined as what we know how to 

do, such as comprehending or producing language, or applying our knowledge of rules 

to solve a problem. Often described as  “dynamic” information in memory, this 

knowledge is a result of repeated use of knowledge in a procedure. As this repetition 

continues, readers often lose consciousness of the rules that enabled that procedure to 

begin with, thereby losing an ability to verbalize those rules. 

For complex skills such as strategy usage, Anderson also describes the three 

stages of skill acquisition: the cognitive, associative, and autonomous stages. In the 
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cognitive stage, readers are instructed in how to use the strategy, possibly through 

modeling or deductive reasoning on their own. The reader is conscious of the rules 

pertaining to the strategy, at this point, and can often verbalize the knowledge acquired 

in this stage. 

In the second, associative stage, two main changes happen. First, incorrect 

representations in the original declarative knowledge are recognized and corrected. 

Second, the connections among the various steps or component parts of the reading 

strategy are strengthened. It is at this stage that declarative knowledge has become 

procedural; however, some parts of the procedural knowledge can still be verbalized. 

In the final, autonomous stage, also referred to as automatic processing in 

second language acquisition, the execution of the reading strategy becomes virtually 

automatic, demanding less effort on working memory, thereby freeing up working 

memory to take on new reading challenges. The reader performs the reading strategy 

with a high degree of automaticity and reads without much effort, enabling the reader to 

process new information effectively and efficiently. This is called parallel processing. 

 

Overview of Learner Strategies 

Since Joan Rubin published her seminal article in 1975, What the “Good 

Language Learner” Can Teach Us, there has been significant growth in research 

activity in learner strategies. The research conducted over the past three decades has 

been based largely on the theoretical underpinnings of three influential books (Naiman, 

Fröhlich, Stern, & Todesco, 1978, 1996; O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990), in 

addition to Rubin’s seminal work. 
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Acting as the trailblazer in learner strategy research, Rubin (1975) claimed that 

successful learners were fundamentally different from less successful learners in their 

use of techniques and approaches that allowed them to comprehend and manipulate 

language more skillfully. She postulated that there were two basic sets of techniques, 

those directly related to learning (i.e., monitoring, memorization, and deductive 

reasoning), and those indirectly related to learning (i.e., creating opportunities for 

practice, and participating in production tasks related to communication). Early learner 

strategy research (Rubin, 1975; Stern, 1975) largely focused on identifying what 

strategies good language learners deployed and how they differed from those used by 

less successful learners. 

Based on the systematized lists that Rubin (1975) and Stern (1975) had 

developed, Naiman, Fröhlich, Stern, and Todesco (1978/ 1996) questioned if it were 

possible to help less successful learners by teaching them some of the techniques used 

by good learners. By conducting interviews with adult learners of French as a second 

language, they proposed that the use of certain strategies partly explained what 

constituted a good language learner. Based on their research, they proposed that good 

language learners: 

1. maintained an active approach to learning, 

2. were able to make guesses and inferences about language based on their own 

experiences with their L1, 

3. concentrated more on fluency than accuracy and searched for communicative 

opportunities, 
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4. were aware of affective responses that might occur while learning a language and 

were able to manage those responses, 

5. monitored their own L2 performance and made adjustments accordingly. 

In the end, Naiman et al. (1978,1996) called for further research “to study critically the 

different inventories of learning strategies and techniques and to develop an exhaustive 

list, clearly related to a learning model” (p. 20). 

In response to this call, O’Malley and Chamot (1990), categorized learner 

strategies into three main groups: cognitive, metacognitive, and social/affective. They 

conceptualized cognitive strategies as those involving manipulation or transformation of 

the material being learned. Metacognitive strategies entailed those involving an 

understanding of the learning process and the ability to control that process through 

planning, monitoring and evaluation. Finally, social/affective strategies included those 

pertaining to communicative interaction with others (i.e., peers, teachers) in the learning 

process. 

Working in a similar vein, Oxford (1990) went on to create her own set of 

categories for learner strategies, which was considered to be a more encompassing and 

comprehensive classification model than the lists of her predecessors. She rooted her 

understanding of learner strategies in communicative competence and divided strategies 

into two distinct classes: direct and indirect. 

Direct strategies referred to those involving the direct use of language. These 

direct strategies were further subdivided into three categories: memory, cognitive, and 

compensation strategies. In her conceptualization, memory strategies referred to 

building mental connections which could assist in encoding information into long-term 
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memory and/or retrieving it. Cognitive strategies were described as those that require 

“manipulation or transformation of the target language by the learner” (Oxford, 1990, p. 

43). Such strategies include, analyzing, reasoning deductively, or translating directly to 

the L1. Compensation strategies allow learners to utilize new language despite 

limitations in their linguistic ability. These strategies might include, inferring unknown 

word meanings from surrounding context or switching to the mother tongue in order to 

overcome gaps in knowledge of the language and/or an inability to manipulate that 

knowledge. 

Oxford (1990) divided indirect strategies into three groups: social, affective, and 

metacognitive strategies. Social strategies, such as asking questions and initiating 

conversation, facilitated learners’ interaction with others. Affective strategies assisted 

learners in controlling and manipulating their feelings, attitudes, and motivation 

pertaining to language learning. Finally, metacognitive strategies aided learners in 

controlling their language learning process through planning, monitoring, and 

evaluation. 

In general, these early books and the research that evolved from them showed 

the ever-expanding nature of strategy classification. The initial goal to create an 

exhaustive list of strategies that good language learners deployed to facilitate learning 

and use of language was, in many respects, impossible. In addition to the confusion 

caused by this evolution, there were also distinct problems in developing a 

comprehensive definition of learner strategies. Skehan claimed that learner strategy 

research was at an “embryonic stage” and that researchers were “dealing with a clear 

example of a research-then-theory perspective” (Skehan, 1989, p. 98). 
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A Theoretical Framework for Learner Strategies in this Study 

As intimated above, one thing that the extensive research conducted on learner 

strategies has neglected to accomplish is the formulation of a robust theoretical 

framework (definition) from which future research can reliably be conducted. Since 

Rubin’s (1975) seminal article, the concept of learner strategy has been notoriously 

difficult to define. Initially, Rubin (1975, p. 43) loosely defined learner strategies as 

“the techniques or devices which a learner may use to acquire knowledge” and claimed 

that there were strategies that directly affect learning (i.e., memorizing, deductive 

inferences) and indirectly affect learning (creating opportunities for practice and 

production skills). O’Malley et al. (1985, p. 23) provided a more detailed, yet still broad 

definition of the concept when they stated that strategies are “any set of operations or 

steps used by a learner that will facilitate the acquisition, storage, retrieval, or use of 

information.” Finally, Oxford (1990) chimed in with her definition of learner strategies 

as “specific actions taken by the learner to make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, 

more self-directed, more effective, and more transferable to new situations” (p. 8). 

Macaro (2006) attempted to quell the confusion surrounding the definition of 

learner strategies by proposing a theoretical framework based in cognitive psychology 

and information processing. Unlike his predecessors, Macaro described learner 

strategies as having a set of integral features, rather than trying to strictly define or 

categorize the strategies. He proposed that there are three underlying propositions to 

these learner strategy features: 
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1. Researchers should describe strategies in terms of a goal, a situation, and a mental 

action. 

2. Strategies are the raw material of conscious cognitive processing, and their 

effectiveness or non-effectiveness derives from the way they are used and combined 

in tasks and processes. 

3. Strategies need to be distinguished from subconscious activity, language learning 

processes, learning plans, and learning styles. (Macaro, 2006, p. 325) 

Falling in line with Anderson’s cognitive theory of learning, Macaro’s framework 

details strategies as essential components of processing theory rather than shortcuts to 

faster processing. “In that sense, strategies do not make learning more efficient; they are 

the raw material without which L2 learning cannot take place” (Macaro, 2006, p. 332). 

 

Reading Strategies in Second Language Literature 

Types of Reading Strategies 

Bridging from Rubin’s work (1975) on learner strategies, Hosenfeld (1976) 

narrowed her sights to reading strategies. Using an unstructured interview format to 

elicit think-aloud self-reports, Hosenfeld hoped to gain insight into the types of 

strategies that learners were using and to discover how these strategies influenced 

learner interaction with the text. The results from her study conducted with 14 year-old 

learners of French supported her hypothesis that reading strategies were based in two 

levels, one for ‘main idea’ and the other focusing at ‘word level’. 

 Hosenfeld continued her research in a later study (1977), in which she set out to 

discover the different types of reading strategy use between successful and unsuccessful 
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L2 students of French, Spanish, and German. Utilizing a coding system she developed 

to analyze self-reports, Hosenfeld discovered that successful learners deployed ‘main 

meaning’ strategies (e.g., keeping meaning and context in mind, skipping unknown 

words), while unsuccessful learners seemed less capable of concentrating on the main 

meaning of the text. These unsuccessful learners often seemed unable to discern words 

that were more important to the overall meaning of the text and would often skip 

unknown words indiscriminately. Even the meaning of words that these learners seem 

to have successfully been able to infer from surrounding context, was not well retained 

and seemed to be lost rapidly. 

From Hosenfeld’s seminal work (1976) on reading strategies, research topics 

evolved from simply differentiating the reading strategies used by effective or less 

effective language learners to include such topics as the number and range of strategies 

that were used by the two groups. Block (1986), studying non-native and native English 

speaking college freshmen who were enrolled in remedial reading classes in an 

American university, discovered that more proficient readers of English often used 

more ‘general’ strategies to comprehend. These ‘general’ types of strategies were 

highlighted by the reader’s ability to integrate background knowledge and associations, 

as well as, recognize aspects of text structure. 

Carrell (1984a) had reported in an earlier study that ESL reading comprehension 

hinged not only on the understanding of the local effects (sentences and paragraphs), 

but also on the organization of a text. She claimed that knowledge of these conventional 

structures, formal schema (e.g., in stories, expository texts, scientific texts), would assist 

readers in comprehension. Furthermore, Hinds (1983a, 1983b) compared Japanese and 
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English speakers in their reading, in their respective native languages, of texts with a 

typical Japanese rhetorical structure, ki-sho-ten-ketsu. His results showed that the native 

English speakers had significant difficulty in text comprehension and recall due to the 

absence of this type of text structure in English expository prose. 

Based on these two studies, Carrell (1985) conducted a study with 25 high-

intermediate ESL learners in an American university. Similar to Block (1986), there 

was evidence in her results that less proficient learners utilized more text-based 

strategies, focusing very closely on the text, instead of the overall conventional structure 

and recurrent themes. Sarig (1987), found that less proficient students tended to use 

bottom-up, ‘local’ strategies more frequently than more proficient readers. She also 

found evidence to support the hypothesis that strategies were transferable from the L1 

to the L2. One of her most important contributions was her “suggestion that there were 

many possible, co-occurring variables during an L2 reading event which were due to 

individual differences and which influenced the choice and combinations of strategies” 

(Erler & Finkbeiner, 2011, p. 189). 

By the late 1980s, reading strategy research had expanded on the early studies 

and showed a much more complex understanding of strategy use and choice. Parry 

(1993) claimed that culture and L1 backgrounds drove strategy use and preference. Also 

expanding upon earlier research showing strong associations with ‘top-down’ or 

‘bottom-up’ strategies, Abraham and Vann (1987) realized that personality type could 

be a strong predictor of a learner’s preference and use of these types of strategies.  

Informed by the research conducted on reading as a cognitive process, Anderson 

(1991), conducted research with 28 Spanish-speaking ESL students in a university level 
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intensive ESL program in the Southwestern United States. First, he identified 47 unique 

strategies that the learners exhibited while doing test-taking and text-reading tasks. In 

addition to identifying these strategies, he recognized from his findings that it was not 

that the more proficient readers were using different strategies, but a greater number of 

strategies than their less proficient classmates to assist them in better reading 

comprehension. Furthermore, the better readers were more skillful in monitoring the 

failure and success of particular strategy deployment. 

The debate turned from one over ‘top-down’ versus ‘bottom-up’ strategies to 

one including the use of metacognitive strategies. Metacognitive strategies included 

those assisting learners in the planning, monitoring and evaluation of the reading 

process. In a study conducted with a very culturally-diverse sample (Chinese, Japanese, 

Arabic, among others), Carrell (1992) not only tested for recall, as she had in many of 

her previous studies, she also tested for learners’ awareness of particular text structures. 

Analyzing the learners’ written recall, she discovered that those who organized their 

recall in the same structure as that of the original text, were better able to remember 

main ideas and recurrent themes from the passage. She claimed that metacognitive 

strategy instruction would improve learner reading comprehension.  

In sum, early research on second language reading strategies focused on 

identifying the different strategies used by more and less proficient readers. Studies 

started dealing more with not only the individual strategies, but how they were 

interacting with other variables, such as: culture, the L1, and personality types. No 

longer was the dichotomy between top-down and bottom-up strategies highlighted. The 

final phase came when metacognitive strategies, the ability to plan, monitor and 
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evaluate the reading process came to the forefront. It was at this time that researchers 

began to investigate other features (the role of the L1 in L2 strategy use) to help better 

explain strategy preference and use. 

 

The Role of the L1 in L2 Reading Strategies 

Starting in the late 1980s, second language strategy researchers began 

investigating alternate possibilities to explain efficient strategy use and its role in 

successful reading comprehension. One of the issues rose over the possible transfer of 

L1 reading strategies to assist in L2 reading. Leading researchers on this topic have still 

not come to a consensus about the probability of this transfer reliably taking place. A 

major point of contention is whether an L2 proficiency threshold exists beyond which 

L1 reading strategies can be transferred to the L2. Clarke (1980) purported that a 

threshold exists, but Hudson (1982) felt that there were other factors beyond the simple 

topic of threshold that might be confounding the issue of the transferability of L1 

strategies. Kern (1989) believed that there were other individual learner differences that 

would also play a role in the possibility of transfer. Alderson (2000) concluded that the 

difficulty of a reading task would determine the height of the threshold. That is to say, 

that the more difficult the task, the more proficient the reader would have to be in order 

to be able to transfer L1 strategies to assist in L2 comprehension. 

Closely related to the issues of the current study, some researchers have turned 

their sites to the role that orthography plays in L2 reading strategy use. In a study 

conducted by Koda (1990), non-native learners of English, including Arabic, Spanish 

and Japanese students, were given an English text that included Sanskrit symbols in 
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place of selected words. Arabic and Spanish readers were impeded by the interference 

caused by their nature to read by decoding from grapheme to phoneme, whereas the 

Japanese students who are not accustomed to decoding in that manner, achieved faster 

reading rates and greater comprehension. In another study based on reading rates, Holm 

and Dodd (1996) compared the reading rates of 40 university students from China, 

Hong Kong, Vietnam and Australia. Because the tasks were based on processes 

requiring phonological strategies, students from Hong Kong, who do not generally need 

L1 phonological strategies, performed significantly slower on the tests than the other 

groups. 

 

L2 Reading Strategy Instruction 

Research has been conducted to identify and categorize strategies, determine 

what factors might impede and facilitate strategy use, what factors determine strategy 

choice and/or use, and how strategies are ineffectively/effectively deployed by readers. 

In addition to this list, a number of studies have been conducted to measure how 

effective reading strategy instruction has been on L2 reading comprehension. 

According to Carrell’s (1985) and my knowledge, she was one of the first 

researchers to attempt a study evaluating the effectiveness of L2 reading strategy 

instruction. Before her study, there had been several studies conducted in L1 settings 

that had shown that reading comprehension can be facilitated by teaching learners about 

text structure and various strategies (Bartlett, 1978; Geva, 1983; Mosenthal, 1984; 

Reutzel, 1985), but none in an L2 setting. In Carrell’s study (1985), 25 high-

intermediate university ESL students were given explicit strategy instruction for one 
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week, in five consecutive, one-hour sessions. The learners were first instructed on the 

organization of typical expository English texts. Through this training, Carrell hoped 

the instruction would “teach them (the students) how to use this knowledge to improve 

their comprehension of what they read, as well as to teach them a strategy for using this 

knowledge to improve their recall of what they read” (p. 735). The results revealed that 

the instruction on formal schema of expository texts was effective in improving the 

amount of information that the learners could recall after reading. 

Acknowledging the importance of metacognitive awareness and its role in 

reading comprehension, Carrell, Pharis, and Liberto (1989) offered strategy based 

instruction using semantic mapping and Experience Text Relationship (ETR) to a set of 

learners over a four-day period. The participants were 26 learners enrolled in an 

intensive ESL program at an American university. The semantic mapping instruction 

was offered to nine participants and allowed them to practice creating semantic maps, 

categorizations and organization, of relevant information before reading a prescribed 

text, then comparing, adding and subtracting parts from the map after reading the text. 

In the second treatment group, ETR, a method of activating personal knowledge in 

order to improve comprehension of the text, was taught to nine other participants. Eight 

other students made up the control group, which did not engage in any of the strategy 

training. 

In the end, the results showed that there were no significant differences on the 

multiple-choice reading questions, but that the ETR group outscored the semantic 

mapping group on a ‘partial semantic map’ and on a set of open-ended questions. Both 

experimental groups significantly outperformed the control group on both of these 
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assessments, leading the authors to postulate that instruction in metacognitive 

awareness facilitates reading comprehension. 

Another study using the instruction of semantic mapping was conducted on 60 

randomly selected, Egyptian EFL learners who were French language majors. The 

participants were divided into three groups and instructed on the preparation and use of 

semantic maps. The groups were differentiated based on how those maps were 

developed, (a) teacher-initiated semantic mapping, (b) student-mediated semantic 

mapping, and (c) teacher-student interactive semantic mapping. Although details of the 

actual instruction are severely lacking in the article, the results show that the teacher-

student interactive semantic mapping group significantly outperformed the other groups 

on a reading comprehension measure. 

In another study (Chamot, Barnhardt, El-Dinary, & Robbins, 1996) , which has already 

been reviewed above, American high school Japanese, Russian, and Spanish teachers and their 

students, and American college Japanese instructors and their students participated in a training 

program based on a number of cognitive and metacognitive strategies to enhance overall L2 

learning (i.e., in speaking, listening, reading, and writing). Strategy instruction was used for 

learning vocabulary, listening comprehension, reading comprehension, speaking, and self-

regulated learning. The participants were given a set of questionnaires, including a self-efficacy 

questionnaire and a set of criterion-referenced language tests as a pretest and a posttest. There 

was no attempt to investigate how well the participants had been able to develop their skill in 

using the learning strategies before requiring them to complete the posttest. 

The results reflected an increase in student strategy use after instruction and indicated a 

familiarity with the strategies and their use. The only group that showed gains in self-efficacy 
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over the academic year was the group of Japanese language students. However, the researchers 

did not explain if the self-efficacy gains were confirmed for Japanese reading, writing, 

speaking, or listening. 

Similar to the strategies highlighted in the current study, Kusiak (2001) also 

investigated the effects of strategy instruction on the following strategies, among others: 

finding the main idea of a paragraph, recognizing topic sentences, concentrating on key words, 

and guessing meaning from context. The participants were 78 randomly-chosen, Polish 

secondary learners of English. The instruction took place over eight, 45-minute sessions. The 

results revealed an improvement in reading comprehension and metacognitive awareness of 

strategy use. It supported evidence that strategy training can be effective for intermediate and 

lower level learners. 

In a more recent study, Macaro and Erler (2008) investigated the effects of strategy 

training with six intact classes (62 students) of Year 7 and 8 (age 11-13) French as a Foreign 

Language (FFL) learners in England over a 15-week period. Based on a strategy instruction 

cycle which he had developed earlier (Macaro, 2001), he employed “awareness raising and 

modeling of strategies, followed by scaffolding practice, by removal of scaffolding, and then by 

evaluation of attitudes toward reading” (Macaro & Erler, 2008, p. 104) to conduct the strategy 

intervention portion of the study. 

French reading comprehension was assessed based on two comprehension tests. Along 

with these tests, the researchers asked the participants to complete a questionnaire eliciting 

learners’ strategies and general approaches to reading in French, and a brief questionnaire 

eliciting learners’ attitudes to reading in French (Macaro & Erler, 2008, p. 99). The results of 

these tests showed first, that reading comprehension was facilitated by reading strategy 
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instruction. Based on the results from the learner strategy and general approach questionnaire, 

the researchers found that the experimental group did not increase their number of strategies 

used significantly, it was the way that the participants in the experimental group clustered 

strategies for more effective use that set them apart from their control group counterparts. 

Finally, despite the fact that most Year 7 students were traditionally viewed as losing 

motivation and interest in French reading, the results of the learner attitudes to reading French 

questionnaire supported the hypothesis that reading strategy intervention can also help to 

improve learner attitude. 

The last two articles to be reviewed in this section have been positioned here in the text 

(between the reading strategies and extensive reading sections), as they deal with reading 

strategy instruction and the topic to be covered in the next section, extensive reading. In both of 

these studies, comparisons have been made to show how effective one particular method is in 

reference to the other. It is one of the hypotheses of this study, that by teaming up strategy 

intervention and extensive reading for one group of learners, instead of creating a dichotomous 

relationship between the two, reading comprehension will be facilitated. 

In the first study, Robb and Susser (1989) investigated the improvements made by 

Japanese college freshmen in EFL reading comprehension after engaging in a treatment of 

either skill-building (strategy intervention) or extensive reading. Four intact groups of freshman 

English majors (N = 125) at a private university in Kyoto, Japan, were divided into two main 

groups, skills-based intervention and extensive reading. After explicit instruction of reading 

strategies to the skills group and extensive reading (ER) performed by the extensive reading 

group, tests show that the ER group performed significantly better on effective strategy use, 

overall reading comprehension, and rated themselves higher on attitude toward reading in 
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English. It is important to note, that among the various strategies that were assessed, two of the 

categories, “making inferences” and “getting the main idea” showed no significant difference 

between the two groups on the posttest. 

Twenty years after the research conducted by Robb and Susser (1989), Macaro and 

Mutton (2009) conducted another comparative study. In this study, Year 6 (age 10-11) FFL 

learners (N = 79) were broken into three groups: the inferencing group (n = 25), the graded 

readers group (n = 25), and a control group (n = 29). 

In the strategy intervention phase of the study spanning the course of 3 months, the 

inferencing group was given four rounds of inferencing instruction, each of about 30 minutes in 

duration. In total, the inferencing students received two hours of explicit instruction. Because 

the participants were of a fairly young age, the researchers used an interesting way to elicit 

inferencing strategy use. They used a part of an English novel about a boy who went to France 

with his family, but through a series of events, got left behind. It was, of course, difficult for 

him to find his way home, because he didn't know enough French. 

In this particular passage, the researchers had inserted French words into the text to 

replace some of the English words. Those words that were replaced were chosen strategically 

to elicit inferencing of vocabulary based on meaning-rich, surrounding context. Participants 

were led through a prescribed teaching protocol (Macaro & Mutton, 2009, Appendix 1, p. 180) 

which included cues to elicit learner awareness of inferencing strategies.  

For the graded readers group, the teacher explicitly covered the basic guidelines of 

extensive reading, following a different teaching protocol from the one prescribed for the 

inferencing group (Macaro & Mutton, 2009, Appendix 1, p. 180). Students were given the 

same amount of time as the inferencing group to engage in extensive reading with material that 
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was age- and level-appropriate, as deemed by the researchers. In addition, the learners were 

asked to complete some comprehension questions in English that were later reviewed by the 

instructor to ensure concentrated reading of the text. 

The results of this study show that both the inferencing group and the extensive reader 

group improved in overall reading comprehension as compared to the control group. But, in 

addition to this, the inferencing group outperformed the graded readers group in inferencing 

ability and in the learning of function words. 

 

Summary 

A relatively small amount of research has been dedicated to illuminating the role that 

reading strategies play in L2 reading comprehension. Of the majority of the studies reviewed in 

this section, evidence has mounted to support the notion that reading strategy intervention 

improves learner reading comprehension. Through the evolution of this research, it was 

realized by the strategy researchers’ community that metacognitive awareness was an integral 

part of any reading strategy intervention. It also became apparent that it was not necessarily the 

number of strategies that were used by learners that differentiated the proficient from the less 

proficient, but the way in which proficient learners clustered strategies that made them more 

efficient readers. 

Several criticisms have been leveled against these studies, however. First, the sample 

sizes are small. No studies had more than 79 students, and the majority of them had less than 30 

learners participating in the study. In addition, the duration of time over which these strategy 

interventions took place was rather short. Although there is no research detailing a specific 

length of time that should be followed when conducting strategy instruction, it is difficult to 
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believe that interventions that last four days, at most, foster a long-lasting understanding and 

effective use of reading strategies on the part of the learner. Additionally, few researchers have 

explicitly explained, in detail, the nature and extent of the strategy instruction as a section of 

regular teaching. Finally, but equally alarming, is the notion that in many of these studies, 

researchers made no attempt to measure the degree to which strategy use had improved in the 

learners, thereby resulting in improved reading comprehension. Instead, there was a huge “leap 

of faith” on the part of the researchers that the changes seen between the pre- and posttest 

scores could be attributed solely to the reading strategy intervention. 

 

Theoretical Framework for Strategy Intervention 

For the strategy intervention treatment of the current study, Chamot’s (2005) Cognitive 

Academic Language Learning Approach (CALLA) (see Figure 3 for a diagram description) 

was implemented. Although several models for teaching learning strategies have been proposed 

in both first and second language contexts (Chamot et al., 1999; Cohen, 1998; Graham & 

Harris, 2003; Grenfell & Harris, 2003; Harris, 2003; O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 

1990), the CALLA model was determined the most widely used and most practical for use in 

the L2 EFL setting of the current study. The stages and stage descriptions of the CALLA model 

are listed below. 

1. Preparation: Teacher identifies students’ current learning strategies for familiar 

tasks. 

2. Presentation: Teacher models, names, explains new strategy; asks students if and 

how they have used it. 
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3. Practice: Students practice new strategy; in subsequent strategy practice, teacher 

fades reminders to encourage independent strategy use. 

4. Self-evaluation: Students evaluate their own strategy use immediately after practice. 

5. Expansion: Students transfer strategies to new tasks, combine strategies into clusters, 

develop repertoire of preferred strategies. 

6. Assessment: Teacher assesses students’ use of strategies and impact on performance. 

(Chamot, 2005) 

Many components of the various models for teaching learning strategies are very similar. All of 

the models include an emphasis on student metacognitive awareness of the learning strategies 

being taught. It is believed that without the metacognitive element, learners might often neglect 

to recognize the utility of the strategies in facilitating comprehension, thereby not using them 

after the actual intervention has been completed. Furthermore, all of the models emphasize the 

importance of offering learners multiple opportunities for practice with the strategies. All agree 

that learners must be given a chance to reflect and evaluate the utility of the strategies in order 

to make the training useful. 

Although the theoretical objectives of many of the models (listed above) are relatively 

similar, the procedures followed to accomplish these objectives are somewhat unique. One of 

the main differences is that the CALLA model is recursive, whereas many of the other models 

are linear in nature. That is, the CALLA model always allows teachers and learners to revisit 

prior instructional phases as needed, before continuing onto later stages. Other models usually 

require students to work through all of the steps and then return to the beginning to start a new 

cycle (Grenfell & Harris, 1999).  
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Figure 3. Diagram of teacher and student responsibilities in the CALLA model 
(Chamot, 2005). 
 

Another difference among the models lies in the role that the teacher plays in the 

implementation of the strategy intervention. For example, the Grenfell and Harris model (1999) 

states that the teacher should provide initial familiarization with a new strategy, but after that, 

students are expected to create personal action plans to improve their own learning. However, 

the CALLA model calls for much more self-evaluation by the students, in order for them to 
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reflect on the utility and application of the strategies practiced before trying to transfer them to 

unique reading passages. 

In my opinion, the CALLA model is superior to the other models because while 

offering sufficient structure to guide learners in their attempt to understand and automatize 

reading strategies, the CALLA model also offers various points in the learning process for 

students to reflect and become aware of the utility and practicality of these reading strategies. 

Although this self-reflective element is included in many of the other models, it is emphasized 

and seen as being more an integral part to the CALLA model than to many of the others. 

 

Overview of Extensive Reading 

Extensive reading refers to reading in quantity to develop good reading habits, 

to build up knowledge of vocabulary and structure, and to encourage a liking for 

reading. According to Day and Bamford (1998), the method of extensive reading can be 

traced back to the work of Harold Palmer, who described extensive reading as reading a 

large amount with a clear focus on the meaning of the text. That is, extensive reading is 

based on a practical function, reading to acquire knowledge and/or entertain oneself, not 

to study how to use language. Day and Bamford (2002, pp. 137-140) developed a list of 

10 principles of extensive reading (see Appendix I for the Japanese version and 

Appendix J for the English version). These principles include: 

1. Learners read in and out of class as much as possible. 

2. Learners choose their own books based on their own purpose and objectives from a 

large variety of topics and genres. 
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3. Learners are allowed to choose the books that they want to read and are able to stop 

in the middle of reading, if they find the book to be uninteresting. 

4. The purpose of reading is usually related to pleasure, information, and general 

understanding. 

5. Reading, alone, is its own reward, so no reading comprehension questions or 

homework should be assigned after reading. 

6. Learners should read at a level at which they can understand the basic gist of the 

material without using a dictionary. 

7. Learners should be given the opportunity to read quietly when, where, and at 

whatever pace they want. 

8. Reading should be relatively fast. 

9. In order to improve the benefits of extensive reading for students, teachers should 

explain the basics of extensive reading to the students and monitor their reading. 

10. The teacher should act as a role-model, reading in class along with the students. 

The theoretical basis for this type of methodology lies in Krashen’s highly controversial 

Theory of Second Language Acquisition (Krashen, 1985). One of the basic components 

of Krashen’s theory is the Input hypothesis, in which he claims that learners acquire a 

second language when they are provided exposure to it in a comprehensible way, 

comprehensible input. Because not all learners can be at the same level of linguistic 

competence at the same time, he recommends that learners be given freedom to learn at 

their own pace, with limited guidance and structure from the instructor and the 

curriculum. In this hypothesis, learners are encouraged to focus on meaning rather than 

form when attempting to interpret input. As they focus on the practical function of 
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language rather than language acquisition, itself, they engage in incidental learning. He 

postulates that “comprehensible input is the essential environmental ingredient” that 

learners need to acquire language (Krashen, 1989, p. 440). 

However, he also feels that there are factors that can impede acquisition, even in 

the face of adequate comprehensible input and exposure to the language. A relevant 

component of his theory of second language acquisition is his Affective Filter 

hypothesis, in which he postulates that acquiring language can best be facilitated by 

fostering a limited sense of anxiety on the part of the learner. Situations that enhance a 

comfortable and non-threatening learning environment are considered favorable to the 

language acquisition process. A quick review of the above extensive reading principles 

(Day & Bamford, 1998) indicates the parallel themes that run between extensive 

reading fundamentals and Krashen’s hypotheses. 

 

Extensive Reading as a Cognitive Skill 

In order to explain the effect that extensive reading might exert on reading 

strategy use and subsequently, reading self-efficacy and overall reading comprehension, 

it is important to describe extensive reading as a cognitive skill as described in 

Anderson’s Cognitive Theory of Learning. A review of the theory is provided below. 

In reading comprehension, perceptual processing entails attention being focused 

on written text, with parts of the written input being retained in short-term memory. Due 

to the limitations on short-term memory, incoming information undergoes some 

preliminary analyses after which the majority of the information is expelled and 
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replaced by incoming new information. However, encoding processes can convert some 

of the text to meaningful representations even at this stage. 

In parsing, words and phrases from the text are used to make meaningful mental 

representations of the material being read. This includes decoding, which means that 

readers match the visual pattern of a word with a representation in declarative 

knowledge stored in long-term memory. It does not include comparing the meaning of 

the new mental representation with that which has been accessed in long-term memory. 

That comes later. 

The third process, utilization, also referred to by some researchers as elaboration 

(Gagne, 1985), entails relating a mental representation of the text meaning to 

declarative knowledge in long-term memory. This process takes the mental 

representation that has been matched with those in declarative knowledge from the 

parsing process and discovers the meaning related to that representation in long-term 

memory. This interplay between information that readers already know and information 

that is completely new is the basic determinant of reading comprehension. 

Just as Anderson claimed that a reading strategy is a cognitive skill that must be 

practiced and mastered, so is successful extensive reading. Learners are expected to 

read texts that are well below their current reading proficiency level, often referred to as 

(i – 1, where i is one’s current proficiency level). Most extensive readers are also 

following a path of graded readers in which a stage-by-stage, skill-building process is 

encouraged. This allows readers to practice the fluid, rapid recognition of vocabulary 

that is necessary when trying to process written text. 
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As readers are reading at an i – 1 level, they are able to hone their skills in 

recognizing these words automatically. “Words that readers are able to recognize 

automatically are referred to as sight vocabulary” (Day & Bamford, 1998, p. 13). This 

sight vocabulary is the opposite of phonemic decoding, a letter-by-letter, sounding out 

of words. Phonemic decoding requires a concentrated effort on the part of the reader 

and is only used by fluent readers when they encounter words that are not part of their 

sight vocabulary. Extensive reading, first and foremost, provides readers with an 

opportunity to increase their repertoire of sight vocabulary. This stage corresponds to 

Anderson’s perceptual processing stage. 

Once readers have developed a reasonably sized repertoire of sight vocabulary, 

lexical access becomes possible. Lexical access refers to a reader’s ability to 

automatically retrieve from long-term memory a “word’s meanings and its phonological 

representation” (Stanovich, 1992, p. 4). One’s ability to successfully execute this step in 

the process is entirely important, as it assists in minimizing the debilitating effects of 

limited short-term memory, laid out in Anderson’s late perceptual processing and 

parsing stages. As readers become more adept at automatically accessing 

representations of lexicon stored in long-term memory, less short-term memory is 

required, freeing up that memory to process additional incoming information. Extensive 

reading allows readers to build not only their sight vocabulary but also to practice their 

lexical accessing skills. 

Rapid lexical accessing allows for more incoming information, being received 

by the reader, to be held slightly longer in working memory, providing more time to 

retrieve representations held in long-term memory. This allows the reader to build from 
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the concentrated reading of single words to the attending to and eventual 

comprehension of sentence-long bits of information. If the lexical accessing is not rapid 

enough, the meanings and representations of words encountered at the beginning of a 

sentence can fade by the time the reader reaches the end of the sentence, impeding 

greatly one’s ability to comprehend the overall message that was being sent by the 

writer. Conversely, if the lexical accessing is automatic and fluid, it allows the reader to 

not only access lexically- and syntactically-packed representations of the incoming 

words, but it also frees up enough cognitive energy for the reader to be able to draw 

upon “prior knowledge of language, the world, text types, and the topic,” to further 

facilitate deeper comprehension (Day & Bamford, 1998, p. 14). This stage corresponds 

to the utilization stage of Anderson’s model. 

The integration of all three of the stages, detailed in Anderson’s model of 

cognitive learning, is crucial to successful, accurate comprehension of written material. 

In order to construct meaning from the written word, it takes more than just a disjointed 

collection of world knowledge, vocabulary knowledge, linguistic knowledge, and so on. 

Many EFL teachers in Japan are reminded repeatedly, how many of their learners are 

equipped with a reasonably large vocabulary and reasonably good grammar knowledge, 

but severely lack the ability to synthesize all of the individual elements into a working 

knowledge that assists them in reading comprehension. This is precisely the point where 

extensive reading can help readers to use the dormant linguistic knowledge that they 

have acquired through the years and to activate that knowledge into a working tool that 

assists them in text interpretation. 
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As an extension of the stages that were just discussed above, extensive reading 

also provides readers with additional background world and topical knowledge, that 

assists them in the comprehension of subsequent, unique reading texts. As such, the 

more one reads and accurately comprehends, the more knowledge one acquires. This 

newly acquired knowledge, can then, in turn be used to enhance the comprehension of 

other texts. 

 

Extensive Reading and Achievement 

Research supporting extensive reading and its benefits on reading fluency, 

vocabulary acquisition, writing proficiency, and affect is abundant and very convincing 

(e.g., Horst, 2005; Nishino, 2007; Taguchi et al., 2004; Takase, 2003). Major research 

on the topic of extensive reading in ESL/EFL situations only spans about 30 years, so 

the field is still relatively young. Much of the early research was tied to reading and 

writing proficiency and affect, while some of the more recent research has shown 

evidence of ER effecting such constructs as, reading strategy development and reading 

rate in its role in promoting reading fluency. 

One of the first major ER studies (Elley & Mangubhai, 1981) shows that in a 

book flood in Fiji primary schools, where over six hundred young students (aged 10-12 

years old) were broken into three main groups; the shared book group, the silent reading 

group, and the control group, the students in the shared book and silent reading groups 

made significantly more improvement in English reading and writing proficiency than 

their control group counterparts. Furthermore, the researchers concluded that the shared  
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book and silent reading groups were able to make approximately 15 months 

improvement in just 8 months. 

In another study (Hafiz & Tudor, 1989) conducted with learners in an EFL 

setting in Pakistan, research was equally astounding. Students in the experimental 

group, who upon pretesting, obtained scores consistently lower on both reading and 

writing tests than the members of their two corresponding control groups, were found 

upon post-testing to have surpassed their control group counterparts, obtaining 

consistently higher scores on both sets of tests. In addition, the experimental groups 

made significant gains in vocabulary knowledge acquisition. 

In a study that was reviewed in the previous chapter and relevant to both reading 

strategies and extensive reading, Robb and Susser (1989) investigated the improvements made 

by Japanese college freshmen in EFL reading comprehension after engaging in a treatment of 

either skill-building (strategy intervention) or extensive reading. Four intact groups of freshman 

English majors (N = 125) at a private university in Kyoto, Japan, were divided into two main 

groups, skills-based intervention and extensive reading. After explicit instruction of reading 

strategies to the skills group and extensive reading performed by the extensive reading group, 

tests show that the group performed significantly better on effective strategy use, overall 

reading comprehension, and rated themselves higher on attitude toward reading in English. It is 

important to note, that among the various strategies that were assessed, two of the categories, 

“making inferences” and “getting the main idea” (two strategies included in the current study) 

showed no significant difference between the two groups on the posttest. 

Also in Japan, further research was shown (Mason & Krashen, 1997) to have 

significantly improved students' reading comprehension where reluctant EFL learners 
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majoring in English at the university level did extensive reading for one semester. The 

results showed that these reluctant students who were placed well behind their 

comparison group counterparts at the beginning of the semester had almost completely 

caught up to the level of the control group by the end of the semester. In another 

experiment conducted by the same researchers (Mason & Krashen, 1997), extensive 

readers outperformed traditionally taught students at both a prestigious university and a 

two-year college. In addition to gains in reading, an increase in writing proficiency was 

also realized. These four early studies established extensive reading as a method of 

input that was shown to not only improve reading comprehension and facilitate 

vocabulary knowledge acquisition but also to improve productive skills (i.e., writing), 

as well. 

As the years progressed, equally impressive research was conducted and the 

sights turned more toward the role that extensive reading plays in reading rate and its 

connections to motivation and affect. (See Table 3 for a comprehensive overview of 

relevant research.) Bell (2001) was one of the first researchers to investigate the 

influence ER practice had on reading rate. Debate had raged for years over the 

dichotomy created between reading speed and reading comprehension, and the question 

of whether reading speed should be developed at the cost of reading comprehension. Lai 

(1993) had conducted a study on students participating in an extensive reading program 

in Hong Kong secondary schools that found that despite subjects’ significant gains in 

reading speed, gains in reading comprehension were negligible and insignificant. 

Bell (2001) recruited 26 EFL, young adult students working in various 

government agencies in Yemen for his study, which spanned two academic semesters, 
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144 hours in total. The control group (n = 12) participated in classes largely conducted 

with intensive reading instruction practices. Learners were expected to read a series of 

short stories, and complete a battery of questions; standard comprehension questions, 

referential questions, cloze, gap-fills, multiple-choice and true/false items, and guided 

composition, together with word building exercises and dictation passages following 

each unit. Conversely, the experimental group participated in an extensive reading 

program consisting of opportunities to read class readers, a class library of books for 

students to borrow, and regular trips to the library providing sufficient access to much 

larger collections of graded readers (up to 2000 titles). One quarter of the total class 

time (36 of 144 total hours) was designated to extensive reading in class. The remainder 

of student reading was done outside of class time. 

The results from the study illuminated the importance of extensive reading in 

enhancing both reading speed and reading comprehension. Although both groups 

quickened their reading speed over the course of the study, the extensive reading group 

significantly outperformed their counterparts. Bell (2001) concluded that the results 

suggest that reading speed can develop naturally with the aid of extensive reading and 

that intensive reading practices, such as requiring learners to complete certain types of 

tasks, (e.g., referential questions, dictations, matching) can hinder the improvement of 

learners’ reading speed. In addition, the extensive reading group attained significantly 

higher scores on the reading comprehension measurements, even though they started the 

study at a lower reading comprehension level than those in the control group. There 

were direct implications from this study to such controversial topics as extensive 

reading’s influence on developing automaticity and word recognition. 
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In connection to Bell’s study, the findings from another study more studies, 

Taguchi et al. (2004) also supported the notion that extensive reading enhances 

learners’ reading rate. Taguchi et al. (2004) designed a study to evaluate the effects that 

extensive reading and repeated reading (RR) exercises have on reading rate and reading 

comprehension. The sample was relatively small (N = 20 Japanese university students) 

and was divided into two groups, the extensive reading (n = 10) and the repeated 

reading (n = 10) groups. After 17 weeks of intervention; extensive reading without the 

aid of a dictionary for the extensive reading group, and repeated reading exercises for 

the RR group, both groups showed a significant gain in reading rate based on a pretest 

at the beginning of the study and a posttest at the end of the study. 

Although both groups made similar gains in reading rate, neither group attained 

significant gains in reading comprehension. The authors noted a lack of time and 

practice (only 17 weeks of class time), among other possibilities, to account for this 

finding. 

One other finding that is particularly relevant to the current study was gleaned 

from the qualitative data collected by the researchers. The participants were asked to 

complete questionnaires containing open-ended questions. In their responses, some of 

the participants noted they were better able to deal with unknown words after 

participating in the extensive reading program. “I became able to guess the meaning of 

unfamiliar words from the context.” (Taguchi et al., 2004, p. 85). It seems that by 

practicing extensive reading, learners became more aware of reading strategies and 

were better able to coordinate these higher-order metacognitive skills. 
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Extensive Reading and Affect 

 As intimated above, extensive reading practice has promoted learner advances in 

reading comprehension, reading rate, writing proficiency, and general language 

proficiency. In addition to these benefits, extensive reading has also been shown to 

improve learner affect: motivation and attitude. 

 In one of the more recent studies to offer evidence of the affective benefits that 

can be realized from extensive reading, Nishino (2007) conducted a longitudinal, case 

study of two teenage EFL learners, Fumi and Mako, in Japan. She charted progress in 

reading strategies and motivation related to the learners’ participation in the extensive 

reading program. Over the 2.5-year study, Nishino (2007) conducted interviews, gave 

tests, and observed participant behavior in each reading session. 

 In their many observations and interviews, Fumi and Mako mentioned a number 

of lexical reading strategies that they adopted to help them read extensively. Some of 

the strategies that seem to have come to them naturally, perhaps through transfer from 

their L1 usage, were referring to glossaries and marginal glosses for help, using 

background knowledge, and guessing word meaning from contextual clues. In an 

explanation of the strategy of inferring meaning from context, Mako was quoted as 

saying, “I could not guess word meanings so skillfully before I started to read graded 

readers” (p. 86). Unlike Mako, however, Fumi did not care to guess meaning from 

context. She preferred syntactic clues to semantic clues: Around the time I read Dracula 

(the 11th book), I was able to tell which part of speech the unknown words were. For 

example, (a word ending with) ~ly is an adverb, (a word ending with) ~ty is a noun… 
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(p. 86). These variations in learner perceptions reveal significant individual differences 

in the use of reading strategies. 

 In addition to the observations made concerning reading strategies, Nishino 

(2007) gained valuable qualitative data through interviews to support the notion that ER 

fosters a stronger sense of motivation and attitude toward reading in the L2. Nishino 

(2007) attributed these positive changes to: 

1. realization of achievement, (Fumi) ‘I am proud that I have read a lot of books in 

English. I feel satisfied when I read English with no difficulty.’ (p. 90) 

2. interest in graded readers, (Mako) ‘I have enjoyed reading graded readers. Most of 

the books were interesting. It is fascinating that I can understand an English story 

that I haven’t read in Japanese… When I read New Yorker, The Death of Karen 

Silkwood, and Skyjack!, I could understand how characters felt, their personalities, 

and the atmosphere of the stories just like I do when reading in Japanese.’ (p. 90) 

3. interest in authentic texts, (Fumi) ‘I accessed an English website and read an 

interview with Daniel (the actor who played Harry Potter in the movie). I could 

understand what he said in the interview.’ (p. 92). 

It seemed to Nishino (2007) that in the early stages, while the learners were less 

confident about their abilities, they continued to rely on the structured guidance of the 

graded readers, but as they continued to read extensively and became progressively 

comfortable and skillful at reading, their attention turned to reading material outside of 

the realm of graded readers (inauthentic material) to authentic texts. She reported, “This 

situation was similar to that of the higher proficiency students in Takase’s (2003) study. 
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In her study, the students’ motivation to read graded readers decreased, but they 

developed an interest in reading English outside the extensive reading classes.” (p. 92). 

 As cited above, Takase (2003) also reported gains in motivation related to ER 

program participation. Takase conducted her study with 219 Japanese EFL high school 

students over three consecutive years: 1999 (N = 107), 2000 (N = 68), and 2001 (N = 

44). Based on data received from questionnaires, Takase found that the motivation of 

many of the participants was multifaceted and tended to change over the course of the 

treatment. She found the strongest element in extensive reading motivation was intrinsic 

motivation. Takase found that through reading several books, participants became more 

aware of their English reading ability. Once they had realized more accurately their 

ability, many of them tried to maximize their potential by reading more books, which 

consequently led to an enhanced sense of confidence.  

Qualitative data was also collected through interviews with 81 participants. 

Takase reported that most of the participants she interviewed expressed positive 

attitudes toward extensive reading. She highlighted three main components as playing 

an influential role on student perceptions: 

1. Attitudes Toward and Impressions of Extensive Reading, 

“I had never thought I could read an English book before.” 

“I had thought grammar-translation was the only way to study.” 

“I felt very proud of myself when I was reading an English book.” (p. 102) 

2. Perceived Effects on English Studies and Examination Performance, 

“I think I learned many new words by reading many books. So it was helpful on the 

tests.” 
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“Before this course, I could not continue reading an English sentence if it contained 

even one single word I didn't know, but now I can read them without stopping to 

look them up in the dictionary. It was very helpful on the exams.” (p. 103) 

3. Reaction toward Summary Writing, 

“I enjoyed summary writing. As I was writing a summary, I read the book over again.” 

“Summary writing in Japanese helped me to understand the story clearly.” (p. 104). 

Although Takase realized and reported that there were students who did not feel as 

positive about extensive reading as the above quotes might suggest, she did claim that 

the majority of the 81 students interviewed felt motivated by the process. 

 

Gaps in the Literature 

Despite the clearly detailed role that self-efficacy appears to play in learner 

motivation and achievement, there is a body of research to suggest that students in 

Asian cultures have weaker academic self-efficacy than their western counterparts 

(Eaton & Dembo, 1997; Oettingen, 1995; Oettingen & Zosuls, 2006; Salili, Chiu, & 

Lai, 2001). A number of reasons have been offered to explain this finding. As in any 

culture, schools tend to be shaped by the values and standards set by that culture. In the 

Asian educational context, teachers are more inclined to provide performance feedback 

that highlights weaknesses instead of strengths. Emphasis is often placed more on the 

value of hard work and effort instead of a reliance on ability, and standards are 

sometimes set unrealistically high in regards to success. All of these factors affect the 

way in which Asian students’ self-efficacy beliefs are formed. 
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Table 1. Results of Relevant Extensive Reading Studies 

Study N-size Population Results 

Vocabulary    

  Cho & Krashen, 1994 4 ESL; adults; USA Gains 

  Horst, 2005 21 ESL; adults; Canada Gains 

  Pitts, White, & Krashen, 1989 51 ESL; adults; USA Gains 

Writing    

  Hafiz & Tudor, 1990 25 EFL; high school; Pakistan Gains 

  Janopoulos, 1986 79 ESL; university; USA Gains 
  Tsang, 1996 48 EFL; junior and high schools; Hong 

Kong 
Gains 

Reading comprehension    

  Masuhara et al., 1996 46 EFL; college; Japan Gains 

Reading comprehension and reading speed    

  Bell, 2001 14 EFL; college; Yemen Gains 

  Robb & Susser, 1989 62 EFL; university; Japan Gains 
  Sheu, 2003 65 EFL; junior high school; Taiwan Gains 

  Taguchi et al., 2004 10 EFL; university; Japan No gains 

Reading comprehension, writing, and 
speed    
  Lai, 1993 266 EFL; junior high, Hong Kong Gains 

Reading comprehension, writing, and 
attitude    
  Mason & Krashen, 1997 20, 71, 

76 (3 
studies) 

EFL; university; Japan Gains 

Affect    
  Ashraf & Ahmad, 2003 80 EFL; junior high, Malaysia Gains 

  Takase, 2003 220 EFL; high school; Japan Gains 

Reading and affect    

  Elley, 1991 114 EFL; elementary, Singapore Gains 

  Elley & Mangubhai, 1981 614 EFL; elementary school, Fiji Gains 

Reading strategies and affect    

  Nishino, 2007 2 EFL; high school; Japan Gains 

 

The first gap in the literature addressed in this study concerns this reported lack 

of self-efficacy for Asian learners and whether it is possible to cultivate greater reading 

self-efficacy in Japanese university students. Despite the numerous studies of affective 
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factors in foreign language achievement (e.g., Gardner & MacIntyre, 1993; MacIntyre, 

1995; Phillips, 1992; Saito & Samimy, 1996; Scott, 1986), there still remains a 

relatively limited amount of research investigating the self-efficacy of foreign language 

(FL) students. 

Concerning this study, I have hypothesized, after a thorough literature review, 

that reading strategy intervention, coupled with extensive reading practice, will foster 

higher levels of reading self-efficacy. There is extant literature, two studies of which are 

highlighted above (Macaro & Mutton, 2009; Robb & Susser, 1989), that compare 

reading strategy instruction and extensive reading, however, the researchers who 

conducted these studies do not take into account how these two methods could possibly 

work complimentarily to the benefit of the learner. To my knowledge, this is the first 

investigation of this sort to be undertaken in either L1 or L2 language learning settings. 

In order to thoroughly investigate the possibility of cultivating reading self-

efficacy through the implementation of these treatments, longitudinal research is 

imperative. Currently, there are almost no longitudinal studies related to EFL reading 

self-efficacy available. Many of the studies that are detailed more fully in Chapter 2 are 

cross-sectional (Gahungu, 2007; Hseih & Schallert, 2008; Mills, Pajares, & Herron, 

2006, 2007, Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995; Yang, 1999). Certainly, these 

types of studies offer insight into the basics of the constructs surrounding self-efficacy 

and its relationship to motivation and overall performance, but they do not provide 

much practical advice regarding how knowledge can be used to improve pedagogy in 

foreign language teaching. 
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Even in some of the studies investigating the effects of strategy intervention, a relatively 

short amount of time was allocated to instruct the participants on the use of strategies. In the 

Carrell (1985) study, the participants were only given instruction for four days, while in Carrell 

(1989), the participants only received five hours of training. Furthermore, in the Kusiak (2001) 

study, participants were only offered eight 45-minute sessions. Following the fairly time-

consuming guidelines, as detailed in the CALLA protocol (Chamot, 2005), it becomes very 

clear that participants should be given abundant time for practice, self-evaluation, expansion, 

and assessment. Although no research detailing a specific length of time that should be 

followed when conducting strategy instruction exists, it is difficult to believe that interventions 

that last four days, at most, foster a long-lasting understanding and effective use of reading 

strategies on the part of the learner. Additionally, few researchers have explicitly explained, in 

detail, the nature and extent of the strategy instruction as a section of regular teaching. 

In addition to the dearth of longitudinal studies and the criticisms leveled against time-

on-task for strategy instruction, in many of the strategy intervention studies, the researchers 

made no attempt to measure the degree to which strategy use had improved in the learners, 

thereby resulting in improved reading comprehension. Instead, there was a “leap of faith” on 

the part of the researchers that the changes seen between the reading comprehension pre- and 

posttest scores could be attributed solely to the reading strategy intervention. 

Furthermore, concerning the studies that have investigated the influence of 

culture on self-efficacy (Eaton & Demb, 1997; Oettingen & Zosuls, 2006; Oettingen, 

1995; Salili, Chiu, & Lai, 2001), only one of the studies (Eaton & Dembo, 1997), 

actually had Japanese participants. In this study, the authors explored the differences in 

motivational beliefs between Asian Americans (154 students) and non-Asian Americans 
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(372 students). Among the Asian-American group, a relatively small number, only 18, 

of them were Japanese. All the other studies that claimed to be exploring Asian-western 

differences in self-efficacy, used Chinese and western participants, no Japanese. 

Another problem with the extant literature related to self-efficacy is that it often 

focuses on low proficiency learners instead of intermediate or high proficiency learners. 

Due to the lack of reading self-efficacy studies in the field of SLA, a review of literature 

in first language (L1) reading studies is also presented in Chapter 2. Paralleling the 

limited extant literature in SLA dealing with self-efficacy, L1 self-efficacy reading 

studies have also been largely cross-sectional; however, for those few studies involving 

longitudinal analyses, most of the participants had low reading proficiency or were 

remedial learners (Schunk & Rice, 1987, 1989, 1991; Nelson & Manset-Williamson, 

2006). 

Another gap in the literature is a serious dearth in second language studies of 

self-efficacy, extensive reading, and strategy instruction that have substantial N-sizes. 

From the studies reviewed above that were related to self-efficacy, Gahungu, (2007) 

had 37 participants, while Rossiter, (2001) only had 30 participants. Even in a study that 

is so highly cited, Tremblay and Gardner (1995), there were only 75 participants. 

The number of participants in the strategy instruction and extensive reading 

research was not much better. For the strategy instruction studies, Carrell (1985) had 25 

participants, Carrell (1989) had 26 students, and Anderson (1990) had only 28 students. 

Concerning the extensive reading studies, Table 1 indicates that of the 19 studies 

reviewed, half of them had sample sizes of less than 50. 
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In a nutshell, no study has been conducted to investigate longitudinally whether 

it is possible to cultivate reading self-efficacy in intermediate/high intermediate learners 

in an Asian EFL context. Of the reviewed studies above, many suffered from small N-

sizes. Furthermore, the few studies that have been conducted to investigate self-efficacy 

in an Asian setting had a limited number of Japanese participants. This study will 

address all of these gaps. 

A further gap in the literature that I hope to fill concerns the idea that research 

into the self-efficacy of EFL students has repeatedly suffered from conceptual and/or 

methodological problems (Chamot, Barnhardt, El-Dinary, & Robbins, 1996; Cheng, 

2002; Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995). One of the difficulties involved in 

designing self-efficacy studies is the challenge of operationalizing the construct. In this 

study, the self-efficacy measure was designed taking close consideration of the 

guidelines that Bandura (2006) set out. In addition, the reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire was piloted twice with over 200 students and was checked closely using 

Rasch analysis to ensure reliability and validity. Due to the close scrutiny that the Rasch 

analysis allows, six items from the initial questionnaire were omitted due to poor 

performance. However, a sufficient number of items, 14, were retained and used for the 

questionnaire (see Appendix K for the Japanese version and Appendix L for the English 

version). 

A fifth problem arising from the literature review is the absence of studies that have 

investigated the role that past experiences related to reading self-efficacy affect current levels 

of the construct. Bandura (1997) emphasized the importance of early success in the form of 

mastery experiences to strengthen a high sense of self-efficacy for a particular task. He has 
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stated that the early, formative stages of development for the skill play a highly influential role 

in one’s overall self-efficacy for that skill. It is much more difficult to change one’s sense of 

self-efficacy, once it has been set by early successes or failures. 

 

Purposes of the Study 

The primary purpose of this study is to investigate the longitudinal effects in 

EFL reading self-efficacy that result from explicit instruction in reading strategies 

and/or participation in an extensive reading program for intermediate/high-intermediate 

university learners over the course of one academic year in an EFL context in western 

Japan. One of the objectives of this study is to investigate whether reading self-efficacy 

can be cultivated in an EFL setting. The study was conducted with the cooperation of 

322 participants, so the traditional problem of small N-sizes is addressed. 

As a second purpose, I strove to consider as many facets of the involved 

constructs in the study as possible. When considering the relationship between reading 

self-efficacy and explicit instruction in reading strategies, another variable, perceived 

value of reading comprehension strategies, can act as an intervening variable from 

which to further explore the relationship. Likewise, the perceived value of extensive 

reading, also acts as a mediating variable in the analysis between reading self-efficacy 

and the extensive reading treatment. Although little research exists that has jointly taken 

these two constructs into consideration, it is believed that the value learners place on 

reading strategies and/or extensive reading will influence the degree to which they feel 

these treatments are effective in improving their reading comprehension, thereby 

influencing their reading self-efficacy.  
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The impetus for investigating these two variables stems from a study conducted 

by Schunk and Rice (1987). In this study, an experimental group was given strategy 

value information along with training in the use of a cognitive reading strategy, finding 

the main idea. The control group was instructed in the same way, but was not given the 

strategy value information. The strategy value information entailed offering praise to 

students who successfully executed strategy use, and statements to the students 

explaining how reading strategies could help them to comprehend better and how 

students in the past have been successful at learning to read by using these reading 

strategies. The results indicated that simply offering the experimental group this 

seemingly minute strategy value information (i.e., helping the students more fully 

understand the utility of such reading strategies in improving their reading 

comprehension) resulted in statistically significant gains in both reading comprehension 

and reading self-efficacy over the control group. Therefore, it was believed that the 

participants’ level of perceived utility of reading strategies and extensive reading could 

also play a role in their level of reading self-efficacy, just as it had in the Schunk and 

Rice (1987) study.  

Even if learners are explicitly taught the function of reading strategies, a 

concerted effort to develop those reading strategies will probably not occur if the 

learners do not recognize their utility in enhancing reading performance. The same can 

be said for the extensive reading treatment. If learners do not recognize how extensive 

reading is helping them to read more fluently, for example, their reading self-efficacy is 

unlikely to change appreciably due to the treatment. 
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The third purpose of this study is to determine the degree to which reading self-

efficacy influences overall English reading proficiency. As mentioned above, research 

(e.g., Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995) supports the existence of a strong 

relationship between self-efficacy and motivation, but evidence of a strong link between 

self-efficacy and performance is again, limited. 

The fourth purpose of this study concerns the problematic instrumentation that 

has been used in the past. In order to combat the above problem of possibly invalid 

instrumentation, the rationale for the instruments used in this study are presented and 

the instruments were validated. Part of the validation process involved piloting the 

instruments one or more times. For the self-efficacy questionnaire, in particular, great 

lengths were taken to follow the clear guidelines set by Bandura (2006) in creating a 

valid instrument. 

The fifth purpose of this study concerns the role that the four sources of 

information of self-efficacy—performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences, 

verbal persuasions, and physiological states—play in any effects that occur from the 

two treatments, explicit instruction in reading strategies and participation in an 

extensive reading program. In other words, this purpose concerns how the learners’ 

various histories in relation to these sources of self-efficacy set the stage for their 

participation in this study and how strongly their past experiences affect their abilities to 

cultivate reading self-efficacy by participating in the treatment(s). This purpose stems 

from the problem of historically low levels of self-efficacy in Asian learners. I hope to 

uncover more data to investigate if Japanese university students also exhibit low self-
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efficacy and how it is related to their current levels of reading self-efficacy and reading 

proficiency. 

 

Research Questions 

In order to fulfill the above purposes of this study, the following research 

questions were developed: 

1. To what degree does participants’ English reading self-efficacy change after 

participation in one of the three experimental groups or the intensive reading group 

(control group) over one academic year? It was hypothesized that participation in the 

experimental groups would lead to significant gains in reading self-efficacy in 

comparison to those of the intensive reading group. 

 

2. To what degree does participants’ English reading comprehension change after 

participation in one of the three experimental groups or the intensive reading group 

(control group) over one academic year? It was hypothesized that participation in the 

experimental groups would lead to significant gains in reading comprehension in 

comparison to those of the intensive reading group. 

 

3. Do changes in reading self-efficacy lead to changes in reading comprehension? This 

question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: Higher participant ratings of 

reading self-efficacy will lead to higher levels of reading comprehension. 
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4. As participants become more adept at using reading strategies, does their reading 

self-efficacy also improve? This question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: 

Higher scores on the reading strategies test will lead to higher levels of reading self-

efficacy. 

 

5. As participants read more (measured by word count), does their reading self-efficacy 

improve? This question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: The more the 

participants read, the higher their reading self-efficacy will increase. 

 

6. Do participants who rate the utility of extensive reading higher experience higher 

gains in reading self-efficacy over the course of an academic year?  

 

7. Do participants who rate the utility of reading strategies higher experience higher 

gains in reading self-efficacy over the course of an academic year?  

 

8. To what extent have the participants’ experiences in junior high school and high 

school, operationalized through the measurement of the hypothesized sources of self-

efficacy information--mastery experience, vicarious experience, social persuasion, 

and psycho-physiological state--affected the participants’ current level of English 

reading self-efficacy? This question is accompanied by a hypothesis: There will be a 

strong correlation between reading self-efficacy scores that were gauged for 

participants’ junior high school, high school, and current (university) levels of 

reading self-efficacy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

 
In this chapter, I provide an overview of the study’s participants and university 

context, followed by a description of the instrumentation, data collection procedures, 

and proposed means of statistical analysis. 

 

Quantitative Research Design 

In this study, I used a quantitative approach to answer the above research 

questions. In addition, the study was a quasi-experimental study because the groups 

were not randomized.  

Data were obtained from six major sources: a reading comprehension test, a 

reading strategy test, a reading self-efficacy survey, a perceived utility of extensive 

reading questionnaire, a perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire, and a 

sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire. Each set of these tests were offered three 

times during the course of the study, an academic year. 

 

Participants and Setting 

The study was conducted in university English reading classes at a large private, 

co-educational university located in Osaka, Japan. The participants, all of whom were 

non-English majors, consisted of 322 first- and second-year university students enrolled 

in English reading courses. The participants were made up of male and female students, 

ages 18 to 20, majoring in either law or economics. The 322 participants came from 14 
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intact classes with approximately 25 students in each class. All of the freshman 

participants were Japanese native speakers and as such, had studied English formally 

for at least six years, three years in junior high school and three years in high school, in 

the Japanese public education system, before starting the study. All three classes of 

second-year participants had studied English formally for at least 7 years, three years in 

junior high school, three years in high school, and one year in university. 

As students in the law and economics programs, preparation for the TOEIC test 

was an important part of their English requirements. First-year students in the 

economics department were required to take two, 90-minute classes per week, English 

reading and English listening, for the entire school year. In addition, the students took 

one semester of Oral English, which met for one, 90-minute class per week. Each 

semester was made up of 14 weeks of classes and a final examination in the 15th week; 

thus, the students took 42 hours of listening class, 42 hours of reading, and 21 hours of 

Oral English over the course of the academic year. In addition, they took examinations 

in all three of these classes amounting to five, one-hour examinations. 

Second-year students in the economics department, not unlike their first-year 

counterparts, took two 90-minute classes per week, a TOEIC class and a class named 

Reading about Economics Topics in English. These two classes were similar to the 

English reading and English listening classes that their first-year counterparts took, but 

they were focused more on preparation for the TOEIC test. The TOEIC class was 

focused primarily on listening to the types of conversations, announcements, and 

speeches that might be found on the TOEIC test. In addition, the instructors teaching 

those classes also included reading exercises, but the majority of the class time was 
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spent on listening tasks. The Reading about Economics Topics in English class was 

focused primarily on reading newspaper articles, magazine articles, and Internet 

material pertaining to economics topics. These economics and business topics were 

expected to aid the students in their preparation for the TOEIC test, as much of the 

reading on the test pertains to business situations. In addition to these two classes, the 

second-year students also took one semester of oral English, which met for one, 90-

minute class per week. Each semester had 14 weeks of classes and a final examination 

in the 15th week. In sum, the second-year students took 42 hours of TOEIC class, 42 

hours of Reading about Economics Topics in English, and 21 hours of Oral English 

over the course of the school year. In addition, they took tests in all three of these 

classes amounting to five, one-hour examinations. 

Of the 14 classes included in this study, one of the classes was a class of first-

year students from the law department of the same university as the economics 

department mentioned above. The law department curriculum was similar but slightly 

different to that of the economics department. The first-year students were required to 

take three, 90-minute classes of English per week. In one class, oral English was taught 

(i.e., speaking and listening). In the other two classes, there was a common text and 

reading, writing, speaking, and listening were taught, with greater emphasis being given 

to reading and writing. Similar to the economics department, the TOEIC test was taken 

by the first- and second-year students every year, therefore preparation for this test was 

also included. The class and test schedule was the same as that of the economics 

department. Students had 84 combined hours of reading, writing, and listening practice 

with 42 hours of oral English. Final tests were offered for all three classes each 
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semester, so there was a total of 6 hours of tests per year. Tests given during the testing 

period were one hour in duration. Although the number of hours of English instruction 

that the participants from the law department received was 21 hours more than that 

which those in the economics department received, this detail did not seem to influence 

the results of this study because the additional hours of instruction for the law students 

were in the Oral English class. Also, the law department class was only 30% of the 

extensive reading group. The other two classes in the treatment group were from the 

Economics department. Therefore, the additional hours of instruction that the law 

students received would have presumably had little influence on reading skills and 

reading self-efficacy, the topics of inquiry in this study. 

Participants in the law and economics departments were placed into English 

classes according to their proficiency level upon entering the university. Class 

placement was determined based on scores from the TOEIC Bridge test. Students were 

ranked in order of score and divided into classes of 25-30 students per class. The top 25 

scoring students were placed in the highest level, the next 25 students were placed in the 

second highest level, and so forth. The participants in this study were attending 

intermediate/high intermediate level classes. According to historical data, the TOEIC 

scores for these classes range from 480-700 (TOEFL 463-540), with the average score 

being 520 (TOEFL 476) (conversions cited from the Vancouver English Center 

webpage). These students were mostly capable of performing reading tasks in the 

intermediate, high-intermediate levels according to the guidelines (see Appendix V) set 

by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (1986). 
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Intermediate level students were selected for inclusion in the study for a number 

of reasons. First, there is a serious dearth of research dealing with intermediate learners 

in the explicit teaching of reading strategies and extensive reading. In most of the 

reviewed literature, the focus has been on showing how these approaches benefit low 

proficiency learners. It is understandable for most researchers to consider low 

proficiency learners and the benefits they can receive from such innovative approaches 

as extensive reading or explicit instruction in reading strategies, because these results 

are often impressive. As evidence of this trend, a plethora of literature exists to exhibit 

how extensive reading has benefited low and low-intermediate learners (Al-Homoud & 

Schmitt, 2009; Brown, Waring, & Donkaewbua, 2008; Day & Bamford, 2000; 

Lituanas, Jacobs, & Renandya 1999; Mason & Krashen, 1997; Nishino, 2007; Robb & 

Susser, 1989). This does not, however, eliminate intermediate learners from the learning 

or research scope. 

A similar tendency, although certainly less pronounced than with extensive 

reading, can be found in the literature review of studies conducted on explicit 

instruction of reading comprehension strategies. Studies conducted on reading strategies 

(Bereiter & Bird, 1985; Carrell, 1985; Carrell, Pharis & Liberto, 1989; Cotterall, 1990; 

Palincsar & Brown, 1984, Salataci & Akyel 2002) have indicated that poor readers 

either do not have adequate knowledge about strategies or engage in ‘bottom-up’ 

strategies. Poor readers often focus on decoding single words, seldom refer ahead or 

back to the text to monitor comprehension and exhibit motivational handicaps such as 

anxiety, about L2 reading. They use fewer strategies, use them less effectively (Garner, 

1987; Waxman & Padron, 1987), and “they do not use strategies often or effectively 
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without help” (Carrell, 2005, p. 4). Again, there seems to be an abundance of research 

that has been conducted on low, remedial learners, but an overall lack of research on 

intermediate learners. 

In addition to these points, due to the complexity of the research questions and 

the instrumentation, it was thought that it would prove virtually impossible to create 

instruments that would be contextually similar enough for high, intermediate, and low 

level participants to compare test data across these three groups. For instance, if the 

instrument used to measure participants’ ability to use reading strategies were created 

with reading passages appropriate for an intermediate or high level group, this same 

instrument could not be used to measure reading strategy use for the low level students 

because the reading passages would be so dramatically beyond the proficiency level of 

the low level students (syntactically and lexically) that it was thought the instrument 

would be testing reading comprehension and vocabulary knowledge rather than the 

intended, reading strategy use. After considering these points, I deemed it most 

appropriate to include the intermediate level in this study. 

Finally, I am in charge of intermediate level students and therefore am 

conducting research on 7 of the 14 classes included in the study. Limiting the number of 

teachers participating in the study limits any teacher effect and thereby strengthens the 

reliability of the results. 

 

Control Group and Experimental Groups 

For the purposes of answering the research questions, the participants were 

divided into four groups (see Table 3 for a complete description of these groups). First, 
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a control group was included in order to compare all data obtained from the other three 

experimental groups. The participants in this group neither engaged in an extensive 

reading program nor were they explicitly taught reading strategies. These classes were 

conducted using intensive reading methods along with intensive TOEIC reading 

practices. Because intensive reading teaching practices are often considered to be the 

dominant teaching approach in mainstream Japanese universities, this group was 

deemed the control group. From here on, the group that participated in intensive reading 

practices is called the control group. Treatment Group 1 participated in the extensive 

reading program. Treatment Group 2 received explicit instruction in reading strategies. 

Treatment Group 3 received explicit instruction in reading strategies and participated in 

an extensive reading program. A more in depth perspective on the procedures of these 

four groups is offered later in the procedures section. 

 

Instrumentation 

Six instruments were developed for this study. In the following sections, I 

provide a rationale for the tests, a description of the tests, a theoretical framework to 

support my interpretation of reading comprehension and reading strategies, and a 

review of the factors that affect item difficulty that were considered while creating the 

two dichotomous instruments. 

 

The Reading Comprehension Test 

The purpose of the reading comprehension test was to assess student changes in 

reading comprehension and to be able to correlate these changes to changes in reading 
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self-efficacy. To this end, three versions of the test were developed. Seven types of 

questions are used on the reading comprehension test (see Appendices F, G, H for 

complete versions of the tests). These questions measure readers’ abilities to ascertain: 

1. factual information that is clearly stated in the reading passage 

2. factual information that is not directly stated in the reading passage 

3. the main idea of a paragraph embedded within the passage 

4. the main idea of the entire reading passage 

5. a paraphrase of a sentence or paragraph of the passage 

6. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be understood from 

contextual clues in the passage 

7. underlying, unstated information that must be inferred from contextual clues in the 

passage. 

One question per question type, except for the vocabulary question, is included on each 

passage. For the vocabulary question type, two questions are provided, therefore 

totaling 8 questions per passage. Each of the tests consists of three reading passages, 

totaling 24 questions per test. 

The three passages on each test have been controlled for length (number of 

words) and reading grade level, based on the Flesch-Kincaid reading grade scale. Pilot 

testing indicated that the average participant in this sample was capable of managing 

items on texts that fell within the 9-10 reading grade levels (based on the Flesch-

Kincaid reading scale). In order to include reading passages of various difficulty levels, 

the reading grades 7.1, 10.3, and 13.2 were adopted for the three reading passages on 

each reading comprehension test. The 7.1 passage was believed to be relatively easy, 
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the 10.3 passage slightly challenging, and the 13.2 passage very challenging to most 

participants, thereby offering an appropriate range of text difficulty that could separate 

the participants into varying levels of reading comprehension ability. 

All of the passages are expository passages. This genre was chosen as it was 

deemed appropriate for the types of questions introduced on the reading comprehension 

test. For example, narrative texts generally lack clearly defined main ideas. Because 

main idea questions were included on the tests for this study, the use of narrative texts 

would have been inappropriate. 

Controlling for the difficulty of the reading passages made it possible to more 

easily manipulate the level of difficulty of the items on the tests to provide for a more 

evenly spaced range of difficulty of items on each test. (A more detailed explanation of 

how the difficulty of test items was manipulated follows in the next section.) This was 

done in order to ensure that all the participants in the study would be measured more 

accurately and that no particular participant level would receive more focus than any 

other level on this assessment. 

 

The Reading Strategy Test 

Eight types of questions are included on the reading strategy test (see 

Appendices C, D, E); questions measuring to what degree the readers have honed the 

strategy to infer: 

1. the topic of a paragraph embedded in a reading passage (one item) 

2. the topic of the entire reading passage (one item) 

3. the main idea of a paragraph embedded in a reading passage (one item) 
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4. the main idea of the entire reading passage (one item) 

5. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be inferred from 

contextual clues in the passage (two items) 

6. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be inferred from 

breaking these vocabulary terms into their component parts (i.e., suffixes and 

prefixes) (two items) 

7. what will be written in the paragraph following the reading passage (prediction) 

(one item) 

8. underlying, unstated information that must be inferred from contextual clues in the 

passage. (three items) 

There is one question offered per question type, except for the vocabulary and 

inferencing questions. For the vocabulary question types, four questions are provided 

(two for inferring meaning from surrounding text and two for inferring meaning from 

component parts of the word). For the inferencing question types, there are three 

questions provided. Therefore, there are 12 questions per passage. Each of the tests is 

made up of two reading passages totaling 24 questions per test. 

As the strategies investigated in this study are intended to improve the 

participants’ reading comprehension, some of the question types included on the 

strategy instrument are the same as the ones on the reading comprehension test. 

The passage length (number of words) and Flesch-Kincaid reading grade level 

were held constant for each test. Pilot testing indicated that on average, participants 

were capable of managing items on texts that fell within the 9-10 Flesch-Kincaid 

reading grade level. Unlike the reading comprehension test, however, the reading 
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strategy test was not designed to measure participants’ linguistic knowledge per se. It 

was developed to test reading strategy usage. In order to achieve this, the difficulty level 

of the reading passages needed to be at a level that would not test the students’ 

linguistic knowledge because if the text difficulty level were well beyond the 

participants’ ability, the participants would struggle more with the lexicon and syntax of 

the passages than with the target strategies. As such, they would be unable to interpret 

the contextual clues that are necessary when inferring meaning, identifying main ideas, 

and understanding the topic of the reading passage. Conversely, if the difficulty level of 

the passages were too easy for the participants, they would not be forced to use 

strategies to answer the questions. Due to these concerns, texts at four Flesch-Kincaid 

grade levels, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, and 11.0 were selected. These reading grade levels included 

the lower and upper levels of the pilot study averages, therefore offering a range of 

difficulty from which most participants would be more likely to use their strategy 

knowledge to complete the test items. 

Controlling for the difficulty of the reading passages made it easier to 

manipulate the level of difficulty of the items to provide for a more evenly spaced range 

of difficulty of items on each test. This was done in order to ensure that all the 

participants in the study would be measured more precisely. 

 

Developing the multiple-choice items 

When creating the instruments designed to measure reading comprehension and 

reading strategies, certain considerations were taken. In line with the cognitive features 

of Bandura’s social cognitive theory and Anderson’s cognitive-based theories of 
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learning, both of which are major foundations of this study, there is a cognitive 

processing model framework developed by Embretson and Wetzel (1987) from which 

multiple-choice item features (e.g., type of questions, passage length) can be analyzed 

and their contribution to the difficulty of items can be assessed. 

In regards to this study, the level of reading difficulty of the passages in the 

reading comprehension tests and the reading strategy test was controlled. Therefore, in 

order to modify item difficulty on the tests, the items themselves were developed under 

the following guidelines. In summary, the following factors were taken into 

consideration when creating items with varying levels of difficulty. 

1. Using more difficult vocabulary in the question or in the response alternatives 

2. Creating questions and response alternatives that contain higher propositional 

density 

3. Asking questions of which the answers are not directly written in the text, requiring 

test-takers to infer meaning from contextual clues in the text 

4. Asking questions of which the answers are found in more than one part of the text, 

requiring test-takers to synthesize two or more pieces of information to answer the 

question (the further away from each other in the passage these pieces of 

information lie, the more difficult the question will be) 

5. Asking questions of which the relevant information that can be used to falsify 

distractors or confirm the correct answer is limited 

6. Using more difficult vocabulary in the correct answer alternatives and using slightly 

easier vocabulary in the distractors 
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7. Re-ordering or re-phrasing the words in the response alternatives so that they are 

different from the corresponding material directly found in the text 

8. Creating questions of which the relevant information that can be used to falsify 

distractors or confirm the correct answer is located near the end of the text 

9. Developing questions of which the relevant information that can be used to falsify 

distractors or confirm the correct answer is relatively abstract, instead of concrete 

 

Summary 

In this section, the instruments (dichotomous tests), the reading comprehension 

test and the reading strategy test were explained. This section provided a rationale for 

the tests, a description of the tests, and the theoretical framework behind reading 

comprehension and reading strategies for the participants of this study. Finally, a review 

of the factors affecting item difficulty that were considered while creating the 

instruments was also provided. 

 

Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 

In mainstream psychological research, self-efficacy has been conceptualized and 

studied from two different perspectives, a trait like concept called general self-efficacy 

(GSE) (e.g., Eden, 1988; Judge, Erez, & Bono, 1998) and a state-like concept called 

specific self-efficacy (SSE) (e.g., Gist & Mitchell, 1992; Wood & Bandura, 1989). 

Wood and Bandura (1989) defined specific self-efficacy as “beliefs in one’s capabilities 

to mobilize the motivation, cognitive responses, and course of action needed to meet 

given situation demands.” On the other hand, Judge et al. (1998, p. 170) defined general 
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self-efficacy as “individuals’ perception of their ability to perform across a variety of 

different situations.” Chen, Gully, and Eden, noted, “GSE captures differences among 

individuals in their tendency to view themselves as capable of meeting task demands in 

a broad array of contexts” (2001, p. 63). 

Research has shown that general self-efficacy has a positive influence on 

specific self-efficacy across tasks and domains (Eden, 1988). This positive relationship 

between general self-efficacy and specific self-efficacy for a variety of performances 

seems to “spill over” into specific situations (Shelton, 1990; Sherer et al., 1982). 

Because of this, those with a high general self-efficacy are expected to be more apt to 

succeed across a variety of domains. 

To gain a reference of the types of questions asked on general self-efficacy 

research instruments, a review of Sherer et al. (1982) General Self-Confidence Scale 

(SGSES) is indicated. The SGSES is comprised of two subscales: a General Self-

Efficacy subscale (17 items) and a Social Self-Efficacy subscale (6 items) (see Table 1 

in the Sherer et al. study). A typical question included on the General Self-Efficacy 

subscale is, “When I decide to do something, I go right to work on it.” For the Social 

Self-Efficacy subscale, a typical item is “If I see someone I would like to meet, I go to 

that person instead of waiting for him or her to come to me.” 

As can be seen from the instrument, the included items reflect general self-

efficacy factors. Although it is believed by some that these types of items work well in 

predicting human functioning in relation to foreign language motivation, I am not 

convinced that these questions best target the predictive elements in this study. In 

addition, because one of the aims of this study is to see changes in reading self-efficacy 
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over an extended period of time, one would not expect the trait-like nature of general 

self-efficacy to fluctuate significantly, therefore rendering it irrelevant to the scope of 

this study. 

I agree with Wood and Bandura (1989) in claiming that specific self-efficacy 

instruments are better able to predict human functioning in relation to foreign language 

education. All five research questions of this study are related to changes of reading 

self-efficacy over the course of a university academic year. In agreement with the basic 

components of Bandura’s self-efficacy theory (1977), the items used in this study are 

task and domain specific. 

Bandura (2006) has offered a set of guidelines to be followed when creating 

scales for self-efficacy measurement. 

1. Content validity: First, items should reflect the construct under investigation. In 

Bandura’s definition (1986) of self-efficacy, the term self-efficacy is concerned with 

perceived capability. Therefore, items should be termed using such expressions as 

“can do” rather than “will do.” He also warns against confusing other constructs 

with self-efficacy. Self-esteem, for example, refers to one’s worth, whereas self-

efficacy is a judgment of capability. Also, locus of control refers to belief about 

outcome contingencies-whether outcomes are determined by one’s actions or by 

forces outside of one’s control. 

2. Items on the instrument should be based on a good conceptual analysis of the 

relevant domain of functioning. In this case, EFL is the domain. Reading tasks are 

specified in the items. Items should be specific to both the EFL domain and the 

reading skill being targeted. 
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3. The items should be ordered in a gradation of challenge. Because the items will aim 

to measure one’s perceived competence to complete a particular task, there are 

auxiliary aspects that can influence the test takers sense of challenge. The challenge 

might not only consist of actually accomplishing a task and one’s perceived 

competence to do that, but it might also include one’s ability to regulate one’s own 

motivation, thought processes, performance level, or emotional states that might 

influence their ability to complete that task. It should be clear in the wording of the 

items which domain is targeted. 

4. The items of the instrument should reflect varying levels of task demands. It is 

recommended that participants rate the strength of their belief in their ability to 

execute the mentioned activities. The scale runs from 0 (Cannot do at all) to 50 

(moderately certain can do) to 100 (Highly certain can do). Although this scale is 

recommended to increase the sensitivity of the instrument, I believed that 

maintaining a 0-100 scale is not effective for obtaining accurate results. A 1-6 scale 

offers a precise scale for administering the same survey multiple times over the 

course of this longitudinal study. 

Following the guidelines and rationale listed above, I created the Reading Self-Efficacy 

Questionnaire, which was utilized to measure Reading Self-Efficacy. The reading self-

efficacy measure contains 14 items asking the participants to gauge their capability to 

perform various reading tasks at the American Council of the Teaching of Foreign 

Languages’ (ACTFL) (1986) (See Appendix V for ACTFL reading guidelines) High-

Novice, Intermediate and Advanced reading proficiency levels. Because the TOEIC 

scores for the participants in this study ranged from 480-700 (TOEFL 463-540), with 
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the average score being 520 (TOEFL 476) (conversions cited from the Vancouver 

English Center webpage), the High Novice, Intermediate, and Advanced reading 

proficiency levels of the ACTFL were considered appropriately challenging. In 

addition, parts of the questionnaire were adapted from Mill’s (2004) study on French 

reading self-efficacy. 

The items are measured on a 6-point Likert-scale. The instructions to the 

instrument include the question, “How sure are you that you can perform each of the 

English reading tasks below?” Participants provide judgments for 14 items ranging 

from 1 (I cannot do it at all.), 2 (I probably cannot do it.), 3 (Maybe I cannot do it.), 4 

(Maybe I can do it.), 5 (I probably can do it.), and 6 (I can definitely do it.). As 

mentioned in Bandura’s (2006) guidelines above, a gradation of ability levels was 

presented in the survey items. Items ranged from asking participants to judge to what 

degree they could “Read and understand the items on a menu written in English at a 

fast-food restaurant.” to “Read and understand the specific details of an academic 

journal article on new medical practices in the European Union.” 

As can be recognized from a perusal of the reading self-efficacy questionnaire, a 

wide range of reading tasks are included in the questionnaire items. Many of these 

reading tasks were not part of the treatments in this study. This raises the concern that 

the participants might have had difficulty responding to questionnaire items about tasks 

they have never attempted. The rationale behind including these types of items on the 

questionnaire stems from the definition of self-efficacy. Bandura (1997) stated that self-

efficacy is the strength of expectations individuals maintain about their ability to 

perform a given task or behavior successfully. He does not differentiate between those 
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tasks that might be familiar to an individual and those that might not be familiar. In 

addition to this, all of the questions on the questionnaire were piloted with a group of 

students who were representative of the sample who participated in the study. During 

the time of piloting, items that were unclear or considered conceptually difficult to 

comprehend for the group who participated in the pilot study were deleted from the 

questionnaire and not used in the main study.  

 

The Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire and the Perceived 

Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire 

Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies and Perceived Utility of Extensive 

Reading are considered to be two mediating variables falling between the main 

variables, explicit instruction in reading strategies and extensive reading, and reading 

self-efficacy. While the participants in the treatment groups might be participating in 

the treatments and possibly making improvements in their English reading abilities, 

these increases might not be reflected in corresponding increases in reading self-

efficacy judgments if the participants do not acknowledge the connection between their 

respective treatments and their increases in reading comprehension. In other words, it is 

hypothesized that increases in reading comprehension due to the treatments will not be 

reflected in the participants’ self-judgment in regards to reading self-efficacy, if they do 

not understand the utility of their treatment in regards to their increases in reading 

comprehension. 

The Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire (see Appendix M for 

the Japanese version and Appendix N for the English version) was developed to 
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measure Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading. The survey was adapted from a list of 

10 principles outlined by Day and Bamford (1998) in regards to extensive reading (see 

Appendix I for the Japanese version and Appendix J for the English version). 

Participants are asked, “to what degree do you agree or disagree that the following 

items help to improve your reading comprehension?” Participants provide judgments 

based on a 6-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree), 2 (Disagree), 3 

(Slightly disagree), 4 (Slightly agree), 5 (Agree), and 6 (Strongly agree). The various 

items are phrased in a way to elicit responses based on how useful participants consider 

extensive reading to improvements in their overall reading comprehension. One 

example from the questionnaire highlights the discouraged use of dictionaries in the 

extensive reading method, “In order to improve my reading comprehension, it is better 

not to stop to check a dictionary if I find an unknown word while I am reading.” 

Another example emphasizes reading for pleasure instead of for academic purposes as 

prescribed in the extensive reading philosophy, “I can improve my reading 

comprehension by reading books that I am interested in and have chosen myself.” Both 

examples clearly show the intended relation to be investigated between participants’ 

impressions of extensive reading and corresponding effects on reading comprehension. 

The 14-item perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire (see Appendix 

O for the Japanese version and Appendix P for the English version) was developed to 

measure Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies. The survey was created based on the 

eight reading strategies that will be included in this study, strategies to ascertain: 

1. the topic of a paragraph embedded in a reading passage 

2. the topic of the entire reading passage 
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3. the main idea of a paragraph embedded in a reading passage 

4. the main idea of the entire reading passage 

5. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be inferred from 

contextual clues in the passage 

6. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be inferred from 

breaking these vocabulary terms into their component parts (i.e., suffixes and 

prefixes) 

7. what will be written in the paragraph following the reading passage (prediction) 

8. underlying, unstated information that must be inferred from contextual clues in the 

passage. 

Participants are asked, “To what degree do you agree or disagree that the following 

items help to improve your reading comprehension?” Participants provide judgments 

based on a 6-point scale, ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree), 2 (Disagree), 3 (Slightly 

disagree), 4 (Slightly agree), 5 (Agree), and 6 (Strongly agree). Questions 1-8 refer 

directly to the above eight reading strategies. Participants are asked in reference to those 

eight strategies, “If you were able to master that strategy, to what degree do you think it 

would help to improve your overall English reading comprehension?” Questions 9-14 

required participants to judge the importance of reading strategies as compared to other 

methods of learning/teaching found in mainstream EFL classrooms in Japan, such as, 

explicit grammar instruction and vocabulary memorization. An example item is, 

“Practicing reading strategies is more important to improving my reading 

comprehension than memorizing vocabulary.” 
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Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 

To the best of my knowledge, the construct, Sources of Self-Efficacy, has never 

been operationalized and measured before in mainstream literature. As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, there is an expanding body of research to suggest that students in Asian 

cultures have weaker academic self-efficacy than do their western counterparts (Eaton 

& Dembo, 1997; Oettingen, 1995; Salili, Chiu, & Lai, 2001). A number of reasons have 

been offered to explain this finding. As in any culture, schools tend to be shaped by the 

values and standards set by that culture. In the Asian educational context, teachers are 

more inclined to provide performance feedback that highlights weaknesses instead of 

strengths. Emphasis is often placed more on the value of hard work and effort instead of 

a reliance on ability. In addition, standards are sometimes set unrealistically high in 

regards to success. All of these factors affect the way in which Asian learners’ self-

efficacy beliefs are formed. 

One purpose of this study is to investigate the role that past sources of reading 

self-efficacy (from junior high school and high school) play on current levels of reading 

self-efficacy. Bandura (1997) stated that, “Successes build a robust belief in one’s 

personal efficacy. Failures undermine it, especially if failures occur before a sense of 

efficacy is firmly established” (p. 80). Therefore, it is important to investigate the past 

reading self-efficacy of the participants, in order to relate it to their current levels. 

The sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (see Appendix Q for the 

Japanese version and Appendix S for the English version) consisted of 50 items divided 

into two sections concerning junior high school reading self-efficacy (25 items) and 

high school reading self-efficacy (25 items). In addition, the students were also asked to 
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gauge themselves based on these sources for their current university experiences (see 

Appendix R for the Japanese version and Appendix T for the English version). The 

items were adapted from Bandura’s four principal sources of information: mastery 

experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and physiological and affective 

indices (Bandura, 1997). 

The Likert-scale asked the participants to respond to the question, “To what 

degree do you agree or disagree with the following statements?” Participants provide 

judgments based on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree), 2 

(Disagree), 3 (Slightly disagree), 4 (Slightly agree), 5 (Agree), and 6 (Strongly agree). 

A typical item asked to elicit responses on vicarious experiences is, “I saw my 

classmates reading English well, so I knew I could read English well too, if I tried.” 

Another item in regards to verbal persuasion is, “Students who were older than me told 

me that I was good at reading in English.” Aimed at eliciting responses based on 

physiological cues, another question would be, “I got a little nervous when I was trying 

to read something in English.” Finally, a typical example of an item measuring past 

mastery experiences is, “Among my friends, I was the one who helped the others with 

English reading questions.” 

 

Procedures 

This study was a longitudinal study spanning one academic year starting in April 

1, 2010 and continuing until January 31, 2011. The school year consisted of two, 15-

week semesters with a six-week break from the end of July to the middle of September 

and a three week break from mid-December to mid-January. Students returned after this 
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New Year’s break to have two more weeks of classes and two weeks of second 

semester final exams. 

The six instruments were administered three times over the academic year (Test 

1, Test 2, and Test 3). The first round of tests took place in the first and second week of 

the first semester. The second round took place in the thirteenth and fourteenth weeks of 

the first semester (just before summer break). The third round took place in the 

thirteenth and fourteenth weeks of the second semester (the 28th and 29th weeks of the 

academic year). Table 2 details the dates on which the above-mentioned instruments 

were conducted. Due to the large number of instruments in this study, it was considered 

best, by the researcher to conduct the instruments over two weeks for each round of 

tests. The retrospective reading self-efficacy questionnaire was offered separately from 

the others. 

In addition to these tests, the following sections detail the general classroom 

procedures for the various groups (see Table 3 for a complete description). 

 

Classroom Procedures for Treatment Group 1 (Extensive Reading) 

For this treatment group, extensive reading was mainly conducted outside of the 

classroom setting as homework. The first two weeks of the school year were used to 

conduct the various tests that are part of this study. During the classes of the third to 

fifth weeks of the school year, students were guided to a classroom in the campus  
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Table 2. Dates for Testing 

Dates Instruments Administered 

Week starting April 5, 2010 

TIME ONE 
1. Consent form (Appendix B) 
2. Reading Strategy Test (Appendix C) (35 min.) 
3. Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Appendix K) 
4. Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire 
(Appendix M) 
5. Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire 
(Appendix O) 

 Week starting April 12, 
2010 

TIME ONE 
Reading Comprehension Test (Appendix F) (40 min.) 

Week starting May 10, 2010  
Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 
(retrospective) (Appendix Q) 

Week starting July 5, 2010 

TIME TWO 
1. Reading Strategy Test (Appendix D) (35 min.) 
2. Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Appendix K) 
3. Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire 
(Appendix M) 
4. Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire 
(Appendix O) 

Week starting July 12, 2010 
TIME TWO 
Reading Comprehension Test (Appendix G) (40 min.) 

Week starting Jan. 10, 2010 

TIME THREE 
1. Reading Strategy Test (Appendix E) (35 min.) 
2. Reading Self-efficacy Questionnaire (Appendix K) 
3. Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire 
(Appendix M) 
4. Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire 
(Appendix O) 

Week starting Jan. 17, 2010 

TIME THREE 
Reading Comprehension Test (Appendix H) (40 min.) 
Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 
(current) (Appendix R) 

Note. There is only one version of the following instruments; Reading Self-efficacy 
Questionnaire, the Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire, and the 
Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire. 
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Table 3. Detailed Description of All Groups in this Study 
Class Teacher Group Hours Dept. Year n   Group n Procedures/90-min. class 

Class 1 Teacher A Control 105 Economics 2nd 18 

79 

1. vocabulary quiz             (10 min.) 
2. textbook coverage         (60 min.) 
3. textbook topic discussion 
                                           (20 min.) 

Class 2 Teacher A Control 105 Economics 2nd 21 

Class 3 Teacher A Control 105 Economics 1st 21 

Class 4 Teacher A Control 105 Economics 1st 19 

Class 5 Teacher C ER 126 Law 1st 25 

74 

1. vocabulary quiz             (10 min.) 
2. speed reading assignment 
                                           (30 min.) 
3. textbook coverage         (30 min.) 
4. sustained silent reading (20 min.) 

Class 6 Teacher D ER 105 Economics 1st 27 

Class 7 Teacher D ER 105 Economics 2nd 22 

Class 8 Teacher B Read Strats 105 Economics 1st 26 

90 

1. vocabulary quiz            (10 min.) 
2. speed reading assignment 
                                          (30 min.) 
3. CALLA reading strategy 
intervention                       (50 min.) 

Class 9 Teacher B Read Strats 105 Economics 1st 21 

Class 10 Teacher D Read Strats 105 Economics 1st 23 

Class 11 Teacher D Read Strats 105 Economics 1st 20 

Class 12 Teacher D ER/Strats 105 Economics 1st 24 

79 

1. speed reading assignment 
                                          (30 min.) 
2. CALLA reading strategy 
intervention                       (45 min.) 
3. sustained silent reading (15 min.) 

Class 13 Teacher D ER/Strats 105 Economics 1st 31 

Class 14 Teacher D ER/Strats 105 Economics 1st 24 

Note. Dept. = Department; n = Number of students in each class; Hours = Hours of English class time; Group n = Number of 
participants in each group; ER/Strats = Extensive reading/reading strategies group; Read Strats = Reading strategies group. 
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library where the instructor oriented students to extensive reading practices. They were 

instructed on how to select texts, read extensively using a Japanese translation of Day 

and Bamford’s (2002) guidelines (see Appendix I for the Japanese version and 

Appendix J for the English version) and fill out the necessary paperwork to account for 

having read the books they claim to have read. For the extensive reading classes, a 

special logbook (読書記録手帳-Reading Record Logbook by Cosumopia Publishers) 

was purchased by all students (see Appendix U for a sample). The students were 

required to record the title of the books, the number of standard words, the level of 

difficulty and interest they had for each of the books they read throughout the treatment 

(see Appendix W for sample pages from the book list used for the extensive reading 

treatments). In addition, they were asked to write a brief summary, in English, about 

each of the books they read. This was collected and read by the instructor. Information 

from these records was counted as a part of their course grade. In the first semester, the 

extensive reading grade accounted for 20 of the total 100 points for the class. Ten points 

were given to students who read over 100 books and ten points to students who read 

over 100,000 words (total = 20 points). For the second semester, the extensive reading 

element accounted for 15 points of the total 100 points for the class. All 15 points were 

awarded to students who read over 100,00 words. It was an all-or-nothing grading 

system. If students did not reach the 100 book criterion in the first semester or the 

100,000 word level for either semester, they were not awarded the corresponding 

points. 

Before explaining the methodology behind the extensive reading element in this 

study, a brief overview of the participants’ English reading education history is 
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warranted. Having had at least six years of English education in junior high and high 

school, most of the participants in this study (currently university students) had been 

taught through the grammar-translation method (yakudoku in Japanese), one in which 

very little emphasis was placed on learner autonomy or individual interpretation of 

literary texts (Bamford, 1993; Bryant, 1956; Gorsuch, 1998; Hayashi, 1999; 

Henrichsen, 1989; Hino, 1988; Law, 1995). In traditional grammar-translation 

instruction, a close inspection of bottom-up features, such as vocabulary and grammar 

structures monopolize class time, while other top-down features, such as finding the 

main idea of paragraphs or entire passages go unattended. Learners are instructed to use 

dictionaries instead of their own intellect when trying to decipher the meaning of 

unknown vocabulary terms; and to rely on the teacher for answers to their questions of 

sentence meaning instead of accessing their own background knowledge to understand 

the message that the author wishes to convey. Training in direct translation from 

English to Japanese of passages that are often well above the reading proficiency level 

of the students teaches most of them to focus solely on minute, isolated details, 

stymying their ability to interpret messages being conveyed on a global level.  

Because it is believed by some researchers and educators that grammar-

translation teaching practices run counterproductive to mainstream cognitive learning 

principles (Anderson, 1985) and actually instill poor reading habits in these learners, it 

is considered important to provide a re-learning opportunity for the learners (Nishizawa, 

2009; Sakai, 2002; Takase, 2009, 2011). In order to break learners of these poor reading 

habits, Sakai (2002), created a new style by which to conduct extensive reading practice 

in the classroom. Called Starting with Simple Stories (SSS), readers are required to read 
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extremely low level books in the beginning stages of extensive reading. “There are a 

considerable number of Japanese high school and university students who have 

difficulty in reading even the easiest level of graded readers without translating each 

word into Japanese. For the purpose of improving the situation and encouraging 

learners to read without translation, the SSS study group and the Japanese Extensive 

Reading Association (JERA) members have been actively promoting the new effective 

ER approach, SSS” (Takase, 2009, p. 10).  

The readability of the books that readers were allowed to use in this study 

follows a scale designed by Furukawa (2007). Each publisher of graded readers 

generally provides the number of headwords and the level for each of their books. 

However, because each publisher has their own standard by which they create these 

levels, there is little consistency between the companies. In response to this problem, 

Akio Furukawa created a readability scale (yomiyasusa level [YL]) in cooperation with 

members of JERA (Furukawa, 2007). The system is a subjective assessment of 

readability for both graded and ungraded readers. Individual readers assess each book 

based on factors such as, illustrations, size of font, differing text styles, background of 

the books, mainstream familiarity to the content of the book, along with word count, 

vocabulary, and grammar elements. Each book undergoes assessment by several readers 

and therefore each book is listed as having a range of readability (i.e., YL 0.4 ~ YL 0.6). 

All of the books are graded into 100 levels from YL 0.0 to YL 10.0, with YL 0.0 

(picture books with no words except for the title) being the easiest and YL 10.0 being 

the most difficult. The following examples will further clarify the YL system 

(Furukawa, 2007, p.1): 
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YL 0.0: Readable without the knowledge of English language 

YL 1.0: Readable to English learners with more than 80 hours of study 

YL 3.0: Children’s books with word length of around 10,000 words 

YL 7.0: Paperbacks (stories) for adults. 

YL 8.0: More difficult paperbacks. 

For further information, see http://www.seg.co.jp/sss/word_count/YL-20070621.html 

For the purposes of word count in each book, standard words (Carver, 1990) were 

calculated. Recently, many publishers of graded readers have included the number of 

running words on the covers of books. However, there has been debate concerning the 

standardization of the calculation of these words numbers. For example, reading 100 

words at a low level book of the graded reader system, would logically be different than 

reading 100 words in a high level book of the graded reader system. In order to 

standardize the calculation of the numbers of the words in texts, standard words were 

utilized. In this method, a standard word consists of six letter spaces including 

punctuation and spacing. As the name implies, by using these standard words as a unit 

of measurement readers/researchers can attain more accurate results (less statistical 

error) than those attained from counting the numbers of words, pages, or books, all of 

which can differ dramatically. 

The researcher in this study calculated an estimate of the number of standard 

words in each text that the students read over the course of the school year (see 

Appendix W for sample pages from the book list used for the extensive reading 

treatments). This was conducted by (a) randomly selecting five books at a particular 

level (e.g., Oxford bookworms Level 2), (b) randomly selecting 5 pages in each book, 
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(c) counting the number of standard words on each of those five pages, (d) calculating 

an average for each of the five books (i.e., average of the five pages per book), (e) 

averaging the page counts from the five books to get an average number of standard 

words per page and applying that average to the other books in the series written at the 

same level (adjusting for different number of pages in each book). 

Using the SSS approach, standard word counts for calculating total words read, 

and the level of readability, yomiyasusa level, to determine appropriate reading levels 

for the participants, those in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading 

strategies groups started reading in the third class of the semester. The participants in 

these groups were allowed to choose their own books from a list of 2,947 books. In the 

third and fourth weeks of the first semester, the participants were asked to read at least 

1,000 words in the 0.3-0.6 YL graded reader levels. They were given most of these two 

classes (third and fourth classes of the year), nearly 160 minutes, which took place in a 

classroom in the library to read the graded readers. After these two classes, the 

participants were given 20 minutes per class for sustained silent reading, but the bulk of 

extensive reading took place outside of class for homework. After these third and fourth 

classes, the participants were asked to read books that were within the 0.6-0.9 level for 

the next six classes. In that reading, there was no number limit on words nor required 

levels for the participants. However, they were strongly encouraged to read books lower 

than YL 4.0. An example of books and their corresponding YL can be found in 

Appendix W.  

The SSS method that was used in this study deviate slightly from Day and 

Bamford’s (2002) guidelines (see Appendix I for the Japanese version and Appendix J 
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for the English version), which were used as a framework for the extensive reading and 

extensive reading/reading strategies treatments of this study. Guideline 2, “Learners 

choose their own books based on their purpose and objectives from a large variety of 

topics and genres.” and guideline 3, “Learners are allowed to choose the books that they 

want to read and are able to stop in the middle of reading, if they find the book to be 

uninteresting.” were partially violated in the first ten classes of the semester, where the 

participants were restricted to reading certain levels, as explained above. The 

participants in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies groups 

were allowed to choose their own books from a large selection, so in that way, the SSS 

method adheres to Day and Bamford’s guidelines. However, the participants were 

encouraged to read books that fell within a certain level in the first ten classes. By 

encouraging the participants to read at very low levels for the first ten classes of the first 

semester, it was believed that the counter-productive reading habits that many of the 

participants had developed during their experiences of learning under the grammar 

translation method in junior high and high school could be corrected. Through this re-

learning process, it was believed that the participants could start to develop proper 

habits of reading and would therefore have a better probability of faster improvement in 

reading comprehension (Takase, 2009), and thereby, heightened levels of reading self-

efficacy. After the tenth class, although the participants were encouraged to limit their 

reading to books that fell under the YL 4.0, this policy was not strictly enforced and 

judging from the intermediate/high intermediate level of the students, they would have 

been reading books that were largely incomprehensible, which would have also been 

violating the guidelines set by Day and Bamford (2002).  
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After the fourth week of classes, instruction no longer took place in the library 

classroom, but in a classroom in the students’ respective departments (law or 

economics). The classes began with a 10-minute quiz based on vocabulary words that 

students were assigned from their text (not from their extensive reading books). Shortly 

after completing the quiz, students were given a speed-reading assignment, where 

students read two short passages and answered eight questions about each of the two 

passages. Students corrected their own answers after guidance from the teacher and 

recorded their reading rate and comprehension score on a speed-reading chart. The 

remainder of the class focused on listening and reading practice for the TOEIC test. All 

students used two textbooks, Developing Skills for the TOEIC Test (Edmunds & Taylor, 

2007) and Reading for Speed and Fluency (Nation & Byrne, 2007). Students were 

offered ample time to practice listening and reading with explanations about intensive 

reading subjects (e.g., gerunds & infinitives, verb forms & tenses, negation, 

conditionals). Much focus was placed on intensive listening and reading and analysis of 

reading passages.  

It must be noted that in one of the texts used for this class, Developing Skills for 

the TOEIC Test (Edmunds & Taylor, 2007), there was reference to skimming and 

scanning strategies. First, I consider these strategies to be more test-taking strategies 

than cognitive reading strategies which were part of the reading strategies treatment in 

this study. In addition, these two strategies were not part of the eight strategies 

highlighted in this study. Therefore, these strategies were covered in the extensive 

reading group’s classes and were not considered to be detrimental to the integrity of the 

study. 
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Finally, the last 20 minutes of the class was reserved for extensive reading. 

Students were asked to bring a book they had checked out on their own from the 

university library and to read silently during the last 20 minutes of class. During this 

time, the teacher circulated and monitored the students’ progress by checking their log 

books. If time permitted, the teacher also read silently, as a model for the students in the 

class. 

In addition to the extensive reading completed during class time, the bulk of 

extensive reading was conducted outside of class. Participants were encouraged to read 

as often as possible outside of class. The instructor assigned a limited amount of TOEIC 

practice as homework, in order to offer more time for participants to engage in 

extensive reading. 

 

Classroom Procedures for Treatment Group 2 (Reading Strategies) 

The reading strategies treatment class began similarly to the classes from the 

other treatments. In the first two weeks of class, students completed the prescribed tests 

for this study and participated in a general orientation to the class. Starting in the third 

week of the semester, as with all the classes in this study, there was a short, 10-minute 

quiz on vocabulary that had been assigned the week before. Shortly after completing the 

quiz, participants were given a speed-reading assignment, where they read two short 

passages and answered 8 questions about each of the two passages. Students corrected 

their own answers after guidance from the teacher and recorded their reading rate and 

comprehension score on a speed-reading chart. 
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The main part of the class, focused on reading strategies, and commenced after 

the speed-reading element. The text, Reading Power 2 (4th edition) (Jefferies & 

Mikulecky, 2009), was the assigned text for the class. This text is broken in to chapters 

based on reading strategies. All of the strategies focused on in this study are highlighted 

in this text. Each chapter starts with a brief explanation of the strategy that is the focus 

of the lesson. The teacher and students read these details aloud together. These details 

explain how and when one can use the strategy being focused on and how it can be 

effective in improving reading comprehension. In addition, the chapter begins with very 

elementary examples and tasks to be completed by the learners that allow them to 

practice the strategy. These preliminary reading passages are generally well beneath the 

proficiency level of the students, allowing them to better grasp the concept of the 

strategy, rather than struggling with a challenging language level in the text. As the 

chapter continues, however, the texts become gradually more difficult, allowing the 

students to challenge themselves with the new strategies that they have hopefully started 

to develop. 

In the first semester, the following strategies were highlighted: inferring 

vocabulary from context, inferring vocabulary from its component parts, and predicting. 

In the second semester, finding the topic, finding the main idea, and inferencing 

underlying, unstated information from contextual clues in the passage were the 

strategies practiced by the participants. 

During the class, students were also asked to keep a vocabulary log book. While 

reading the assigned passages and practicing the prescribed strategies, participants 

encountered unfamiliar words. They were required to include at least five of these new 
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vocabulary items in their vocabulary logbooks weekly. The teacher also assigned a 

group of words from the text that had to be reviewed and learned for the following 

week’s quiz. The class ended with the instructor reviewing those terms from the text. In 

addition to this vocabulary element, homework was assigned from the textbook, in 

order to allow students to continue practicing the strategies during the week. Usually no 

more than two pages of text were assigned for homework per week. 

 

Classroom Procedures for Treatment Group 3 (Extensive Reading/Reading 

Strategies) 

As the name implies, the extensive reading/reading strategies group learned both 

reading strategies and practiced extensive reading. As with the extensive reading class, 

the first two weeks of the school year were used to conduct the various tests that were 

part of this study. During the classes of the third and fourth weeks of the school year, 

students were guided to a classroom in the campus library where the instructor oriented 

students to extensive reading practices. They were instructed on how to select texts, 

read extensively using a Japanese translation of Day and Bamford’s (1998) guidelines 

(see Appendix I for the Japanese version and Appendix J for the English version) and 

fill out the necessary paperwork to account for having read each book that they claimed 

to have read. For these classes, a special logbook, (読書記録手帳-Reading Record 

Logbook by Cosumopia Publishers) was purchased by all students (see Appendix U for 

a sample). Students were required to record the title of the books, the number of 

standard words, the level of difficulty and interest of each of the books they read 

throughout the treatment (see Appendix W for sample pages from the book list used for 
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the extensive reading treatments). In addition, students were asked to write a brief 

summary, in English, about each of the books they read. This was collected and read by 

the instructor. Information from these records was counted as a part of their course 

grade, just as in the extensive reading group, as explained above. In addition, the 

procedures for the extensive reading element were the same for the extensive 

reading/reading strategies group as they were for the extensive reading group, also 

explained above. 

After the fourth week of classes, instruction no longer took place in the library 

classroom, but in a classroom in the economics department. Unlike the other groups in 

the study (reading strategies, extensive reading, and intensive reading groups), this 

group had no vocabulary quiz in the beginning of the class. Because this group focused 

on both treatments, reading strategies and extensive reading, class time was limited. 

Instead of the vocabulary test, students were given a speed-reading assignment, where 

students read two short passages and answered eight questions about each of the two 

passages. Students corrected their own answers after guidance from the teacher and 

recorded their reading rate and comprehension score on a speed-reading chart. 

The remainder of the class focused on reading strategies and extensive reading 

practice. The text, Reading Power 2 (4th edition) (Jefferies & Mikulecky, 2009), was 

the assigned text for the class. This text is broken in to chapters based on reading 

strategies. All of the strategies focused on in this study are highlighted in this text. Each 

chapter starts with a brief explanation of the strategy that is the focus of the lesson. The 

teacher and students read these details aloud together. These details explain how and 

when one can use the strategy being focused on and how it can be effective in 
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improving reading comprehension. In addition, the chapter begins with very elementary 

examples and tasks to be completed by the learners that allow them to practice the 

strategy. These preliminary reading passages are generally well beneath the proficiency 

level of the students, allowing them to better grasp the concept of the strategy, rather 

than struggling with a challenging language level in the text. As the chapter continues, 

however, the texts become gradually more difficult, allowing the students to challenge 

themselves with the new strategies that they have hopefully started to develop. 

After the speed-reading element was completed, instruction and practice of 

reading strategies commenced. In the first semester, the following strategies were 

highlighted: inferring vocabulary meaning from context, inferring vocabulary from its 

component parts, and finding the topic. In the second semester, finding the main idea, 

predicting, and inferencing underlying, unstated information from contextual clues in 

the passage were the strategies practiced by the participants. The allotted time for 

covering reading strategies in this class was slightly less than that of the strategies 

treatment group. Consequently, although the same strategies were covered, this group 

received limited time to practice the above strategies. 

Following the reading strategies element of the class, students engaged in 15 

minutes of extensive reading. This group had a little less time to focus on sustained 

silent reading in class than those in the extensive reading group because the teacher also 

had to commit time to reading strategy instruction in this class. In addition to the 

extensive reading completed during class time, the bulk of the extensive reading 

component was conducted outside of class. Participants were encouraged to read as 

often as possible outside of class. Like the extensive reading group, this group also 
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followed the principles of SSS, starting with simples stores, to break the poor reading 

habits they learned in junior high and high school and help them become better 

acquainted with proper reading techniques. The instructor limited homework from the 

textbook in order to offer more time for participants to engage in extensive reading. 

 

Classroom Procedures for the Control Group (Intensive Reading) 

This class was primarily focused on intensive reading practices. As with the 

other classes in the other treatment groups, the first two weeks of the semester focused 

on the pretests of the present study, offering introductions and orienting the students to 

the procedures of the class (i.e., syllabus coverage, grading policy explanation). After 

the third week, the general procedures of these control group classes included the 

following. In the first 10 minutes of class, students took a vocabulary quiz based on 

vocabulary that had been assigned from the previous week’s text assignment. Following 

that, the instructor introduced the vocabulary to be tested in the following week. Each 

week students were required to study 20 new terms. 

From this, the attention turned to the textbook, Moving Ahead in the 21st 

Century (Hayashi, 2009). Because the students in this treatment were in the economics 

major, the focus of this book is on Japanese modern businesses (e.g., Kirin, Kikkoman, 

etc.) The readings in the text deal with such topics as the history, the products, the 

number of employees, location of the headquarters, etc. of each company. After reading 

the text aloud with the teacher, students were asked to re-read it once more silently. 

Upon completion, students had a chance to ask the teacher questions pertaining to 
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grammar, vocabulary, content, etc. of the text. The teacher also, at that point, often 

highlighted some of the problematic sections of the text. 

With a presumably, fairly strong understanding of the text, students moved on to 

written activities that followed the reading passage in the book. There are sections 

pertaining to idioms in the passage, vocabulary explanation, and comprehension 

questions. The instructor covered the answers with the students and addressed any 

problems that arose. The class closed with 20 minutes of discussion based on discussion 

questions listed at the end of each chapter of the text. Students were broken into groups 

of two or four to discuss the assigned questions. In addition to studying for the 

following week’s vocabulary quiz, students were required to preview the next chapter’s 

reading passage as homework. 

An additional point deserves attention at this juncture. Within the activities 

listed in the assigned textbook for this class, there are sometimes questions pertaining to 

the main idea of paragraphs in the passage. It was agreed upon by the instructor that as 

the control group of this study, there was to be no formal, explicit instruction of these 

points to the class. The instructor agreed to explain the concept of main ideas to the 

students, but students were not given opportunities to practice strategies to find the main 

ideas of paragraphs or whole passages. Aside from the topic of main ideas, there are no 

further references in the textbook to any of the other strategies that were included in the 

strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies treatments. The researcher was aware 

of the possibility of this problem to the integrity of the study arising and discussed it 

with the instructor in charge of the control group classes before the study began. 
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Analyses 

In this section, the analyses used to answer the following research questions are 

explained.  

1. To what degree does participants’ English reading self-efficacy change after 

participation in one of the three experimental groups or the intensive reading group 

(control group) over one academic year. It was hypothesized that participation in the 

experimental groups would lead to significant gains in reading self-efficacy in 

comparison to those of the intensive reading group. 

 

2. To what degree does participants’ English reading comprehension change after 

participation in one of the three experimental groups or the intensive reading group 

(control group) over one academic year. It was hypothesized that participation in the 

experimental groups would lead to significant gains in reading comprehension in 

comparison to those of the intensive reading group. 

 

3. Do changes in reading self-efficacy lead to changes in reading comprehension? This 

question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: Higher participant ratings of 

reading self-efficacy will lead to higher levels of reading comprehension. 

 

4. As participants become more adept at using reading strategies, does their reading 

self-efficacy also improve? This question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: 

Higher scores on the reading strategies test will lead to higher levels of reading self-

efficacy. 
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5. As participants read more (measured by word count), does their reading self-efficacy 

improve? This question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: The more the 

participants read, the higher their reading self-efficacy will increase. 

 

6. Do participants who rate the utility of extensive reading higher experience higher 

gains in reading self-efficacy over the course of an academic year?  

 

7. Do participants who rate the utility of reading strategies higher experience higher 

gains in reading self-efficacy over the course of an academic year?  

 

8. To what extent have the participants’ experiences in junior high school and high 

school, operationalized through the measurement of the hypothesized sources of self-

efficacy information--mastery experience, vicarious experience, social persuasion, 

and psycho-physiological state--affected the participants’ current level of English 

reading self-efficacy? This question is accompanied by a hypothesis: There will be a 

strong correlation between reading self-efficacy scores that were gauged for 

participants’ junior high school, high school, and current (university) levels of 

reading self-efficacy. 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) and analyses were consistent with well-

established protocols and practices of numerous self-efficacy researchers. In addition, 

the Rasch software package, Winsteps, was used to evaluate the effectiveness and help 

support the validity of the included instruments. Rasch analyses were performed and 
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pilot studies were conducted on all instruments in the study. Rasch analyses were used 

extensively in improving the instruments after the pilot studies. They were also utilized 

to anchor the items of the reading comprehension test as well as those on the reading 

strategy test to create a common scale so that comparisons could be made on a 

longitudinal basis. 

For research questions 1 and 2, an initial MANOVA (Multivariate Analysis of 

Variance) was conducted to determine significant differences over time and between 

groups in reading self-efficacy over the course of the study. Paired t-tests were used to 

determine where significant differences occurred. Comparisons were made between 

times 1 and 2, times 2 and 3, and times 1 and 3. It was predicted that the difference 

between times 1 and 3 would be most considerable and significant. After this, repeated 

measures ANOVAs were run on each of the respective groups data to find within-

groups differences.  

For research questions 3, 4, and 5, a latent growth curve model was used to 

determine to what degree changes in reading self-efficacy led to changes in reading 

comprehension (research question 3) and to what degree changes in skill of reading 

strategy use led to changes in reading self-efficacy (research question 4) and to what 

degree reading amount led to changes in reading self-efficacy (research question 5).  

For research questions 6 and 7, ANOVAs were used to determine if there were 

differences in reading self-efficacy between those who perceived extensive reading as 

being very helpful in improving reading comprehension versus those who did not 

perceive extensive reading as being particularly helpful in improving reading 

comprehension (research question 6). An ANOVA was also used to determine if there 
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were significant differences in reading self-efficacy between those who perceived 

reading strategies as being very helpful in improving reading comprehension versus 

those who did not perceive reading strategies as being particularly helpful in improving 

reading comprehension (research question 7). 

Finally, for research question 8, a Pearson correlation coefficient was used to 

gauge to what extent the participants’ experiences in junior high school and high school, 

affected the participants’ current level of English reading self-efficacy 

Throughout the analysis process, Bonferroni adjustments were made when 

conducting the multiple tests in order to safeguard against type I  errors. 

 

Rasch Analysis 

In this study, raw scores were obtained from the respective instruments listed 

above, however, these scores are fundamentally difficult to compare across groups and 

time. Rasch analysis was utilized to assess validity and reliability of the questionnaires 

and tests in this study, as well as, to create true interval-scale measures from the raw 

scores obtained. 

Rasch analysis is performed by attempting to fit a data set to an a priori model. 

Significant misfit between the a priori model and real world data is considered to 

signify poor definition of constructs, statistical bias, and/or an error in measurement. 

This concept of fit is one of the keys aspects of Rasch analysis. 
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Fit analysis  

The software package used for this study, Winsteps (Linacre, 2009) analyzes 

data and outputs various statistics for determining fit for both items and participants in 

the study. Participants who misfit the model might not have answered the items on the 

test truthfully or seriously. It might also indicate that factors are creating a sub-

population within the group of participants in the study with different measurement 

attributes. Misfitting items can indicate a bias in the items, a deviation from 

unidimensionality of the construct, and/or a redundancy in the items. 

There are two types of misfit, outfit and infit, commonly represented as Outfit 

mean square (Outfit MNSQ) and Infit mean square (Infit MNSQ), respectively. Outfit 

represents the degree of unexpected responses within a group of test takers or set of 

items. In Rasch analysis, 1.00 is the expected value by which all values can be 

compared and levels of outfit and infit mean-square can be determined. For person 

Outfit MNSQ, a high value would indicate a person was not answering items in an 

expected way. For example, a participant might have answered many difficult items 

correctly but failed to answer easier ones. For item Outfit MNSQ, a high value would 

indicate an item that is being answered often by low-level test takers but missed by 

high-level test takers. 

These fit scores can also be represented as standardized z scores, Outfit ZSTD 

and Infit ZSTD. These standardized values have an expected value of 0.00. Values 

higher than +2.00 or lower than –2.00 correspond to a type 1 error rate of .05. Both 

standardized and unstandardized fit statistics are important when assessing test quality. 
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Debate continues to rage over the appropriate values of fit. A number of 

researchers offer guidelines to represent fit limits. McNamara (1996) claims that MNSQ 

values between .77 and 1.30 are acceptable, while Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, and 

Martin-Lof (1994) claim that depending on the context of the test, acceptable values can 

fluctuate. For example, on a high-stakes test, the appropriate range would be 0.8-1.2, 

but for a lower stakes test, the acceptable range might be 0.4-1.2. For the purposes of 

this study, a low-stakes test, the more lenient guidelines, 0.7-1.3 were utilized for the 

dichotomous tests and 0.6-1.4 were used for the Likert-scale questionnaires. 

 

Reliability Analysis  

In addition to showing how well persons and items fit a model, Rasch analysis 

also provides statistics signifying item and person reliability. Simply stated, reliability 

refers to how accurately a test can be replicated to provide similar results to the current 

test. For example, item reliability predicts how well the results for a particular test can 

be reproduced with a different sample of test takers but the same set of items. Person 

reliability refers to the degree to which the same sample of test takers could reproduce 

their obtained results from a unique set of items measuring the same construct. In 

addition, standard error statistics for items and persons can be obtained through Rasch 

analysis as well. These error statistics can help researchers pinpoint problematic 

individual items or persons that might be distorting the reliability data. 
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Principal Components Analysis of Rasch Residuals 

In addition to the fit statistics, Rasch analysis includes an evaluation of Rasch 

residuals. This principal components analysis (PCA) pertains to a fit analysis that 

searches for systematic variance outside of that determined by item difficulty. In a well-

functioning model, the residuals consist of random noise only. It is when a significant 

grouping of items or persons can be explained by these residuals that a problem might 

be present. These residuals confirm or falsify the hypothesis that the construct under 

investigation is unidimensional or not. It is a sensitive test of dimensionality that 

indicates to what degree additional dimensions to the construct distort the measurement. 

In this study, the dimensionality of the items on the instruments was investigated 

using the following criteria (Linacre, 2007): 

1. Variance explained by items > 4 x 1st contrast is good 

2. Variance explained by measures > 50% is good 

3. Unexplained variance explained by 1st contrast < 3.0 is good 

4. Unexplained variance explained by 1st contrast < 1.5 is excellent 

5. Unexplained variance explained by 1st contrast < 5% is excellent. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter I present a preliminary analysis of the empirical data collected for 

this study. The purpose is to examine the validity and reliability of the two dichotomous 

reading tests and four Likert-scale questionnaires, confirm the unidimensionality of the 

hypothesized constructs, and convert the Likert-scale raw scores to interval measures 

using the Rasch rating scale model. 

The dichotomous measures, the reading comprehension test and the reading 

strategy test, were administered three times during the course of the study. Each reading 

comprehension test was composed of three reading passages with eight questions per 

passage for a total of 24 questions per test. In order to create three distinct tests but also 

allow overlap from which to better analyze the results across the three administrations, I 

anchored one or two sets of items from one test time to the next (see Table 4 for a 

description of the anchoring plan). I used the same reading passage about email and the 

corresponding eight questions on both the time 1 and time 2 tests. I then used two 

reading passages, human body and nuclear weapons, and the corresponding 16 

questions (8 questions per reading passage) on both the time 2 and time 3 tests. 

 
 
Table 4. Anchoring Plan for the Reading Comprehension Tests 

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Email                         � Email Mayan Indians 
Space program Human body            � Human body 
Coca-cola Nuclear weapons     � Nuclear weapons 
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 Similarly, I also anchored the reading strategy tests (see Table 5 for a 

description of the anchoring plan). Each reading strategy test was made up of two 

reading passages and 12 corresponding questions for each passage for a total of 24 

items per test. I used the same reading passage, oil accident, on the time 1 and time 2 

tests, and I used the reading passage management trends on both the time 2 and time 3 

tests. 

 
Table 5. Anchoring Plan for the Reading Strategy Tests 

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Sharks Management trends          � Management trends 
Oil accident              � Oil accident Pirates 

 

 Because each round of the dichotomous tests required the participants to answer 

questions about different reading passages, I performed a detailed analysis of each 

testing round. Statistical support demonstrating the reliability and validity of each 

instrument is described below. 

Unlike the dichotomous tests, which contained unique reading passages for each 

of the three testing rounds, only one version of each of the four Likert-scale 

questionnaires was used for all three rounds. In order to make the preliminary analysis 

of these Likert-scale measures more succinct, I have chosen to, first, closely examine 

the data gathered at time 1 of each of the four instruments. Thereafter, I examine the 

data collected from times 2 and 3, but I only report anomalies or conflicting results of 

those two rounds, as providing an in-depth analysis of all 12 tests (four instruments 

administered three times each), would result in a large number of overlapping, 

redundant analyses. 
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The analyses for each construct are reported in the following order. First, where 

a Likert scale is used, the functioning of that scale is checked using the criteria 

suggested by Linacre (2007). If necessary, the scale is adjusted until it meets those 

criteria. Second, item functioning is reported with a particular emphasis on how well the 

items fit the Rasch model. As stated in Chapter 3, the fit criteria used in this study are 

0.7-1.3 for the low-stakes dichotomous tests and 0.6-1.4 for the Likert-scale 

questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). Third, the 

dimensionality of the items hypothesized to measure the same construct is investigated 

with a Rasch PCA of item residuals analysis. Fourth, the empirical item hierarchy is 

reported using a item-person map and the item hierarchy is interpreted. Fifth, the Rasch 

item and person reliability and separation estimates are reported. 

 

The Reading Comprehension Tests 

The purpose of the reading comprehension test was to assess student changes in 

reading comprehension and to what degree these changes influenced reading self-

efficacy. To this end, three versions of the test were developed. Seven types of 

questions are used on the reading comprehension test (See Appendices F, G, H for 

completed versions of the tests). These questions measure readers’ abilities to ascertain: 

1. factual information that is clearly stated in the reading passage 

2. factual information that is not directly stated in the reading passage 

3. the main idea of a paragraph embedded within the passage 

4. the main idea of the entire reading passage 

5. a paraphrase of a sentence or paragraph of the passage 
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6. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be understood from 

contextual clues in the passage 

7. underlying, unstated information that must be inferred from contextual clues in the 

passage. 

One question per question type is on each test form, except for the vocabulary question. 

For that question type, two questions were provided for a total of eight questions per 

passage. Each test consists of three reading passages (24 questions per test). 

 

The Reading Comprehension Test (Time 1) 

The analysis of the 24 reading comprehension test items (see Table 6 for 

descriptive statistics) administered at Time 1 (see Appendix F for the full test) revealed 

that no items misfit the Rasch model using the 0.7-1.3 criterion for low-stakes tests 

(Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, and Martin-Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ statistics ranged 

from .94-1.09, the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from .89-1.11, and the items’ point-

measure correlations were between .14 and .35. The low standard errors (.12-.15) 

indicated that the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. 

The dimensionality of the reading comprehension items was investigated using 

the following criteria (Linacre, 2007): 

1. Variance explained by items > 4 x 1st contrast is good 

2. Variance explained by measures > 50% is good 

3. Unexplained variance explained by 1st contrast < 3.0 is good 

4. Unexplained variance explained by 1st contrast < 1.5 is excellent 

5. Unexplained variance explained by 1st contrast < 5% is excellent. 
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Table 6. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Comprehension Test Items (Time 
1) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

RC24 1.58 .15 .99 -.1 .99 -.1 .23 
RC15 1.26 .14 .97 -.3 .96 -.3 .27 
RC21 1.24 .14 1.03 1.1 1.11 1.1 .16 
RC18 1.13 .13 1.04 .7 1.06 .7 .18 
RC22 .76 .13 .98 -.6 .96 -.6 .29 
RC17 .42 .12 .99 -.4 .98 -.4 .29 
RC11 .13 .12 .96 -1.1 .96 -1.1 .34 
RC5 .10 .12 .99 .0 1.00 .0 .29 
RC16 .04 .12 .96 -1.2 .96 -1.2 .34 
RC23 .04 .12 1.04 1.7 1.06 1.7 .21 
RC13 -.06 .12 .95 -1.1 .96 -1.1 .35 
RC10 -.10 .12 1.05 1.5 1.06 1.5 .20 
RC14 -.17 .12 1.08 2.7 1.10 2.7 .14 
RC7 -.18 .12 .97 -.8 .97 -.8 .32 
RC20 -.18 .12 1.09 3.1 1.11 3.1 .12 
RC9 -.19 .12 1.02 .8 1.03 .8 .24 
RC12 -.31 .12 .94 -1.9 .93 -1.9 .37 
RC4 -.33 .12 1.03 .7 1.03 .7 .23 
RC6 -.37 .12 1.00 -.1 1.00 -.1 .28 
RC19 -.69 .12 1.01 .6 1.03 .6 .24 
RC8 -.76 .12 .94 -.9 .95 -.9 .35 
RC1 -.82 .12 .98 -.6 .97 -.6 .30 
RC2 -.94 .12 .99 -.3 .98 -.3 .28 
RC3 -1.61 .14 .94 -1.0 .89 -1.0 .33 
Note. RC = Reading Comprehension Test item. 
 

Because secondary dimensions in the data appear in the contrasts, when 

interpreting the results, the emphasis is placed on the third, fourth, and fifth criteria. 

The variance explained by the items (12.7%) was not greater than 4 times the 

variance accounted for by the first contrast (5.8%), so the first criterion was not met. 

The Rasch model explained 16.3% of the variance (eigenvalue = 4.7). Although this 

figure was below the 50% criterion, this was likely due to the relatively low person 

separation statistic of 0.86. The 1st contrast had an eigenvalue of 1.7, which is very 
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close to the 1.5 criterion. This represented 5.8% of the variance. An inspection of the 

standardized residual contrast 1 plot further confirmed the unidimensionality of the 

construct. Overall, the items appeared to form a strongly unidimensional construct. 

The item-person map for the reading comprehension test for time 1 (Figure 4) 

shows the empirical item hierarchy as well as the relationship of the item difficulty 

estimates and the person ability estimates on the logit scale, which is shown on the far 

left side of the figure. The participants’ ability estimates are displayed on the left side of 

the map as pound signs (#) and periods (.), while the 24 items are shown on the right 

side of the map. More able persons and more difficult items are at the top of the map, 

and less able persons and easier items are at the bottom of the map. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as 

they extend from item RC3 with a difficulty estimate of -1.61 logits to item RC24 with 

a difficulty estimate of 1.58 logits. No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, 

and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates were present. The item 

mean is set to 0.00 logits (SD = .75) by convention. The mean of the person ability 

estimates was -0.11 logits (SD = .61). 

An inspection of the items revealed a general pattern of item difficulty that was 

strongly influenced by the difficulty of the passage to which the items corresponded 

(see Table 7 for a description of item difficulty for the reading comprehension test 

[Time 1]). Items RC1-RC8, which were associated with the first, easiest passage, tended 

to be easier than the items associated with the other two reading passages. The mid-  
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
more able readers    | more difficult items 
    2                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     |  RC24: main idea/ pass(3) 
                  #  |T 
                     | 
                     | 
                 .#  |  RC15: vocabulary(2)       R C21: paraphrase(3) 
                     |  RC18: vocabulary(3) 
                    T| 
    1            .#  + 
                     | 
                     | 
               .###  |S RC22: main idea/ para(3) 
                  .  | 
              .####  | 
                    S| 
                     |  RC17: vocabulary(3) 
            #######  | 
                     | 
       .###########  |  RC11: paraphrase(2) 
                     |  RC05: paraphrase(1) 
    0      .#######  +M RC16: inferencing(2)      R C23: factual/ not(3) 
                    M|  RC10: main idea/ para(2)  R C13: factual/ not(2) 
      .############  |  RC14: vocabulary(2)       R C20: factual(3)        
                     |  RC07: vocabulary(1) 
                     |  RC09: main idea/ pass(2) 
                     |  RC12: factual(2)          R C04: main idea/ para(1)      
                     |  RC06: factual(1) 
            .######  | 
                     | 
         .#########  | 
                     |  RC19: inferencing(3) 
           .####### S|S RC08: main idea/ pass(1) 
                     |  RC01: factual/ not(1) 
                     |  RC02: inferencing(1) 
   -1           .##  + 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                 .#  | 
                    T| 
                     | 
                  #  |T 
                     |  RC03: vocabulary(1) 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -2                + 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -3                + 
less able readers    | less difficult items 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Note. Each # equals 4 persons. Each . equals 1 to 3 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; main 
idea/ pass = main idea of the passage; main idea/ para = main idea of a paragraph; 
factual/ not = questions about factual details not directly written in the passage; (x) = 
number of corresponding reading passage. 
Figure 4. Item-person map for the reading comprehension test (time 1). 
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Table 7. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Reading Comprehension Test (Time 1) 
Item 
(measure) Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3 
RC24 (1.58)   main idea of pass 
RC15 (1.26)  vocabulary  
RC21 (1.24)   paraphrase 
RC18 (1.13)   vocabulary 
RC22 (0.76)   main idea of para 
RC17 (0.42)   vocabulary 
RC11 (0.13)  paraphrase  
RC5 (0.10) paraphrase   
RC16 (0.04)  inferencing  
RC23 (0.04)   factual not in pass 
RC13 (-0.06)  factual not in pass  
RC10 (-0.10)  main idea of para  
RC14 (-0.17)  vocabulary  
RC7 (-0.18) vocabulary   
RC20 (-0.18)   factual 
RC9 (-0.19)  main idea of pass  
RC12 (-0.31)  factual  
RC4 (-0.33) main idea of para   
RC6 (-0.37) factual   
RC19 (-0.69)   inferencing 
RC8 (-0.76) main idea of pass   
RC1 (-0.82) factual not in pass   
RC2 (-0.94) inferencing   
RC3 (-1.61) vocabulary     

Note. RC = Reading Comprehension Test item; pass = whole passage;  
para = paragraph. 
 

level, second passage seemed to exert a strong influence on the difficulty of the second 

set of questions, items RC9-RC16, as they fell in the middle range on the difficulty 

scale. The last eight questions, RC17-RC24, were generally more difficult than 

questions RC1-RC16. 

In addition to the influence that passage difficulty exerted on the difficulty of the 

associated items, the item types displayed distinct patterns. First, the paraphrase 
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questions (items RC5, RC11, and RC21) (see Table 7 for description of item difficulty 

for the reading comprehension test [Time 1]) all fell on the upper levels of the difficulty 

scale. This can be explained by the difficulty of synthesizing information and having to 

develop answers that do not directly correspond with parts of the passages verbatim. 

Conversely, questions about specific, factual details in the passages (items RC6, 

RC12, and RC20) and factual details that did not appear in the passage (items RC1, 

RC13, and RC23) (see Table 7 for description of item difficulty for the reading 

compression test [Time 1]) all fell on the lower half of the difficulty scale. This can be 

explained by the relative ease with which the participants were able to identify specific 

information in the text. The distractors were such that they allowed the participants to 

easily discount incorrect choices and choose the correct one. 

The questions pertaining to the main idea of paragraphs (items RC4, RC10, and 

RC22) or the main idea of the entire passage (items RC8, RC9, and RC24) seemed to be 

strongly related to the difficulty of the passages and were interspersed throughout the 

difficulty range. The difficulty of the vocabulary items (RC3, RC7, RC14, RC15, RC17, 

and RC18) seemed to closely correspond to the difficulty of the associated passages, as 

well. 

Surprisingly, the inferencing questions (items RC2, RC16, and RC19) did not 

seem to be difficult for the participants as all of them lie in the bottom half of the scale. 

Initially, item RC2, “According to paragraphs (2) and (3), in what situation should an e-

mail be sent?” was considered to be a slightly more difficult item than was reflected in 

the item difficulty estimate because the item required readers to consider information 

from two sections of the text, both paragraphs 2 and 3. However, with background 
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knowledge of email use and its limitations in conveying emotional nuances, many of the 

readers could have called upon their knowledge of email and its limitations to aid them 

in answering this question successfully. Also, many of the expressions used in the 

distractors were copied, verbatim, from the text; this also supported the readers in 

making accurate selections from the available choices. 

Item RC19, “In paragraph (2), the writer seems surprised that:” also might have 

been easier for those participants who used their background knowledge about Coca-

Cola to answer the question. The correct answer to the question, “most of the 

ingredients are not good for us” might have been easy for most participants to choose 

because they were aware that Coca-Cola is not nutritious. 

 The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .97 and the item 

separation statistic was 5.93; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately six statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability estimate 

was .42 and the person separation statistic was .86. These statistics indicate that many 

of the participants have similar or the same person ability estimates. 

 

The Reading Comprehension Test (Time 2) 

The analysis of the 24 reading comprehension test items (see Table 8 for 

descriptive statistics) administered at Time 2 (see Appendix G for the full test) revealed 

that no items misfit the Rasch model using the .70-1.30 criterion for low-stakes tests 

(Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ statistics ranged  
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Table 8. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Comprehension Test Items (Time 
2) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

RC19 1.94 .15 1.06   .7 1.26 2.0 .10 
RC22 1.88 .15 1.08 1.0 1.20 1.6 .09 
RC13 1.77 .14 1.10 1.2 1.21 1.8 .08 
RC18 1.67 .14 1.07 1.0 1.30 2.7 .11 
RC17 1.33 .13 1.00 .0 1.12 1.4 .25 
RC24 .94 .12 1.04 1.0 1.08 1.3 .23 
RC12 .88 .12 1.01 .3 1.02 .3 .28 
RC16 .65 .12 1.10 2.7 1.16 3.1 .16 
RC15 .36 .12 .95 -1.4 .94 -1.4 .38 
RC10 .32 .12 .99 -.2 1.00 .0 .32 
RC5 .11A .12 .96 -1.0 .95 -1.2 .37 
RC9 -.16 .12 .93 -1.8 .90 -2.0 .42 
RC7 -.16A .12 1.01 .3 1.01 .2 .31 
RC4 -.32A .12 1.11 2.5 1.11 1.9 .29 
RC23 -.33 .12 .92 -1.8 .89 -1.9 .43 
RC6 -.38A .12 1.13 2.7 1.16 2.7 .22 
RC20 -.50 .12 .99 -.2 .99 -.1 .32 
RC21 -.71 .13 .94 -1.0 .92 -1.1 .39 
RC14 -.74 .13 .98 -.4 .97 -.4 .33 
RC8 -.77A .13 .75 -4.5 .70 -4.1 .39 
RC1 -.85A .13 .83   -2.7 .78 -2.8 .35 
RC2 -.95A .14 .95 -.7 .87 -1.4 .37 
RC11 -1.55 .16 .88 -1.2 .80 -1.5 .43 
RC3 -1.61A .16 .82   -1.8 .70 -2.3 .39 
Note. RC = Reading Comprehension Test item; A = anchored items. 
 

from .75-1.13, the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from .70-1.30, and the items’ point-

measure correlations were between .08 and .43. The low standard errors (.12-.16) 

indicated that the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. 

Items RC1-RC8 were anchored using the time 1 difficulty estimates. By anchoring 

items from one test to the next, one set of item difficulty estimates is kept stable for 

both tests and the participants’ ability estimates are allowed to fluctuate. This allows for 

better comparison between tests as a standard scale by which to evaluate the 
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participants has been set (Bond & Fox, 2001). Seven of the eight (items RC1-RC7) 

anchored item difficulty estimates met the < .50 logit displacement criterion suggested 

by Linacre (2009), so their anchored values were retained. The displacement measure 

for RC8 was -.53. Because this measure was very close to the .50 criterion, it was also 

retained. 

The dimensionality of the reading comprehension items (Time 2) was 

investigated using the criteria set by Linacre (2007). The variance explained by the 

items (17.1%) was not greater than 4 times the variance accounted for by the first 

contrast (5.0%), so the first criterion was not met. The Rasch model explained 25.6% of 

the variance (eigenvalue = 8.3). Although this figure was below the 50% criterion, this 

was likely due to the low person separation statistic of 1.01. The first contrast had an 

eigenvalue of 1.6, which is very close to the 1.5 criterion. This represented 5.0% of the 

variance. An inspection of the standardized residual contrast 1 plot further confirmed 

the unidimensionality of the construct. Overall, the items appeared to form a strongly 

unidimensional construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as 

they extend from item RC3 with a difficulty estimate of -1.61 logits to item RC19 with 

a difficulty estimate of 1.94 logits. No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, 

and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates were present (see Figure 

5).  

The item mean was 0.12 logits (SD = 1.04); this was slightly higher than the 

mean of the person ability estimates, which was -0.28 logits (SD = .70). This indicated 

that the test was slightly difficult for some of the participants. 
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
more able readers    | more difficult items 
    2                + 
                     |  RC19: main idea/ para(3) 
                     |  RC22: inferencing(3) 
                     |  RC13: factual/ not(2) 
                 .#  | 
                    T|  RC18: factual(3) 
                     | 
                     | 
                .##  | 
                     | 
                     |  RC17: paraphrase(3) 
                     | 
             .#####  | 
                     |S 
                     | 
    1               S+ 
         .#########  |  RC24: main idea/ pass(3) 
                     |  RC12: paraphrase(2) 
                     | 
            .######  | 
                     |  RC16: main idea/ pass(2) 
                     | 
        ###########  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  |  RC10: factual(2)           RC15: inferencing(2) 
         .######### M| 
                     | 
                     |M RC05: paraphrase(1) 
         .#########  | 
    0                + 
                     | 
            .######  |  RC07: vocabulary(1)        RC09: main idea/ para(2) 
                     | 
                     | 
             .#####  |  RC23: factual/ not(3)      RC04: main idea/ para(1) 
                    S|  RC06: factual(1) 
                     | 
              #####  |  RC20: vocabulary(3) 
                     | 
                     | 
               .###  |  RC14: vocabulary(2)        RC21: vocabulary(3) 
                     |  RC08: main idea/ pass(1) 
                     |  RC01: factual/ not(1) 
                     |S RC02: inferencing(1) 
   -1           .##  + 
                     | 
                    T| 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                  #  |  RC11: vocabulary(2) 
                     |  RC03: vocabulary(1) 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     |T 
   -2                + 
less able readers    | less difficult items 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Note. Each # equals 4 persons. Each . equals 1 to 3 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; main 
idea/ pass = main idea of the passage; main idea/ para = main idea of a paragraph; 
factual/ not = questions about factual details not directly written in the passage; (x) = 
number of corresponding reading passage. 
Figure 5. Item-person map for the reading comprehension test (time 2). 
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Table 9. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Reading Comprehension Test (Time 2) 
Item 
(measure) Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3 
RC19 (1.94)   main idea of para 
RC22 (1.88)   inferencing 
RC13 (1.77)  factual not in pass  
RC18 (1.67)   factual 
RC17 (1.33)   paraphrase 
RC24 (0.94)   main idea of pass 
RC12 (0.88)  paraphrase  
RC16 (0.65)  main idea of pass  
RC15 (0.36)  inferencing  
RC10 (0.32)  factual  
RC5 (0.11) paraphrase   
RC9 (-0.16)  main idea of para  
RC7 (-0.16) vocabulary   
RC4 (-0.32) main idea of para   
RC23 (-0.33)   factual not in pass 
RC6 (-0.38) factual   
RC20 (-0.50)   vocabulary 
RC21 (-0.71)   vocabulary 
RC14 (-0.74)  vocabulary  
RC8 (-0.77) main idea of pass   
RC1 (-0.85) factual not in pass   
RC2 (-0.95) inferencing   
RC11 (-1.55)  vocabulary  
RC3 (-1.61) vocabulary     

Note. RC = Reading Comprehension Test item; pass = whole passage; para = paragraph. 
 

Similar to the reading comprehension test scores for time 1, an inspection of the 

items revealed a general pattern of item difficulty that was strongly influenced by the 

difficulty of the passage to which the items corresponded (see Table 9 for a description 

of item difficulty for the reading comprehension test [Time 2]). 

In addition to the influence that passage difficulty exerted on the difficulty of the 

associated items, the item types themselves also displayed several distinct patterns. 

First, similar to the reading comprehension test scores for time 1, the paraphrase 
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questions (items RC5, RC12, RC17) (see Table 9 for description of item difficulty for 

the reading compression test [Time 2]) all fell on the upper levels of the empirical item 

hierarchy. This can be explained by the difficulty of synthesizing information and 

having to develop answers that do not directly correspond with parts of the passages 

verbatim. 

Conversely, questions about specific, factual details in the passages (items RC6, 

RC10) and questions about factual details that did not appear in the passage (items RC1, 

RC23) (see Table 9 for description of item difficulty for the reading compression test 

[Time 1]) all fell on the lower half of the item hierarchy (i.e., they were relatively easy 

items). 

There were two exceptions to this general pattern, RC13 (about factual details 

that did not appear in the passage) and RC18 (about factual details in the passage). After 

closer examination of RC13, it becomes clear that the item might have become more 

difficult, first, because it required the reader to consider information from two different 

parts of the passage. In addition, many of the distractors were not worded in a way that 

was exactly the same as the expressions used in the passage. Therefore, the readers not 

only had to consider the relevant information from the two sources, but they also had to 

paraphrase what they had read in order to answer this question correctly. 

A closer examination of item RC18 also revealed factors that could explain the 

unexpected difficulty measure of the item. First, the answer was not written verbatim to 

correspond with the words in the passage; therefore, it required additional cognitive 

processing on the part of the reader. Also, many of the distractors were logically 

possible answers. It could be that some of the participants’ background knowledge of 
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World War II and nuclear weapons interfered with their ability to choose the correct 

answer. 

The questions pertaining to the main idea of paragraphs (items RC4, RC9, 

RC19) (see Table 9 for description of item difficulty for the reading compression test 

[Time 2]) or the main idea of the entire passage (items RC8, RC16, RC24) (see Table 9 

for description of item difficulty for the reading compression test [Time 2]) seemed to 

be strongly related to the difficulty of the passages and were interspersed throughout the 

difficulty range. 

Unlike the difficulty measures for the vocabulary items from the reading 

comprehension test (time 1), the difficulty of vocabulary items on time 2 (RC3, RC7, 

RC11, RC14, RC20, RC21) (see Table 9 for description of item difficulty for the 

reading compression test [Time 2]) seemed to be easier for the readers as most of the 

difficulty measures were in the bottom half of the scale. 

The inferencing questions (items RC2, RC15, RC22) (see Table 9 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading compression test [Time 2]) seemed to be 

strongly related to the difficulty of the passages and were interspersed throughout the 

difficulty range. Item RC22 had a very high difficulty measure. The question, “In the 

last sentence of paragraph (5), it can be inferred that:” required the reader to not only 

infer the meaning of a sentence but in essence to infer the opinion of the writer by 

considering the writer’s comments throughout the passage. It required deep cognitive 

processing on the part of the readers and was therefore difficult. 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .98 and the item 

separation statistic was 7.74; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 
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approximately eight statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 

estimate was .50 and the person separation statistic was 1.01. Not unlike those found for 

the reading comprehension test (time 1), these statistics indicate that many of the 

participants have similar or the same person ability estimates. 

  

The Reading Comprehension Test (Time 3) 

The analysis of the 24 reading comprehension test items (see Table 10 for 

descriptive statistics) administered at Time 3 (see Appendix H for the full test) revealed 

that only one item (item RC11) misfit the Rasch model using the 0.7-1.3 criterion for 

low-stakes tests (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). Because the outfit 

MNSQ statistic for this item, 0.68 was very close to the 0.70 criterion, the item was 

retained. The infit MNSQ statistics ranged from .81-1.14, the outfit MNSQ statistics 

ranged from .68-1.30, and the items’ point-measure correlations were between .03 and 

.39. The low standard errors (.12-.16) indicated that the item difficulty estimates were 

reasonably precise. 

Items RC9-RC24 were anchored using their time 2 difficulty estimates. All of 

the anchored item difficulty estimates met the < .50 logit displacement criterion 

suggested by Linacre (2009), so the anchored values were retained. 

The dimensionality of the reading comprehension items (Time 3) was 

investigated using the criteria set by Linacre (2007). The variance explained by the 

items (16.7%) was not greater than 4 times the variance accounted for by the first 

contrast (5.2%), so the first criterion was not met. The Rasch model explained 24.4% of 

the variance (eigenvalue = 7.7). Although this figure was below the 50% criterion, this 
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was likely due to the relatively low person separation statistic of 0.87. The first contrast 

had an eigenvalue of 1.6, which is very close to the 1.5 criterion. This represented 5.2% 

of the variance. An inspection of the standardized residual contrast 1 plot further 

confirmed the unidimensionality of the construct. Overall, the items appeared to form a 

strongly unidimensional construct. 

 
Table 10. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Comprehension Test Items  
(Time 3) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

RC19 1.94A .14 1.14   1.6 1.30 2.5 .07 
RC6 1.93 .14 1.00 .0 .99 .0 .24 
RC22 1.88A .14 .93 -.9 1.09 .9 .03 
RC13 1.77A .14 1.13 1.7 1.17 1.7 .21 
RC18 1.67A .13 .95 -.7 .94 -.7 .25 
RC17 1.33A .13 .94 -1.1 .91 -1.3 .22 
RC8 .95 .12 .97 -.7 .97 -.6 .32 
RC24 .94A .12 .94 -1.6 .93 -1.3 .31 
RC12 .87A .12 1.09 2.3 1.12 2.5 .14 
RC16 .65A .12 .97 -.8 .97 -.7 .34 
RC3 .45 .12 .99 -.4 .98 -.4 .31 
RC15 .36A .12 1.03 1.1 1.03 .8 .25 
RC10 .32A .12 .98 -.6 .97 -.8 .32 
RC5 .25 .12 .97 -.9 .97 -.7 .34 
RC1 .00 .12 1.06 1.5 1.05 1.1 .21 
RC9 -.15A .12 1.08 1.9 1.10 1.9 .27 
RC23 -.34A .12 .92 -1.6 .91 -1.6 .39 
RC20 -.51A .13 .81 -3.8 .78 -3.4 .37 
RC7 -.59 .13 .95 -.8 .89 -1.5 .36 
RC2 -.64 .13 .96 -.6 .94 -.8 .33 
RC4 -.66 .13 1.02   .3 1.01 .2 .24 
RC21 -.70A .13 .81 -3.2 .77 -3.1 .33 
RC14 -.75A .13 .99 -.1 .99 -.1 .29 
RC11 -1.53A .16 .83   -1.6 .68 -2.4 .39 
Note. RC = Reading Comprehension Test item. 
 

 The item-person map for the reading comprehension test (Figure 6) shows the 

empirical item hierarchy and the person ability estimates for the time 3 reading test. The  
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
persons with higher  | more difficult items 
reading ability      | 
    3                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  |T 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
    2             .  + 
                     |  RC19: main idea(3)   RC22: inferencing(3)  RC06: vocabulary(1) 
                     | 
                  .  |  RC13: factual(2) 
                    T|  RC18: factual(3) 
                     | 
               .###  | 
                     |S 
                     |  RC17: paraphrase(3) 
               .###  | 
                     | 
                    S| 
    1        .#####  + 
                     |  RC24: main idea(3)   RC08: inferencing(1) 
           .#######  |  RC12: paraphrase(2) 
                     | 
                     |  RC16: main idea(2) 
        .##########  | 
                     | 
          .######## M|M RC03: factual(1) 
                     |  RC10: factual(2)     RC15: inferencing(2) 
                     |  RC05: main idea(1) 
           .#######  | 
                     | 
    0        .#####  +  RC01: vocabulary(1) 
                     | 
                     |  RC09: main idea(2) 
               .### S| 
                     |  RC23: factual(3) 
               ####  | 
                     |  RC20: vocabulary(3) 
                     |S RC07: factual(1) 
                .##  |  RC02: paraphrase(1)  RC21: vocabulary(3)   RC04: main idea(1) 
                     |  RC14: vocabulary(2) 
                    T| 
                 .#  | 
   -1                + 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  |  RC11: vocabulary(2) 
                     |T 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -2                + 
persons with lower   | 
reading ability      | less difficult items 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Note. Each # equals 5 persons. Each . equals 1 to 4 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; main 
idea/ pass = main idea of the passage; main idea/ para = main idea of a paragraph; 
factual/ not = questions about factual details not directly written in the passage; (x) = 
number of corresponding reading passage. 
Figure 6. Item-person map for the reading comprehension test (time 3). 
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item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as they extend 

from item R11 with a difficulty estimate of -1.53 logits to item RC19 with a difficulty 

estimate of 1.94 logits. No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling 

or floor effects for the person ability estimates were present. The mean item difficulty  

estimate was 0.39 logits (SD = .99), while the mean of the person ability estimates was -

0.42 logits (SD = .64). This indicated that the test was somewhat difficult for some of 

the participants. 

Similar to the reading comprehension test scores for times 1 and 2, inspection of 

the items revealed a general pattern of item difficulty that was influenced by the 

difficulty of the passage to which the items corresponded (see Table 11 for a description 

of item difficulty for the reading comprehension test [Time 3]). The pattern of item 

difficulty version of the reading comprehension as it was for reading comprehension 

tests (times 1 and 2). There were some exceptions not evidenced on the two earlier tests. 

First, it is important to remember that half of the participants in this study had 

been participating in a reading strategy treatment (either the reading strategy treatment 

or the extensive reading/reading strategy treatment) for an entire academic year when 

this final test was administered. Therefore, the ease with which many of the participants 

were able to cope with items that had been difficult for them on the time 1 and time 2 

tests could be explained by the honing of their strategic reading skills that they might 

have been able to develop during the treatments.  

 In line with the results of the time 2 test, the vocabulary items (RC1, RC11, 

RC14, RC20, RC21) remained in the lower half of the difficulty scale. This stands in 

stark contrast to the difficulty of the vocabulary items experienced by most participants 
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on test 1, where many of the vocabulary items were in the upper half of the empirical 

item hierarchy. 

 
Table 11. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Reading Comprehension Test (Time 3) 
Item 
(measure) Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3 
RC19 (1.94)   main idea of para 
RC6 (1.93) vocabulary   
RC22 (1.88)   inferencing 
RC13 (1.77)  factual not in pass  
RC18 (1.67)   factual 
RC17 (1.33)   paraphrase 
RC8 (0.95) inferencing   
RC24 (0.94)   main idea of pass 
RC12 (0.87)  paraphrase  
RC16 (0.65)  main idea of pass  
RC3 (0.45) factual   
RC15 (0.36)  inferencing  
RC10 (0.32)  factual  
RC5 (0.25) main idea of pass   
RC1 (0.00) vocabulary   
RC9 (-0.15)  main idea of para  
RC23 (-0.34)   factual not in pass 
RC20 (-0.51)   vocabulary 
RC7 (-0.59) factual not in pass   
RC2 (-0.64) paraphrase   
RC4 (-0.66) main idea of para   
RC21 (-0.70)   vocabulary 
RC14 (-0.75)  vocabulary  
RC11 (-1.53)  vocabulary   

Note. RC = Reading Comprehension Test item; pass = whole passage; para = paragraph. 
based on the difficulty of the corresponding passage is not as pronounced for this  

 
Only item RC6, elaborate, seemed to be difficult for most participants. 

Although there seemed to be adequate contextual support that was close in proximity to 

this target vocabulary item, some of the distractors might have caused some confusion 

for the readers. Although the correct choice, fancy, is technically a rather high 
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frequency word, in the 1000-2000 range of frequency in English, it might not have been 

familiar to many of the students. 

Consistent with the reading comprehension test scores for time 1 and time 2, the 

difficulty of the paraphrase questions (items RC2, RC12, RC17) (see Table 11 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading compression test [Time 3]) seemed to be 

influenced by the difficulty of the associated reading passage. 

The inferencing questions (items RC8, RC15, RC22) (see Table 11 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading compression test [Time 3]) seemed to be 

more difficult than they had been on the previous two tests (times 1 and 2). A close 

examination of the items shows that the more difficult items, RC8 and RC22, required 

the readers to make an inference based on large portions of the passage. In these 

questions, the readers were asked to contemplate the underlying message that the author 

was trying to convey. This included feelings and opinions the reader would have to be 

aware of, in order to answer the questions correctly. The easier inferencing question, 

RC15, more simply required the readers to make an inference about objective, less 

abstract information from the passage. It did not require them to understand the writer’s 

tone or underlying intention for writing the passage, in order to correctly answer the 

item, rendering it much easier than items RC8 and RC22. 

Consistent with the earlier reading comprehension tests (times 1 and 2), 

questions about factual details in the passages (items RC3, RC10) and questions about 

factual details that did not appear in the passage (items RC7, RC23) (see Table 11 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading compression test [Time 3]) all fell on the 

lower half of the item hierarchy. 
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There were two exceptions to this general pattern, RC13 (about factual details 

that did not appear in the passage) and RC18 (about factual details in the passage). Item 

RC13 might have become more difficult because it required the readers to consider 

information from two different parts of the passage and because many of the distractors 

were not worded in exactly the same way as the expressions used in the passage. 

Therefore, the readers had to not only consider the relevant information, but they also 

had to paraphrase what they had read in order to answer this question correctly. 

A close examination of RC18 also revealed factors that could explain the 

unexpected difficulty of the item. First, the answer was not written verbatim to 

correspond with the words in the passage; therefore, it required additional cognitive 

processing on the part of the readers. Also, many of the distractors were logically 

possible answers. It could be that some of the participants’ background knowledge of 

World War II and nuclear weapons interfered with their ability to choose the correct 

answer. 

The questions pertaining to the main idea of the paragraphs (items RC4, RC9, 

RC19) (see Table 11 for description of item difficulty for the reading compression test 

[Time 3]) or the main idea of the entire passage (items RC5, RC16, RC24) (see Table 

11 for description of item difficulty for the reading compression test [Time 3])  were 

strongly related to the difficulty of the passages and were interspersed throughout the 

difficulty range. 

 The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .98 and the item 

separation statistic was 7.52; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately eight statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 
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estimate was .43 and the person separation statistic was .87. Not unlike those found for 

the reading comprehension test (times 1 and 2), these statistics indicate that many of the 

participants have similar or the same person ability estimates. 

 

The Reading Strategy Tests 

The reading strategy test was administered three times during the course of the 

study. Each reading strategy test was composed of two reading passages with twelve 

questions per passage for a total of 24 questions per test. In order to create three distinct 

tests but also allow overlap from which to better analyze the results across the three 

administrations, I anchored one set of items from one test time to the next (see Table 12 

below for a description of the anchoring plan). I used the same reading passage, oil 

accident, on the time 1 and time 2 tests, and I used the reading passage, management 

trends, on both the time 2 and time 3 tests. 

 
Table 12. Anchoring Plan for the Reading Strategy Tests 

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Sharks Management trends          � Management trends 
Oil accident              � Oil accident Pirates 

 
 

Because each round of the reading strategy test required the participants to 

answer questions about different reading passages, I performed a detailed analysis of 

each testing round. Statistical support demonstrating the reliability and validity of each 

instrument is described below. 

The purpose of the reading strategy test was to assess student changes in ability 

to successfully deploy reading strategies to improve reading comprehension and to 
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correlate the changes in the participants’ reading strategy ability to changes in reading 

self-efficacy. To this end, three versions of the test were developed. Eight types of 

questions are included on the reading strategy test (see Appendices C, D, E); questions 

measuring to what degree the readers have honed their ability to ascertain: 

1. the topic of a paragraph embedded in a reading passage (one item) 

2. the topic of the entire reading passage (one item) 

3. the main idea of a paragraph embedded in a reading passage (one item) 

4. the main idea of the entire reading passage (one item) 

5. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be inferred from 

contextual clues in the passage (two items) 

6. the meanings of certain vocabulary terms that are meant to be inferred from 

breaking these vocabulary terms into their component parts (i.e., suffixes and 

prefixes) (two items) 

7. what will be written in the paragraph following the reading passage (prediction) 

(one item) 

8. underlying, unstated information that must be inferred from contextual clues in the 

passage. (three items) 

There is one question offered per question type, except for the vocabulary and 

inferencing questions. For the vocabulary question types, four questions are provided 

(two for inferring meaning from surrounding text and two for inferring meaning from 

component parts of the word). For the inferencing question types, there are three 

questions provided. Therefore, there are 12 questions per passage. Each of the tests is 

made up of two reading passages totaling 24 questions per test. 
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As the strategies investigated in this study are intended to improve the 

participants’ reading comprehension, some of the question types included on the 

strategy instrument are the same as the ones on the reading comprehension test. This 

overlap is unavoidable, as reading strategies are considered by some to be the building 

blocks upon which effective reading is based. 

 

The Reading Strategy Test (Time 1) 

The analysis of the 24 reading strategy test items (see Table 13 for descriptive 

statistics) administered at Time 1 (see Appendix C for the full test) revealed that no 

items misfit the Rasch model using the 0.7-1.3 criterion for low-stakes tests (Wright, 

Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ statistics ranged from .90-

1.13, the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from .87-1.42, and the items’ point-measure 

correlations were between -.03 and .44. The low standard errors (.12-.19) indicated that 

the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. Complete descriptive statistics are 

displayed in Table 13. 

The variance explained by the items (15.8%) was not greater than four times the 

variance accounted for by the first contrast (5.7%), so the first criterion was not met. 

The Rasch model explained 20.0% of the variance (eigenvalue = 6.0). Although this 

figure was below the 50% criterion, this was likely due to the relatively low person 

separation statistic of 0.84. The 1st residual contrast had an eigenvalue of 1.7, which is 

very close to the 1.5 criterion. This represented 5.7% of the variance. An inspection of 

the standardized residual contrast 1 plot further confirmed the unidimensionality of the 

construct. Overall, the items appeared to form a strongly unidimensional construct. 
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The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well 

(see Table 13, Figure 7), as they extend from item RC5 with a difficulty estimate of -

1.65 logits to item RC22 with a difficulty estimate of 1.97 logits. No significant gaps 

existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability 

estimates were present. The item mean is set to 0.00 logits (SD = .90) by convention. 

The mean of the person ability estimates was -0.35 logits (SD = .62). 

 
Table 13. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Strategy Test Items (Time 1) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-Measure 
Correlation 

RS22 1.97 .19 1.09   .7 1.42 2.2 -.03 
RS9 1.50 .16 1.00 .1 .99 .0 .21 
RS21 .90 .14 1.04 .6 1.12 1.3 .16 
RS16 .58  .13 1.03 .5 1.07 1.0 .22 
RS23 .55  .13 1.13 2.3 1.22 3.0 .05 
RS11 .53  .13 1.03 .5 1.04 .6 .22 
RS10 .47  .12 1.04 .8 1.05 .9 .20 
RS14 .38 .12 .98 -.4 .99 -.2 .30 
RS19 .38 .12 .99 -.1 1.00 .0 .28 
RS24 .32 .12 .90 -2.3 .87 -2.5 .44 
RS17 .29 .12 1.03   .7 1.01 .2 .24 
RS8 .26 .12 1.00 .1 1.01 .3 .27 
RS2 .19 .12 .96 -.9 .95 -1.1 .34 
RS13       .03  .12 1.05 1.4 1.05 1.2 .20 
RS20     .01  .12 .98 -.5 .98 -.5 .31 
RS6 -.10  .12 1.01 .3 1.00 .1 .27 
RS12 -.10  .12 .94 -1.7 .93 -1.8 .37 
RS15 -.51 .12 .96 -1.3 .94 -1.5 .35 
RS7 -.93 .12 .97 -.8 .96 -.8 .33 
RS3 -.94 .12 .96 -1.0 .94 -1.1 .34 
RS18 -1.13 .12 .97  -.7 .93 -1.1 .33 
RS1 -1.36 .12 .96 -.7 .95 -.7 .32 
RS4 -1.65 .14 .95 -.7 .93 -.8 .32 
RS5 -1.65 .14 1.02   .4 1.01 .1 .21 
Note. RS = Reading Strategy Test item. 
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An inspection of the items revealed a pattern of item difficulty that was strongly 

influenced by passage difficulty (see Table 14 for a description of item difficulty for the 

reading strategy test [Time 1]). Items RC1-RC12, which were associated with the first, 

easier passage, tended to be easier items. The last twelve questions, RC13-RC24, were 

generally more difficult than questions RC1-RC12. Although the difference in difficulty 

between the items corresponding with the first and second passages, respectively, were 

not as clear as the differences witnessed with the reading comprehension test scores 

(times 1 and 2), the general trend was for the majority of passage 1 items to fall in the 

lower half of the empirical item hierarchy scale and for the passage 2 items to fall in the 

upper half of the item hierarchy. 

 In addition to the influence that passage difficulty exerted on the difficulty of the 

associated items, the item types themselves displayed some patterns. First, the items 

requiring readers to infer the meaning of vocabulary from context (items RS5, RS6, 

RS18, and RS20) (see Table 14 for description of item difficulty for the reading strategy 

test [Time 1]) all fell on the lower part of the difficulty scale. This can be explained by 

the simplicity of the items themselves. For this reading strategy test (time 1), the 

vocabulary terms that were chosen from the reading passages for this question type 

were terms that were surrounded by rich, contextual clues that could lead the readers 

toward the correct answer. Furthermore, most of the contextual clues that would have 

assisted the readers in answering these questions were very close in proximity to the 

vocabulary term in question. Because of the close proximity, limitations on short-term 

memory would not have been problematic. 
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
persons of higher    | more difficult items 
ability in strategy  | 
use                  | 
    2                +  RS22: main idea of passage( 2) 
                     | 
                     |T 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     |  RS09: topic of passage(1) 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
    1             .  + 
                    T|S RS21: vocabulary/ parts(2) 
                 .#  | 
                     | 
                     | 
               ####  |  RS16: inferencing(2)             RS23: prediction(2) 
                     |  RS10: inferencing(1)             RS11: prediction(1) 
              .####  |  RS14: topic of paragraph(2)       RS19: vocabulary/ parts(2) 
                     |  RS24: inferencing(2) 
                    S|  RS17: main idea of paragrap h(2)  RS08: inferencing(1) 
            .######  |  RS02: main idea of passage( 1) 
                     | 
    0   .##########  +M RS13: topic of passage(2)        RS20: vocabulary/ context(2) 
                     |  RS12: inferencing(1)             RS06: vocabulary/ context(1) 
          .########  | 
                     | 
                    M| 
         .#########  | 
                     |  RS15: inferencing(2) 
          #########  | 
                     | 
                     | 
       .###########  | 
                     |S RS03: topic of paragraph(1)       RS07: vocabulary/ parts(1) 
   -1        .##### S+ 
                     | 
                     |  RS18: vocabulary/ context(2 ) 
              .####  | 
                     |  RS01: main idea of paragrap h(1) 
                     | 
                     | 
                .## T| 
                     |  RS04: vocabulary/ parts(1)       RS05: vocabulary/ context(1) 
                     | 
                  .  |T 
                     | 
   -2                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -3                + 
persons of lower     | 
ability in strategy  | 
use                  | less difficult items 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Note. Each # equals 4 persons. Each . equals 1 to 3 person(s). 
M = Mean; S = One standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations 
from the mean; (x) = number of corresponding reading passage. 

Figure 7. Item-person map for the reading strategy test (time 1). 
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Table 14. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Reading Strategy Test (Time 1) 

Item (measure) Passage 1 Passage 2 
RS22 (1.97)  main idea of passage 
RS9 (1.50) topic of passage  
RS21 (0.90)  vocabulary/parts 
RS16 (0.58)  inferencing 
RS23 (0.55)  prediction 
RS11 (0.53) prediction  
RS10 (0.47) inferencing  
RS14 (0.38)  topic of paragraph 
RS19 (0.38)  vocabulary/parts 
RS24 (0.32)  inferencing 
RS17 (0.29)  main idea of paragraph 
RS8 (0.26) inferencing  
RS2 (0.19) main idea of passage  
RS13 (0.03)  topic of passage 
RS20 (0.01)  vocabulary/context 
RS6 (-0.10) vocabulary/context  
RS12 (-0.10) inferencing  
RS15 (-0.51)  inferencing 
RS7 (-0.93) vocabulary/parts  
RS3 (-0.94) topic of paragraph  
RS18 (-1.13)  vocabulary/ context 
RS1 (-1.36) main idea of paragraph  
RS4 (-1.65) vocabulary/parts  
RS5 (-1.65) vocabulary/context   

Note. RS = Reading Strategy Test item. 

 
The items requiring readers to infer the meaning of vocabulary based on the 

component parts of the word (items RS4, RS7, RS19, and RS21) (see Table 14 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 1]) were strongly 

associated with the difficulty of the corresponding passage. In addition, targeted 

vocabulary in items RS4 (care-less) and RS7 (non-aggress-ive) were made up of word 

parts that were higher frequency than those in items RS19 (de-material-ized) and RS21 
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(dis-oriented). Therefore, RS4 and RS7 were located much further down the difficulty 

scale (i.e., they were easier) than RS19 or RS21. 

 The items requiring readers to predict what information might lie in a paragraph 

coming after the end of the passage (items RS11 and RS23) (see Table 14 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 1]) were consistently 

difficult for the participants. These items required deep cognitive processing on the part 

of the learner, as consideration of all parts of the passage would have been necessary. 

The ability to create a logical pattern between the passage and a hypothetical, 

subsequent paragraph would be cognitively taxing, as well. 

The questions pertaining to the main idea of paragraphs (items RS1 and RS17) 

or the main idea of the entire passage (items RS2 and RS22) (see Table 14 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 1]) seemed to be 

strongly related to the difficulty of the corresponding passages. In addition, finding the 

main idea of the passage seemed to be consistently more difficult for the participants to 

achieve than finding the main idea of a paragraph. This can be logically explained by 

the larger amount of information that must be considered and processed in order to 

correctly answer the items based on finding the main idea of the passage. Furthermore, 

the main idea of a passage is often not clearly expressed in a sentence, but there is often 

a main idea sentence that explains the main idea of a paragraph. Once this main idea 

sentence is located, it can make discounting distractors or verifying the correct answer 

in the multiple-choice items very easy. 

The same logic can be applied to the items pertaining to finding the topic of a 

paragraph (items RS3 and RS14) and finding the topic of a passage (items RS9 and 
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RS13) (see Table 14 for description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 

1]). For passage 1, the logic rings true as RS3 (topic of a paragraph) is much easier than 

RS9 (topic of a passage). However, there is an exception for passage 2. The two items 

are inverted; RS14  (topic of a paragraph) is more difficult than RS13 (topic of a 

passage). After closer examination of items RS13 and RS14, item RS14 appears to be 

acting as predicted, however, item RS13 is surprisingly easy for the readers. One 

explanation for the anomaly might be found in the distractors for the question. First, the 

correct answer contained the word disaster, which the readers would most likely be 

familiar with and be able to associate with the shipping accident that was the main topic 

of the passage. Some students might have been unfamiliar with the term, petroleum and 

might have avoided using the second distractor, which would have helped them limit 

their options for the correct answer. Distractor (3) referred to animal populations, which 

were mentioned in the passage but only to a limited extent. Distractor (1) referred to the 

causes of environmental problems but in this passage, there was only one environmental 

problem mentioned and the readers could very easily realize that. All of these 

explanations would have helped more readers answer the question correctly than had 

been expected. 

The inferencing items (items RS8, RS10, RS12, RS15, RS16, and RS24) were 

mostly behaving as expected. They were interspersed along the range of difficulty and 

seemed to be influenced heavily by the difficulty of the corresponding passage. 

However, item RS15 was surprisingly easy. Closer examination of the item revealed 

that with a superficial understanding of the topic of the passage, effects of an 

environmental disaster, the correct choice would have been option (4). The other items 
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clearly did not support the negative effects that would have been expected from an 

environmental disaster such as the one explained in the passage. Furthermore, the two 

items before item RS15, items RS13 and RS14, might also have led the readers to the 

correct answer. Because the two previous items, RS13 and RS14, referred only to 

negative concepts, the readers might have been, inadvertently, helped by these items. 

Also, background knowledge of environmental disasters, such as an oil spill, might 

have helped them choose the correct answer, “The number of plants in that area is fewer 

now than in the past.” 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .98 and the item 

separation statistic was 6.82; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately seven statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 

estimate was .41 and the person separation statistic was .84. These statistics indicate 

that many of the participants have similar or the same person ability estimates. 

 

The Reading Strategy Test (Time 2) 

The analysis of the 24 reading strategy test items (see Table 15 for descriptive 

statistics) administered at Time 2 (see Appendix D for the full test) revealed that no 

items misfit the Rasch model using the 0.7-1.3 criterion for low-stakes tests (Wright, 

Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ statistics ranged from .74-

1.10, the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from .79-1.12, and the items’ point-measure 

correlations were between .15 and .46. The low standard errors (.12-.17) indicated that 

the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. 
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Items RS13-RS24 were anchored using their time 1 difficulty estimates. All of 

the anchored item difficulty estimates, except those for RS22 and RS24, met the < .50 

logit displacement criterion suggested by Linacre (2009), so the anchored values were 

retained. The displacement measure for RS22 was 0.52 and RS24 was 0.59. Because 

these measures were very close to the .50 criterion, they were also retained. 

 
Table 15. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Strategy Test Items (Time 2) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-Measure 
Correlation 

RS22 1.97A .17 .74 -2.4 .79 -1.4 .16 
RS21 .89A .13 .95 -.8 .98 -.2 .31 
RS12 .64 .12 1.10 2.1 1.12 1.8 .17 
RS4 .58  .12 .99 -.1 .99 -.1 .31 
RS16 .58A  .12 .99 -.3 .96 -.7 .36 
RS23 .56A  .12 1.03 .8 1.07 1.2 .26 
RS3 .49  .12 1.12 2.7 1.16 2.6 .15 
RS19 .39A .12 1.02 .5 1.02 .4 .30 
RS14 .38A .12 1.03 .7 1.04 .8 .32 
RS11 .35 .12 1.03 .7 1.03 .7 .27 
RS24 .32A .12 1.06   1.5 1.10 2.0 .37 
RS17 .30A .12 .97 -.7 .98 -.5 .31 
RS13 .05A .12 1.02 .5 1.02 .5 .27 
RS20       .01A  .12 .89 -3.5 .86 -3.3 .46 
RS7     -.07  .12 1.00 .0 .99 -.2 .31 
RS8 -.26  .12 .99 -.2 1.02 .5 .31 
RS6 -.32  .12 1.01 .3 1.00 .0 .29 
RS10 -.39 .12 1.02 .6 1.02 .4 .28 
RS15 -.51A .12 1.01 .2 1.08 1.4 .36 
RS9 -.64 .12 1.05 1.1 1.07 1.1 .23 
RS2 -.95 .13 .95 -.9 .93 -.9 .35 
RS1 -1.06 .13 .95 -.8 .95 -.6 .35 
RS18 -1.15A .13 .92 -1.3 .87 -1.5 .33 
RS5 -2.06 .17 .93 -.6 .82 -1.1 .33 
Note. RS = Reading Strategy Test item. 

 

The variance explained by the items (13.7%) was not greater than 4 times the 

variance accounted for by the first contrast (5.6%), so the first criterion was not met. 
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The Rasch model explained 18.8% of the variance (eigenvalue = 5.5). Although this 

figure was below the 50% criterion, this was likely due to the relatively low person 

separation statistic of 1.16. The 1st residual contrast had an eigenvalue of 1.7, which is 

very close to the 1.5 criterion. This represented 5.6% of the variance. An inspection of 

the standardized residual contrast 1 plot further confirmed the unidimensionality of the 

construct. Overall, the items appeared to form a strongly unidimensional construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as they 

extend from item RS5 with a difficulty estimate of -2.06 logits to item RS22 with a 

difficulty estimate of 1.97 logits (see Table 15, Figure 8). No significant gaps existed in 

the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates were 

present. The item mean is set to 0.01 logits (SD = .80) by convention. The mean of the 

person ability estimates was -.07 logits (SD = .73). 

An inspection of the items revealed a general pattern of item difficulty that was 

strongly influenced by the difficulty of the passage to which the items corresponded 

(see Table 16 for a description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 2]). 

Items RC1-RC12, which were associated with the first, easier passage, tended to be 

easier items. The last twelve questions, RC13-RC24, were generally more difficult than 

questions RC1-RC12. Because items RC13-RC24 were anchored items present on both 

reading strategy tests (times 1 and 2), there was a strong correlation between the 

difficulty measures of these items on both tests. 

In addition to the influence that passage difficulty exerted on the difficulty of the 

associated items, the item types themselves displayed some patterns. First, the items 
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
persons of higher    | more difficult items 
ability in strategy  | 
use                  | 
    4                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
    3                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
    2                +  RS22: main idea of passage( 2) 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     |T 
                     | 
                    T| 
                 .#  | 
                     | 
    1           .##  + 
                     |  RS21: vocabulary/ parts(2) 
               .###  |S 
           .####### S|  RS12: inferencing(1)    RS1 6: inferencing(2)   
                     |  RS04: vocabulary/ context(1 ) 
                     |  RS23: prediction(2)    RS03 : topic of paragraph(1) 
             ######  |  RS11: prediction(1)    RS14 : topic of paragraph(2)   
                     |  RS19: vocabulary/parts(2)    RS24: inferencing(2) 
           ########  |  RS17: main idea of paragrap h(2) 
                     | 
    0  .###########  +M RS13: topic of passage(2)    RS20: vocabulary/ context(2) 
          .######## M|  RS07: vocabulary/ context(1 ) 
                     |  RS08: vocabulary/ parts(1) 
            #######  |  RS10: inferencing(1)    RS0 6: vocabulary/ parts(1) 
                  .  |  RS15: inferencing(2) 
           .#######  |  RS09: inferencing(1) 
            .###### S|S 
                     | 
   -1           .##  +  RS01: main idea of paragrap h(1)    RS02: main idea of 
passage(1) 
                     |  RS18: vocabulary/ context(2 ) 
               .###  | 
                     | 
                 .# T| 
                     |T 
                  .  | 
                     | 
   -2                +  RS05: topic of passage(1) 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -3                + 
persons of lower     | 
ability in strategy  | 
use                  | less difficult items 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Note. Each # equals 4 persons. Each . equals 1 to 3 person(s). 
M = Mean; S = One standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations 
from the mean; (x) = the number of the corresponding passage. 

Figure 8. Item-person map for the reading strategy test (time 2). 
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requiring readers to infer the meaning of vocabulary from context (items RS7, RS18, 

and RS20) (see Table 16 for description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test 

[Time 2]) all fell on the lower (easier) part of the empirical item hierarchy. This can be 

explained by the simplicity of the items themselves. For this reading strategy test (time 

1), the vocabulary terms that were chosen from the reading passages for this question 

type were terms that were surrounded by rich, contextual clues that could lead the 

readers to the correct answer. Furthermore, most of the contextual clues that would have  

 
Table 16. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Reading Strategy Test (Time 2) 

Item (measure) Passage 1 Passage 2 
RS22 (1.97)  main idea of passage 
RS21 (0.89)  vocabulary/parts 
RS12 (0.64) inferencing  
RS4 (0.58) vocabulary/context  
RS16 (0.58)  inferencing 
RS23 (0.56)  prediction 
RS3 (0.49) topic of paragraph  
RS19 (0.39)  vocabulary/parts 
RS14 (0.38)  topic of paragraph 
RS11 (0.35) prediction  
RS24 (0.32)  inferencing 
RS17 (0.30)  main idea of paragraph 
RS13 (0.05)  topic of passage 
RS20 (0.01)  vocabulary/ context 
RS7 (-0.07) vocabulary/context  
RS8 (-0.26) vocabulary/parts  
RS6 (-0.32) vocabulary/parts  
RS10 (-0.39) inferencing  
RS15 (-0.51)  inferencing 
RS9 (-0.64) inferencing  
RS2 (-0.95) main idea of passage  
RS1 (-1.06) main idea of paragraph  
RS18 (-1.15)  vocabulary/ context 
RS5 (-2.06) topic of passage   

Note. RS = Reading Strategy Test item. 
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assisted the readers in answering these questions were close in proximity to the 

vocabulary term in question. Because of the close proximity, limitations on short-term 

memory would not have been problematic. 

 There was one exception (item RS4) to these rather simple items that referred to 

inferring vocabulary from context. The target vocabulary term, adequate, appeared to 

be fairly well supported by the surrounding context. The correct choice, not lacking, 

might have been logically challenging for the readers. Although the word, lacking is 

among the 1,000 most frequent words in English and therefore should be familiar to the 

participants, the wording of the choice might have confused the readers. 

The items requiring readers to infer the meaning of vocabulary based on the 

component parts of the word (items RS6, RS8, RS19, and RS21) (see Table 16 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 2]) were strongly 

associated with the difficulty of the corresponding passage. In addition, targeted 

vocabulary in items RS6 (dis-satisfi-ed) and RS8 (price-less) were made up of word 

parts that were higher frequency than those in items RS19 (de-material-ized) and RS21 

(dis-oriented). Therefore, items RS6 and RS8 were considerably easier than items RS19 

or RS21. 

The items requiring readers to predict what information might lie in a paragraph 

coming after the end of the passage  (items RS11 and RS23) (see Table 16 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 2]) were consistently 

difficult for the participants. These items required deep cognitive processing on the part 

of the learners, as consideration of all parts of the passage was necessary. The ability to 
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create a logical pattern between the passage and a hypothetical, subsequent paragraph 

would be cognitively taxing, as well. 

The questions pertaining to the main idea of paragraphs (items RS1 and RS17) 

or the main idea of the entire passage (items RS2 and RS22) (see Table 16 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 2]) were strongly 

related to the difficulty of the corresponding passages. In addition, finding the main idea 

of the passage was consistently more difficult for the participants to achieve than 

finding the main idea of a paragraph. This can be logically explained by the larger 

amount of information that must be considered and processed in order to correctly 

answer the items concerning finding the main idea of the passage. Furthermore, the 

main idea of a passage is often not clearly expressed in a sentence, but there is often a 

main idea sentence that explains the main idea of a paragraph. Once this main idea 

sentence is located, it can make discounting distractors or verifying the correct answer 

in the multiple-choice items easy. 

The reading strategy test (time 2) showed an anomaly for items requiring readers 

to find the topic of a paragraph (items RS3 and RS14) and find the topic of a passage 

(items RS5 and RS13) (see Table 16 for description of item difficulty for the reading 

strategy test [Time 2]). In passage 1, item RS3 (finding the topic of a paragraph) is quite 

difficult while item RS5 (finding the topic of a passage) is the easiest item on the test. 

The problem with item RS3 for many readers might have been in the wording of the 

distractors. The question focuses on paragraph (2) of the passage. In this paragraph, 

details about managers working at home are included. At the end of the paragraph, the 

benefits of working at home are mentioned, but they are not necessarily the topic of the 
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paragraph. Overall, the topic would include details about “working at one’s own 

house.” The readers might have read an implied meaning that working at home is ideal 

or advantageous to working at an office, but that was only a small part of the paragraph 

and would have led the readers to an incorrect choice. The item was challenging and 

required deeper cognitive processing than many of the other items to reach a correct 

conclusion. 

Conversely, item RS5 was unexpectedly easy for readers. Closer examination of 

the distractors in the item revealed three choices that were very detailed in nature, 

pointing to only one specific part of the passage. Readers, who are adept in test-taking 

strategies would know quickly that the choice that was most general and all 

encompassing would be the correct choice for this type of question. This difference in 

detailed vs. general information in the items might have offered unexpected support to 

the readers in answering this question. 

The explanation for the anomaly provided above for items RS13 and RS14 also 

applies for the reading strategy test (time 2), as well. It seems that the wording of the 

choices in item RS13 and the use of background knowledge might have caused the item 

to act unexpectedly. 

The inferencing items (items RS9, RS10, RS12, RS15, RS16, and RS24) (see 

Table 16 for description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 2]) were 

mostly behaving as expected. They were interspersed within the range of difficulty and 

appeared to be influenced by the difficulty of the corresponding passage. However, as 

explained above, item RS15 was surprisingly easy. This might have been because of a 
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contamination effect from earlier items and/or the use of background knowledge of the 

topic of the passage, “effects of an environmental disaster.” 

In addition to item RS15, RS12 also behaved unexpectedly.  Even though it was 

one of the items for passage 1, its difficulty measure was quite high. The item asks the 

readers to infer information about work time for managers in American companies. 

Distractors (2) and (4) referred to overtime, but that topic was not once broached in the 

passage, so the readers should have recognized that these two distractors were incorrect. 

However, because the first paragraph of the passage concerns the dissatisfaction of most 

American managers, the readers might have inadvertently chosen one of those options. 

Background knowledge of Japanese workers and their reputation for working long 

hours might also have interfered with the readers’ ability to correctly answer item RS12. 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .98 and the item 

separation statistic was 6.25; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately seven statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 

estimate was .58 and the person separation statistic was 1.16. These statistics indicate 

that many of the participants have similar or the same person ability estimates. 

 

The Reading Strategy Test (Time 3) 

The analysis of the 24 reading strategy test items (see Table 17 for descriptive 

statistics) administered at Time 3 (see Appendix E for the full test) revealed that no 

items misfit the Rasch model using the 0.7-1.3 criterion for low-stakes tests (Wright, 

Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ statistics ranged from .71-

1.11, the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from .62-1.44, and the items’ point-measure 
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correlations were between -.06 and .38. The low standard errors (.12-.17) indicated that 

the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. 

Items RS1-RS12 were anchored using their time 2 difficulty estimates. All of 

the anchored item difficulty estimates, except for RS12, met the < .50 logit 

displacement criterion suggested by Linacre (2009), so the anchored values were 

retained. The displacement measure for RS12 was 0.58. Because this measure was very 

close to the .50 criterion and the item was not misfitting, it was also retained. 

The variance explained by the items (13.0%) was not greater than four times the 

variance accounted for by the first contrast (5.5%), so the first criterion was not met. 

The Rasch model explained 20.2% of the variance (eigenvalue = 6.1). Although this 

figure was below the 50% criterion, this was likely due to the relatively low person 

separation statistic of 0.80. The 1st residual contrast had an eigenvalue of 1.6, which is 

very close to the 1.5 criterion. This represented 5.5% of the variance. An inspection of 

the standardized residual contrast 1 plot further confirmed the unidimensionality of the 

construct. Overall, the items appeared to form a strongly unidimensional construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as 

they extend from item RS5 with a difficulty estimate of -2.06 logits to item RS23 with a 

difficulty estimate of 1.85 logits (see Table 17, Figure 9). No significant gaps existed in 

the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates were 

present. The item mean is set to 0.17 logits (SD = .85) by convention. The mean of the 

person ability estimates was .02 logits (SD = .60). 
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Table 17. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Strategy Test Items (Time 3) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-Measure 
Correlation 

RS23 1.85 .16 1.11   1.1 1.44 2.9 -.06 
RS21 1.49 .14 .98 -.2 1.05 .5 .23 
RS16 .97 .13 1.04 .8 1.07 1.0 .17 
RS13 .86  .12 1.00 .0 .99 -.1 .26 
RS24 .84  .12 1.03 .6 1.07 1.0 .19 
RS14 .81  .12 1.02 .4 1.00 .0 .23 
RS19 .67  .12 .99 -.2 .98 -.3 .27 
RS12 .64A .12 .93 -1.6 .95 -1.0 .11 
RS4 .59A .12 .92 -2.1 .92 -1.6 .36 
RS15 .54 .12 .98 -.5 .96 -.8 .30 
RS3 .50A .12 1.09   2.4 1.11 2.4 .13 
RS18 .47 .12 1.02 .7 1.04 1.0 .22 
RS11 .36A .12 1.04 1.2 1.06 1.4 .23 
RS17       .12  .12 .94 -2.1 .92 -2.2 .38 
RS7     -.06A  .12 .96 -1.5 .95 -1.3 .35 
RS22 -.13  .12 1.02 .6 1.02 .7 .24 
RS8 -.25A  .12 .97 -.9 .96 -.9 .36 
RS6 -.31A .12 .94 -1.7 .93 -1.8 .34 
RS10 -.39A .12 1.00 .0 .99 -.1 .30 
RS9 -.65A .12 .90 -2.3 .89 -2.0 .26 
RS20 -.68 .12 .96 -.8 .95 -1.0 .34 
RS2 -.95A .13 .88 -2.3 .85 -2.2 .32 
RS1 -1.04A .13 .91 -1.5 .86 -1.9 .38 
RS5 -2.06A .17 .71 -2.6 .62 -2.8 .34 
Note. RS = Reading Strategy Test item. 

 

Similar to the reading strategy test (times 1 and 2), an inspection of the items for 

time 3 revealed a clear pattern of item difficulty that was strongly influenced by the 

difficulty of the passage to which the items corresponded (see Table 18 for a description 

of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 3]). Because items RC1-RC12 were 

anchored between two reading strategy test administrations (times 2 and 3), the 

difficulty measures of these difficulty measures were exactly the same on both tests. 
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 
persons of higher    | more difficult items 
ability in strategy  | 
use                  | 
    2                + 
                     |T 
                     |  RS23: main idea of passage( 2) 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     |  RS21: vocabulary/ context(2 ) 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                    T| 
                  #  | 
                     | 
    1           ###  +S RS16: inferencing(2) 
                     | 
                     |  RS13: topic of passage(2)    RS14: topic of paragraph(2)   
                     |  RS24: inferencing(2) 
              .####  | 
                     |  RS12: inferencing(1)    RS1 9: vocabulary/ context(2) 
             .##### S|  RS04: vocabulary/ context(1 ) 
                     |  RS15: inferencing(2)    RS1 8: vocabulary/ parts(2)   
                     |  RS03: topic of paragraph(1)  
       .###########  | 
                     |  RS11: prediction(1) 
                     | 
        .##########  |M 
                     |  RS17: main idea of paragrap h(2) 
    0 .############ M+ 
                     |  RS07: vocabulary/ context(1 ) 
         .#########  |  RS22: prediction(2) 
                     |  RS08: vocabulary/ parts(1) 
                     |  RS06: vocabulary/ parts(1) 
             ######  |  RS10: inferencing(1) 
                     | 
              ##### S| 
                     |S RS20: vocabulary/ parts(2)    RS09: inferencing(1) 
                     | 
              .####  | 
                     |  RS02: main idea of passage( 1) 
   -1                +  RS01: main idea of paragrap h(1) 
                .##  | 
                    T| 
                     | 
                 .#  | 
                     | 
                     |T 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -2                + 
                     |  RS05: topic of passage(1) 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -3                + 
persons of lower     | 
ability in strategy  | 
use                  | less difficult items 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Note. Each # equals 4 persons. Each . equals 1 to 3 person(s). 
M = Mean; S = One standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations 
from the mean; (x) = number of corresponding passage. 

Figure 9. Item-person map for the reading strategy test (time 3). 
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Table 18. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Reading Strategy Test (Time 3) 

Item (measure) Passage 1 Passage 2 
RS23 (1.85)  main idea of passage 
RS21 (1.49)  vocabulary/ context 
RS16 (0.97)  inferencing 
RS13 (0.86)  topic of passage 
RS24 (0.84)  inferencing 
RS14 (0.81)  topic of paragraph 
RS19 (0.67)  vocabulary/ context 
RS12 (0.64) inferencing  
RS04 (0.59) vocabulary/ context  
RS15 (0.54)  inferencing 
RS03 (0.50) topic of paragraph  
RS18 (0.47)  vocabulary/ parts 
RS11 (0.36) prediction  
RS17 (0.12)  main idea of paragraph 
RS07 (-0.06) vocabulary/ context  
RS22 (-0.13)  prediction 
RS08 (-0.25) vocabulary/ parts  
RS06 (-0.31) vocabulary/ parts  
RS10 (-0.39) inferencing  
RS09 (-0.65) inferencing  
RS20 (-0.68)  vocabulary/ parts 
RS02 (-0.95) main idea of passage  
RS01 (-1.04) main idea of paragraph  
RS05 (-2.06) topic of passage   

Note. RS = Reading Strategy Test item. 

 
In addition to the influence that passage difficulty exerted on the difficulty of the 

associated items, the item types themselves displayed some patterns. The items 

requiring readers to infer the meaning of vocabulary based on the component parts of 

the word (items RS6, RS8, RS18, RS20) (see Table 18 for description of item difficulty 

for the reading strategy test [Time 3]) were strongly associated with the difficulty of the 

corresponding passage. In addition, they tended to be easier than many of the other 

items on the test. The targeted vocabulary in items RS6 (dis-satisfi-ed) and RS8 (price-
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less) were made up of word parts that were higher frequency than those in items RS18 

(sub-merg-ed) and RS20 (un-revealed). However, item RS20 was unexpectedly easy for 

the readers. This can be explained by the choice of distractors in the item. Because 

many of the participants might be familiar with the prefix un- and its meaning, not, they 

might have received some help from the distractors, in which only two of the options 

included the word, not: (1) not finished, and (3) not known. Therefore, the question 

might have required the readers to choose from only two options, rather than four. This 

would have made the item artificially easier then expected. 

The items based on inferring the meaning of vocabulary from contextual clues 

(items RS4, RS7, RS19, and RS21) (see Table 18 for description of item difficulty for 

the reading strategy test [Time 3]) correspond closely with the difficulty of the 

corresponding passage. Item RS21, considerable, was unexpectedly difficult for the 

readers because the distractors were somewhat similar, forcing the readers to more 

deeply process and understand the nuances of the word, in order to answer that item 

correctly. Three of the distractors, (1) having a value of money, (2) not a little, and (3) 

more than expected, could have caused the readers great trouble in trying to ascertain 

the correct answer. 

Unlike on the prior two tests (times 1 and 2), the items requiring readers to 

predict what information might lie in a paragraph coming after the end of the passage  

(items RS11 and RS22) (see Table 18 for description of item difficulty for the reading 

strategy test [Time 3]) on the time 3 test were easier for the participants than before. 

The readers might have been  helped by the wording in the distractors. Two of the 

distractors, (2) the fate of the Whidah’s crew, and (3) other storms in the area of Cape 
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Cod, were topics that had not been broached in the passage, therefore the readers could 

quickly discount them, thereby making the item easier than expected. 

The questions pertaining to the main idea of paragraphs (items RS1 and RS17) 

or the main idea of the entire passage (items RS2 and RS22) (see Table 18 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 3]) were strongly 

related to the difficulty of the corresponding passages. As was also evident on the test 

(time 2), finding the main idea of the passage was consistently more difficult for the 

participants to achieve than finding the main idea of a paragraph. 

Like the reading strategy test time 2, the reading strategy test (time 3) showed an 

anomaly for items requiring readers to find the topic of a paragraph (items RS3 and 

RS14) and to find the topic of a passage (items RS5 and RS13) (see Table 18 for 

description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 3]). In passage 1, item 

RS3 (finding the topic of a paragraph) is quite difficult while item RS5 (finding the 

topic of a passage) is the easiest item on the test. As mentioned above, the problem with 

item RS3 for many readers might have been in the wording of the distractors. The item 

was challenging and required deeper cognitive processing than many of the other items 

on the test. 

The inferencing items (items RS9, RS10, RS12, RS15, RS16, and RS24) (see 

Table 18 for description of item difficulty for the reading strategy test [Time 3]) mostly 

behaved as expected. They were interspersed along the range of difficulty and seemed 

to be influenced strongly by the difficulty of the corresponding passage. However, items 

RS16 and RS24 were particularly difficult for the readers. A closer examination of these 

items shows that the topics that the readers were asked to infer about were more general 
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in scope than the topics elicited in the easier inferencing items. For example, item RS24 

“What can be inferred about Mr. Clifford?” required the readers to consider every 

section of the passage that referred to Mr. Clifford. This would have been a very 

cognitively complex process for the readers, making this item more difficult than others. 

Item RS15, “What can be inferred from the passage about the Whidah’s crew?”, was a 

much easier inferencing question because it only questioned the readers about a specific 

section of the passage. Because the section that the readers had to consider to locate the 

correct answer was limited, item RS15 was easier than item RS24. 

Item RS12 also behaved unexpectedly.  Even though it was one of the items for 

passage 1 and therefore should have been relatively easy, its difficulty estimate of 0.64 

was quite high. Background knowledge of working time in Japanese companies and the 

wording of the distractors might have caused problems for the readers, but the difficulty 

can also be explained by the argument stated above. The question, “What can be 

inferred about work time in American companies?” required the readers to locate many 

pieces of information from various parts of the passage, thereby making it a much more 

challenging process and therefore more difficult to answer correctly. 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .98 and the item 

separation statistic was 6.65; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately seven statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 

estimate was .39 and the person separation statistic was .80. These statistics indicate 

that many of the participants have similar or the same person ability estimates. 
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The Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire 

The purpose of the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire was to 

assess student beliefs in regards to extensive reading practices and to determine to what 

degree they believed practicing extensive reading could help improve their reading 

comprehension. To this end, only one version of the questionnaire was developed and 

the same questionnaire items were used over the three rounds of testing. The 17 items 

on the questionnaire (see Appendices M and N for completed versions of the 

questionnaire) were adapted from Day and Bamford’s (2002) Guidelines for Extensive 

Reading (see Appendices I and J).  

Because some problems with the items and the rating scale occurred over the 

three occasions of testing, I first address these issues, explaining how I solved the 

problems. By solving these problems, the data become more accurate. In addition, a 

comprehensive overview of the Time 1 data is provided, including tables and figures. 

After that, any major changes or anomalies in data from times 2 and 3 are introduced. 

 

Rating Scale Calibrations 

In an attempt to create meaningful measures using Likert-scale questionnaire 

items across multiple occasions, several guidelines must be followed (Linacre, 1999). 

1. There must be a minimum of 10 observations in each category. 

2. The rating scale distribution should form a normal distribution and should, therefore, 

be peaked. 

3. The average category measures should increase with the rating scale measures. 

4. The outfit mean square statistics should be between .8 and 1.4.  
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5. The category thresholds should increase along with the rating scale categories. 

6. The category threshold calibrations should be between 1.4 and 5.0 logits apart. 

These criteria were applied to the rating scale of the perceived utility of extensive 

reading questionnaire. However, in regards to criterion 6 above, the minimum 

acceptable separation value, 1.4, refers to a scale with only 3 categories. As a 6-

category scale was used in the current study, a more complete set of acceptable 

separation values was necessary. 

Values in Table 19 for 3-, 4-, and 5-point scales can be found in Wolfe and 

Smith (2007, p. 210). However, because the value for a 6-point scale was not included, 

it was extrapolated from the sequence using the following equation: minimum 

separation (j) = minimum separation (j – 1) – [ln(j – 1) – ln(j – 2)]. 

Therefore, the minimum separation for six categories is (j = 6) is .81 –  [1.61 – 1.39], 

which simplifies to .81 – .22, which equals .59. If we analyze the minimum separation 

values more closely, we find a steadily decreasing series of values (i.e., differences are 

.29, .22, and .18). These more accurate values for the number of categories were then 

used to investigate the minimum separation of each scale in the perceived utility of 

extensive reading questionnaire (see Table 19). 

 
Table 19. Category Separation Series 
Category (j)   ln(j)    ln(j) – ln(j – 1)  Minimum separation 

(logits) 
 Minimum separation 

(CHIPS) 
3 1.10  1.40 6.37 
4 1.39 0.29 1.10 5.00 
5 1.61 0.22 0.81 3.69 
6 1.79 0.18 0.59 2.68 

Note. The minimum separation (logits) and minimum separation (CHIPS) for categories  
3, 4, and 5 are from Wolfe and Smith (2007, p. 210).  
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The category structure of the six original categories for the perceived utility of 

extensive reading questionnaire (See Table 20 for the uncorrected rating scale 

calibrations, standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences for the perceived 

utility of extensive reading questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]) was examined using the 

above criteria (Linacre, 1999; Wolfe & Smith, 2007). On all three occasions, Category 

1 had the lowest observed count, but was still well above the minimum of ten, so the 

first criterion was met. In addition, the counts increase for each category and peak near 

the middle at category 4, therefore meeting the second and third criteria. According to 

the above criteria, the outfit mean square statistics should be between .8 and 1.4. This is 

clearly the case for all the outfit ratings, except for two, Category 1 on Times 2 and 3.  

Due to this violation, criterion 4 was not met. The category thresholds increase along 

with the rating scale categories, so criterion 5 was met. In regards to the last criterion, 

all the category threshold calibrations should be at least .59 and no more than 5.0. All of 

the thresholds meet this criterion except for the threshold between categories 1 and 2 on 

Times 1 and 2. In these instances, there is a separation value of 0.49 and 0.50, 

respectively.  

In addition to the problems related to the above criteria, inspection of the 

standardized differences also revealed problems with the invariance of the categories 

across time (see Table 20 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, standard errors, 

fit statistics, and standardized differences for the perceived utility of extensive reading 

questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). Standardized differences values less than 2.00 

indicate invariance across time and represent a stable category. However, all of the 
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categories have at least one standardized value that is over 2.00; therefore, none of the 

categories behaved in a stable fashion across the three rounds of testing. 

In regards to the misfitting category 1, the unacceptable threshold levels 

between categories 1 and 2, and the unfavorable standardized differences, Wolfe and 

Chiu (1999) recommend a series of steps that free the data of confounding factors. To 

combat these problems, scaling methods are used to place measures from different 

administrations of a measurement instrument onto a common underlying scale. 

Following the recommendations outlined by Wolfe and Chiu (1999), the data for all 

three occasions, using the 6-point scale, were stacked in a single data set, maintaining 

the item identity across the three occasions but regarding each person as unique at each 

time period. Therefore, for this data set, there were essentially 966 participants, instead 

of the actual 322 (see Table 21 for a summary of the stacked data of the category 

structure for the 6-point rating scale for the perceived utility of extensive reading 

questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). 

By stacking the data in this way, an “average” underlying rating scale was 

determined and was used to describe the data over the three rounds of testing. These 

calibrations were then intended to be used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses 

of the data for all three occasions. However, despite this intervention, the unacceptably 

small threshold level, 0.35, between categories 1 and 2 persisted. Therefore, categories 

1 (Strongly disagree) and 2 (Disagree) were collapsed and renamed (Disagree) (see 

Table 22 for a summary of the stacked data of the category structure for the collapsed 5-

point rating scale for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire [Times 1,
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Table 20. Uncorrected Rating Scale Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Perceived Utility of 
Extensive Reading Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3) 

 
Category 

 
Observed count (%) 

 
Average measure 

 
Category threshold (S.E.) 

 
Outfit MNSQa 

Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1-2 T1-3 
1 209(4%) 100(2%) 87(2%) -2.78 -3.01 -3.21 -- (--) -- (--) -- (--) 1.33 2.07 1.69 ---- ---- 
2 551(10%) 332(6%) 357(7%) -1.35 -1.55 -1.67 -1.36(.07) -1.59(.11) -1.84(.11) 1.02 1.19 1.16 1.77 3.68 
3 1185(22%) 985(18%) 1109(20%) -0.42 -0.53 -0.56 -0.87(.04) -1.09(.06) -1.15(.05) 0.81 0.87 0.86 3.05 4.38 
4 1496(27%) 1667(30%) 1823(33%) 0.39 0.44 0.52 0.00(.03) -0.10(.04) -0.07(.03) 0.94 0.82 0.86 2.00 1.67 
5 1263(23%) 1482(27%) 1340(24%) 1.35 1.56 1.69 0.76(.03) 0.99(.03) 1.18(.03) 0.96 0.94 1.00 -5.48 -10.00 
6 770(14%) 908(17%) 758(14%) 2.84 3.14 3.25 1.47(.04) 1.79(.04) 1.88(.04) 1.01 0.91 0.92 -5.61 -7.19 

a Outfit MNSQ indices greater than 2.00 indicate rating scale misfit. 
bAbsolute standardized differences less than 2.00 are considered to indicate rating scale invariance across time.
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Table 21. Summary of the Stacked Data of the Category Structure for the 6-point Rating 
Scale for the Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire for Times 1, 2, and 3 
  

Count (%) 
 

Infit MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 Strongly disagree 423(3%) 1.40 1.44 None (-2.85) 
2 Disagree 1194(7%) 1.11 1.12 -1.40 -1.45 
3 Slightly disagree 3301(20%) 0.89 0.88 -1.05 -0.50 
4 Slightly agree 4964(30%) 0.95 0.90 -0.08 0.40 
5 Agree 4131(25%) 0.97 0.96 0.89 1.46 
6 Strongly agree 2408(15%) 0.92 0.94 1.63 (3.00) 
 

2, and 3]). Once the 6-point scale was converted to a 5-point scale, the new minimum 

separation criterion for the thresholds was 0.81. After collapsing categories 1 and 2, 

some minor problems persisted. Although the separation value for categories 2 to 3 is 

only 0.74 and categories 4 to 5 is only 0.78, the values were considered close enough to 

the minimum. 0.81 to reject the notion of further collapsing the category scale.  

By performing this collapse, the outfit values for category 1 fell to 1.19 for Time 

1, 1.55 for Time 2, and 1.23 for Time 3. Although the value for Time 2 was still slightly 

misfitting, it was considered minimal enough to continue the analysis. It was only after 

following this series of steps that the category data were considered accurate and the 

calibrations were then used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses of the data for 

all three occasions. 

 
Table 22. Stacked Data of the Category Structure for a Collapsed 5-point Rating Scale 
for the Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading Questionnaire for Times 1, 2, and 3 
  

Count (%) 
 

Infit MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 Disagree 1617 (10%) 1.23 1.21 None (-2.63) 
2 Slightly disagree 3301 (20%) 0.92 0.93 -1.26 -1.08 
3 Slightly agree 4964 (30%) 0.95 0.94 -0.52 -0.01 
4 Agree 4131 (25%) 0.99 1.01 0.50 1.08 
5 Strongly agree 2408 (15%) 0.89 0.94 1.28 (2.64) 
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Item Calibrations 
 

The analysis of the 17 items on the perceived utility of extensive reading 

questionnaire administered at Times 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 23 for the uncorrected item 

calibrations, standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences [Times 1, 2, and 

3]) revealed that only one item, ER11, misfit the Rasch model using the 0.6-1.4 outfit 

MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-

Lof, 1994). At Time 1, although the outfit MNSQ was not optimal, 1.38, it was not 

misfitting. However, at Times 2 and 3, the outfit MNSQ scores clearly misfit with fit 

statistics of 1.61 and 1.70, respectively.  

Because item ER11 misfit the Rasch model, a brief explanation of the rationale 

for originally including it in the questionnaire is warranted. Although the philosophy 

expressed in item ER11 does not adhere to the basic tenets of extensive reading outlined 

by Day and Bamford (2002), many participants strongly endorsed the item, “I can 

improve my reading comprehension by writing a short summary of what I have read, 

after I finish reading.” Some educators who use extensive reading believe in assigning 

homework or additional assignments to improve student accountability. Therefore, item 

ER11 was originally included in the questionnaire. However, from an extensive reading 

purist standpoint, these types of extra activities detract from student motivation to read 

and therefore undermine the value of extensive reading. The premise behind this item 

that learners must do something in addition to simply reading (e.g., writing a short 

summary) to become better readers is antithetical to Day and Bamford’s basic 

guidelines and the results were recoded during the analysis process. Even so, the item 
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still misfit. In the end, due to its loose connection with the basic tenets of extensive 

reading and its misfit, item ER11 was deleted from the data set. 

After deleting item ER11, further investigation of the items revealed little 

change in the measurement, standard error, and the outfit MNSQ over the three 

occasions (see Table 23 for the uncorrected item calibrations, standard errors, fit 

statistics, and standardized differences [Times 1, 2, and 3]). The low standard errors 

(.06-.07) for Times 1 and 2, and (0.06) for Time 3 indicated that the item difficulty 

estimates were reasonably precise. The item separation reliabilities for the three 

occasions were .99 for all three occasions, indicating that these distributions of item 

parameters contain enough variability to create distinct strata of item difficulties. Item 

separation indices for the three occasions were, 11.16, 9.48, and 9.08, respectively. The 

robustness of the items is underscored by the relatively low standard deviation of the 

standardized mean square outfit statistics that are well below the expected value of 1.00.  

However, some problems did surface after analyzing the standardized differences of the 

items. The standardized differences of the items illustrate the extent to which 

calibrations for individual items exhibit statistically significant change across 

measurement occasions. The stability of two parameter estimates that are obtained on 

different occasions is evaluated by examining the standardized difference between the 

two estimates. Because Time 1 was considered to be the base from which participant 

beliefs could later be compared, invariance was evaluated by comparing Time 2 to Time 

1, and Time 3 to Time 1. Some of the item parameters (38% between Time 1 and Time 

2 and 38% from Time 1 to Time 3) display parameter instability over time. Overall, 
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eight of the seventeen items, ER02, ER04, ER06, ER08, ER10, ER14, ER15, and ER17, 

reveal parameter instability on at least one of the time transitions. 

To address this issue, Wolfe and Chiu (1999) recommend a series of steps that 

should be followed to eliminate possibly confounding variance from the data. Because 

eight of the items are not behaving in a stable fashion over the three occasions, it is 

imperative to anchor the items displaying appropriate levels of invariance over the three 

occasions from Time 1 to Times 2 and 3. With these items anchored, accurate 

comparisons of the person ability estimates can be better made over the three occasions. 

Therefore, the measurement values for Time 1 for ER01, ER03, ER05, ER07, ER09, 

ER12, ER13, and ER16, were anchored to analyze the data in Times 2 and 3. 

One concern that arises when anchoring values for items is the possibly negative impact 

that anchoring can have on the data. To safeguard against this, random displacement 

values were calculated. Wright and Douglas (1976) stated that random displacement 

values less than 0.5 logits are unlikely to have much impact in a test instrument. On all 

three occasions, the anchored values were less than 0.5 logits. On time 2, the values 

ranged from -0.14 to 0.09, and on time 3, the values ranged from -0.10 to 0.11. These 

small displacement values indicate that the anchored item difficulty estimates and the 

estimates that would have resulted from freely estimating the items differed only 

slightly.
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Table 23. Uncorrected Item Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Perceived Utility of 
Extensive Reading Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

  
Standard Error 

 Standardized Mean 
Square Outfita 

 Standardized 
Differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1-2 T1-3 
ER01 -0.41 -0.38 -0.28  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.20 0.88 0.85  -0.35 1.53 
ER02 -0.09 -0.14 -0.26  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.02 0.78 0.66  0.59 2.00 
ER03 -0.53 -0.53 -0.60  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.05 0.73 0.76  0.00 0.82 
ER04 1.09 0.31 0.39  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.49 1.13 1.07  9.18 8.24 
ER05 1.26 1.26 1.25  0.07 0.06 0.06  1.16 1.30 1.39  0.00 0.11 
ER06 -1.35 -1.05 -0.85  0.07 0.07 0.06  1.04 1.08 0.89  -3.03 -5.43 
ER07 0.30 0.16 0.27  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.21 0.98 1.04  1.65 0.35 
ER08 0.30 0.05 0.07  0.06 0.06 0.06  0.98 0.87 0.72  2.94 2.71 
ER09 -0.49 -0.54 -0.50  0.06 0.06 0.06  0.93 0.75 0.79  0.59 0.12 
ER10 0.12 0.34 0.26  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.15 0.96 0.92  -2.59 -1.65 
ER11 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
ER12 -0.05 0.04 0.02  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.18 0.91 0.87  -0.12 -0.35 
ER13 0.50 0.56 0.49  0.06 0.06 0.06  0.91 0.98 0.83  -0.71 0.12 
ER14 0.88 0.73 0.64  0.06 0.06 0.06  0.93 0.88 0.89  1.76 2.82 
ER15 -1.06 -0.67 -0.69  0.07 0.06 0.06  0.69 0.58 0.59  -4.24 -4.02 
ER16 -0.65 -0.59 -0.54  0.06 0.06 0.06  0.93 0.74 0.77  -0.71 1.29 
ER17 0.18 0.46 0.34  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.28 1.16 1.07  -3.29 -1.88 

M 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.06 0.06 0.06  1.07 0.92 0.88    
SD 0.71 0.59 0.55  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.18 0.18 0.19    

Note. ER = Perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire item; a Absolute standardized mean square fit indices greater than 2.00 
indicate item misfit; bAbsolute standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate item invariance across time; Item ER11 was deleted.
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Summary of Corrections to the Data Set 

Due to a misfitting item (ER11 for Times 2 and 3), a misfitting category on the 

rating scale (category 1 for Times 2 and 3), unacceptable levels of invariance across for 

both the items and the categories, the following corrections were made to the data set: 

1. The data from all three Times was stacked and an “average” rating scale was 

determined. These values were then used as anchor values for the rating scale for all 

three times. 

2. Categories 1 and 2 were collapsed. 

3. Item ER11 was deleted. 

4. Items demonstrating sufficient levels of invariance were identified and the values for 

those items on Time 1 were used as anchors when analyzing the data from Times 2 

and 3. 

 

Corrected Data (Time 1) 

After performing the above adjustments, I conducted a close examination of the 

corrected Time 1 data for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire (see 

Appendices M and N for completed versions of the questionnaire). Thereafter, I 

analyzed the data collected from Times 2 and 3, but I only report anomalies or 

conflicting results of those two rounds, as providing an in-depth analysis of the data 

from all three times would result in a large number of overlapping, redundant analyses. 

In addition to the above data, I also provide the means of the raw scores of each 

group for each of the test occasions for this instrument. There were 17 items on the 

questionnaire and each item had an upper limit of 6, so the maximum points that one 
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person could achieve is 102 (6 x 17 = 102). The mean of the raw scores for the control 

group were 66.35, 67.78, and 66.10 respectively, for the three testing occasions. The 

mean scores for the extensive reading group were 70.84, 76.20, and 74.70, the mean 

scores for the reading strategies groups were 66.86, 70.01, and 69.30, and the means of 

the raw scores for the extensive reading/reading strategies group were 66.41, 74.96, and 

71.35. 

The analysis of the 16 items (ER11 was deleted) on the perceived utility of 

extensive reading questionnaire administered at Time 1 (see Table 24 for descriptive 

statistics) revealed that only one item, ER04, misfit the Rasch model using the 0.6-1.4  

 
Table 24. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading 
Questionnaire Items (Time 1) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

ER05 1.26A 0.07 1.23   2.8 1.16 1.9 0.43 
ER04 1.09 0.06 1.44 5.2 1.49 5.6 0.16 
ER14 0.88 0.06 0.92 -1.1 0.93 -1.0 0.36 
ER13 0.50A 0.06 0.92 -1.1 0.91 -1.3 0.44 
ER07 0.30A 0.06 1.21 2.8 1.21 2.8 0.49 
ER08 0.30 0.06 1.00 0.0 0.98 -0.2 0.61 
ER17 0.18 0.06 1.23 3.1 1.28 3.6 0.21 
ER10 0.12 0.06 1.14 1.9 1.15 2.1 0.41 
ER12 -0.05A 0.06 1.16 2.2 1.18 2.4 0.48 
ER02 -0.09 0.06 1.00   0.0 1.02 0.2 0.53 
ER01 -0.41A 0.06 1.21 2.8 1.20 2.7 0.41 
ER09 -0.49A 0.06 0.91 -1.3 0.93 -1.0 0.42 
ER03 -0.53A 0.06 1.02 0.3 1.05 0.8 0.41 
ER16 -0.65A 0.06 0.94 -0.9 0.93 -1.0 0.63 
ER15 -1.06 0.07 0.68 -4.6 0.69 -4.4 0.54 
ER06 -1.36 0.07 1.01 0.1 1.04 0.6 0.40 
M 0.00 0.06 1.06 0.8 1.07 0.9 ----- 
SD 0.71 0.00 0.18 2.3 0.18 2.3 ----- 
Note. ER = perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire item; For the measure 
column, A = anchored values that were used in analyzing the data from Times 1, 2, and 
3; Item ER11 was deleted. 
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infit MNSQ and outfit MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre,  

Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). Item ER04 had an infit MNSQ value of 1.44 and outfit 

MNSQ of 1.49. A quick perusal of the data from times 2 and 3 show that item fit was 

much better. Therefore, because the item was not grossly misfitting on time 1 and was 

fitting much better on times 2 and 3, the item was retained. Besides item ER04, the infit 

MNSQ statistics for the other items ranged from 0.68-1.23, the outfit MNSQ statistics 

ranged from 0.69-1.28. The point-measure correlations for all the items were between 

0.16 and 0.63. The low standard errors (0.06-0.07) indicated that the item difficulty 

estimates were reasonably precise. 

Because secondary dimensions in the data appear in the contrasts, when 

interpreting the results, the emphasis is placed on the third, fourth, and fifth criteria. 

The dimensionality of the items on the perceived utility of extensive reading 

questionnaire was investigated using the criteria set by Linacre (2007). The variance 

explained by the items (31.7%) was not greater than four times the variance accounted 

for by the first contrast (12.0%), so the first criterion was not met. The Rasch model 

explained 39.9% of the variance (eigenvalue = 10.6). Although this figure was well 

below the 50% criterion, this was likely due to the relatively low person separation 

statistic of 1.46. The first contrast had an eigenvalue of 3.2, which is close to the 3.0 

criterion. This represented 12.0% of the variance. An inspection of the standardized 

residual contrast 1 plot further confirmed the unidimensionality of the construct. 

Overall, the items appeared to form a reasonably unidimensional construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well 

(see Table 24, Figure 10), as they extend from item ER06 with a difficulty estimate of -
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1.36 logits to item ER05 with a difficulty estimate of 1.26 logits. No significant gaps 

existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability 

estimates were present. The item mean is set to 0.00 logits (SD = 0.71) by convention. 

The mean of the person ability estimates, 0.09 logits (SD = .54), matched the mean item 

difficulty estimate closely. 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .99 and the item 

separation statistic was 11.16; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately eleven statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 

estimate was .68 and the person separation statistic was 1.46. These statistics indicate 

that many of the participants have similar or the same person ability estimates. 

An inspection of the items revealed a general pattern of item difficulty that was partly 

influenced by the basic tenets set out by Day and Bamford (2002) (see Appendices I 

and J). Items that describe the autonomous learning aspects that are key to Day and 

Bamford’s guidelines, were strongly endorsed by the participants. The seven most 

endorseable items (ER06, ER15, ER16, ER03, ER09, ER01, ER02) (see Table 25 for 

description of the item difficulty estimates for perceived utility of extensive reading 

questionnaire [Time 1]) all relate to aspects of autonomous reading: using only one’s 

reading ability and motivation to complete a reading task. Reading for enjoyment  

(ER06), choosing one’s own books to read (ER01, ER03), and reading fast (ER02) 

pertain to aspects that can be controlled by the individual. In a similar vein, the concepts 

described in item ER15, using the strategy of inferencing word meanings from context  
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------- 
Persons who think ER | Items that are more difficul t to  
is useful            | endorse 
                     | 
    2                + 
                  .  | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                  #  |T 
                  .  |  ER05: focus on unknown word s/grammar* 
                 ## T|  ER04: read silently 
    1             .  + 
                 .#  |  ER14: read/not listen to vo cab teaching   
               .###  |S 
            .###### S|  ER13: read/not listen to gr ammar teaching 
            #######  | 
            #######  |  ER07: check dictionary* 
                        ER08: no dictionary 
         ########## M|  ER10: translate into Japane se* 
                        ER17: check words encounter ed many times 
    0     #########  +M ER12: check dictionary afte r reading 
        .##########  |  ER02: read fast 
            .######  | 
             ###### S|  ER01: read easy books   ER0 9: choose books 
                ###  |  ER03: choose books to read 
                 .#  |S ER16: understand English/no  translating 
                 .#  | 
   -1            .# T+  ER15: guess meanings of unk nown words 
                  #  | 
                     |  ER06: read for enjoyment 
                  .  |T 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -2                + 
Persons who think ER |  
is not useful        | Items that are easier to end orse 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------- 

Note. Each # equals 4 persons. Each . equals 1 to 3 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; “*” = 
items which required recoding the scores. ER = perceived utility of extensive reading 
questionnaire item; ER11 has been deleted.  
Figure 10. Item-person map for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire 
(time 1).  
 

and in item ER16, trying not to rely on a Japanese translation to understand the text, 

allow individuals to move beyond assistance from dictionaries, teachers, or peers to 

more autonomous reading/learning. 

Although the participants seem to clearly recognize the importance of enjoying 

reading (ER06) (see Table 25 for description of the item difficulty estimates for the 

perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire [Time 1]), choosing one’s own 

books (ER01, ER03), and trying to actively interpret text instead of using dictionaries or 

other resources (ER15, ER16), they were unwilling to discount fully the importance of 
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the teacher and other outside resources in the learning process. It was difficult for most 

participants to strongly agree with item ER13, “I can improve my reading 

comprehension by reading many books at my current proficiency level rather than 

listening to my teacher explain grammar.” Similarly, participants weakly endorsed item 

ER14, “I can improve my reading comprehension by reading many easy books rather 

than listening to my teacher explain new vocabulary words.” 

The participants believe that dictionary use holds some importance in improving 

reading comprehension, as well. Items such as ER12 (see Table 25 for description of the 

item difficulty estimates for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire 

[Time 1]), “I can improve my reading comprehension by waiting until I have finished 

reading to check the dictionary for unknown words that I encountered while reading” 

and item ER17, “I can improve my reading comprehension by looking up only those 

unknown words in the dictionary that I have encountered several times in my reading” 

were both more easily endorsed than item ER08, “I can improve my reading 

comprehension by reading without a dictionary.” Item ER07, “I can improve my 

reading comprehension by stopping to check a dictionary if I do not understand the 

meaning of a word while I am reading,” was also minimally endorsed by the 

participants. Because the philosophy behind this message is relatively antithetical to 

Day and Bamford’s guidelines (2002), the results for this item were recoded for analysis 

purposes. 

In a similar vein, the scores for item ER05 (see Table 25 for description of the 

item difficulty estimates for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire 

[Time 1]), “I can improve my reading comprehension by reading while focusing on 
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unknown words or grammar in a text” were also recoded. According to extensive 

reading authorities, readers should read only for meaning, and not focus on learning 

unknown words or analyzing grammar. The participants strongly endorsed this tactic, 

however, placing a strong importance on close examination of the text while reading. 

 
Table 25. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading 
Questionnaire (Time 1) 
Item Measure Topic 
ER05 1.26 reading while focusing on unknown words/grammar.* 
ER04 1.09 reading silently. 
ER14 0.88 reading many easy books rather than listening to teacher explain new 

vocabulary words. 
ER13 0.50 reading many books at current level rather than listening to teacher 

explain grammar points. 
ER07 0.30 stopping to check dictionary for unknown words.* 
ER08 0.30 reading without a dictionary. 
ER17 0.18 checking in the dictionary only words that were encountered many 

times in the reading. 
ER10 0.12 trying to translate everything into Japanese.* 
ER12 -0.05 after finishing reading, checking the dictionary for unknown words. 
ER02 -0.09 trying to read faster rather than slower. 
ER01 -0.41 reading many pages in easy books. 
ER09 -0.49 choosing books to read from a large selection. 
ER03 -0.53 reading books that I have chosen myself. 
ER16 -0.65 trying to read/understand in English/not translating. 
ER15 -1.06 trying to guess the meaning of unknown words. 
ER06 -1.36 reading for enjoyment. 
Note. ER = perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire item; “*” = items whose 
scores were recoded for analysis; ER11 was deleted. 
 

The item difficulty estimates for Time 1 cover the range of person ability 

estimates well, as they extend from item ER06 with a difficulty estimate of -1.36 logits 

to item ER05 with a difficulty estimate of 1.26 logits (see Table 26 for item 

measurements [Times 1, 2, 3]). Similar values can be seen in the data for times 2 and 3. 

No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the 

person ability estimates were present for Times 1, 2, and 3. 
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After the above corrections were made, some changes took place in times 2 and 

3. In the data for times 2 and 3, item ER15 slightly misfit. In time 2, the infit MNSQ 

was 0.57 and the outfit MNSQ was 0.58. In time 3,  the infit MNSQ was 0.59 and the 

outfit MNSQ was 0.59. In time 1 the infit MNSQ was 0.69 and the outfit MNSQ was 

0.69. Although the item misfit at times 2 and 3, it was only slightly misfitting and it 

overfit rather than underfit the model. In addition, it met the fit criteria for time 1, so the 

item was retained. 

After making the above corrections, the item ranking became fairly stable across 

the three occasions (see Table 26 for a comparison of the item measurements [Times 1,  

 
Table 26. Comparison of Item Measurements for the Perceived Utility of Extensive 
Reading Questionnaire (Times 1, 2 and 3)  

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

ER05 1.26 ER05 1.26 ER05 1.26 
ER04 1.09 ER14 0.73 ER14 0.62 
ER14 0.88 ER13 0.50 ER13 0.50 
ER13 0.50 ER17 0.45 ER04 0.37 
ER07 0.30 ER10 0.33 ER17 0.32 
ER08 0.30 ER04 0.31 ER07 0.30 
ER17 0.18 ER07 0.30 ER10 0.24 
ER10 0.12 ER08 0.04 ER08 0.05 
ER12 -0.05 ER12 -0.05 ER12 -0.05 
ER02 -0.09 ER02 -0.14 ER02 -0.27 
ER01 -0.41 ER01 -0.41 ER01 -0.41 
ER09 -0.49 ER09 -0.49 ER09 -0.49 
ER03 -0.53 ER03 -0.53 ER03 -0.53 
ER16 -0.65 ER16 -0.65 ER16 -0.65 
ER15 -1.06 ER15 -0.68 ER15 -0.70 
ER06 -1.36 ER06 -1.06 ER06 -0.87 

M 0.00  -0.01  -0.02 
SD  0.71  0.59  0.56 
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2, and 3]). The lower half of the measurement scale did not fluctuate at all. The  

rankings for the items from ER12 down to ER06 maintained the same rank all three 

times. However, in the upper levels, there was some fluctuation. Item ER04 was the 

most unstable, as it moved from 2nd place in time 1 to 6th place in time 2, to 4th place 

in time 3. Item ER07 also showed some variability. It moved from 5th to 7th to 6th over 

the course of the study. Although its ranking changed, the measurement value remained 

the same all three times. Item ER17 was also slightly unstable. It moved form 7th to 4th 

to 5th. 

 

The Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 

The purpose of the reading self-efficacy questionnaire was to assess student self-

beliefs about their ability to read English. To this end, only one version of the 

questionnaire was developed and the same questionnaire items were used over the three 

rounds of testing. The reading self-efficacy questionnaire, which was developed using 

the guidelines set by Bandura (2006), contains 14 items (see Appendices K and L for 

completed versions of the questionnaire) asking participants to gauge their capability to 

perform various reading tasks at the American Council of the Teaching of Foreign 

Languages’ (ACTFL) (1986) (see Appendix V for ACTFL reading guidelines) High-

Novice, Intermediate and Advanced reading proficiency levels. Because the TOEIC 

scores for the participants ranged between 480-700 (TOEFL 463-540), with the average 

score being 520 (TOEFL 476) (conversions cited from the Vancouver English Center 

webpage), the High-Novice, Intermediate, and Advanced reading proficiency levels of 
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the ACTFL were considered appropriately challenging. In addition, parts of the 

questionnaire were adapted from Mill’s (2004) study on French reading self-efficacy. 

Because some problems with the items and the rating scale occurred over the 

three occasions of testing, I first address these issues, explaining how I solved the 

problems. A comprehensive overview of the Time 1 data is provided, including tables 

and figures. After that, any major changes or anomalies in the data from times 2 and 3 

are introduced. 

 

Rating Scale Calibrations 

The category structure of the six original categories for the reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire (see Table 27 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, standard errors, 

fit statistics, and standardized differences for the reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

[Times 1, 2, and 3]) was examined using the above criteria (Linacre, 1999; Wolfe & 

Smith, 2007). On all three occasions, Category 1 had the lowest observed count, but 

was still well above the minimum of ten, so the first criterion was met. In addition, the 

counts increase for each category and peak near the middle at category 4, therefore 

meeting the second and third criteria. The outfit mean square statistics were consistently 

between .8 and 1.4 except for category 6 at time 1. Due to this violation, criterion 4 was 

not met. The category thresholds increase along with the rating scale categories, so 

criterion 5 was met. In regards to the last criterion, all the category threshold 

calibrations should be at least .59 and no more than 5.0. All of the thresholds met this 

criterion.
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Table 27. Uncorrected Rating Scale Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Reading  
Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3) 

 
Category 

 
Observed count (%) 

 
Average measure 

 
Category threshold (S.E.) 

 
Outfit MNSQa 

Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1-2 T1-3 
1 359 (8%) 145 (3%) 171 (4%) -4.70 -5.20 -5.03 -- (--) -- (--) -- (--) 0.93 1.09 1.11 ---- ---- 
2 770 (17%) 526 (12%) 524 (12%) -2.80 -3.14 -3.07 -3.46 (.07) -4.00 (.10) -3.81 (.10) 0.96 0.98 0.93 4.43 2.87 
3 1272 (28%) 1172 (26%) 1150 (26%) -1.14 -1.24 -1.30 -1.97 (.05) -2.16 (.06) -2.18 (.06) 0.92 0.89 0.94 2.44 2.69 
4 1512 (34%) 1724 (38%) 1788 (40%) 0.85 0.98 0.90 -.40 (.04) -.37 (.04) -.50 (.04) 0.99 0.95 1.00 0.53 1.77 
5 496 (11%) 720 (16%) 703 (16%) 2.95 3.29 3.27 2.09 (.05) 2.33 (.05) 2.28 (.05) 1.02 1.03 0.93 -3.39 -2.68 
6 99 (2%) 221 (5%) 172 (4%) 4.98 5.41 5.41 3.76 (.12) 4.21 (.09) 4.21 (.09) 1.42 1.22 1.31 -3.00 -3.00 

a Outfit MNSQ indices greater than 2.00 indicate rating scale misfit. 
bAbsolute standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate rating scale invariance across time.
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In addition to the few problems related to the above criteria, inspection of the 

standardized differences also revealed problems with the invariance of the categories 

across time (see Table 27 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, standard errors, 

fit statistics, and standardized differences for the reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

[Times 1, 2, and 3]). Standardized differences values less than 2.00 indicate invariance 

across time and represent a stable category. However, only the standardized differences 

for category 4 meet this criterion. All of the other categories have at least one 

standardized value that is over 2.00. 

 In regards to the misfitting category 6 and the unfavorable standardized 

differences, the data for all three occasions, using the 6-point scale, were stacked 

(Wolfe and Chiu, 1999) in a single data set, maintaining the item identity across the 

three occasions but regarding each person as unique at each time period. Therefore, 966 

participants (3 x 322) were in this data set instead of the actual 322 (see Table 28 for a 

summary of the stacked data of the category structure for the 6-point rating scale for the 

reading self-efficacy questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). 

By stacking the data in this way, an “average” underlying rating scale was 

determined and was used to describe the data over the three rounds of testing. These 

calibrations were then intended to be used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses 

of the data for all three occasions. An inspection of the calibration thresholds between 

categories reveals that all thresholds fell within the acceptable limit, 0.59, so these 

thresholds were used as anchors for analyzing the data on all three occasions. Unlike the 

perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire, none of the categories on this scale 

needed to be collapsed. 
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Table 28. Summary of the Stacked Data of the Category Structure for the 6-point Rating 
Scale for the Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire for Times 1, 2, and 3 
  

Count (%) 
Infit 

MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 I definitely cannot do it. 675 (5%) 0.99 1.02 None (-4.92) 
2 I probably cannot do it. 1820 (13%) 0.97 0.96 -3.69 -2.97 
3 Maybe I cannot do it. 3594 (27%) 0.92 0.92 -2.10 -1.22 
4 Maybe I can do it. 5024 (37%) 0.95 0.98 -0.44 0.89 
5 I probably can do it. 1919 (14%) 0.99 0.99 2.21 3.14 
6 I am certain I can do it. 485 (4%) 1.30 1.30 4.02 (5.22) 
 

Even after anchoring the average underlying rating scale, category 6 was still 

showing an infit value of 1.51 and an outfit value of 1.52. Although these values do not 

meet the 0.6-1.4 criteria, it is considered close enough to retain the category for data 

analysis purposes.  Furthermore, category 6 only accounted for 4% of all recorded 

answers to the questionnaire items and therefore posed a limited threat to confounding 

the data. 

 

Item Calibrations 

The analysis of the 14 items on the reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

administered at Times 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 29 for the uncorrected item calibrations, 

standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences [Times 1, 2, and 3]) revealed 

that none of the items misfit the Rasch model using the 0.6-1.4 outfit MNSQ criterion 

for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). 

Further investigation of the items revealed little change in the measurement, 

standard error, and the outfit MNSQ over the three occasions (see Table 29 for the 

uncorrected item calibrations, standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences 

[Times 1, 2, and 3]). The low standard errors (.08) for Times 1 and 2, and (0.08-0.09) 
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for Time 3 indicated that the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. The item 

separation reliabilities were 1.00 for time 1, and 0.90 for times 2 and 3, indicating that 

these distributions of item parameters contain enough variability to create distinct strata 

of item difficulties. Item separation indices for the three occasions were 16.17, 16.15, 

and 15.83, respectively. The robustness of the items is underscored by the relatively low 

standard deviation of the standardized mean square outfit statistics, which are well 

below the expected value of 1.00. 

However, some problems did surface after analyzing the standardized 

differences of the items. Because Time 1 was considered to be the base from which 

participant beliefs could later be compared, invariance was evaluated by comparing 

Time 2 to Time 1, and Time 3 to Time 1. Some of the item parameters (50% between 

Time 1 and Time 2 and 71% from Time 1 to Time 3) display parameter instability over 

time. Overall, ten of the fourteen items, SE01, SE02, SE04-SE07, SE09, SE10, SE12, 

SE14, reveal parameter instability on at least one of the time transitions. 

To address this issue, Wolfe and Chiu (1999) recommend a series of steps that 

should be followed to eliminate possibly confounding variance from the data. Because 

eight of the items are not behaving in a stable fashion over the three occasions, it is 

imperative to anchor the items displaying appropriate levels of invariance over the three 

occasions from Time 1 to Times 2 and 3. With these items anchored, accurate 

comparisons of the person ability estimates can be better made over the three occasions. 

Therefore, the measurement values for Time 1 for SE03, SE08, SE11, and SE13 were 

anchored to analyze the data in Times 2, and 3.
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Table 29. Uncorrected Item Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Reading Self-Efficacy 
Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

  
Standard Error 

 Standardized Outfit 
MNSQa 

 Standardized 
Differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1-2 T1-3 
SE01 -2.20 -2.77 -2.67  0.08 0.08 0.09  1.31 1.15 1.27  5.04 3.92 
SE02 -0.77 -1.37 -1.32  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.02 1.15 1.02  5.31 4.87 
SE03 0.41 0.46 0.39  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.21 1.10 0.88  -0.44 0.18 
SE04 -0.18 0.04 0.06  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.06 0.87 0.89  -1.95 -2.12 
SE05 -1.05 -0.79 -0.77  0.08 0.08 0.08  0.93 0.91 0.85  -2.30 -2.48 
SE06 0.86 0.75 0.56  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.30 1.10 1.03  0.97 2.65 
SE07 -0.53 -0.35 -0.30  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.10 0.96 1.00  -1.59 -2.04 
SE08 1.03 0.88 0.89  0.08 0.08 0.08  0.85 0.77 0.89  1.33 1.24 
SE09 -1.80 -1.32 -1.28  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.23 0.96 0.98  -4.25 -4.60 
SE10 -1.07 -0.83 -0.71  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.05 0.90 0.84  -2.12 -3.19 
SE11 1.42 1.30 1.41  0.08 0.08 0.08  0.69 0.67 0.79  1.06 0.09 
SE12 2.49 2.25 2.18  0.08 0.08 0.08  0.75 0.76 0.91  2.12 2.74 
SE13 2.12 2.15 2.02  0.08 0.08 0.08  0.98 0.79 1.05  -0.27 0.88 
SE14 -0.76 -0.42 -0.45  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.27 1.27 1.04  -3.01 -2.21 
M 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.05 0.95 0.96    
SD 0.71 1.36 0.55  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.19 0.17 0.12    
Note. SE = Reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; a Absolute standardized mean square fit indices greater than 2.00 indicate item 
misfit; bAbsolute standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate item invariance across time.
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One concern that arises when anchoring values for items is the possibly negative 

impact that anchoring can have on the data. To safeguard against this, random 

displacement values were calculated. Wright and Douglas (1976) claim that random 

displacement values of less than 0.5 logits are unlikely to have much impact on a test 

instrument. After the anchoring of the stable items (SE03, SE08, SE11, SE13) took 

place, it was found that there were displacement values for all items on the 

questionnaire for all three rounds of the test. Although these values were not high, it 

was considered important to set the convergence criteria at a very conservative level, 

.001. This degree of strictness alleviated the issue of displacement on all items of the 

questionnaire on the three occasions of testing. After this convergence was conducted, 

the displacement values for time 2 anchors ranged from -0.06 to 0.10, and for time 3 

anchors ranged from -0.07 to 0.05. All of these values lie below the 0.5 logit limit and 

therefore remain valid anchors for the data analysis. 

 

Summary of Corrections to the Data Set 

Due to a misfitting category on the rating scale (category 6 for Time 1) and 

unacceptable levels of invariance across time for both the items and the categories, the 

following corrections were made to the data set: 

1. The data from all three times were stacked and an “average” rating scale was 

determined. These values were then used as anchor values for the rating scale for all 

three times. 
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2. Items demonstrating sufficient levels of invariance were identified and the values for 

those items on Time 1 were used as anchors when analyzing the data from Times 2 

and 3. 

3. Convergence value was set at 0.001. 

 

Corrected Data (Time 1) 

After performing the above adjustments, I conducted a close examination of the 

corrected Time 1 data for the reading self-efficacy questionnaire. Thereafter, I analyzed 

the data collected from Times 2 and 3, but I only report anomalies or conflicting results 

of those two rounds, as providing an in-depth analysis of the data from all three times 

would result in a large number of overlapping, redundant analyses. 

In addition to the above data, I also provide the means of the raw scores of each 

group for each of the test occasions for this instrument. There were 14 items on the 

questionnaire and each item had an upper limit of 6, so the maximum points that one 

person could possible collect is 84 (6 x 14 = 84). The mean raw scores for the control 

group were 45.77, 48.11, and 47.41 respectively, for the three testing occasions. The 

mean scores for the extensive reading group were 48.32, 52.66, and 52.53, the mean 

scores for the reading strategies groups were 45.04, 51.17, and 51.34 and the means of 

the raw scores for the extensive reading/reading strategies group were 45.06, 53.16, and 

51.64. 

The analysis of the 14 items on the reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

administered at Time 1 (see Table 30) revealed that none of the items misfit the Rasch 

model using the 0.6-1.4 infit MNSQ and outfit MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale 
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questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ 

statistics for the items ranged from 0.69-1.32, the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from 

0.68-1.31. The point-measure correlations for all the items were between 0.53 and 0.75. 

The low standard error (0.08) indicated that the item difficulty estimates were 

reasonably precise. 

 
Table 30. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 
Items (Time 1) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

SE12 2.50 0.08 0.77   -3.1 0.75 -3.0 0.74 
SE13 2.12A 0.08 0.97 -0.4 0.98 -0.2 0.71 
SE11 1.42A 0.08 0.69 -4.6 0.68 -4.6 0.75 
SE08 1.03A 0.08 0.87 -1.8 0.85 -1.9 0.74 
SE06 0.87 0.08 1.24 3.0 1.30 3.5 0.69 
SE03 0.41A 0.08 1.19 2.3 1.21 2.5 0.67 
SE04 -0.17 0.08 1.05 0.7 1.06 0.7 0.67 
SE07 -0.52 0.08 1.11 1.3 1.10 1.3 0.63 
SE14 -0.75 0.08 1.28 3.2 1.27 3.1 0.63 
SE02 -0.76 0.08 1.03   0.4 1.02 0.3 0.69 
SE05 -1.04 0.08 0.93 -0.8 0.93 -0.8 0.69 
SE10 -1.06 0.08 1.04 0.6 1.05 0.6 0.65 
SE09 -1.79 0.08 1.21 2.4 1.23 2.7 0.53 
SE01 -2.19 0.08 1.32 3.7 1.31 3.6 0.60 
M 0.00 0.08 1.05 0.5 1.05 0.5 ----- 
SD 1.37 0.00 0.18 2.4 0.19 2.4 ----- 
Note. SE = Reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; For the measure column, A = 
anchored values that were used in analyzing the data from Times 1, 2, and 3. 
 

The dimensionality of the items on the reading self-efficacy questionnaire was 

investigated using the criteria set by Linacre (2007). The variance explained by the 

items (37.6%) was greater than four times the variance accounted for by the first 

contrast (6.4%), so the first criterion was met. The Rasch model explained 63.6% of the 

variance (eigenvalue = 24.4). This figure was above the 50% criterion, so this criterion 
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was also met. The first residual contrast had an eigenvalue of 2.5, which is over the 1.5 

criterion. This represented 6.4% of the variance. An inspection of the standardized 

residual contrast 1 plot further confirmed the unidimensionality of the construct. 

Overall, the items appeared to form a reasonably unidimensional construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as 

they extend from item SE01 with a difficulty estimate of -2.19 logits to item SE12 with 

a difficulty estimate of 2.50 logits (see Table 30, Figure 11). No significant gaps existed 

in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates 

were present. The item mean is set to 0.00 logits (SD = 1.37) by convention. The mean 

of the person ability estimates, -0.53 logits (SD = 1.35), matched the mean item 

difficulty estimate closely. 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was 1.00 and the item 

separation statistic was 16.17; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately sixteen statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 

estimate was 0.90 and the person separation statistic was 2.94. These statistics indicate 

that the participants’ ability estimates could be divided into approximately three distinct 

groups. 

An inspection of the items revealed a general pattern that seemed consistent with 

the guidelines of reading proficiency set by ACTFL (1986) (see Appendix V for 

ACTFL reading guidelines). According to these guidelines, a high novice, representing 

a relatively low-level reader, would be capable of decoding menus, schedules, maps, 

signs and timetables often through the use of scanning techniques. Along these lines,  
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--------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 
persons with high    | items that are more difficul t to 
reading self-efficacy| endorse 
    5                + 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
    4                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
    3             .  + 
                  .  |T 
                 .#  |  SE12: specific details of a rticle about your major 
                  . T| 
    2             .  +  SE13: main ideas of article  about your major 
                  .  | 
                 .#  |S SE11: specific details of b usiness letter 
                 .#  | 

1 .###  +  SE08: main ideas of front page article 
         SE06: English subtitles in American movie 

               .### S| 
               .###  |  SE03: directions for use of  electronic dictionary 
           .#######  | 
    0   .##########  +M 
                .##  |  SE04: lyrics of English son g 
            .###### M|  SE07: specific details/1-pa ge article about hobby 
             ######  |  SE14: contents of TV guide 
                        SE02: main idea of 20-page book for teenagers 
   -1       .######  +  SE05: specific details of l etter from pen-pal 
                        SE10: specific details of p arty invitation 
              .####  |S 
              .####  | 
                .## S|  SE09: menu items at a fast- food restaurant 
   -2         .####  + 
                 .#  |  SE01: specific details of a  children’s book 
                .##  | 
                 .#  |T 
   -3             .  + 
                  . T| 
                  .  | 
                  .  | 
   -4             .  + 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -5                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
   -6                + 
persons with low     |  
reading self-efficacy| items that are easier to end orse 
--------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 

Note. Each # equals 3 persons. Each . equals 1 to 3 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; “*” = 
items which required recoding the scores. SE = reading self-efficacy questionnaire item.  
Figure 11. Item-person map for the reading self-efficacy questionnaire (time 1).  

 

items SE09 (items on a menu at a fast food restaurant) and SE14 (contents of a TV 

guide) refer to reading tasks that involve scanning for information. The participants 

endorse these items very highly indicating most would feel fairly sure about their ability 

to complete these type of tasks. Item SE10 (specific details of a party invitation) also 

include some of these types of scanning exercises. The participants were relatively 
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certain of their ability to decipher such details as place, date, and time that would be 

included in a party invitation. 

The participants also seemed to consider material that would be age-appropriate 

for teenagers or children to be relatively easy. Item SE01 (specific details of a 

children’s book) and item SE02 (main idea of 20-page book for teenagers) were easily 

endorsed by most participants. Even though item SE mentioned a 20-page book, the 

participants did not seem to consider the length of the book to be problematic. Because 

all the participants were university students, ages 19-21, they believed they could read 

and understand at native English-speaking, teenager level.  

The issue of familiarity might also have played a role in the participants’ level of 

self-efficacy for such tasks as deciphering the specific details in a pen-pal’s letter about 

his summer vacation (item SE05) and the specific details in a one-page article about 

one’s hobby (item SE07). Clearly, the participants view these two tasks as having some 

kind of context that is familiar to them. The familiarity one has with her hobby and 

being able to imagine the summer vacation activities of someone they have been, 

presumably corresponding with for some time allowed the participants to feel sure 

about their ability to complete these tasks. In the ACTFL guidelines, these reading tasks 

to which the readers bring personal interest or knowledge, would be gauged at an 

intermediate-low level. 

In the top half of the item-map, there are several items (reading tasks) that the 

participants found more challenging and therefore more difficult to endorse. Items 

SE03, SE04, SE06, SE08, and SE11-SE13 all show aspects that depart from the above 

guidelines. Although items SE12 (specific details of a newspaper article about a topic 
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related to your major) and SE13 (main idea of a newspaper article about a topic related 

to your major), represent a topic that should be familiar to the participants, they do not 

show high self-efficacy for these tasks. From the standpoint of the participants, the 

English used in newspapers would probably be slightly more academic and therefore 

more difficult to understand. Jargon or other terms specific to a particular academic 

topic would most likely be unfamiliar to the participants, who are essentially novices in 

their fields of economics and law. This rationale also applies to items SE08 (main idea 

of front-page newspaper article) and SE03 (the directions on how to use a new 

electronic dictionary). 

In a similar vein, the idea of reading a business letter (item SE11) would force 

the participants to confront several formal expressions that are generally used in 

business correspondence. These types of expressions would most likely be unfamiliar to 

most of the participants. Furthermore, there is a plethora of business-related topics that 

the business letter could, hypothetically, be written about. Therefore, the participants 

were uncertain as to the topic of the business letter and therefore felt a lack of self-

efficacy when answering this item. According to the ACTFL guidelines (see Appendix 

V for complete set of guidelines), “routinized business letters and simple technical 

material written for the general reader,” would be most appropriate for readers at an 

advanced level. 

Items SE04 (lyrics in an English song) and SE06 (subtitles of an American 

movie) were also fairly poorly endorsed by the participants. The colloquial expressions 

that are often found in movies or songs could prove very difficult for participants to feel 

self-efficacious about. Song lyrics do not often adhere to grammatical rules that guide 
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other forms of writing and therefore could prove problematic to the reader. Movie 

subtitles are transcriptions of dialogs and therefore might also lack strict adherence to 

grammatical rules. False starts and other features that are often found in spoken English 

but not found in formal English writing can also cause difficulty for readers. Song lyrics 

and movies can also include inferences that must be made on the part of the reader to 

maintain a clear understanding of the content. This subjective nature of movie scripts 

and song lyrics might have been interpreted by the participants as difficult to endorse. 

 
Table 31. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 
 (Time 1)  
Item Measure Topic 
SE12 2.50 specific details of article about your major 
SE13 2.12 main ideas of article about your major 
SE11 1.42 specific details of business letter 
SE08 1.03 main ideas of front page newspaper article 
SE06 0.87 English subtitles in American movie 
SE03 0.41 directions for use of electronic dictionary 
SE04 -0.17 lyrics of English song 
SE07 -0.52 specific details in a one-page article about hobby 
SE14 -0.75 contents of TV guide 
SE02 -0.76 main idea of 20-page book for teenagers 
SE05 -1.04 specific details of letter from pen-pal 
SE10 -1.06 specific details of party invitation 
SE09 -1.79 menu items at a fast-food restaurant 
SE01 -2.19 specific details of a children’s book 
Note. SE = Reading self-efficacy questionnaire item. 
 

The item difficulty estimates for Time 1 cover the range of person ability 

estimates well, as they extend from item SE01 with a difficulty estimate of -2.19 logits 

to item SE12 with a difficulty estimate of 2.50 logits (see Table 32 for item 

measurements [Times 1, 2, 3]). Similar values can be seen in the data for times 2 and 3. 
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No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the 

person ability estimates were present for Times 1, 2, and 3. 

After the above corrections were made, no major changes occurred. All of the 

items maintain their fit status and standard error. In addition, the item ranking became 

fairly stable across the three occasions (see Table 32 for a comparison of the item 

measurements [Times 1, 2, and 3]). The upper half of the measurement scale did not 

fluctuate at all. The rankings for the items from SE12 down to SE14 maintained the 

same rank all three times. However, in the lower levels, there was minor fluctuation. 

Item SE02 was the least stable, as it moved from 10th place in time 1 to 13th place in  

 
Table 32. Comparison of Item Measurements for the Reading Self-Efficacy 
Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3) 

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

SE12 2.50 SE12 2.30 SE12 2.26 
SE13 2.12 SE13 2.12 SE13 2.12 
SE11 1.42 SE11 1.42 SE11 1.42 
SE08 1.03 SE08 1.03 SE08 1.03 
SE06 0.87 SE06 0.81 SE06 0.63 
SE03 0.41 SE03 0.41 SE03 0.41 
SE04 -0.17 SE04 0.10 SE04 0.13 
SE07 -0.52 SE07 -0.30 SE07 -0.22 
SE14 -0.75 SE14 -0.36 SE14 -0.37 
SE02 -0.76 SE05 -0.73 SE10 -0.63 
SE05 -1.04 SE10 -0.77 SE05 -0.70 
SE10 -1.06 SE09 -1.26 SE09 -1.20 
SE09 -1.79 SE02 -1.31 SE02 -1.25 
SE01 -2.19 SE01 -2.71 SE01 -2.60 

M 0.00  0.05  0.07 
SD 1.37  1.35  1.31 
Note. SE = item from the reading self-efficacy questionnaire. 
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time 2, and maintained that position in time 3. The other items in the lower half, items 

SE05, SE10, SE09, SE01 moved at most one rank over the course of the study. 

 

The Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire 

The purpose of the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire (see 

Appendices O and P for completed versions of the questionnaire) was to assess student 

beliefs in regards to reading strategies and to determine to what degree they believed 

using these strategies could help improve their reading comprehension.  To this end, 

only one version of the questionnaire was developed and the same questionnaire items 

were used over the three rounds of testing. The perceived utility of reading strategies 

questionnaire was based on Macaro’s (2006) framework of strategies, falling very 

closely in line with Anderson’s (1985) cognitive theory of learning, which details 

strategies as essential components of processing theory rather than shortcuts to faster 

processing.  

Because some problems with the items and the rating scale occurred over the 

three occasions of testing, I first address these issues, explaining how I solved the 

problems. I then provide a comprehensive overview of the Time 1 data, including tables 

and figures. After that, major changes or anomalies in data from times 2 and 3 are 

introduced. 

 

Rating Scale Calibrations  

The category structure of the six original categories for the perceived utility of reading 

strategies questionnaire (see Table 33 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, 
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standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences for the perceived utility of 

reading strategies questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]) was examined using the above 

criteria (Linacre, 1999; Wolfe & Smith, 2007). On all three occasions, Category 1 had 

the lowest observed count, but was still well above the minimum of ten, so the first 

criterion was met. In addition, the counts increase for each category and peak near the 

middle at category 4, therefore meeting the second and third criteria. According to the 

above criteria, the outfit mean square statistics should be between .8 and 1.4. This is 

clearly the case for all the outfit ratings, except for category 1 at time 3. Due to this 

violation, criterion 4 was not met. The category thresholds increase along with the 

rating scale categories, so criterion 5 was met. In regards to the last criterion, all the 

category threshold calibrations should be at least 0.59 and no more than 5.0. All of the 

thresholds meet this criterion except for the threshold between categories 1 and 2 on 

Times 1, 2, and 3. In these instances, there is a separation value of 0.35 and 0.40, and 

0.44, respectively. In addition to the few problems related to the above criteria, 

inspection of the standardized differences also revealed problems with the invariance of 

the categories across time (see Table 33 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, 

standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences for the perceived utility of 

reading strategies questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). Standardized differences values 

less than 2.00 indicate invariance across time and represent a stable category. All of the 

categories have at least one standardized value that is over 2.00, showing that none of 

these categories exhibit proper levels of invariance. 
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Table 33. Uncorrected Rating Scale Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Perceived Utility of 
Reading Strategies Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3) 

 
Category 

 
Observed count (%) 

 
Average measure 

 
Category threshold (S.E.) 

 
Outfit MNSQa 

Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1-2 T1-3 
1 200 (3%) 106 (1%) 132 (2%) -2.99 -3.38 -3.39 -- (--) -- (--) -- (--) 1.27 1.19 1.50 ---- ---- 
2 531 (7%) 359 (5%) 406 (5%) -1.60 -1.93 -1.92 -1.53 (.08) -1.94 (.10) -1.96 (.10) 0.95 1.04 1.01 3.20 3.36 
3 1388 (18%) 1285 (17%) 1397 (18%) -0.63 -0.85 -0.81 -1.18 (.04) -1.54 (.05) -1.52 (.05) 0.95 0.90 0.88 5.63 5.31 
4 2255 (29%) 2553 (33%) 2560 (33%) 0.37 0.41 0.43 -.29 (.03) -.42 (.03) -.33 (.03) 0.96 0.96 0.95 3.07 0.94 
5 1992 (26%) 2280 (30%) 2274 (29%) 1.64 2.03 2.00 .92 (.03) 1.12 (.03) 1.08 (.03) 0.87 0.99 0.88 -4.72 -3.77 
6 1362 (18%) 1145 (15%) 959 (12%) 3.37 4.00 3.96 2.09 (.04) 2.78 (.04) 2.73 (.04) 1.11 1.10 1.11 -12.19 -11.31 

a Mean square outfit indices greater than 2.00 indicate rating scale misfit. 
bAbsolute standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate rating scale invariance across time.
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 The data for all three occasions, using the 6-point scale, were stacked (Wolfe 

and Chiu, 1999) in a single data set, maintaining the item identity across the three 

occasions but regarding each person as unique at each time period. Therefore, for this 

data set, there were essentially 966 participants (3 x 322), instead of the actual 322 

participants (see Table 34 for a summary of the stacked data of the category structure 

for the 6-point rating scale for the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire 

[Times 1, 2, and 3]). 

 
Table 34. Summary of the Stacked Data of the Category Structure for the 6-point Rating 
Scale for the Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire for  
Times 1, 2, and 3 
  

Count (%) 
 

Infit MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 Strongly disagree 438 (2%) 1.21 1.32 None (-3.20) 
2 Disagree 1296 (6%) 0.97 0.99 -1.76 -1.78 
3 Slightly disagree 4070 (18%) 0.91 0.91 -1.39 -0.75 
4 Slightly agree 7368 (32%) 0.93 0.95 -0.35 0.39 
5 Agree 6546 (28%) 0.85 0.91 1.02 1.85 
6 Strongly agree 3466 (15%) 1.16 1.11 2.48 (3.72) 
 

By stacking the data in this way, an “average” underlying rating scale was 

created and was used to describe the data over the three rounds of testing. These 

calibrations were then used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses of the data for 

all three occasions. However, despite this intervention, the unacceptably small threshold 

level, 0.37, between categories 1 and 2 persisted. Therefore, categories 1 (Strongly 

disagree) and 2 (Disagree) were collapsed and renamed (Disagree) (see Table 35 for a 

summary of the stacked data of the category structure for the collapsed 5-point rating 

scale for the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). It 

must be noted that once the 6-point scale was collapsed to a 5-point scale, the new 
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minimum separation criterion for the thresholds was 0.81. After collapsing categories 1 

and 2, all of the separation values met this criterion. After collapsing the two categories, 

all of the infit and outfit values were within acceptable ranges. It was only after 

following this series of steps that the category data was considered accurate and the 

calibrations were then used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses of the data for 

all three occasions. 

 
Table 35. Stacked Data of the Category Structure for a Collapsed 5-point Rating Scale 
for the Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies Questionnaire for Times 1, 2, and 3 
  

Count (%) 
 

Infit MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 Disagree 1734 (7%) 1.07 1.10 None (-3.03) 
2 Slightly disagree 4070 (18%) 0.93 0.94 -1.69 -1.41 
3 Slightly agree 7368 (32%) 0.94 0.96 -0.87 -0.10 
4 Agree 6546 (28%) 0.87 0.92 0.54 1.38 
5 Strongly agree 3466 (15%) 1.13 1.09 2.02 (3.27) 
 

Item Calibrations 

The analysis of the 24 items on the perceived utility of reading strategies 

questionnaire administered at Times 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 36 for the uncorrected item 

calibrations, standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences [Times 1, 2, and 

3]) revealed that three items, SR08, SR09, and SR10 misfit the Rasch model using the 

0.6-1.4 outfit MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, 

Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). At Time 1, the infit values for these three items were 

1.59, 1.62, and 1.61, respectively. The outfit values were 1.66, 1.65, 1.64, respectively. 

A quick perusal of the infit and outfit values for times 2 and 3 also revealed that items 

SR09 and SR10 were still problematic on the third time of testing. It was decided that 

items SR09 and SR10 would be deleted, but SR08 would be retained. 
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A rationale for retaining item SR08 while deleting items SR09 and SR10 is 

warranted. First, items SR09 and SR10 were consistently misfitting on the first and 

third occasions. The infit values for item SR09 on the three tests were 1.62, 1.32, and 

1.65, and the outfit values were 1.65, 1.30, and 1.47. The infit values for item SR10 

were 1.61, 1.02, and 1.40, and the outfit values were 1.64, 1.01, and 1.44. Item SR08 

was slightly better on all accounts. The infit values were 1.59, 1.07, and 1.05, and the 

outfit values were 1.66, 1.13, and 1.08, respectively. It can be seen that the fit values for 

item SR08 gradually improve from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. This is not the case for 

items SR09 and SR10. 

It was also found that by deleting, items SR8-SR10, the fit values for items 

SR16 and SR24 became unacceptable and possibly needed to be deleted. Because items 

SR08, SR16, and SR24 are all connected to a common theme, an inferencing strategy, 

this strategy would go unrepresented in the data set if they were all deleted. Therefore, 

item SR08 was retained in the data.  

An explanation about item SR08 and its connection to items SR16 and SR24 

follows. In the top section of the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire 

(see Appendices O and P for completed versions of the questionnaire), the participants 

are required to gauge the degree to which the use of eight, unique strategies would help 

them improve their overall English reading comprehension. Item SR08 asked the 

participants to gauge the value of using the strategy, inferring the author’s feelings or 

underlying information from the text. This item was also connected to items SR16 and 

SR24. In the second section of the questionnaire, the participants were asked to decide 

which would be more helpful, using the above-mentioned strategy (SR08) or 
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memorizing vocabulary, and in the third section, the participants were asked to decide 

which would be more helpful, using the above-mentioned strategy (SR08) or learning 

grammar. It is hypothesized that the participants might not have fully understood the 

inferring strategy that was being asked of them, and therefore might have interpreted the 

item in several different ways. However, as the study continued, the participants were 

more aware of the accurate interpretation of inferring strategies and therefore could 

answer items SR08, SR16, and SR24 more reliably at times 2 and 3. This was evident in 

the infit and outfit values for times 2 and 3, which were within acceptable limits.  

The person ability estimates were calculated with and without item SR08; the 

two sets of estimates were found to have a Pearson correlation of .997. Therefore, the 

confounding effects of retaining the item are obviously minimal. In the end, item SR08 

was retained and items SR09 and SR10 were deleted. 

The low standard errors (.07-.09) for Time 1, (0.07-0.08) for times 2 and 3 

indicated that the item difficulty estimates were precise. The Rasch item reliability 

estimates were .99 for all three occasions, indicating that these distributions of items 

contain enough variability to create distinct strata of item difficulties. Item separation 

indices for the three occasions were, 13.93, 11.54, and 10.74, respectively. The 

robustness of the items is underscored by the relatively low standard deviation of the 

standardized mean square outfit statistics that are well below the expected value of 1.00.  

However, some problems did surface after analyzing the standardized differences 

of the items. Because Time 1 was considered to be the base from which participant 

beliefs would later be compared, invariance was evaluated by comparing Time 2 to 
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Table 36. Uncorrected Item Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Perceived Utility of 
Reading Strategies Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

  
Standard error 

 Standardized Outfit 
MNSQa 

 Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1-2 T1-3 
SR01 -2.15 -1.68 -1.64  0.09 0.08 0.08  1.29 0.96 0.99  -3.92 -4.25 
SR02 -1.78 -1.42 -1.38  0.08 0.08 0.08  1.32 1.09 0.98  -3.19 -3.54 
SR03 -1.53 -1.03 -1.00  0.08 0.08 0.07  1.01 0.91 0.80  -4.42 -5.00 
SR04 -1.50 -1.09 -1.02  0.08 0.08 0.07  1.08 0.93 0.90  -3.63 -4.53 
SR05 0.15 0.20 0.15  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.25 1.01 1.08  -0.51 0.00 
SR06 -1.30 -1.02 -0.83  0.08 0.08 0.07  1.01 0.90 0.84  -2.48 -4.43 
SR07 -1.43 -1.00 -0.83  0.08 0.08 0.07  1.01 0.94 0.84  -3.81 -5.66 
SR08 0.08 0.42 0.30  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.69 1.11 1.04  -3.43 -2.22 
SR09 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
SR10 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
SR11 0.60 0.29 0.26  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.82 0.73 0.78  3.13 3.43 
SR12 0.45 0.24 0.24  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.84 0.75 0.74  2.12 2.12 
SR13 1.43 1.10 1.02  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.07 0.99 0.95  3.33 4.14 
SR14 0.49 0.35 0.26  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.76 0.74 0.64  1.41 2.32 
SR15 0.39 0.33 0.26  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.86 0.73 0.64  0.61 1.31 
SR16 1.35 1.20 1.08  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.45 1.19 1.13  1.52 2.73 
SR17 0.25 -0.04 0.06  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.46 1.14 1.18  2.93 1.92 
SR18 0.46 0.13 0.21  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.39 0.99 1.22  3.33 2.52 
SR19 0.41 0.17 0.23  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.82 0.66 0.65  2.42 1.82 
SR20 0.44 0.16 0.25  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.71 0.61 0.75  2.83 1.92 
SR21 1.19 0.96 0.90  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.11 0.88 0.95  2.32 2.93 
SR22 0.44 0.33 0.27  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.78 0.66 0.61  1.11 1.72 
SR23 0.38 0.25 0.25  0.07 0.07 0.07  0.79 0.65 0.60  1.31 1.31 
SR24 1.19 1.15 0.95  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.29 1.20 1.10  0.40 1.52 
M 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.08 0.90 0.88    
SD 1.06 0.82 0.76  0.01 0.01 0.00  0.27 0.18 0.19    

Note. SR = perceived utility of reading strategy questionnaire item; a Absolute standardized outfit MNSQ indices greater than 2.00 indicate item misfit; bAbsolute 
standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate item invariance across time; SR09 and SR10 were deleted.
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Time 1, and Time 3 to Time 1. Many of the item parameters (68% between Time 1 and 

Time 2 and 64% from Time 1 to Time 3) display parameter instability over time. 

Overall, seventeen of the remaining 22 items, SR01-SR04, SR06-SR08, SR11-SR14, 

and SR16-SR21, reveal parameter instability on at least one of the time transitions. 

To address this issue, Wolfe and Chiu (1999) recommend a series of steps that 

should be followed to eliminate possibly confounding variance from the data. Because 

fifteen of the items were not invariant over the three occasions, it is imperative to 

anchor them to achieve appropriate levels of invariance over the three occasions from 

Time 1 to Times 2 and 3. With these items anchored, accurate comparisons of the 

person ability estimates can be better made over the three occasions. Therefore, the 

measurement values for Time 1 for items SR05, SR15, SR22, SR23, SR24 were 

anchored to analyze the data in Times 2 and 3. 

One concern that arises when anchoring values for items is the possibly negative 

impact that anchoring can have on the data. To safeguard against this, random 

displacement values were calculated. Wright and Douglas (1976) claim that random 

displacement values less than 0.5 logits are unlikely to have much impact on a test 

instrument. After the anchoring of the stable items (SR05, SR15, SR22, SR23, SR24) 

took place, it was found that there were displacement values for all items on the 

questionnaire for all three rounds of the test. Although these values were not high, it 

was considered important to set the convergence criteria at a very conservative level, 

.001. This degree of strictness alleviated the issue of displacement on all items of the 

questionnaire on the three occasions of testing. The displacement values for the anchor 

items at time 2 ranged from -0.06 to 0.11, and for time 3 they ranged from -0.09 to 0.14. 
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All of these values lie below the 0.5 logit criterion and therefore were retained as valid 

anchor items for the data analysis. 

 

Summary of Corrections to the Data Set 

Due to misfitting items (SR09 and SR10 for Times 1, 2 and 3), a misfitting 

category on the rating scale (category 1 for Time 3), unacceptable levels of invariance 

across time for both the items and the categories, the following corrections were made 

to the data set: 

1. The data from all three times was stacked and an “average” rating scale was created. 

These values were then used as anchor values for the rating scale for all three times. 

2. Categories 1 and 2 were collapsed. 

3. Items SR09 and SR10 were deleted. 

4. Items demonstrating sufficient levels of invariance were identified and the values for 

those items on Time 1 were used as anchors when analyzing the data from Times 2 

and 3. 

5. Convergence values set at .001. 

 

Corrected Data (Time 1) 

After performing the above adjustments, I conducted a close examination of the 

corrected Time 1 data for the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire (see 

Appendices O and P for completed versions of the questionnaire). Thereafter, I 

analyzed the data collected from Times 2 and 3, but I only report anomalies or 
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conflicting results of those two rounds, as providing an in-depth analysis of the data 

from all three times would result in a large number of overlapping, redundant analyses. 

In addition to the above data, I also provide the means of the raw scores of each 

group for each of the test occasions for this instrument. There were 24 items on the 

questionnaire and each item had a upper limit of 6, so the maximum points that one 

person could possible collect is 144 (6 x 24 = 144). The mean raw scores for the control 

group were 98.63, 100.63, and 95.51 respectively, for the three testing occasions. The 

mean scores for the extensive reading group were 104.89, 103.41, and 102.42, the mean 

scores for the reading strategies groups were 100.56, 102.83, and 103.07, and the mean 

raw scores for the extensive reading/reading strategies group were 100.90, 105.20, and 

102.55. 

The analysis of the 22 items (SR09 and SR10 were deleted) on the perceived 

utility of extensive reading questionnaire administered at Time 1 (see Table 37) 

revealed that only one item, SR08, misfit the Rasch model using the 0.6-1.4 infit MNSQ 

and outfit MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, 

& Martin-Lof, 1994). As explained above, it was important to retain item SR08 in the 

data set. It had an infit MNSQ value of 1.58 and outfit MNSQ of 1.69. A quick perusal 

of the data from times 2 and 3 show that item fit was much better. Therefore, 

considering the above explanation and because the item fit was much better at times 2 

and 3, the item was retained. 

In addition to the problematic item SR08, items SR16 and SR17 showed slightly 

elevated outfit values on time 1. The infit values for these two items were 1.37, and the 

outfit values were 1.45 and 1.46, respectively. Because the outfit values are not grossly 
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misfitting on time 1 and a perusal of the outfit values of times 2 and 3 show that these 

items do not misfit at all, both items were retained in the data set. 

Besides items SR04, SR16, and SR17, the infit MNSQ statistics for the other 

items ranged from 0.75-1.33, the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from 0.78-1.39. The 

point-measure correlations for all the items were between 0.27 and 0.70. The low 

standard errors (0.07-0.09) indicated that the item difficulty estimates were precise. 

 
Table 37. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies 
Questionnaire Items (Time 1) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

SR13 1.44 0.07 1.06   0.9 1.07 0.9 0.62 
SR16 1.36 0.07 1.37 4.6 1.45 5.5 0.55 
SR21 1.20 0.07 1.11 1.5 1.11 1.4 0.62 
SR24 1.19A 0.07 1.30 3.8 1.29 3.7 0.61 
SR11 0.61 0.07 0.82 -2.5 0.82 -2.5 0.65 
SR14 0.50 0.07 0.75 -3.6 0.76 -3.4 0.70 
SR18 0.47 0.07 1.33 4.0 1.39 4.7 0.52 
SR12 0.46 0.07 0.84 -2.2 0.84 -2.3 0.67 
SR20 0.45 0.07 0.72 -4.1 0.71 -4.2 0.69 
SR22 0.44A 0.07 0.79   -3.0 0.78 -3.1 0.69 
SR19 0.42 0.07 0.83 -2.4 0.82 -2.5 0.64 
SR15 0.39A 0.07 0.86 -1.9 0.86 -1.9 0.67 
SR23 0.38A 0.07 0.79 -3.0 0.79 -3.0 0.67 
SR17 0.26 0.07 1.37 4.5 1.46 5.3 0.52 
SR05 0.15A 0.07 1.19 2.3 1.25 3.1 0.50 
SR08 0.08 0.07 1.58 6.6 1.69 7.5 0.44 
SR06 -1.30 0.08 1.02 0.3 1.01 0.2 0.46 
SR04 -1.43 0.08 1.01 0.2 1.01 0.2 0.41 
SR07 -1.49 0.08 1.04 0.6 1.08 0.9 0.38 
SR03 -1.52 0.08 1.07 0.8 1.01 0.1 0.40 
SR02 -1.77 0.08 1.20 2.4 1.32 3.0 0.30 
SR01 -2.14 0.09 1.21 2.3 1.29 2.5 0.27 
Mean 0.01 0.07 1.06 0.5 1.08 0.7 ----- 
(SD) 1.06 0.01 0.23 3.0 0.27 3.3 ----- 
Note. SR = Perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire item; For the measure 
column, A = Anchored values used in analyzing the data from Times 1, 2, and 3; Items 
SR09 and SR10 were deleted. 
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Because secondary dimensions in the data appear in the contrasts, when 

interpreting the results, the emphasis is placed on the third, fourth, and fifth criteria. 

The dimensionality of the items on the perceived utility of reading strategies 

questionnaire was investigated using the criteria set by Linacre (2007). The variance 

explained by the items (35.8%) was not greater than four times the variance accounted 

for by the first contrast (10.5%), so the first criterion was not met. The Rasch model 

explained 54.0% of the variance (eigenvalue = 25.9), which was above the 50% 

criterion. The first contrast had an eigenvalue of 5.0, which was well over the 3.0 

criterion. This represented 10.5% of the variance.  

Because the last criterion mentioned above, the eigenvalue of the first contrast 

did not meet the criterion, it was deemed necessary to conduct further investigation into 

the dimensionality of this construct. First, the standardized residual loadings for the 

items were analyzed. The positively loading items were items 1-8, and the negatively 

loading items were items 9-24 (see Appendices O and P for completed versions of the 

questionnaire). After closely reviewing the instrument, it was found that these 

categories correspond exactly to the sections of the questionnaire. 

There are three sections to the questionnaire. The first section requires the 

participants to rate to what degree a set of reading strategies could help them improve 

their reading comprehension. In the second section, these same, original eight reading 

strategies are teamed up with the study method of memorizing vocabulary. The 

participants are asked to decide if each reading strategy would be more helpful in 

improving their reading comprehension than simply memorizing vocabulary. This 

means that the participants have to reference back to section 1 to answer items 9-16. 
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Item 1 is referred to in item 9, item 2 is referred to in item 10, and so on. In a similar 

fashion, the items in section three refer to section one items also. In section three, the 

original, eight reading strategies (items 1-8) are teamed up with another possible study 

method, learning grammar. Participants are asked to decide if each reading strategy is 

more effective in helping them improve their reading comprehension than learning 

grammar. Item 1 is referred to in item 17, and item 2 is referred to in item 18, and so on.  

An analysis of these loadings showed that the participants might have been 

considering the effectiveness of these reading strategies (items 1-8) differently when 

they were presented in isolation (items 1-8) and when they were presented in 

combination with the study methods of memorizing vocabulary or learning grammar. 

Presented in isolation, most participants highly endorsed the reading strategies, but 

when asked to rate the effectiveness of reading strategies when comparing them to 

memorizing vocabulary or learning grammar, the participants did not endorse the items 

highly. Although the data might show that there is more than one dimension to this 

construct, the fact that the items in sections 2 and 3 related directly back to the items in 

section 1, it is hard to imagine the items in those three sections being fundamentally 

made up of different dimensions.  

In order to further support the hypothesis that the 24 items on this questionnaire 

represented one unidimensional construct, more calculations were conducted. First, the 

data were run after deleting items 1-8 and the person ability estimates were collected. 

Next, the data were run after deleting items 9-24 and the person ability estimates were 

exported to EXCEL and then to SPSS. When both sets of person ability estimates were 

correlated using SPSS, the Pearson correlation coefficient was .83. This shows that the 
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two sets of data correlated at .83. If the data were multi-dimensional, one would expect 

the correlation coefficient to be lower than 80%, which it is not. Therefore, after 

considering the issue from logical and statistical standpoints, it was determined that 

perceived utility of reading strategies, as defined by the items on the questionnaire (see 

Appendices O and P for completed versions of the questionnaire), was acceptably 

unidimensional. An inspection of the standardized residual contrast 1 plot further 

confirmed the unidimensionality of the construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as 

they extend from item SR01 with a difficulty estimate of -2.14 logits to item SR13 with 

a difficulty estimate of 1.44 logits (see Table 37, Figure 12). No significant gaps existed 

in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates 

were present. The item mean is set to 0 logits (SD = 1.06) by convention. The mean of 

the person ability estimates, 0.43 logits (SD = 1.08), matched the mean item difficulty 

estimate closely. 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .99 and the item 

separation statistic was 13.92; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately fourteen statistically distinct levels. In addition, the Rasch person 

reliability estimate was .89 and the person separation statistic was 2.89.  

An inspection of the items revealed a general pattern of item difficulty that can partly be 

explained by the way in which the items were presented on the questionnaire. As 

mentioned above, the items on the questionnaire were divided into three sections, eight 

questions per section. The first section showcased the main eight reading strategies of  
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--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------  
Persons who think    | Items that are more difficul t to  
strategies are useful| endorse 
                     | 
    5             .  + 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
    4             .  + 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                  .  | 
                  .  | 
    3             .  + 
                  .  | 
                  .  | 
                  .  | 
                  . T| 
                 .#  |T 
    2            .#  + 
                 .#  | 
                 .#  | 
                .##  |  SR13: predicting end of story > memorizing vocabulary 
                .## S|  SR16: inferring author’s feelings > memorizing vocabulary 
               ####  |  SR21: predicting end of story > learning grammar   
                        SR24: inferring author’s feelings > learning grammar 
    1       .######  +S 
              .####  | 
           .#######  |  SR11: main idea of paragraph > memorizing vocabulary 
         ##########  |  SR14: topic of an entire passage > memorizing vocabulary  
                        SR18: guessing word meaning from component parts > learning grammar   
                        SR12: main idea of entire passage > memorizing vocabulary 
                        SR20: main idea of entire passage > learning grammar   
                        SR22: topic of entire passage > learning grammar 
            .###### M|  SR15: topic of a paragraph > memorizing vocabulary   
                        SR17: guessing word meaning from context > memorizing vocabulary   
                        SR19: main idea of paragraph > learning grammar   
                        SR23: topic of a paragraph > learning grammar 
          .########  |  SR05: predicting the end of  story    
                        SR08: inferring author’s feelings 
    0      .#######  +M 
       .###########  | 
          .########  | 
                .## S| 
             .#####  | 
                ###  | 
   -1           .##  +S 
                 .#  | 
                  .  |  SR06: topic of entire passage 
                  # T|  SR04: main idea of entire passage 
                        SR03: main idea of paragraph 
                        SR07: topic of paragraph 
                  .  | 
                     |  SR02: guessing word meaning from component parts 
   -2                + 
                     |T SR01: guessing word meaning from context 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -3                + 
Persons who think    | 
strategies are not   | 
useful               | Items that are easier to end orse 
--------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Note. Each # equals 3 persons. Each . equals 1 to 2 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; SR = 
perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire item; “>” means “more helpful in 
improving reading comprehension”; Items SR09 and SR10 have been deleted.  
Figure 12. Item-person map for the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire 
(time 1). 
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the study. The participants were asked to rate, in isolation, to what degree each of these 

reading strategies could help improve their reading comprehension. In the second and 

third sections, these original eight reading strategies were compared to memorizing  

vocabulary (section two) and learning grammar (section three). In these sections, the 

participants were supposed to rate to what degree the original eight reading strategies 

would help them in comparison to either memorizing vocabulary or learning grammar. 

It becomes clear after analyzing the descriptive statistics of the questionnaire 

(see Table 38 for description of item difficulty for the perceived utility of reading 

strategies questionnaire [Time 1]) and the item map (See Figure 12) that the participants 

found endorsing the eight reading strategies (items SR01-SR08), in isolation, much 

easier than when they were asked to compare these same reading strategies to 

memorizing vocabulary (items SR09-SR16) or learning grammar (items SR17-SR24). 

All of the first eight items, which highlight individually the reading strategies in this 

study, lie at the bottom of the item measure hierarchy, and therefore were much easier 

than other items to endorse. In other words, the participants seemed to think that the 

reading strategies were practical and useful in assisting them with their reading 

comprehension.  

However, we see those ideas shift as we peruse the upper parts of the item 

measure hierarchy. It becomes clear that when compared to memorizing vocabulary or 

learning grammar, the reading strategies did not seem as helpful as they did when they 

were presented in the first section in isolation. 
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Within these varying levels of endorseability, there were also other patterns that 

emerged from the data. Even though the first eight items, which highlighted the reading 

strategies in isolation, were clumped at the bottom of the difficulty scale, there was a 

clear, logical pattern of the hierarchy. The hierarchy that emerged from items SR01-

SR08 (see Table 38 for description of the item difficulty for the perceived utility of 

reading strategies questionnaire [Time 1]) shows that the participants considered the 

cognitive energy that would need to be spent in using each strategy. For example, when 

trying to guess vocabulary meaning from surrounding contextual clues (item SR01), 

readers would generally be required to read words or possibly a sentence around the 

vocabulary term in question. Related information around the vocabulary term would be 

limited and therefore, it would be relatively easy to deploy this type of strategy. 

However, item SR04, which asks the participants to rate the usefulness of the strategy, 

finding the main idea of the entire reading passage, was found to be more difficult for 

the participants to endorse because the amount of relevant information that would need 

to be processed in order to successfully deploy the strategy would be much greater than 

with item SR01, guessing vocabulary meaning from surrounding context.  

There is a very clear breakdown of these reading strategies and their item 

measures based on the amount of cognitive energy that would need to be expended to 

utilize these particular strategies. Items SR01 and SR02 refer to strategies that involve 

vocabulary. Relevant information that would need to be processed in order to deploy 

these types of strategies would most likely be restricted to surrounding words or 

sentences. The participants endorsed these items most easily. 
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Next, in order of difficulty were items SR07 and SR03. These items asked the 

participants to gauge the usefulness of the strategies, finding the topic and main idea of 

a paragraph. For these questions, the scope of relevance would be restricted to a single 

paragraph embedded in the reading passage. 

As the scope of relevance widened, items SR04 and SR06, require the 

participants to rate the usefulness of the strategies, finding the topic and main idea of an 

entire reading passage. In this respect, the readers would be required to process the 

information in an entire reading passage, as compared to surrounding words or 

sentences, or a single paragraph. These two items were rated more difficult than the 

prior four explained above.  

Finally, items SR05 and SR08, which required the participants to rate the 

usefulness of the strategies, predicting the end of the story, and inferring the author’s 

feelings or underlying information from the reading text, added an additional cognitive 

burden on the participants. In order to deploy these types of strategies, not only did the 

participants have to process several, and sometimes separate parts of the text, but they 

also had to formulate their own notions about what the author was trying to convey 

through his or her writing. This additional cognitive burden was seen, by the 

participants as less helpful to their reading comprehension, and these items were, 

therefore, not endorsed highly in comparison to the other items in section one of the 

questionnaire. 

Overall, the results seem to show that the participants value strategies that will 

allow them to process on a relatively limited, bottom-up level, more highly than 

strategies that might allow them to process the passage in a top-down fashion.  They 
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seem to place importance on decoding reading passages and on understanding semantic 

and syntactic cues. 

This general pattern seems to resonate through the item difficulty hierarchies of 

the items in sections two and three as well. Items SR13 and SR 21, referring to 

predicting the end of a story, and items SR16 and SR24, referring to inferring the 

author’s feelings or underlying information from the reading text, were the four most 

difficult items on the questionnaire for participants to endorse. 

There was little difference in the difficulty measures of the items in sections two 

and three, pertaining to the main idea and topic of the passages and single paragraphs. 

They clumped tightly with a range from 0.61 for item SR11 to 0.38 for item SR23; 

however, items pertaining to finding the topic (items SR15 and SR23) or the main idea 

of a paragraph (item SR19) were still more easily endorsed by the participants than the 

items pertaining to finding the topic (items SR22 and SR14) or main idea (items SR20 

and SR12) of the entire passage. 

There did not seem to be a significant difference between the items in section 

two, which compared the strategies to memorizing vocabulary or section three, which 

compared the strategies to learning grammar. The participants did not seem to favor one 

method over the other. Both memorizing vocabulary and learning grammar were valued 

highly by most participants as viable ways of improving their reading comprehension, 

when compared to the reading strategies. 

The item difficulty estimates for Time 1 cover the range of person ability 

estimates well, as they extend from item SR01 with a difficulty estimate of -2.14 logits 

to item SR13 with a difficulty estimate of 1.44 logits (see Table 39 for item 
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measurements [Times 1, 2, 3]). Similar values can be seen in the data for times 2 and 3. 

No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the 

person ability estimates were present for Times 1, 2, and 3. 

Table 38. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies 
Questionnaire (Time 1)  
Item Measure Topic 
SR13 1.44 predicting end of story > memorizing vocabulary 
SR16 1.36 inferring author’s feelings > memorizing vocabulary 
SR21 1.20 predicting end of story > learning grammar 
SR24 1.19 inferring author’s feelings > learning grammar 
SR11 0.61 main idea of paragraph > memorizing vocabulary 
SR14 0.50 topic of an entire passage > memorizing vocabulary 
SR18 0.47 guessing word meaning from component parts > learning grammar 
SR12 0.46 main idea of entire passage > memorizing vocabulary 
SR20 0.45 main idea of entire passage > learning grammar 
SR22 0.44 topic of entire passage > learning grammar 
SR19 0.42 main idea of paragraph > learning grammar 
SR15 0.39 topic of a paragraph > memorizing vocabulary 
SR23 0.38 topic of a paragraph > learning grammar 
SR17 0.26 guessing word meaning from context > memorizing vocabulary 
SR05 0.15 predicting the end of  story 
SR08 0.08 inferring author’s feelings 
SR06 -1.30 topic of entire passage 
SR04 -1.43 topic of paragraph 
SR07 -1.49 main idea of entire passage 
SR03 -1.52 main idea of paragraph 
SR02 -1.77 guessing word meaning from component parts 
SR01 -2.14 guessing word meaning from context 
Note. SR = Perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire item; Items SR09 and 
SR10 were deleted. 

 

After making the above corrections, there was fluctuation in the item ranking 

over the three occasions (see Table 39 for the item measurements at times 1, 2, and 3). 

The lower half of the measurement scale fluctuated slightly. The rankings for the items 

from SR01 down to SR06 fluctuated at most one level over the three tests. However, in 

the upper levels, considerably more fluctuation occurred. Item SR08 was the most 
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unstable, as it moved from seventh place in time 1 to eighteenth place in time 2, to 

seventeenth place in time 3. Item SR20 also showed some variability. It moved from 

fourteenth to tenth to thirteenth over the course of the study. It should also be noted that 

because many of the measurement values for those items in the middle of the scale were 

so close, many of the rankings of the items changed, but the difficulty values stayed the  

  
Table 39. Comparison of Item Measurements for the Perceived Utility of Reading 
Strategies Questionnaire (Times 1, 2, and 3)  

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

SR13 1.44 SR16 1.27 SR16 1.22 
SR16 1.36 SR24 1.19 SR24 1.19 
SR21 1.20 SR13 1.17 SR13 1.16 
SR24 1.19 SR21 1.03 SR21 1.04 
SR11 0.61 SR08 0.49 SR22 0.44 
SR14 0.50 SR22 0.44 SR08 0.44 
SR18 0.47 SR14 0.42 SR14 0.41 
SR12 0.46 SR15 0.39 SR11 0.40 
SR20 0.45 SR23 0.38 SR15 0.39 
SR22 0.44 SR11 0.36 SR20 0.39 
SR19 0.42 SR12 0.31 SR12 0.38 
SR15 0.39 SR19 0.24 SR23 0.38 
SR23 0.38 SR20 0.23 SR19 0.38 
SR17 0.26 SR18 0.20 SR18 0.35 
SR05 0.15 SR05 0.15 SR17 0.21 
SR08 0.08 SR17 0.03 SR05 0.15 
SR06 -1.30 SR07         -0.93 SR06         -0.68 
SR07 -1.43 SR06         -0.95 SR07         -0.68 
SR04 -1.49 SR03         -0.96 SR03         -0.85 
SR03 -1.52 SR04         -1.03 SR04         -0.88 
SR02 -1.77 SR02         -1.35 SR02         -1.23 
SR01 -2.14 SR01         -1.61 SR01         -1.49 

M   0.01  0.07           0.14 
SD   1.06  0.82           0.76 
Note. Items SR09 and SR10 were deleted. 
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same. For example, item SR15 went from eleventh to fifteenth to fourteenth over the  

course of the study, but the difficulty measure (0.39) never changed. This was the same 

for item SR23, which moved from tenth to fourteenth to eleventh while maintaining the 

same measure of difficulty (0.38) over the course of the study. 

 

The Sources of Reading Self-efficacy Questionnaire (Retrospective and Current) 

The purpose of the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (see 

Appendices Q, R, S, and T for completed versions of the questionnaire) was to assess 

the participants’ sense of reading self-efficacy from their junior high school, high 

school, and university English educational experiences. From this data, calculations 

were made to determine to what degree self-efficacy from past experience plays a role 

in current self-beliefs. To this end, only one version of the questionnaire was developed 

and the same questionnaire items were used over the three rounds of testing. Minor 

changes were made in terminology as the wording in some items referred specifically to 

junior high school, high school, or university experiences. 

The sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire for the retrospective junior 

high school years and the high school years was given in the fifth week of the study. 

Then in the thirty-ninth week of the study, the same items that were reworded to 

investigate their current university situation were administered. The items were adapted 

from Bandura’s (1997) four principal sources of self-efficacy information: mastery 

experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and physiological and affective 

indices. 
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Because some problems with the items and the rating scale occurred over the 

three occasions of testing, I first address these issues, explaining how I solved the 

problems. By solving these problems, the data became more accurate. In addition, a 

comprehensive overview of the Time 1 data is provided, including tables and figures. 

After that, major changes or anomalies in data from times 2 and 3 are introduced. 

It was discovered early in the preliminary analyses that a set of items was 

grossly and uncharacteristically misfitting. After closer examination of the data, I found 

that the majority of these misfitting items were negatively worded items. For example, 

item RE02 asked the participants, “I got a little nervous when I was trying to read 

something in English.” This item is logically opposite to the majority of the other items, 

such as item RE03, “I had more successes than failures in my English reading classes.” 

In item RE02, the participants were asked to agree to being less self-efficacious, while 

item RE03 asked the participants to agree to being more self-efficacious. For this 

reason, the negatively worded items, RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, and RE21, were 

recoded for data analysis. However, even after being recoded, they misfit.  

All of these items were written to represent the last element of Bandura’s 

sources of self-efficacy information, physiological responses. It was believed that 

because these items were negatively worded, some of the participants were considering 

these items to be conceptually different from the positively worded items. In addition to 

these negatively worded items, four additional items (RE04, RE13, RE16, and RE23) 

misfit. 

A check of the dimensionality statistics also showed that there were problems. 

The dimensionality of the items on the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire 
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(junior high school) (see Appendices Q and S for completed versions of the 

questionnaire) was investigated using the criteria set by Linacre (2007). The variance 

explained by the items (28.5%) was not greater than four times the variance accounted 

for by the first contrast (18.4%), so the first criterion was not met. The Rasch model 

explained 32.8% of the variance (eigenvalue = 12.2). This figure was not above the 

50% criterion, therefore it did not meet this criterion. The first contrast had an 

eigenvalue of 6.8, which was well over the 3.0 criterion. This represented 18.4% of the 

variance.  

Because none of the dimensionality criteria were met and the eigenvalue of the 

first contrast was substantially over the limit, it was deemed necessary to conduct 

further investigation into the dimensionality of this construct. First, the standardized 

residual loadings for the items were analyzed. The negatively loading items were items 

RE02, RE04, RE07, RE12, RE13, RE16, RE17, RE19, RE21, RE23-25 (See 

Appendices Q and S for completed versions of the questionnaire). As can be seen, most 

of these items were found to misfit in the analysis reported above.  

A closer examination of the statistics revealed that the negatively worded items 

seemed to create a separate facet of the construct that had not originally been expected. 

Therefore it was decided that items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, and RE21, which 

represented the physiological responses indices of Bandura’s theory, would be analyzed 

as a separate variable. The preliminary analysis of these items will be reported in the 

next section of this chapter. The remaining misfitting items (items RE04, RE13, RE16, 

and RE23) that did not belong to the physiological responses indices of Bandura’s 

theory were deleted from the data set.  
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Because it was discovered early that there was a large number of misfitting 

items, it was decided that the first stage of the preliminary analysis should be to delete 

these items from the data set and deal with the item calibrations before moving on to 

calibrating the categories.  

 

Analysis of the Mastery Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal 

Persuasion Elements of the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 

Item calibrations 
 

The analysis of the 16 remaining items (items RE01, RE03, RE5, RE06, RE08-

RE11, RE14, RE15, RE18-RE20, RE22, RE24, and RE25) on the sources of reading 

self-efficacy questionnaire administered at Times 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 40 for the 

uncorrected item calibrations, standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences 

[Times 1, 2, and 3]) revealed that none of the items misfit the Rasch model using the 

0.6-1.4 outfit MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, 

Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). A quick perusal of the infit and outfit values for times 

2 and 3 revealed that items RE10, RE19, and RE25 misfit slightly. The infit MNSQ 

values for these three items at time 2 were 1.33, 1.44, and 1.48, and at time 3 were 1.17, 

1.29, and 1.20. The outfit MNSQ values for these items at time 2 were 1.47, 1.48, and 

1.50 and at time 3 were 1.37, 1.48, and 1.24. As can be seen from the data, none of the 

items were grossly misfitting at times 2 and 3. Due to the fact that they fit at time 1 and 

misfit only slightly at times 2 and 3, it was not deemed necessary to delete them from 

the data set. 
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The low standard errors (.06-.07) for Time 1, (0.06) for time 2, and (.06-.07) for 

time 3 indicated that the item difficulty estimates were precise. The item separation 

reliabilities were .99 for all three occasions, indicating that these distributions of item 

parameters contain enough variability to create distinct strata of item difficulties. Item 

separation indices for the three occasions were, 8.18, 6.18, and 8.14, respectively.  

However, some problems did surface after analyzing the standardized 

differences of the items. Because Time 1 was considered to be the base from which 

participant beliefs could later be compared, invariance was evaluated by comparing 

Time 2 to Time 1, and Time 3 to Time 1. Many of the item parameters (56% between 

Time 1 and Time 2 and 50% from Time 1 to Time 3) display parameter instability over 

time. Overall, twelve of the 16 remaining items, RE01, RE03, RE05, RE06, RE09, 

RE10, RE14, RE19, RE20, RE22, RE24, and RE25 reveal parameter instability on at 

least one of the time transitions. 

To address this issue, Wolfe and Chiu (1999) recommended a series of steps that 

should be followed to eliminate possibly confounding variance from the data. Because 

twelve of the items were not behaving in a stable fashion over the three occasions, it 

was necessary to anchor the items displaying appropriate levels of invariance over the 

three occasions from Time 1 to Times 2 and 3. With these items anchored, accurate 

comparisons of the person ability estimates can be better made over the three occasions. 

Therefore, the measurement values for Time 1 for RE08, RE11, RE15, and RE18 were 

anchored to analyze the data in Times 2 and 3. 

One concern that arises when anchoring values for items is the possibly negative 

impact that anchoring can have on the data. To safeguard against this, random 
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displacement values were calculated. Wright and Douglas (1976) claim that random 

displacement values of less than 0.5 logits are unlikely to have much impact on an 

instrument. After the anchoring of the stable items (RE08, RE11, RE15, and RE18) 

took place, the displacement values for time 2 anchors ranged from -0.09 to 0.18, and 

for time 3 the displacement values ranged from -0.07 to 0.09. All of these values are 

below the 0.5 logit limit and therefore remain valid anchors for the data analysis. 

 

Rating scale calibrations  

The category structure of the six original categories for the sources of reading 

self-efficacy questionnaire (see Table 41 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, 

standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences for the sources of reading 

self-efficacy questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]) was examined using the above criteria 

(Linacre, 1999; Wolfe & Smith, 2007). On all three occasions, Category 6 had the 

lowest observed count, but was still well above the minimum of 10, so the first criterion 

was met. The counts do not increase for each category and do not peak near the middle 

for times 1 and 2, therefore the second and third criteria were not met. According to the 

above criteria, the outfit MNSQ statistics should be between 0.8 and 1.4. This is clearly 

the case for all the outfit ratings, except for one, category 6 on time 2. Due to this 

violation, criterion 4 was not met. The category thresholds increase along with the 

rating scale categories, so criterion 5 was met. In regards to the last criterion, all the 

category threshold calibrations should be at least 0.59 and no more than 5.0. All of the 
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Table 40. Uncorrected Item Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Sources of Reading 
Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Mastery Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal Persuasion Elements) (Times 1, 2, and 3) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

  
Standard error 

 Standardized Outfit 
MNSQa 

 Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1-2 T1-3 
RE01 -0.37 -0.05 -0.58  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.96 0.78 0.95  -3.76 2.28 
RE02 NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION 
RE03 -0.65 -0.41 -0.67  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.06 0.79 0.97  -2.82 0.22 
RE04 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE05 0.14 0.20 0.86  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.89 0.84 0.95  -0.71 -7.83 
RE06 -0.25 -0.16 0.13  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.70 0.70 0.88  -1.06 -4.13 
RE07 NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION 
RE08 -0.35 -0.19 -0.17  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.87 0.81 0.75  -1.88 -1.96 
RE09 -0.80 -0.57 -0.95  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.35 1.38 1.37  -2.71 1.63 
RE10 -0.27 -0.41 -0.83  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.27 1.47 1.17  1.65 6.09 
RE11 0.41 0.29 0.50  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.99 1.08 1.06  1.41 -0.98 
RE12 NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION 
RE13 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE14 -0.29 -0.10 -0.02  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.67 0.68 0.74  -2.24 -2.93 
RE15 0.75 0.76 0.75  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.70 0.83 0.87  -0.12 0.00 
RE16 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE17 NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION 
RE18 0.10 -0.01 0.25  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.28 1.37 0.97  1.29 -1.63 
RE19 0.94 0.64 0.84  0.07 0.06 0.07  1.34 1.48 1.48  3.26 1.01 
RE20 0.80 0.63 0.52  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.82 0.86 0.73  2.00 3.04 
RE21 NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION  NEXT SECTION 
RE22 -0.29 -0.11 -0.08  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.79 0.67 1.00  -2.12 -2.28 
RE23 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE24 -0.01 -0.34 -0.60  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.28 1.27 1.14  3.88 6.41 
RE25 0.15 -0.18 0.05  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.40 1.50 1.24  3.88 1.09 

M 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.03 1.06 1.02    
SD 0.50 0.39 0.58  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.27 0.36 0.22    

Note. RE = Sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; a Absolute standardized outfit MNSQ fit indices greater than 2.00 indicate item misfit; bAbsolute 
standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate item invariance across time; Items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, RE21 are addressed in the next section; Items 
RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted.
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Table 41. Uncorrected Rating Scale Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Sources of Reading 
Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Mastery Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal Persuasion Elements) (Times 1, 2, and 3) 

 
Category 

 
Observed count (%) 

 
Average measure 

 
Category threshold (S.E.) 

 
Outfit MNSQ 

Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1-2 T1-3 
1 1171(23%) 1227(24%) 889(17%) -2.87 -2.87 -3.77 -- (--) -- (--) -- (--) 1.01 1.06 0.99 ---- ---- 
2 1124(22%) 1177(23%) 1383(27%) -1.39 -1.39 -2.03 -1.49 (.04) -1.50 (.04) -2.49 (.05) 0.87 0.81 0.85 0.18 15.63 
3 1190(23%) 1171(23%) 1548(30%) -0.43 -0.42 -0.66 -0.79 (.04) -0.80 (.04) -1.32 (.04) 0.93 0.74 0.89 0.18 9.30 
4 1029(20%) 1003(19%) 1018(20%) 0.42 0.44 0.72 -0.12 (.04) -0.14 (.04) -0.08 (.04) 1.16 1.27 1.14 0.35 -0.70 
5 455(9%) 392(8%) 243(5%) 1.41 1.42 1.64 0.95 (.05) 1.09 (.05) 1.64 (.07) 1.05 1.24 1.35 -1.97 -8.02 
6 183(4%) 182(4%) 71(1%) 2.87 2.81 2.23 1.46 (.08) 1.34 (.08) 2.23 (.13) 1.29 1.53 1.28 1.06 -5.03 

a Mean square outfit indices greater than 2.0 indicate rating scale misfit; bAbsolute standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate 
rating scale invariance across time; Items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data set, but are addressed in the 
next section; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted.  
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thresholds meet this criterion except for the threshold between categories 5 and 6 on 

Times 1 and 2. In these instances, the threshold values of separation were 0.51 and 0.25, 

respectively. 

In addition to the few problems related to the above criteria, an inspection of the 

standardized differences also revealed problems with the invariance of the categories 

across time (see Table 41 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, standard errors, 

fit statistics, and standardized differences for the sources of reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). Standardized differences values less than 2.00 

indicate invariance across time and represent a stable category. All of the categories, 

except category 4, have at least one standardized value that is over 2.00, showing that 

only category 4 exhibits an acceptable level of invariance. 

In regards to the misfitting category 6 and the unfavorable standardized 

differences values, the data for all three occasions, using the 6-point scale, were stacked 

(Wolfe & Chiu, 1999) in a single data set, maintaining the item identity across the three 

occasions but regarding each person as unique at each time period. Therefore, for this 

data set, there were essentially 966 participants, instead of the actual 322 (see Table 42 

for a summary of the stacked data of the category structure for the 6-point rating scale 

for the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]).  

By stacking the data in this way, an “average” underlying rating scale was 

determined and was used to describe the data over the three rounds of testing. These 

calibrations were then intended to be used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses 

of the data for all three occasions. However, despite this intervention, the unacceptably 
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Table 42. Summary of the Stacked Data of the Category Structure for the 6-point Rating 
Scale for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire for Times 1, 2, and 3 
(Mastery Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal Persuasion Elements)  
  

Count (%) 
 

Infit MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 Strongly disagree 3287(21%) 1.02 1.03 None (-3.07) 
2 Disagree 3684(24%) 0.88 0.84 -1.72 -1.52 
3 Slightly disagree 3909(25%) 0.82 0.82 -0.90 -0.46 
4 Slightly agree 3050(20%) 1.01 1.17 -0.08 0.50 
5 Agree 1090(7%) 1.04 1.18 1.17 1.54 
6 Strongly agree 436(3%) 1.28 1.40 1.53 (2.97) 
Note. Items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data set, but are 
addressed in the next section; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted.  
 
 
small threshold level, 0.36, between categories 5 and 6 persisted. Therefore, categories 

5 (Agree) and 6 (Strongly agree) were collapsed and renamed (Agree) (see Table 43 for 

a summary of the stacked data of the category structure for the collapsed 5-point rating 

scale for the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). It must 

be noted that once the collapse from a 6-point scale to a 5-point scale was conducted, 

the new minimum separation criterion for the thresholds was 0.81. After collapsing 

categories 5 and 6, all of the separation values met this criterion. Even after collapsing  

 
Table 43. Stacked Data of the Category Structure for a Collapsed 5-Point Rating Scale 
for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire for Times 1, 2, and 3 (Mastery 
Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal Persuasion Elements) 
  

Count (%) 
 

Infit MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 Strongly Disagree 3287(21%) 0.98 1.02 None (-2.67) 
2 Disagree 3684(24%) 0.90 0.86 -1.32 -1.10 
3 Slightly disagree 3909(25%) 0.84 0.84 -0.48 -0.02 
4 Slightly Agree 3050(20%) 1.05 1.22 0.40 1.09 
5 Agree 1526(10%) 1.16 1.27 1.40 (2.72) 
Note. Items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data set, but are 
addressed in the next section; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted.  
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the categories, all of the infit and outfit MNSQ values were within acceptable ranges. It  

was only after following this series of steps that the category data were considered 

accurate and the calibrations were then used as rating scale anchor values in the 

analyses of the data for all three occasions. 

 

Summary of corrections to the data set 
 
Due to the presence of misfitting items (RE02, RE04, RE07, RE12, RE13, 

RE16, RE17, RE21, and RE23 for Times 1, 2 and 3), a misfitting category on the rating 

scale (category 6 for Time 2), and unacceptable levels of invariance across time for both 

the items and the categories, the following corrections were made to the data set: 

1. Items RE02, RE04, RE07, RE12, RE13, RE16, RE17, RE21, and RE23 were deleted. 

(Items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, and RE21 will be analyzed in the next section.) 

2. Items demonstrating sufficient levels of invariance were identified and the values for 

those items on Time 1 were used as anchors when analyzing the data from Times 2 

and 3. 

3. The data from all three Times was stacked and an “average” rating scale was 

determined. These values were then used as anchor values for the rating scale for all 

three times. 

4. Categories 5 and 6 were collapsed. 

 

Corrected data (Time 1) 

After performing the above adjustments, I conducted a close examination of the 

corrected Time 1 data for the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (see 
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Appendices Q, R, S, and T for completed versions of the questionnaire). Thereafter, I 

analyzed the data collected from Times 2 and 3, but I only report anomalies or 

conflicting results of those two rounds, as providing an in-depth analysis of the data 

from all three times would result in a large number of overlapping, redundant analyses. 

In addition to the above data, I also provide the means of the raw scores of each 

group for each of the test occasions for this instrument. There were 16 items after 

deletions and each item had an upper limit of 6, so the maximum points that one person 

could possible collect is 96 (6 x 16 = 96). The mean raw scores for the control group 

were 44.24, 43.13, and 44.36, respectively, for the three testing occasions. The mean 

scores for the extensive reading group were 45.66, 44.12, and 44.98, the mean scores 

for the reading strategies groups were 46.02, 45.78, and 45.34, and the mean raw scores 

for the extensive reading/reading strategies group were 47.13, 46.91, and 46.47. 

The analysis (see Table 44) of the 16 remaining items (Items RE02, RE07, 

RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data set, but are addressed in the next 

section. Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted outright.) revealed that two of 

the items (RE19 and RE25) still misfit the Rasch model using the 0.6-1.4 infit and outfit 

MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-

Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ values for items RE19 and RE25 were 1.38 and 1.46, 

respectively. The outfit MNSQ values for these items were 1.46 and 1.48, respectively. 

Because these values indicated minor misfit to the model, these two items were retained 

in the data set. The infit MNSQ statistics for the other items ranged from 0.77-1.37, and 

the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from 0.73-1.39. The point-measure correlations for all 
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the items were between 0.43 and 0.76. The low standard error (0.06-0.07) indicated that 

the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. 

 
Table 44. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy 
Questionnaire Items (Mastery Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal 
Persuasion Elements) (Time 1) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

RE19 1.05 0.07 1.38 4.2 1.46 3.8 0.43 
RE20 0.90 0.07 0.94 -0.8 0.87 -1.3 0.59 
RE15 0.75A 0.07 0.84 -2.1 0.73 -3.0 0.64 
RE11 0.41A 0.06 1.14 1.8 1.06 0.7 0.64 
RE05 0.15 0.06 1.02 0.3 0.95 -0.5 0.70 
RE25 0.14 0.06 1.46 5.1 1.48 5.8 0.49 
RE18 0.10A 0.06 1.10 1.4 1.39 4.1 0.56 
RE24 -0.04 0.06 1.32 3.9 1.39 4.2 0.56 
RE06 -0.33 0.06 0.84 -2.2 0.80 -2.6 0.76 
RE08 -0.35A 0.06 0.99 -0.2 0.96 -0.5 0.73 
RE10 -0.35 0.06 1.28 3.4 1.39 4.3 0.60 
RE14 -0.37 0.06 0.77 -3.4 0.74 -3.4 0.75 
RE22 -0.39 0.06 0.89 -1.5 0.89 -1.4 0.71 
RE01 -0.46 0.06 1.08 1.1 1.04 0.5 0.70 
RE03 -0.85 0.06 1.16 1.9 1.22 2.6 0.68 
RE09 -0.94 0.07 1.37 4.3 1.38 4.1 0.70 
Mean -0.04 0.06 1.10 1.1 1.12 1.1 ----- 
(SD) 0.57 0.00 0.21 2.6 0.29 3.0 ----- 
Note. RE = sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; For the measure 
column, A = anchored values that were used in analyzing the data from Times 1, 2, and 
3; Items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data set, but are 
addressed in the next section; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, and RE23 were deleted. 
 

The dimensionality of the items on the reading self-efficacy questionnaire was 

investigated using the criteria set by Linacre (2007). The variance explained by the 

items (14.2%) was not greater than four times the variance accounted for by the first 

contrast (12.0%), so the first criterion was not met. The Rasch model explained 51.2% 

of the variance (eigenvalue = 16.8). This figure was above the 50% criterion, so this 

criterion 
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was met. The first residual contrast had an eigenvalue of 3.9, which was slightly over 

the 3.0 limit. This represented 12.0% of the variance. Although the eigenvalue of the 

first residual was not ideal, an inspection of the standardized residual contrast 1 plot 

confirmed the unidimensionality of the construct. Overall, the items appeared to form a 

reasonably unidimensional construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as 

they extend from item RE09 with a difficulty estimate of -0.94 logits to item RE19 with 

a difficulty estimate of 1.05 logits (see Table 44, Figure 13). No significant gaps existed 

in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates 

were present. The item mean difficulty was -0.04 logits (SD = 0.57), and the mean of 

the person ability estimates was  -0.45 logits (SD = 1.36). 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was .99 and the item 

separation statistic was 8.18; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately eight statistically distinct levels. In addition, the Rasch person reliability 

estimate was .89 and the person separation statistic was 2.80. These statistics indicate 

that the participants’ ability estimates could be divided into approximately three distinct 

groups. 

The items on the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire were adapted 

from Bandura’s four principal sources of self-efficacy information: mastery 

experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and physiological and affective 

indices  (Bandura, 1997). As mentioned above, items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, and 

RE21 refer to the physiological and affective aspect of these sources. In these 

preliminary analyses, it was found that the items pertaining to the physiological and 
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affective indices were construed by the participants to be somehow different from the 

items pertaining to the other three source types. This caused a problem with the 

dimensionality of the questionnaire items and therefore, the items pertaining to the 

physiological and affective indices are addressed separately in the following section. 

Consequently, only the items pertaining to mastery experience, vicarious experience, 

and verbal persuasion are analyzed below. 

An inspection of the items (see Table 45) revealed a general pattern that seemed 

relatively consistent with the sources of self-efficacy proposed by Bandura (1997). 

First, the items referring to verbal persuasion (RE20, RE15, RE11) were rather difficult 

for most participants to endorse highly. In these items, the source of the verbal 

persuasion is a native English teacher (RE20), students who were older than the 

participant (RE15), and parents (RE11). It seems that most participants rarely received 

praise from any of these three sources. However, the participants endorse those items 

referring to praise from teachers (RE01) and friends (RE06) more highly. Therefore, the 

participants seem to have received more praise from friends and teachers than native 

English teachers, older students, or parents.   

In a similar vein, items RE19, RE25, RE24, and RE10, which pertained to the 

vicarious experience element of Bandura’s sources of self-efficacy also seemed to be 

relatively difficult for participants to endorse highly. All of these items refer to 

participants watching the successes of their peers and thereby gaining self-efficacy.  

Finally, the last and often considered the most powerful source of information for self-

efficacy is mastery experience. The participants seem to have experienced a sense of 

confidence in terms of their reading ability. Those items that were most easily endorsed 
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were items RE09 and RE03. These items refer to having better grades in English than in 

other subjects (RE09) and having more successes than failures in English class (RE03). 

Also in the lower half of the item-person map was item RE08, which directly asked 

participants to agree to being confident about their English reading ability. According to 

the data, it was relatively easy for them to endorse. Item RE05 was slightly more 

difficult than others to endorse probably because it asked the participants to agree to 

being “one of the best readers in the class.” It is an extreme situation, so there were 

fewer who could endorse it highly and it was therefore positioned higher on the item-

person map. 

The item difficulty estimates for Time 1 cover the range of person ability 

estimates well, as they extend from item RE09 with a difficulty estimate of -0.94 logits 

to item RE19 with a difficulty estimate of 1.05 logits (see Table 46 for item 

measurements [Times 1, 2, 3]). Similar values can be seen in the data for times 2 and 3. 

No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the 

person ability estimates were present for Times 1, 2, or 3. 

After the above corrections were made, no major changes occurred. All of the 

items maintained good fit and low standard errors. In addition, the item ranking became 

fairly stable across the three occasions (see Table 46 for a comparison of the item 

measurements [Times 1, 2, and 3]). There was minor fluctuation in both the lower and 

upper parts of the table. The biggest movement was made by item RE01. This item  
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--------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 
persons with high    | items that are more difficul t to 
reading self-efficacy| endorse 
    3                + 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
    2             . T+ 
                 .#  | 
                  #  | 
                  #  | 
                  .  | 
                 .#  |T 
    1            .#  +  RE19: older students showed  me how to read better 
               .### S|  RE20: native English teache r praised me 

   RE15: older students praised me 
              .####  | 
          .########  |S 
            .######  |  RE11: parents praised me 
          .########  |  RE05: I was one of best rea ders in class 
                     |  RE25: classmates showed me how to read better  
                     |  RE18: called on to answer q uestions in reading class 
   0   .########## +M|  RE24: saw my classmates rea ding well, so I could too 
               .###  | 
         ########## M|  RE06: friends praised me 
                     |  RE08: confident in my readi ng ability 
                     |  RE10: saw my friends readin g well, so I could too 
       |  RE14: I helped other friends with reading  questions   
                     |  RE22: classmates asked me f or help with questions 
             .#####  |  RE01: English teacher gave positive comments 
             .#####  |S 
              .####  |  RE03: more successes than f ailures in reading class 
   -1          .###  +  RE09: reading grades were b etter than other classes 
               ####  |T 
               .###  | 
                 .# S| 
                .##  | 
                  .  | 
   -2            .#  + 
                  #  | 
                  #  | 
                     | 
                .## T| 
                .##  | 
   -3                + 
                  #  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -4                + 
                     | 
                 .#  | 
persons with low     |  
reading self-efficacy| items that are easier to end orse 
--------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 

Note. Each # equals 3 persons. Each . equals 1 to 2 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; “*” = 
items which required recoding the scores. RE = sources of reading self-efficacy 
questionnaire item; Items RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data 
set, but will be addressed in the next section; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were 
deleted outright. 
Figure 13. Item-person map for the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire 
(junior high school-retrospective) (mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, and 
verbal persuasion elements).  
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Table 45. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy  
Questionnaire (Mastery Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal Persuasion 
Elements) (Junior High Experiences)  
Item Measure Topic 
RE19 1.05 older students showed me how to read better 
RE20 0.90 native English teacher praised me 
RE15 0.75 older students praised me 
RE11 0.41 parents praised me 
RE05 0.15 I was one of best readers in class 
RE25 0.14 classmates showed me how to read better 
RE18 0.10 called on to answer questions in reading class 
RE24 -0.04 saw my classmates reading well, so I could too 
RE06 -0.33 friends praised me 
RE08 -0.35 confident in my reading ability 
RE10 -0.35 saw my friends reading well, so I could too 
RE14 -0.37 I helped other friends with reading questions  
RE22 -0.39 classmates asked me for help with questions 
RE01 -0.46 English teacher gave positive comments 
RE03 -0.85 more successes than failures in reading class 
RE09 -0.94 reading grades were better than other classes 
Note. RE = sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; Items RE02, RE07, 
RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data set, but will be addressed in the next 
section; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted outright. 
 

moved from third place to tenth to fifth place over the course of the study. Item RE24  

was also quite unstable as it moved from ninth to fourth and then again to fourth. Item 

RE25 also moved five spots from eleventh to sixth to ninth. It should be noted that 

although the same test was given three times during the study, these three tests asked 

the participants to recall different experiences from their past. Time 1 referred to junior 

high school experiences, time 2 referred to high school experiences, and time 3 referred 

to would change drastically because the participants’ experiences could have been quite 

different depending on the time period in focus on the respective questionnaires. 
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Analysis of the Physiological Response Indices 

As mentioned above, within the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire, 

five items were found to statistically create a separate facet of Bandura’s (1997) sources 

of self-efficacy. This separate facet represents the physiological and affective aspect of 

this set of sources. Because the participants conceptualized five items (RE02, RE07,  

 
Table 46. Comparison of Item Measurements for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy 
Questionnaire (Mastery Experiences, Vicarious Experiences, and Verbal Persuasion 
Elements) (Times 1, 2, and 3)  

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

RE19 1.05 RE15 0.75 RE15 0.75 
RE20 0.90 RE19 0.74 RE05 0.67 
RE15 0.75 RE20 0.72 RE19 0.64 
RE11 0.41 RE11 0.41 RE11 0.41 
RE05 0.15 RE05 0.23 RE20 0.37 
RE25 0.14 RE18 0.10 RE18 0.10 
RE18 0.10 RE01 -0.09 RE06 0.07 
RE24 -0.04 RE14 -0.13 RE25 -0.01 
RE06 -0.33 RE22 -0.13 RE14 -0.06 
RE08 -0.35 RE06 -0.18 RE22 -0.10 
RE10 -0.35 RE25 -0.21 RE08 -0.35 
RE14 -0.37 RE08 -0.35 RE01 -0.49 
RE22 -0.39 RE24 -0.40 RE24 -0.53 
RE01 -0.46 RE10 -0.48 RE03 -0.59 
RE03 -0.85 RE03 -0.52 RE10 -0.72 
RE09 -0.94 RE09 -0.65 RE09 -0.78 

M -0.04  -0.01  -0.04 
SD  0.57  0.45  0.49 
Note. RE = item from the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire; Items RE02, 
RE07, RE12, RE17, RE21 were deleted from this data set, but are addressed in the next 
section; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted. 
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university experiences. It is understandable that the endorseability of some of these 

items RE12, RE17, and RE21) differently from the other items on the questionnaire, 

they were analyzed separately from the other items. None of the items that were 

included in the above analysis nor those that were deleted outright from the original 

data set (items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23) were included in this analysis.  

 
Item calibrations 

 
The analysis of the 5 items making up the physiological and affective indices  

(RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, and RE21) on the sources of reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire administered at Times 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 47 for the uncorrected item 

calibrations, standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized differences [Times 1, 2, and 

3]) revealed that none of the items misfit the Rasch model using the 0.6-1.4 outfit 

MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-

Lof, 1994). A quick perusal of the infit and outfit values for times 2 and 3 revealed that 

no items misfit for those tests, either.  

The low standard errors (0.06-0.07) for all three rounds of testing indicated that 

the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. The item separation reliabilities 

were 0.99 for all three occasions, indicating that these distributions of item parameters 

contain enough variability to create distinct strata of item difficulties. Item separation 

indices for the three occasions were, 11.76, 7.64, and 8.98, respectively.  

However, some problems did surface after analyzing the standardized 

differences of the items. Because Time 1 was considered to be the base from which 

participant beliefs could later be compared, invariance was evaluated by comparing 
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Time 2 to Time 1, and Time 3 to Time 1. Many of the item parameters (100% between 

Time 1 and Time 2 and 40% from Time 1 to Time 3) display parameter instability over 

time. Overall, all five items (RE02, RE07, RE12, RE17, and RE21) reveal parameter 

instability on at least one of the time transitions. 

To address this issue, Wolfe and Chiu (1999) recommend a series of steps that 

should be followed to eliminate possibly confounding variance from the data. However, 

there were some problems in following these steps. Ideally, there would be a set of 

items that are behaving in a stable fashion to be used as anchors in this type of situation. 

However, because none of the items are behaving stably and the data set is quite small, 

the data was retained, as is, for further analysis. 

 

Rating scale calibrations  

The category structure of the six original categories for the physiological and 

affective indices of the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (see Table 48 for 

the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, standard errors, fit statistics, and standardized 

standardized differences for the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire [Times 1, 

2, and 3]) was examined using the above criteria (Linacre, 1999; Wolfe & Smith, 2007). 

On all three testing times, Category 1 had the lowest observed count. The counts for 

category 1 were all above 10 except for time 3, so the first criterion was not met. The 

counts increase for each category but do not peak near the middle for times 1 and 2, 

therefore the second and third criteria were not met. According to the above criteria, the 

outfit mean square statistics should be between 0.8 and 1.4. This is clearly the case for 

all the outfit ratings, so criterion 4 was met. The category thresholds increase along with 
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the rating scale categories, so criterion 5 was met. In regards to the last criterion, all the 

category threshold calibrations should be at least 0.59 and no more than 5.0. All of the 

thresholds meet this criterion except for the thresholds between categories 4 and 5 on 

time 1, and categories 2 and 3 on time 2. In these instances, there is a separation value 

of 0.57 and 0.51, respectively. 

In addition to the few problems related to the above criteria, inspection of the 

standardized differences also revealed problems with the invariance of the categories 

across time (see Table 48 for the uncorrected rating scale calibrations, standard errors, 

fit statistics, and standardized differences for the sources of reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]). Standardized differences values less than 2.00 

indicate invariance across time and represent a stable category. All of the categories, 

except category 4, have at least one standardized value that is over 2.00, showing that 

only category 4 exhibits proper levels of invariance. 

In regards to the unfavorable standardized differences, the data for all three 

occasions, using the 6-point scale, were stacked (Wolfe and Chiu, 1999) in a single data 

set, maintaining the item identity across the three occasions but regarding each person 

as unique at each time period. Therefore, for this data set, there were essentially 966 

participants, instead of the actual 322 (see Table 49 for a summary of the stacked data 

of the category structure for the 6-point rating scale for the sources of reading self-

efficacy questionnaire [Times 1, 2, and 3]).
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Table 47. Uncorrected Item Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Sources of Reading 
Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Physiological Response Element) (Times 1, 2, and 3) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

  
Standard error 

 Standardized Outfit 
MNSQa 

 Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1 T2 T3  T1-2 T1-3 
RE01 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE02 0.94 0.56 1.02  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.10 0.95 1.03  4.47 -0.87 
RE03 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE04 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE05 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE06 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE07 -0.91 -0.65 -0.91  0.07 0.07 0.07  1.24 1.30 0.95  -2.62 0.00 
RE08 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE09 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE10 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE11 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE12 -0.30 -0.12 -0.40  0.06 0.06 0.07  0.75 0.74 0.78  -2.11 1.09 
RE13 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE14 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE15 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE16 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE17 0.81 0.57 0.52  0.06 0.06 0.06  0.76 0.85 1.13  2.82 3.41 
RE18 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE19 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE20 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE21 -0.54 -0.36 -0.23  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.29 1.31 1.05  -2.11 3.37 
RE22 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE23 DELETED  DELETED  DELETED  DELETED 
RE24 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 
RE25 PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION  PREVIOUS SECTION 

M 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.06 0.06 0.07  1.03 1.03 0.99    
SD 0.74 0.49 0.68  0.00 0.00 0.00  0.23 0.23 0.12    

Note. RE = Sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; a Absolute standardized outfit MNSQ indices greater than 2.00 indicate item misfit; bAbsolute 
standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate item invariance across time; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted; Items RE01, RE03, RE05, RE06, 
RE08-RE11, RE14, RE15, RE18-RE20, RE22, RE23, RE25 were analyzed in the previous section.
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Table 48. Summary of the Stacked Data of the Category Structure for the 6-point Rating 
Scale for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Physiological Response 
Element) (Times 1, 2, and 3) 
  

Count (%) 
 

Infit MNSQ 
Outfit 
MNSQ 

Structure 
Calibration 

Category 
Measure 

1 Strongly disagree 207(4%) 1.18 1.24 None (-3.07) 
2 Disagree 441(9%) 1.04 1.12 -1.70 -1.53 
3 Slightly disagree 864(18%) 0.89 0.97 -0.98 -0.48 
4 Slightly agree 1005(21%) 0.90 0.90 0.11 0.43 
5 Agree 1205(25%) 0.83 0.81 0.68 1.51 
6 Strongly agree 1107(23%) 1.17 1.13 1.89 (3.18) 
Note. Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted; Items RE01, RE03, RE05, RE06, 
RE08-RE11, RE14, RE15, RE18-RE20, RE22, RE23, RE25 were analyzed in the 
previous section. 
 
 

By stacking the data in this way, an “average” underlying rating scale was 

determined and was used to describe the data over the three rounds of testing. These 

calibrations were then intended to be used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses 

of the data for all three occasions. However, despite this intervention, the unacceptably 

small threshold level, 0.57, between categories 4 and 5 persisted. Categories 4 and 5 

were collapsed next, but this resulted in the thresholds becoming even smaller. Because 

the 0.57 separation was very close to the 0.59 criterion, it was decided to retain the 

original category threshold values for anchoring. It was only after following this series 

of steps that the category data were considered accurate and the calibrations were then 

used as rating scale anchor values in the analyses of the data for all three occasions. 

 

Summary of corrections to the data set 
 
Due to the unacceptable levels of invariance across time for the categories, the 

data from all three times was stacked and an “average” rating scale was determined. 
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Table 49. Uncorrected Rating Scale Calibrations, Standard Errors, Fit Statistics, and Standardized Differences for the Sources of Reading 
Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Physiological Response Element) (Times 1, 2, and 3) 

 
Category 

 
Observed count (%) 

 
Average measure 

 
Category threshold (S.E.) 

 
Outfit MNSQa 

Standardized 
differencesb 

 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 T1-2 T1-3 
1 95(6%) 79(5%) 3(2%) -2.86 -2.90 -3.77 -- (--) -- (--) -- (--) 1.29 1.25 1.33 ---- ---- 
2 166(10%) 136(8%) 139(9%) -1.35 -1.44 -1.99 -1.50 (.13) -1.49 (.14) -2.49 (.19) 0.94 1.31 1.05 -0.05 4.30 
3 240(15%) 275(17%) 349(22%) -0.41 -0.46 -0.59 -0.73 (.09) -0.98 (.09) -1.26 (.10) 0.95 0.99 0.99 1.97 3.93 
4 282(18%) 295(18%) 428(27%) 0.37 0.37 0.65 -0.06 (.08) -0.18 (.07) 0.14 (.07) 1.13 0.82 0.82 1.13 1.89 
5 393(24%) 426(26%) 386(24%) 1.34 1.40 1.95 0.51 (.07) 0.44 (.07) 1.17 (.07) 0.84 0.87 0.92 0.71 -6.67 
6 433(27%) 399(25%) 275(17%) 2.96 3.11 3.71 1.66 (.07) 1.84 (.08) 2.44 (.09) 1.14 1.15 1.06 -1.70 -6.84 

a Mean square outfit indices greater than 2.00 indicate rating scale misfit; bAbsolute standardized differences less than 2.00 indicate 
rating scale invariance across time; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted; Items RE01, RE03, RE05, RE06, RE08-RE11, 
RE14, RE15, RE18-RE20, RE22, RE23, RE25 were analyzed in the previous section.
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These values were then used as anchor values for the rating scale for all three times. 

There was also invariance in the items, however. Because of the small data size and 

poor standardized differences values, there were no stable items by which to create 

anchors.  

 

Corrected data (Time 1) 

After performing the above adjustments, I conducted a close examination of the 

corrected Time 1 data for the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

(Physiological and Affective Indices) (see Appendices Q, R, S, and T for completed 

versions of the questionnaire). Thereafter, I analyzed the data collected from Times 2 

and 3, but I only report anomalies or conflicting results of those two rounds, as 

providing an in-depth analysis of the data from all three times would result in a large 

number of overlapping, redundant analyses. 

In addition to the above data, I also provide the means of the raw scores of each 

group for each of the test occasions for this instrument. There were 5 items after 

deletions and each item had an upper limit of 6, so the maximum points that one person 

could possible collect is 30 (5 x 6 = 30). The mean raw scores for the control group 

were 16.03, 17.11, and 16.48, respectively, for the three testing occasions. The mean 

scores for the extensive reading group were 15.92, 16.58, and 16.49, the mean scores 

for the reading strategies groups were 17.30, 16.36, and 17.01, and the mean raw scores 

for the extensive reading/reading strategies group were 16.91, 16.42, and 15.93. 
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The analysis (see Table 50) of the 5 remaining items (items RE02, RE07, RE12, 

RE17, RE21) revealed that none of the items were misfitting the Rasch model using the 

0.6-1.4 infit MNSQ and outfit MNSQ criterion for Likert-scale questionnaires (Wright, 

Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Lof, 1994). The infit MNSQ statistics for the items 

ranged  

 
Table 50. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy 
Questionnaire Items (Physiological Response Element) (Time 1) 
 
Item 

 
Measure 

 
SE 

Infit 
MNSQ 

Infit 
ZSTD 

Outfit 
MNSQ 

Outfit 
ZSTD 

Pt-measure 
correlation 

RE02 1.05 0.06 1.21 2.5 1.24 2.8 0.74 
RE17 0.91 0.06 0.84 -2.2 0.84 -2.1 0.80 
RE12 -0.34 0.06 0.88 -1.6 0.83 -2.1 0.71 
RE21 -0.61 0.07 1.30 3.2 1.40 4.1 0.59 
RE07 -1.01 0.07 1.38 3.9 1.36 3.3 0.57 
M 0.00 0.06 1.12 1.2 1.13 1.2 ----- 
SD 0.83 0.00 0.22 2.5 0.25 2.7 ----- 
Note. RE = Sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; Items RE04, RE13, 
RE16, RE23 were deleted; Items RE01, RE03, RE05, RE06, RE08-RE11, RE14, RE15, 
RE18-RE20, RE22, RE23, RE25 were analyzed in the previous section. 
 

from 0.84-1.38, and the outfit MNSQ statistics ranged from 0.83-1.40. The point-

measure correlations for all the items were between 0.57 and 0.80. The low standard 

error (0.06-0.07) indicated that the item difficulty estimates were reasonably precise. 

The dimensionality of the items on the sources of reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire (physiological and affective indices) was investigated using the criteria 

set by Linacre (2007). The variance explained by the items (32.4%) was not greater than 

four times the variance accounted for by the first contrast (13.3%), so the first criterion 

was not met. The Rasch model explained 61.3% of the variance (eigenvalue = 7.9), 

which is over the 50% criterion, so this criterion was met. The first residual contrast had 
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an eigenvalue of 1.7, which was below the 3.0 limit, so that criterion was met. This 

represented 13.3% of the variance. Further inspection of the standardized residual 

contrast 1 plot confirmed the unidimensionality of the construct. Overall, the items 

appeared to form a reasonably unidimensional construct. 

The item difficulty estimates cover the range of person ability estimates well, as 

they extend from item RE07 with a difficulty estimate of -1.01 logits to item RE02 with 

a difficulty estimate of 1.05 logits (see Table 50, Figure 14). No significant gaps existed 

in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the person ability estimates 

were present. The item mean is set to 0.00 logits (SD = 0.83) by convention. The mean 

person ability estimate was -0.98 logits (SD = 1.46). 

The Rasch item reliability estimate for this instrument was 0.99 and the item 

separation statistic was 11.76; thus, the item difficulty estimates were spread over 

approximately twelve statistically distinct levels. In addition, the person reliability 

estimate was 0.74 and the person separation statistic was 1.69. These statistics indicate 

that the participants’ ability estimates could be divided into approximately two distinct 

groups. 

The items on the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (physiological 

and affective indices) were adapted from Bandura’s four principal sources of self-

efficacy information: mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, 

and physiological and affective indices (Bandura, 1997). The physiological and 

affective aspects of the sources represent the feedback that one gets from physiological 

reactions that the body makes. For example, if one feels physically uncomfortable and 
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--------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 
persons with high    | items that are more difficul t to 
reading self-efficacy| endorse 
    4        .#####  + 
                     | 
                 .#  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
    3               T+ 
              #####  | 
                     | 
                     | 
              .####  | 
                     | 
                     | 
    2         .####  + 
                    S| 
         ##########  |T 
                     | 
             .#####  | 
                     | 
           .#######  | 
    1                +  RE02: get little nervous wh en reading English 
        .##########  |S RE17: nervous when asked to  read in class 
         .######### M| 
                     | 
          .########  | 
             ######  | 
              #####  | 
    0                +M 
              #####  | 
              .####  |  RE12: feel nervous in readi ng class 
                    S| 
               ####  |  RE21: my mind goes blank on  tests 
               ####  | 
                     |S 
   -1           .##  +  RE07: feel physically uncom fortable in class 
                  #  | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                    T| 
                  #  |T 
                     | 
   -2            .#  + 
                     | 
                     | 
                  .  | 
                     | 
                     | 
                     | 
   -3                + 
persons with low     |  
reading self-efficacy| items that are easier to end orse 
--------------------------------------------------- ------------------ 

Note. Each # equals 3 persons. Each . equals 1 to 2 person(s). M = Mean; S = One 
standard deviation from the mean; T = Two standard deviations from the mean; “*” = 
items which required recoding the scores; RE = sources of reading self-efficacy 
questionnaire item; Items RE04, RE13, RE16, RE23 were deleted; Items RE01, RE03, 
RE05, RE06, RE08-RE11, RE14, RE15, RE18-RE20, RE22, RE23, RE25 were 
analyzed in the previous section. 
Figure 14. Item-person map for the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire 
(physiological response element) (junior high school-retrospective).  
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sweats during reading class, that would signal to the individual that he is not very 

confident about his ability to read. It should also be noted that all of these items were 

recoded because they were conceptually opposite to the basic tenets of the construct, 

sources of self-efficacy. They all were worded negatively on the questionnaire and had 

to be to be recoded for data analysis purposes. Therefore, those items that lie lowest on 

the item-person map were the most difficult items for the participants to endorse. 

Among the five items comprising this element of the sources of self-efficacy 

construct, a pattern seems to emerge based on the degree of anxiety that the individual 

might have experienced in each of the prescribed situations. It was much easier for the 

participants to endorse having been “a little nervous when trying to read something in 

English” (item RE02) than “feeling physically uncomfortable in English reading class” 

(item RE07). Similarly, it was relatively difficult for participants to endorse item RE21, 

“During English reading tests, my mind went blank and I could not focus,” while item 

RE17, “I felt nervous when the teacher asked me to read something in class,” was more 

easily endorsed by the participants.  

The item difficulty estimates for Time 1 cover the range of person ability 

estimates well, as they extend from item RE07 with a difficulty estimate of -1.01 logits 

to item RE02 with a difficulty estimate of 1.05 logits (see Table 52 for item 

measurements [Times 1, 2, 3]). Similar values can be seen in the data for times 2 and 3. 

No significant gaps existed in the item hierarchy, and no ceiling or floor effects for the 

person ability estimates were present for Times 1, 2, and 3. 
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Table 51. Item Difficulty Estimates for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy  
Questionnaire (Physiological Response Element) (Time 1)  
Item Measure Topic 
RE02 1.05 little nervous when reading English 
RE17 0.91 nervous when asked to read in class 
RE12 -0.34 feel nervous in reading class 
RE21 -0.61 my mind goes blank on tests 
RE07 -1.01 feel physically uncomfortable in class 
Note. RE = sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; Items RE04, RE13, 
RE16, RE23 were deleted; Items RE01, RE03, RE05, RE06, RE08-RE11, RE14, RE15, 
RE18-RE20, RE22, RE23, RE25 were analyzed in the previous section. 
 

After the above corrections were made, no major changes occurred. All of the items 

maintain their fit status and standard error. In addition, the item ranking remained fairly 

stable across the three occasions (see Table 52 for a comparison of the item 

measurements [Times 1, 2, and 3]). Although there was minor fluctuation in both the 

upper and lower parts of the table, none of the items moved more than one ranking over 

the course of the study. 

 
Table 52. Comparison of Item Measurements for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy 
Questionnaire (Physiological Response Element) (Times 1, 2, and 3)  

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

Item 
rank 

Item      
measure 

RE02 1.05 RE17 0.60 RE02 0.79 
RE17 0.91 RE02 0.60 RE17 0.41 
RE12 -0.34 RE12         -0.13 RE21         -0.17 
RE21 -0.61 RE21         -0.38 RE12         -0.31 
RE07 -1.01 RE07         -0.69 RE07         -0.72 

M   0.00  0.00  0.00 
SD   0.83  0.52  0.54 
Note. RE = Sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire item; Items RE04, RE13, 
RE16, RE23 were deleted; Items RE01, RE03, RE05, RE06, RE08-RE11, RE14, RE15, 
RE18-RE20, RE22, RE23, RE25 were analyzed in the previous section. 
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Chapter Summary 

When dealing with various types of tests in a study, (i.e., dichotomous and 

Likert-scale tests), it is important to validate the test scores before proceeding to 

analyzing the results. This is due to the fact that there are many facets that can possibly 

confound results. It might be difficult to disentangle changes in one facet of the 

instrument from changes in other facets. This can be particularly confusing when there 

is more than one group involved in the study or the tests of the study are conducted on 

more than one occasion, both of which are elements of this study. Therefore, even when 

change is observed from the data, confounding effects might tend to hide the actual 

results or create false results that could mislead the researcher.  

To combat against this, I made a series of calibrations to the data. A systematic 

approach to validating the instruments was executed. For evaluating changes in 

participants over time, items on the dichotomous scales, as well as the items on the 

Likert-scale instruments and the rating scales were stabilized. This was accomplished 

by following a series of steps set out by Wolfe and Chiu (1999), with the aid of the 

Rasch Rating Scale Model. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

 

In this chapter, the quantitative results pertaining to the research questions in 

this study are featured. In the previous chapter, through various calibrations, raw scores 

were transformed to interval Rasch logit scores. These Rasch logit scores were used for 

the statistical analyses reported in this chapter. 

 

Research Question 1: Changes in Reading Self-Efficacy 

The first research question asked to what degree participants’ English reading 

self-efficacy changed after participation in one of the three experimental groups or the 

intensive reading group (control group) over one academic year. It was hypothesized 

that participation in the experimental groups would lead to significant gains in self-

efficacy in comparison to those of the intensive reading group. The analysis for this 

research question was broken into two parts. First, a multiple analysis of variance 

(MANOVA) was conducted using the gain scores in reading self-efficacy between 

times 1 and 2, times 2 and 3, and times 1 and 3 for the four groups to determine if there 

were significant statistical differences between them (i.e., a between-groups analysis). 

Post hoc tests were run to determine where significant changes occurred.  

The second analysis, a within-groups analysis, was conducted using a repeated-

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The Rasch person measures at time 1, time 2, 

and time 3 were used to investigate whether any of the groups changed significantly 

from time 1 to time 2, from time 2 to time 3, and from time 1 to time 3. 
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MANOVA Results (Between-Groups Analysis) 

As there were four groups measured over three times in this study, it was 

considered important to establish that the groups were not significantly different from 

one another on reading self-efficacy at the outset of the study. Therefore, a one-way 

ANOVA was conducted on the time 1 data with groups as the independent variable and 

Rasch person measures at time 1 as the dependent variable. For the purpose of 

determining significance, p < .05 will be the limit henceforth in this paper. None of the 

groups were significantly different in regards to the reading self-efficacy variable at the 

beginning of the study. Levene’s test of equality of error variance was non-significant, 

F = 2.256 (df = 3), p = .09 and the ANOVA was also non-significant, F(3, 318) = 2.03, 

p = .11. 

Once it was established that none of the groups were significantly different at 

time 1, a multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted with the 

independent variable being the four groups and the dependent variable being the gain 

scores for reading self-efficacy. Due to the fact that this was a longitudinal study 

conducted to investigate the gains/losses of reading self-efficacy over the academic 

year, it was deemed prudent to use the gain scores for this analysis instead of the Rasch 

measures that had been obtained on each test occasion. For the MANOVA, the gain 

scores calculated from time 1 to time 2, time 2 to time 3, and time 1 to time 3 were used 

(see Figure 15 for a graphic display of the group averages for reading self-efficacy; see 

Table 53 for gain scores for all groups for reading self-efficacy). By running the 

MANOVA in this way, the differences that occurred between the four groups over the 



 

academic year were investigated. The data for the analysis were gathered with the 

Japanese version of the reading self

the Japanese and English 

administered on all three 

 

Figure 15. Mean reading self

 
Prior to conducting the MANOVA, Levene’s test of equality of error variance 

was inspected. The value for changes from time 1 to time 2 was 

.328. The value for changes from time 2 to time 3 was 

the value for changes from time 1 to time 3 was 

significant values (p < .05) for Levene’s test indicated that variances among the groups 

were similar. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values

limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a MANOVA were met.
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academic year were investigated. The data for the analysis were gathered with the 

Japanese version of the reading self-efficacy questionnaire (see Appendices K and L

 versions, respectively). The same questionnaire was 

administered on all three occasions over the course of the study. 

. Mean reading self-efficacy scores for all groups (times 1, 2, and 3).

Prior to conducting the MANOVA, Levene’s test of equality of error variance 

was inspected. The value for changes from time 1 to time 2 was F = 1.152 (

.328. The value for changes from time 2 to time 3 was F = .250 (df = 3), p 

the value for changes from time 1 to time 3 was F = .009 (df = 3), p = .999. These non

< .05) for Levene’s test indicated that variances among the groups 

were similar. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values were within acceptable 

limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a MANOVA were met.

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3

Test Times

Control

Extensive

Strategies

ER/Strategies

academic year were investigated. The data for the analysis were gathered with the 

questionnaire (see Appendices K and L for 

versions, respectively). The same questionnaire was 

 

efficacy scores for all groups (times 1, 2, and 3). 

Prior to conducting the MANOVA, Levene’s test of equality of error variance 

= 1.152 (df = 3), p = 

p = .861, and 

= .999. These non-

< .05) for Levene’s test indicated that variances among the groups 

were within acceptable 

limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a MANOVA were met.

Time 3
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Table 53. Descriptive Statistics of Reading Self-Efficacy Gain Scores (Changes for Times 1-2, 2-3, and 1-3) 

 
Intensive Reading Group Extensive Reading Group Reading Strategy Group ER/Strategies Group 

T1-T2 T2-T3 T1-T3 T1-T2 T2-T3 T1-T3 T1-T2 T2-T3 T1-T3    T1-T2 T2-T3   T1-T3 
M .382 -.080 .303 .697 .001 .698 1.004 .009 1.013 1.278 -.228 1.050 
SE .110 .120 .131 .131 .110 .143 .135 .141 .122 .130 .112 .127 
95% CI             
  LB .164 -.319 .043 .436 -.218 .413 .736 -.272 .771 1.020 -.452 .798 
  UB .601 .160 .569 .958 .220 .983 1.273 .289 1.255 1.537 -.004 1.302 
SD .975 1.068 1.161 1.127 .945 1.231 1.284 1.339 1.155 1.153 .999 1.124 
SK -.538 -.466 -.548 1.049 -.212 1.422 2.546 -3.657 -.156 .655 -.506 .496 
SES .271 .271 .271 .279 .279 .279 .254 .254 .254 .271 .271 .271 
KT .496 .331 .361 .514 .396 .674 .434 .244 .252 .195 .149 -.285 
SEK .535 .535 .535 .552 .552 .552 .503 .503 .503 .535 .535 .535 

Note.  95% CI = 95% confidence interval; ER/Strategies Group  = Extensive reading/reading strategies group; T1 = time 1; T2 = time 2; 
T3 = time 3; 95% LB = 95% confidence interval lower bound; 95% UB = 95% confidence interval upper bound; SK = skewness; KT = 
kurtosis; SES = Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis.
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Table 54 shows the results of the MANOVA. Multivariate Pillai, Wilk, 

Hotelling, and Roy’s statistics all indicated statistically significant differences at p < .05 

among the groups over the three testing times for reading self-efficacy. 

 
Table 54. MANOVA Results for Reading Self-Efficacy Gain Scores (Times 1-2, 2-3, 1-3) 

 Effect F Hypothesis df Error df p η2 
Pillai’s Trace .096 5.336 6.00 636.00 .00 .048 
Wilk’s Lambda .905 5.425 6.00 634.00 .00 .049 
Hotelling’s Trace .105 5.513 6.00 632.00 .00 .050 
Roy’s Largest Root .098 10.409 3.00 318.00 .00 .089 
 

To further investigate where the significant changes occurred, a set of post hoc 

tests was conducted. Because there were different n-sizes for each of the four groups, 

the Hochberg post hoc test was used. The post hoc test results indicated no significant 

differences (p < .05) between the intensive reading group and the extensive reading 

group or between the reading strategies group and extensive reading/reading strategies 

group for reading self-efficacy gains from time 1 to time 2. However, there was a 

significant difference between the intensive reading group and the reading strategies 

group, and the extensive reading/reading strategies group gains (p < .05). In addition, 

the extensive reading group mean gain was significantly different from those of the 

reading strategies group and extensive reading/reading strategies group.  

There were no significant differences in the gains between any of the four 

groups from time 2 to time 3. A review of the means of the gains from time 2 to time 3, 

shows that there was very little variance among the means, as the groups changed little 

during this period. 
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The overall gains from time 1 to time 3 were similar to the gains from time 1 to 

time 2. There were significant differences between the intensive reading and extensive 

reading groups, and the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies 

groups. There was no significant difference between the intensive reading and extensive 

reading groups, or between the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading 

strategies groups. 

 

ANOVA Results for Each Group (Within-Groups Analysis) 

After completing the above MANOVA, a repeated-measures, analysis of 

variances (ANOVA) was conducted on the data for each group over the three testing 

occasions to determine changes that might have occurred within the four groups. For 

these ANOVAs, the Rasch person measures at the three times were used as the 

dependent variable. 

  

Intensive reading (Control group) 

A one-way within-subjects, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the 

reading self-efficacy data for the intensive reading group. The objective of this analysis 

was to identify any significant changes in reading self-efficacy within the intensive 

reading group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant (p < .05), F = 

.960 (df = 2), p = .21. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and 

sphercity was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and 
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kurtosis values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to 

run a repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the intensive reading group for reading self-efficacy are 

reported in Table 55 (see Figure 15 for a graphic display of the intensive reading group 

means for reading self-efficacy). The results of the repeated-measures ANOVA 

indicated a significant time effect, Λ = .86, F(2, 77) = 6.19, p < .05, multivariate η2 = 

.14. 

 
Table 55. Descriptive Statistics for the Intensive Reading Group for Reading Self-
Efficacy 

 Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
M            -.572 -.190 -.237 
SE .154 .152   .159 
95% CI      [-.879, -.265]        [-.493, .113] [-.587, .048] 
SD 1.372              1.353 1.417 
SK .559 -.281   .239 
SES .271  .271   .271 
KT .155  .230   .226 
SEK .535  .535   .535 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. All statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 

Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear and quadratic effects 

with means increasing from time 1 to time 2, but decreasing from time 2 to time 3. An 

inspection of the pairwise comparisons also revealed that there were significant 

differences between the participants’ ratings at time 1 and times 2 and 3, but there was 

no significant difference between their ratings at times 2 and 3. This reveals that the 

level of reading self-efficacy for the participants improved significantly from time 1 to 
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time 2, and from time 1 to time 3, but the difference in the means from time 2 to time 3 

was not significant. There was an overall gain (from time 1 to time 3) in reading self-

efficacy for the intensive reading group and it was statistically significant. 

 

Extensive reading group 

Next, a one-way within-subjects, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on 

the reading self-efficacy data for the extensive reading group. The objective of this 

analysis was to determine if there had been any significant changes in reading self-

efficacy within the extensive reading group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were significant, F = .913 (df = 2), 

p = .04. Therefore, the data violated the assumption of sphercity and sphercity was not 

assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values 

were within acceptable limits. Therefore, even though the sphercity assumption was not 

met, the ANOVA was run but sphercity was not assumed when investigating the F-

statistics. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of the Greenhouse-Geisser 

statistic because the assumption of sphercity was not met. The descriptive statistics for 

the intensive reading group for reading self-efficacy are reported in Table 56 (see 

Figure 15 above for a graph of the extensive reading group means for reading self-

efficacy). The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant time effect, total III sum of 

squares = 23.99, F(1.84, 134.32) = 19.572, p < .05, multivariate η2 = .21.  
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Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear and quadratic effects with 

means increasing relatively sharply from time 1 to time 2, and less dramatically from 

time 2 to time 3.  An inspection of the pairwise comparisons also revealed that there 

were significant differences between the participants’ ratings on time 1 and times 2 and 

3, but there was no significant difference between their ratings on times 2 and 3. This 

reveals that the level of reading self-efficacy for the participants improved significantly 

from time 1 to time 2, and from time 1 to time 3, but the difference in mean from time 2 

to time 3 was not significant. There was an overall gain (from time 1 to time 3) in 

reading self-efficacy for the extensive reading group and it was statistically significant. 

 
Table 56. Descriptive Statistics for the Extensive Reading Group for Reading Self-
Efficacy 

 Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
M            -.206 .491 .492 
SE .130 .160   .140 
95% CI      [-.464, .052]         [.172, .809]   [.214, .769] 
SD 1.114             1.374 1.200 
SK -.056  .068  -.250 
SES .279  .279   .279 
KT .523  .989  1.013 
SEK .552  .552   .552 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 
 

Reading strategies group 

 A one-way within-subjects, repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the 

reading self-efficacy data for the reading strategies group. The objective of this 

ANOVA was to determine if there had been any significant changes in reading self-

efficacy within the reading strategies group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 
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Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .971 (df 

= 2), p = .27. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and 

sphercity was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the reading strategies group for reading self-efficacy are 

reported in Table 57 (see Figure 15 above for a graph of the reading strategies group 

means for reading self-efficacy). The results indicated a significant time effect, Λ = .50, 

F(2, 88) = 44.10, p < .01, multivariate η2 = .50. 

 
Table 57. Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Strategies Group for Reading Self-
Efficacy 

         Time 1     Time 2    Time 3 
M       -.695  .309 .318 
SE .161 .158   .137 
95% CI       [-1.016, -.375]    [-.005, .623]   [.047, .589] 
SD 1.531    1.501 1.295 
SK -.359      .321   .189 
SES .254      .254   .254 
KT .598      .531  -.018 
SEK .503      .503   .503 

Note. CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard 
error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on Rasch logits. 
 

Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear and quadratic effects 

with means increasing relatively sharply from time 1 to time 2, and less dramatically 

from time 2 to time 3.  An inspection of the pairwise comparisons also revealed that 

there were significant differences between the participants’ ratings at time 1 and times 2 

and 3, but there was no significant difference between their ratings at times 2 and 3. 
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There was an overall gain (from time 1 to time 3) in reading self-efficacy for this group 

and it was statistically significant. 

 

Extensive reading/Reading strategies group 

A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reading self-

efficacy data for the extensive reading/reading strategies group. The objective of this 

ANOVA was to determine if there were any significant changes in reading self-efficacy 

within the extensive reading/reading strategies group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .971 (df 

= 2), p = .27. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and 

sphercity was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the extensive reading/reading strategies group for reading self-

efficacy are reported in Table 58 (see Figure 15 above for a graphic display of the 

extensive reading/reading strategies group means for reading self-efficacy). The results 

indicated a significant time effect, Λ = .50, F(2, 88) = 44.10, p < .01, multivariate η2 = 

.50.  

 Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear and quadratic effects 

with means increasing relatively sharply from time 1 to time 2, and less dramatically 

from time 2 to time 3.  An inspection of the pairwise comparisons also revealed that 

there were significant differences between the participants’ ratings at time 1 and times 2 

and 3, but there was no significant difference between their ratings at times 2 and 3. 
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There was an overall gain (from time 1 to time 3) in reading self-efficacy for the 

extensive reading/reading strategies group and it was statistically significant. 

 
Table 58. Descriptive Statistics for the Extensive Reading/Reading Strategies Group for 
Reading Self-Efficacy 

        Time 1    Time 2   Time 3 
M       -.622    .656 .428 
SE .145 .149   .146 
95% CI         [-.912, -.333]     [.360, .952]          [.137, .719] 
SD 1.293   1.322              1.301 
SK .256     .900              -.637 
SES .271     .271                .271 
KT -.510    -.210   .354 
SEK .535     .535   .535 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 
 
Summary for the Results for Research Question 1 

After performing the MANOVA to investigate between-group differences for 

the reading self-efficacy variable which had been measured three times over the course 

of the study, the results showed that the reading strategies group and the extensive 

reading/reading strategies group made significant gains over the intensive reading and 

extensive reading groups in regards to gains made from time 1 to time 2, and time 1 to 

time 3. There were no significant differences between the groups in relation to the gains 

made from time 2 to time 3.  

After determining significant differences among the groups in the MANOVA, a 

repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to find more precisely within the groups, 

where significant changes occurred. In all of the groups, significant gains were made 
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between times 1 and 2, and times 1 and 3, but there were no significant gains between 

times 2 and 3 for any of the groups. 

 

Research Question 2: Changes in Reading Comprehension 

The second research question asked to what degree the participants’ English 

reading comprehension changed after participating in one of the three experimental 

groups or the intensive reading group (control group) over one academic year. It was 

hypothesized that participation in the experimental groups would lead to significant 

gains in reading comprehension in comparison to those of the intensive reading group. 

The analysis for this research question was broken into two parts. First, a multiple 

analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted using the gain scores in reading 

comprehension between times 1 and 2, times 2 and 3, and times 1 and 3 for the four 

groups to determine if there were significant statistical differences between them (i.e., a 

between-groups analysis). Post hoc tests were run to determine where significant 

changes occurred.  

The second analysis, a within-groups analysis, was conducted using a repeated-

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The Rasch person measures at time 1, time 2, 

and time 3 were used to investigate whether any of the groups changed significantly 

from time 1 to time 2, from time 2 to time 3, and from time 1 to time 3. 

 

MANOVA Results (Between-Groups Analysis) 

As there were four groups measured over three times in this study, it was 

considered important to establish that the groups were not significantly different from 
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one another on reading comprehension at the outset of the study. Therefore, a one-way 

ANOVA was conducted on the time 1 data with groups as the independent variable and 

Rasch person measures at time 1 as the dependent variable. None of the groups were 

significantly different in regards to the reading comprehension variable at the beginning 

of the study. Levene’s test of equality of error variance was non-significant, F = 1.82 (df 

= 3), p = .14 and the ANOVA was also non-significant, F(3, 318) = 2.32, p = .08. 

 Once it was established that none of the groups were significantly different at 

time 1, a multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted with the 

independent variables being the four groups and the dependent variable being the gain 

scores for reading comprehension. Due to the fact that this was a longitudinal study 

conducted to investigate the gains/losses of reading comprehension over the academic 

year, it was deemed prudent to use the gain scores from time 1 to time 2, time 2 to time 

3, and time 1 to time 3 as the dependent variable in this analysis instead of the Rasch 

person measures that had been obtained on each test occasion (see Figure 16 for a 

graphic display of the group averages for reading comprehension; see Table 59 for gain 

scores for all groups for reading comprehension). By running the MANOVA in this 

way, the differences that occurred between the four groups over the academic year were 

investigated. The data for the analysis were gathered with the reading comprehension 

tests that are explained in detail in chapter 3 (see Appendices F, G, and H for full 

versions of the reading comprehensions tests for times 1, 2, and 3).  

 



 

Figure 16. Mean reading comprehension scores for all groups (times 1, 2, and 3).

 
Prior to conducting the MANOVA, Levene’s test of equality of error variance 

was inspected. The value for changes from time 1 to time 2 was 

.89. The value for changes from time 2 to time 3 was 

value for changes from time 1 to time 3 was 

significant values for Levene’s test indicated that variances among the groups were 

similar. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values were within acceptable limits. 

Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a MANOVA were met.

Table 60 shows the results of the MA

Hotelling, and Roy’s statistics all indicated statistically significant differences at 

among the groups over the three testing times for reading comprehension. 
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. Mean reading comprehension scores for all groups (times 1, 2, and 3).

rior to conducting the MANOVA, Levene’s test of equality of error variance 

was inspected. The value for changes from time 1 to time 2 was F = .211 (

.89. The value for changes from time 2 to time 3 was F = .34 (df = 3), p = .80, and the 

or changes from time 1 to time 3 was F = .14 (df = 3), p = .94. These non

significant values for Levene’s test indicated that variances among the groups were 

similar. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values were within acceptable limits. 

he assumptions necessary to run a MANOVA were met. 

Table 60 shows the results of the MANOVA. Multivariate Pillai, Wilk

s statistics all indicated statistically significant differences at 

among the groups over the three testing times for reading comprehension. 

Time 1 Time 2 Time 3

Test Times
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Strategies

ER/Strategies

 

. Mean reading comprehension scores for all groups (times 1, 2, and 3). 

rior to conducting the MANOVA, Levene’s test of equality of error variance 

= .211 (df = 3), p = 

= .80, and the 

= .94. These non-

significant values for Levene’s test indicated that variances among the groups were 

similar. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values were within acceptable limits. 

NOVA. Multivariate Pillai, Wilk, 

s statistics all indicated statistically significant differences at p < .05 

among the groups over the three testing times for reading comprehension.  

Time 3
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Table 59. Descriptive Statistics of Reading Comprehension Gain Scores (Changes for Times 1-2, 2-3, and 1-3) 

 
Intensive Reading Group Extensive Reading Group Reading Strategy Group ER/Strategies Group 

 T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3       T1-T2      T2-T3      T1-T3       T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3       T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3 
M .240 -.111 .129 .411 .109 .520 .496 .286 .782 .432 .222 .654 
SE .087 .082 .080 .087 .077 .087 .077 .071 .074 .082 .080 .074 
95% CI             
  LB .067 .273 -.029 .237 -.045 .346 .343 .146 .635 .269 .064 .507 
  UB .413 .052 .288 .584 .263 .693 .649 .427 .930 .595 .382 .802 
SD .774 .725 .707 .748 .666 .750 .728 .670 .702 .727 .710 .657 
SK -.189 -.226 .186 .357 -.423 .317 .175 .039 -.063 -.328 -.265 -.244 
SES .271 .271 .271 .279 .279 .279 .254 .254 .254 .271 .271 .271 
KT -.330 .019 -.028 -.425 .545 .178 -.070 -.037 -.438 .195 .264 .166 
SEK .535 .535 .535 .552 .552 .552 .503 .503 .503 .535 .535 .535 

Note.  95% CI = 95% confidence interval; ER/Strategies Group  = Extensive reading/reading strategies group; T1 = time 1; T2 = time 
2; T3 = time 3; 95% LB = 95% confidence interval lower bound; 95% UB = 95% confidence interval upper bound; SK = skewness; 
KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on Rasch logits. 
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Table 60. MANOVA Results for Reading Comprehension Gain Scores 
 (Times 1-2, 2-3, 1-3) 

    Effect    F Hypothesis df Error df    p      η2 
Pillai’s Trace .116 6.514 6.00 636.00 .00 .058 
Wilk’s Lambda .884 6.704 6.00 634.00 .00 .060 
Hotelling’s Trace .131 6.893 6.00 632.00 .00 .061 
Roy’s Largest Root .131 13.842 3.00 318.00 .00 .116 
 

To further investigate where the significant changes occurred, a set of post hoc 

tests was conducted. Because there were different n-sizes for each of the four groups, 

the Hochberg statistic was used to report the post hoc tests. The post hoc tests show that 

when checking the gains that were realized in reading comprehension from time 1 to 

time 2, there was no significant difference (p < .05) between any of the groups.  

Close inspection of the post hoc tests for the gains between times 2 and 3 

revealed significant differences between the intensive reading group and the reading 

strategies group and the extensive reading/reading strategies group. There were no other 

significant differences between any of the other groups for this period. 

In the final analysis, gains between times 1 and 3, there were significant 

differences between the intensive reading group and the three experimental groups, all 

of which made significantly greater gains than the intensive reading group. There were 

no significant differences among the experimental groups at this stage.  

A close inspection of Figure 16 might give the impression that the scores for the 

three experimental groups converge on a single point, that is, that a ceiling effect might 

be present. However, this is not the case. Checking the descriptive statistics for each of 

the three experimental groups on the time 3 reading comprehension test shows that 

there was no ceiling effect for this instrument on any of the three testing occasions. 
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ANOVA Results for Each Group (Within-Groups Analysis) 

After completing the above MANOVA, a repeated-measures, analysis of 

variances (ANOVA) was conducted on the data for each group over the three testing 

occasions to determine changes that might have occurred within the four groups. For 

these repeated-measures ANOVAs, the Rasch person measures at times 1, 2, and 3 were 

used as the dependent variable. 

  

Intensive reading (Control group) 

A one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reading 

comprehension data for the intensive reading group. The objective of this ANOVA was 

to identify any significant changes in reading comprehension within the intensive 

reading group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .99 (df = 

2), p = .63. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and sphercity 

was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis 

values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a 

repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the intensive reading group for reading self-efficacy are 

reported in Table 61 (see Figure 16 above for a graphic display of the intensive reading 

group means for reading comprehension). The results of the repeated-measures 

ANOVA indicated a non-significant time effect, Λ = .911, F(2, 77) = 3.77, p > .05, 
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multivariate η2 = .09. Because the ANOVA was not significant, follow-up polynomial 

contrasts and pairwise comparisons were not conducted. 

 
Table 61. Descriptive Statistics for the Intensive Reading Group for Reading 
Comprehension 

           Time 1             Time 2             Time 3 
M            -.069 -.171 .060 
SE .059 .082   .071 
95% CI      [-.186, .048]         [.007, .334] [-.082, .202] 
SD .522               .729   .633 
SK .179 -.064  -.312 
SES .271  .271   .271 
KT -.426 -.347  -.432 
SEK .535  .535   .535 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 

Extensive reading group 

Next, a one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reading 

comprehension data for the extensive reading group. The objective of this analysis was 

to determine if there had been any significant changes in reading comprehension within 

the extensive reading group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .98 (df = 

2), p = .44. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and sphercity 

was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis 

values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a 

repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 
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The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the extensive reading group for reading comprehension are 

reported in Table 62 (see Figure 16 above for a graphic display of the extensive reading 

group means for reading comprehension, all three times). The results of the ANOVA 

indicated a significant time effect, Λ = .66, F(2, 72) = 18.49, p < .01, multivariate η2 = 

.34.  

 
Table 62. Descriptive Statistics for the Extensive Reading Group for Reading 
Comprehension 

         Time 1     Time 2    Time 3 
M        .018  .429 .538 
SE        .067 .073   .075 
95% CI      [-.114, .151]     [.283, .574]   [.389, .686] 
SD        .572      .627   .642 
SK        .309    -.152   .136 
SES        .279      .279   .279 
KT        .143    -.473   .109 
SEK        .552      .552   .552 

Note. CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard 
error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on Rasch logits. 
 
 

Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear effects with means 

increasing relatively sharply from time 1 to time 2, and less dramatically from time 2 to 

time 3.  An inspection of the pairwise comparisons also revealed that there were 

significant differences between the participants’ scores on time 1 and times 2 and 3, but 

there was no significant difference between their scores on times 2 and 3. This reveals 

that the level of reading comprehension for the participants improved significantly from 

time 1 to time 2, and from time 1 to time 3, but the difference in mean from time 2 to 

time 3 was not significant. There was an overall gain (from time 1 to time 3) in reading 

comprehension for the extensive reading group and it was statistically significant. 
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Reading strategies group 

A one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reading 

comprehension data for the reading strategies group. The objective of this ANOVA was 

to determine if there had been any significant changes in reading comprehension within 

the reading strategies group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .99 (df = 

2), p = .66. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and sphercity 

was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis 

values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a 

repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the reading strategies group for reading comprehension are 

reported in Table 63 (see Figure 16 above for a graph of the reading strategies group 

means for reading comprehension, all three times). The results of the ANOVA indicated 

a significant time effect, Λ = .44, F(2, 88) = 55.46, p < .01, multivariate η2 = .56.  

Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear effects with means 

increasing from time 1 to time 2, and then from time 2 to time 3. An inspection of the 

pairwise comparisons also revealed that there were significant differences between the 

participants’ scores on times 1, 2, and 3. This reveals that the level of reading 

comprehension for the participants improved significantly from time 1 to time 2, time 2 

to time 3, and time 1 to time 3.  
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Table 63. Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Strategies Group for Reading 
Comprehension 

         Time 1     Time 2    Time 3 
M      -.216  .280 .567 
SE        .075 .078   .063 
95% CI      [-.365, -.067]     [.125, .436]   [.442, .691] 
SD        .712      .743   .594 
SK       -.367    -.270  -.247 
SES        .254      .254   .254 
KT        .180    -.404   .175 
SEK        .503      .503   .503 

Note. CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard 
error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on Rasch logits. 
 

Extensive reading/Reading strategies group 

A one-way, repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the reading 

comprehension data for the extensive reading/reading strategies group. The objective of 

this ANOVA was to determine if there were any significant changes in reading 

comprehension within the extensive reading/reading strategies group from time 1 to 

time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .99 (df = 

2), p = .53. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and sphercity 

was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis 

values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a 

repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the extensive reading/reading strategies group for reading 

comprehension are reported in Table 64 (see Figure 16 above for a graphic display of 
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the extensive reading/reading strategies group means for reading comprehension). The 

results of the ANOVA indicated a significant time effect, Λ = .49, F(2, 77) = 39.41, p < 

.01, multivariate η2 = .51.  

 
Table 64. Descriptive Statistics for the Extensive Reading/Reading Strategies Group for 
Reading Comprehension 

           Time 1             Time 2             Time 3 
M            -.159 .274 .497 
SE .064 .076   .063 
95% CI      [-.286, -.030]          [.124, .424]  [.370, .623] 
SD .570               .671   .563 
SK .569 -.679  -.123 
SES .271  .271   .271 
KT .535               1.040  -.162 
SEK .535  .535   .535 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 
 

Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear effects with means 

increasing from time 1 to time 2, and from time 2 to time 3. An inspection of the 

pairwise comparisons also revealed that there were significant differences between the 

participants’ scores on times 1, 2, and 3. This reveals that the level of reading 

comprehension for the participants improved significantly from time 1 to time 2, time 2 

to time 3, and time 1 to time 3.  

 
 
Summary for the Results for Research Question 2 

After performing the MANOVA to investigate between-group differences for 

the reading comprehension variable that had been measured three times over the course 

of the study, the results showed that there were no significant differences between any 
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of the groups between times 1 and 2. However, between times 2 and 3, the reading 

strategies group and the extensive reading/reading strategies group made statistically 

significant gains in comparison to the intensive reading group. Finally, when comparing 

the differences between groups between times 1 and 3, all three experimental groups 

made significantly higher gains than the intensive reading group. There were no 

significant differences among the experimental groups between times 2 and 3, and times 

1 and 3. 

After identifying significant differences among the groups with the MANOVA, 

a repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to find more precisely within the groups, 

where significant changes occurred. First, the ANOVA for the intensive reading group 

was not significant. This indicated that the reading comprehension level for the 

participants in that group did not significantly change over the course of the study. For 

the extensive reading group, significant improvements in reading comprehension were 

realized between times 1 and 2, and times 1 and 3, but not between times 2 and 3. And 

then finally, for the strategies group and the extensive reading/reading strategies group 

significant gains were realized between times 1 and 2, times 2 and 3, and times 1 and 3. 

 
 

Research Question 3: Reading Self-EEEEfficacy as a  

Predictor of Reading Comprehension 

The third research question asked whether changes in reading self-efficacy 

predict changes in reading comprehension after participation in one of the three 

experimental groups or the intensive reading group (control group) over one academic 

year. It was hypothesized that gains in reading self-efficacy would lead to gains in 
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reading comprehension. The analysis for this research question was conducted using 

latent growth curve (LGC) modeling involving sequelae of change. This type of 

modeling highlights the initial individual differences as the intercept and individual 

differences that might occur over time as the slope. This type of analysis helps to 

account for changes that occur on an individual level, as well as, at the group level.  

LGC modeling was considered the most appropriate method of analysis because 

unlike other growth modeling styles, it can be designed so that a participant’s trajectory 

of change over time on one construct, reading self-efficacy, becomes a predictor of 

subsequent changes in outcome, reading comprehension, instead of being treated as an 

outcome itself. It was chosen also because the main focus of the LGC model is to 

capture signs of development over a prescribed time. Duncan, Duncan, and Strycker 

(2006) also purport that not only can the LGC model capture individual differences but 

that it can also be used to analyze crucial group statistics and development at a group 

level.  

The advantages of this method of analysis include the capacity to develop from 

the data incremental trajectories to reflect changes on an individual and group level, to 

test the adequacy of the hypothesized growth form, and to make allowances for time-

varying covariates. Two of the disadvantages of this type of analysis, however, are the 

assumption of multinormally distributed variables and the importance of large samples. 

This study, however, compensates for these disadvantages, as the normality of the data 

was already confirmed in Chapter 4, and the sample size was moderately large. One 

further assumption that this study met, was that all data collection should be conducted 

at roughly the same time and intervals for all participants. In this study, that was the 
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case. All participants in the study were given each test over a one-week duration. If any 

participants were unable to take any of the tests within one week of the regularly 

scheduled testing time, they and their data were excluded from the study (see Table 3 

for a complete schedule of testing dates). 

The associative model depicted in Figure 17 illustrates the growth and the 

pattern of associations among the growth parameters of reading self-efficacy and 

reading comprehension. The LGC model was used to answer research question 3 in this 

study, whether changes in reading self-efficacy predict changes in reading 

comprehension. That is, the initial individual differences (interceptSE) and the change 

in the individual differences over time (slopeSE) of reading self-efficacy were 

hypothesized to predict the change in the individual differences over time (slopeRC) of 

reading comprehension. The intercept represents the start value for any given individual 

across time. It is from this value that the slope will be evaluated and therefore, the factor 

loadings for the slope were constrained at 0, 1, and 2, respectively. The rectangles at the 

top of the diagram, SE1, SE2, and SE3 represent reading self-efficacy self-ratings for 

time 1, time 2, and time 3, respectively.  

These three rectangles are connected to the latent variables of reading self-

efficacy, the interceptSE and slopeSE, which are estimated as growth factors. Similarly, 

the 
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Figure 17. The latent growth curve model of the effects of reading self-efficacy on 
reading comprehension over three testing occasions during an academic year, using 
standardized solution values. 
 

rectangles at the bottom of the diagram, RC1, RC2, and RC3 represent time 1, time 2, 

and time 3 scores, respectively, for the reading comprehension variable. These 

rectangles are connected by arrows to the latent variables for reading comprehension, 

interceptRC and slopeRC. By setting the first loading on both of the slope factors (both 
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slopeRC and slope SE) to 0, the intercepts are effectively set as the initial level of the 

dimensions under study.  

 The sequelae of change for the slopeRC were hypothesized to be predicted by 

the interceptSE and the slopeSE. That is, the change in reading comprehension was set 

to be a function of the initial level of reading self-efficacy (interceptSE) and the change 

in reading self-efficacy (slopeSE). The path coefficients (parameters) in this study are 

all standardized. E’s represent error values for the model. The Rasch person measures 

from Chapter 4 were used as the observed self-ratings for the reading self-efficacy 

factors, SE1, SE2, and SE3, and the observed scores for the reading comprehension 

factors, RC1, RC2, RC3.

 The LGC modeling analysis was conducted using EQS (version 6.1). The 

parameters were estimated using the maximum likelihood (ML) procedure. Goodness of 

fit was evaluated using four indices: chi-square statistic, comparative fit index (CFI), 

the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), and the root mean square error of 

approximation (RMSEA). The higher the probability value for the chi-square statistic, 

the closer the fit between the hypothesized model and the perfect fit (Bollen, 1989). 

However, this statistic has come increasingly under scrutiny for its over-sensitivity to 

sample size. “Both the sensitivity of the Likelihood Ratio Test to sample size and its 

basis on the central χ2 distribution, which assumes that the model fits perfectly in the 

population, have led to problems of fit that are now widely known” (Byrne, 2006, p. 

96). Given this problematic aspect of the Likelihood Ratio Test and that hypothesized 

models can never exactly fit real-world data, many researchers caution an over-

consideration of only chi-square statistics, χ
2  to interpret model goodness-of-fit.    
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Due to the limitations of the chi-square statistic, other goodness-of-fit indexes 

have been developed to take a more pragmatic approach to the evaluation process. 

Although, EQS provides up to 10 of these indexes, Bentler (1990) recommended that 

the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) be the index of choice. CFI values equal to or greater 

than .95 are considered representative of well-fitting models (Hu & Bentler, 1999).  

In addition to the analysis of CFI and χ
2 statistics to evaluate absolute model fit, 

there are two other indexes, the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR), and 

the Root Mean-Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), that provide additional 

support to determining the goodness-of-fit of a model. However, Browne et al. (2002, p. 

405) termed them more specifically as “absolute misfit indexes.” Absolute fit indexes, 

such as CFI increase as goodness-of-fit improves, however, the absolute misfit indexes 

decrease as goodness-of-fit improves.  

When interpreting SRMR values, a well-fitting model would show a value of .05 

or less for this index. For the RMSEA index, values less than .05 indicate good fit, and 

those as high as .08 represent reasonable errors of approximation in the population 

(Browne & Cudeck, 1993). RMSEA values ranging from .08 to .10 indicate mediocre 

fit, and those greater than .10 indicate poor fit (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 

1996).  

In regards to research question 3, the posited model provided a good fit to the 

empirical data. The values for the various fit indices were χ
2(10, 322) = 86.48, p = .000, 

CFI = .99, SRMR = .03, RMSEA = .06. Although the chi-square statistic is .000, the 

other indexes demonstrate that this is a well-fitting model. As was explained in the 

above section, the chi-square statistic can be over-sensitive due to differences in sample 
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size. Therefore, evaluation of the model goodness-of-fit should be considered through 

the analysis of the above-mentioned indexes, as a group, not relying completely on the 

chi-square statistic to arrive at an interpretation of the results.  

In addition to these indexes, the parameters and t-values for the intercepts and 

slopes are displayed in Table 65. The relationship between slopeSE and slopeRC was 

significant. This suggests that there is a positive relationship between changes that 

occurred over the study in reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension. The 

relationship between the interceptSE and slopeRC was non-significant, so the 

participants’ starting level for reading self-efficacy was not significantly related to the 

amount of reading comprehension growth they achieved over the academic year. 

 

Table 65. Predicting Gains in Reading Comprehension by Gains in Reading Self-
Efficacy with Linear Growth Curve Modeling 

InterceptSE � SlopeRC SlopeSE � SlopeRC* 
Effect (β) SE t Value Effect (β) SE t Value 

-.829 .732 -1.134 .996 .393 2.533 

Note. *p < .05. 

 
Research Question 4: Skill in Reading Strategy Use as a  

Predictor of Reading Self-Efficacy 

The fourth research question asked whether those participants who are more 

adept at using reading strategies, as operationalized through a set of reading strategy 

tests (see Appendices C, D, and E) also have high levels of reading self-efficacy? This 

question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: Higher scores on the reading 

strategy test will lead to higher levels of reading self-efficacy. The analysis for this 

research question was conducted using latent growth curve (LGC) modeling involving 

sequelae of change. This type of modeling highlights the initial individual differences as 
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the intercept and individual differences that occur over time as the slope. This type of 

analysis helps to account for changes that occur on an individual level, as well as, at the 

group level.  

LGC modeling was considered the most appropriate method of analysis because 

unlike other growth modeling styles, it can be designed so that a participant’s trajectory 

of change over time on one construct, skill in the use of reading strategies, becomes a 

predictor of subsequent changes in outcome, reading self-efficacy, instead of being 

treated as an outcome itself.  

 The assumption of multinormally distributed variables and the importance of 

large samples was accounted for in this study. The normality of the data was already 

confirmed in Chapter 4, and the sample size was moderately large. One further 

assumption that this study met, was that all data collection should be conducted at 

roughly the same time and intervals for all participants. In this study, that was the case. 

All participants in the study were given each test over a one-week duration. If any 

participants were unable to take any of the tests within one week of the regularly 

scheduled testing time, they and their data were excluded from the study (see Table 3 

for a complete schedule of testing dates). 

 The associative model depicted in Figure 18 illustrates the growth and the 

pattern of associations among the growth parameters of skill in reading strategy use and 

reading self-efficacy. The LGC model was used to answer research question 4 in this 

study, whether changes in skill in reading strategy use predict changes in reading self-

efficacy. 
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That is, the initial individual differences (interceptRS) and the change in the 

individual differences over time (slopeRS) of reading strategy skill were hypothesized 

to predict the change in the individual differences over time (slopeSE) of reading self-

efficacy. The intercept represents the start value for any given individual across time. It 

is from this value that the slope will be evaluated and therefore, the factor loadings for  

  

Figure 18. The latent growth curve model of the effects of skill of reading strategy use 
on reading self-efficacy over three testing occasions during an academic year, using 
standardized solution values. 
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the intercept are fixed at 1 for each measurement time. The slope symbolizes the rate of 

change and, therefore, the factor loadings for the slope were constrained at 0, 1, and 2, 

respectively. The rectangles at the top of the diagram, RS1, RS2, and RS3 represent the 

scores from the reading strategy tests for time 1, time 2, and time 3, respectively. These 

three rectangles are connected to the latent variables of skill in reading strategy use, the 

interceptRS and slopeRS, which are estimated as growth factors. Similarly, the 

rectangles at the bottom of the diagram, SE1, SE2, and SE3 represent time 1, time 2, 

and time 3 scores, respectively, for the self-ratings of the reading self-efficacy variable. 

These rectangles are connected by arrows to the latent variables for reading self-

efficacy, interceptSE and slopeSE. By setting the first loading on both of the slope 

factors (both slopeRC and slope SE) to 0, the intercepts are effectively set as the initial 

level of the dimensions under study. 

The sequelae of change for the slopeSE were hypothesized to be predicted by 

the interceptRS and the slopeRS. That is, the change in reading self-efficacy was set to 

be a function of the initial level of skill in reading strategy use (interceptRS) and the 

change in skill in reading strategy use (slopeRS). The path coefficients (parameters) in 

this study are all standardized. E’s represent error values for the model. The Rasch 

person measures from Chapter 4 were used as the observed scores for the reading 

strategy factors, RS1, RS2, and RS3, and the observed scores for the reading self-

efficacy factors, SE1, SE2, SE3.  

The LGC modeling analysis was conducted using EQS (version 6.1). The 

parameters were estimated using the maximum likelihood (ML) procedure. Goodness of 

fit was evaluated using four indices: chi-square statistic, comparative fit index (CFI), 
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the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), and the root mean square error of 

approximation (RMSEA).  

In regards to research question 4, the posited model provided a good fit to the 

empirical data. The values for the various fit indices were χ
2(10, 322) = 81.85, p = .000, 

CFI = .98, SRMR = .04, RMSEA = .07. Although the chi-square statistic is .000, the 

other indexes demonstrate that this is a well-fitting model. As was explained in the 

above section, the chi-square statistic can be over-sensitive due to differences in sample 

size. Therefore, evaluation of the model goodness-of-fit should be considered through 

the analysis of the above-mentioned indexes, as a group, not relying completely on the 

chi-square statistic to direct any interpretation of the results.  

In addition to these indexes, the parameters and t-values for the intercepts and 

slopes are displayed in Table 66 (see descriptive statistics for the reading strategy test 

per group in Table 68, graphically depicted in Figure 19). The relationship between 

slopeRS and slopeSE was significant. This suggests that there is a positive relationship 

between changes that occurred over the study in skill in reading strategy use and 

reading self-efficacy. The relationship between the interceptRS and slopeSE was non-

significant, so the participants’ starting level for skill in reading strategy use was not 

significantly related to the amount of reading self-efficacy growth they achieved over 

the academic year. 

 As a follow-up analysis to the results bore from the latent growth curve, a 

MANOVA was conducted on the reading strategy test data to investigate between-

group change and an ANOVA was performed on the same set of data for each of the 

respective groups to identify changes within-groups over the three testing occasions. 
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Table 66. Predicting Gains in Reading Self-Efficacy by Gains in Skill in Reading 
Strategy Use with Linear Growth Curve Modeling 

InterceptRS � SlopeSE SlopeRS � SlopeSE* 
Effect (β) SE t Value Effect (β) SE t Value 

-1.395 1.058 -1.319 1.272 .489 2.601 

*p < .05. 

 
 
MANOVA Results for the Reading Strategy Test Data (Between-Groups Analysis) 

As there were four groups measured over three times in this study, it was 

considered important to establish that the groups were not significantly different from 

one another on reading strategy skill at the outset of the study. Therefore, a one-way 

ANOVA was conducted on the time 1 data with groups as the independent variable and 

Rasch person measures at time 1 as the dependent variable. For the purpose of 

determining significance, p < .05 will be the limit henceforth in this paper. None of the 

groups were significantly different in regards to the reading strategy skill variable at the 

beginning of the study. Levene’s test of equality of error variance was non-significant, 

F = 1.562 (df = 3), p = .20 and the ANOVA was also non-significant, F(3, 318) = .162, 

p = .92. 

Once it was established that none of the groups were significantly different at 

time 1, a multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted with the 

independent variable being the four groups and the dependent variable being the gain 

scores for the reading strategy test. Due to the fact that this was a longitudinal study 

conducted to investigate the gains/losses of reading strategy skill over the academic 

year, it was deemed prudent to use the gain scores for this analysis instead of the Rasch 

measures that had been obtained on each test occasion. For the MANOVA, the gain 
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scores calculated from time 1 to time 2, time 2 to time 3, and time 1 to time 3 were used 

(see Figure 19 for a graphic display of the group averages for reading strategy skill; see 

Table 68 for gain scores for all groups for reading strategy skill). By running the 

MANOVA in this way, the differences that occurred between the four groups over the 

academic year were investigated. The data for the analysis were gathered with three 

versions of the reading strategy test (see Appendices C, D, and E for the complete 

versions of the tests). 

Prior to conducting the MANOVA, Levene’s test of equality of error variance 

was inspected. The value for changes from time 1 to time 2 was F = 2.044 (df = 3), p = 

.108. The value for changes from time 2 to time 3 was F = 3.165 (df = 3), p = .052, and 

the value for changes from time 1 to time 3 was F = 1.001 (df = 3), p = .393. These non-

significant values (p < .05) for Levene’s test indicated that variances among the groups 

were similar. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values were within acceptable 

limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a MANOVA were met. 

 Table 67 shows the results of the MANOVA. Multivariate Pillai, Wilk, 

Hotelling, and Roy’s statistics all indicated statistically significant differences at p < .05 

among the groups over the three testing times for the reading strategy test. 

 
Table 67. MANOVA Results for Reading Strategy Test Gain Scores  
(Times 1-2, 2-3, 1-3) 

 Effect F Hypothesis df Error df p η2 
Pillai’s Trace .090 4.933 6.00 636.00 .00 .045 
Wilk’s Lambda .912 5.007 6.00 634.00 .00 .045 
Hotelling’s Trace .095 5.022 6.00 632.00 .00 .046 
Roy’s Largest Root .072 7.650 3.00 318.00 .00 .067 
 



 

To further investigate where the significant changes occurred, a set of post hoc 

tests was conducted (see Figure 19

reading strategy skill; see Table 68

skill). The post hoc tests indicated no significant difference (

intensive reading group and the extensive reading

the reading strategies group and

strategy skill from time 1 to time 2. However, there was a significant difference 

between the intensive reading group and the reading strategies group, and the extensive 

reading group gains (p < .05). 

 

Figure 19. Mean reading strategy test scores for
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To further investigate where the significant changes occurred, a set of post hoc 

(see Figure 19 for a graphic display of the group averages for 

ding strategy skill; see Table 68 for gain scores for all groups for reading strategy 

. The post hoc tests indicated no significant difference (p < .05) between the 

intensive reading group and the extensive reading/reading strategies group or between 

the reading strategies group and extensive reading group for reading gains

from time 1 to time 2. However, there was a significant difference 

between the intensive reading group and the reading strategies group, and the extensive 

< .05).  

. Mean reading strategy test scores for all groups (times 1, 2, and 3).

There were no significant differences in the gains between any of the four 

groups from time 2 to time 3. A review of the means of the gains from time 2 to time 3, 
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To further investigate where the significant changes occurred, a set of post hoc 

for a graphic display of the group averages for 

for gain scores for all groups for reading strategy 
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group or between 

gains in reading 

from time 1 to time 2. However, there was a significant difference 

between the intensive reading group and the reading strategies group, and the extensive 

 

all groups (times 1, 2, and 3). 

There were no significant differences in the gains between any of the four 

groups from time 2 to time 3. A review of the means of the gains from time 2 to time 3, 

Time 3
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Table 68. Descriptive Statistics of Reading Strategy Test Gain Scores (Changes for Times 1-2, 2-3, and 1-3) 

 
Intensive Reading Group Extensive Reading Group Reading Strategy Group ER/Strategies Group 

T1-T2 T2-T3 T1-T3 T1-T2 T2-T3 T1-T3 T1-T2 T2-T3 T1-T3    T1-T2 T2-T3   T1-T3 
M -.019 .118 .098 .441 -.010 .431 .420 -.006 .414 .241 .272 .513 
SE .087 .093 .075 .094 .094 .087 .074 .073 .076 .069 .067 .066 
95% CI             
  LB -.193 -.068 -.052 .253 -.196 .257 .272 -.151 .263 .103 .139 .380 
  UB .154 .303 .248 .628 .177 .605 .568 .139 .565 .379 .406 .646 
SD .774 .827 .670 .809 .805 .749 .706 .693 .721 .615 .598 .593 
SK -.537 -.387 -.012 .269 -.165 -.519 .153 .129 -.079 .073 .064 -.420 
SES .271 .271 .271 .279 .279 .279 .254 .254 .254 .271 .271 .271 
KT .445 -.512 .170 .317 .568 .464 .053 .398 .626 .048 -.035 .459 
SEK .535 .535 .535 .552 .552 .552 .503 .503 .503 .535 .535 .535 

Note.  95% CI = 95% confidence interval; ER/Strategies Group  = Extensive reading/reading strategies group; T1 = time 1; T2 = time 2; T3 = time 3; 95% LB = 95% 
confidence interval lower bound; 95% UB = 95% confidence interval upper bound; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard 
error kurtosis.
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shows that there was very little variance among the means, as the groups changed little 

during this period. 

The overall gains from time 1 to time 3 showed that there were significant 

differences between the intensive reading and the extensive reading group, the reading 

strategies, and extensive reading/reading strategies groups. There was no significant 

difference between the reading strategies, extensive reading, or extensive 

reading/reading strategies groups. 

 

ANOVA Results for Each Group (Within-Groups Analysis) 

After completing the above MANOVA, a repeated-measures, analysis of 

variances (ANOVA) was conducted on the data for each group over the three testing 

occasions to determine changes that might have occurred within the four groups. For 

these ANOVAs, the Rasch person measures at the three times were used as the 

dependent variable. 

  

Intensive reading (Control group) 

A one-way within-subjects, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the 

reading strategy test data for the intensive reading group (see Table 68 for the 

descriptive statistics for all three occasions). The objective of this analysis was to 

identify any significant changes in reading strategy skill within the intensive reading 

group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 
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Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant (p < .05), F = 

.943 (df = 2), p = .11. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and 

sphercity was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and 

kurtosis values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to 

run a repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

 The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the intensive reading group for reading self-efficacy are 

reported in Table 69 (see Figure 19 for a graphic display of the intensive reading group 

means for reading strategy skill). The results of the repeated-measures ANOVA 

indicated a non-significant time effect, Λ = .97, F(2, 77) = 1.10, p = .34, multivariate η2 

= ..03. 

 
Table 69. Descriptive Statistics for the Intensive Reading Group for Reading Strategy 

Skill 

 Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
M            -.374 -.393 -.276 
SE .062 .084   .068 
95% CI      [-.497, -.251]        [-.560, -.227] [-.411, -.141] 
SD .548               .744   .603 
SK -.159 -.226  -.312 
SES .271  .271   .271 
KT -.599  .087  -.633 
SEK .535  .535   .535 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 

Neither follow-up polynomial contrasts nor post hoc tests were conducted 

because the ANOVA was non-significant.  
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Extensive reading group 

Next, a one-way within-subjects, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on 

the reading strategy test data for the extensive reading group (see Table 68 for the 

descriptive statistics for all three occasions). The objective of this analysis was to 

determine if there had been any significant changes in reading strategy skill within the 

extensive reading group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .991 (df 

= 2), p = .71. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and 

sphercity was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and 

kurtosis values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to 

run a repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the extensive reading group for the reading strategies test are 

reported in Table 70 (see Figure 19 above for a graph of the extensive reading group 

means for reading strategy skill, all three times). The results of the ANOVA indicated a 

significant time effect, Λ = .70, F(2, 72) = 15.63, p < .01, multivariate η2 = .30. 

 Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear and quadratic effects 

with means increasing relatively sharply from time 1 to time 2, and slightly decreasing 

from time 2 to time 3.  An inspection of the pairwise comparisons also revealed that 

there were significant differences between the participants’ scores on time 1 and times 2 

and 3, but there was no significant difference between their scores on times 2 and 3. 
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This reveals that the level of reading strategy skill for the participants improved 

significantly from time 1 to time 2, and from time 1 to time 3, but the difference in 

mean from time 2 to time 3 was not significant. There was an overall gain (from time 1 

to time 3) in reading strategy skill for the extensive reading group and it was 

statistically significant. 

 
Table 70. Descriptive Statistics for the Extensive Reading Group for Reading Strategy 
Skill 

 Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 
M            -.306 .135 .125 
SE .073 .096   .066 
95% CI      [-.451, -.161]         [-.057, .327]   [-.005, .256] 
SD .625               .829   .564 
SK .335  .328   .293 
SES .279  .279   .279 
KT -.160  .632  -.188 
SEK .552  .552   .552 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 

Reading strategies group 

A one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the reading strategy 

test data for the reading strategies group (see Table 68 for the descriptive statistics for 

all three occasions). The objective of this ANOVA was to determine if there had been 

any significant changes in reading strategy skill within the reading strategies group from 

time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated-measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .99 (df = 

2), p = .91. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and sphercity 
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was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis 

values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a 

repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

 The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the reading strategies group for reading strategy skill are 

reported in Table 71 (see Figure 19 above for a graph of the reading strategies group 

means for reading strategy skill, all three times). The results of the ANOVA indicated a 

significant time effect, Λ = .69, F(2, 88) = 19.89, p < .01, multivariate η2 = .31. 

 Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear effects with means 

increasing from time 1 to time 2, and then slightly decreasing from time 2 to time 3. An 

inspection of the pairwise comparisons also revealed that there were significant 

differences between the participants’ scores on times 1 and 2, and times 1 and 3. There 

was no significant change from times 2 to 3. This reveals that the level of skill in 

reading strategy use for the participants improved significantly from time 1 to time 2, 

time 1 to time 3, but not from times 2 to 3.  

 
Table 71. Descriptive Statistics for the Reading Strategies Group for Reading Strategy 
Skill 

         Time 1     Time 2    Time 3 
M      -.355  .065 .059 
SE        .075 .073   .069 
95% CI      [-.504, -.205]     [-.078, .208]   [-.077, .195] 
SD        .715      .686   .651 
SK       .026      .150  -.240 
SES        .254      .254   .254 
KT        .426      .426   .524 
SEK        .503      .503   .503 

Note. CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard 
error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on Rasch logits. 
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Extensive reading/Reading strategies group 

A one-way, repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the reading strategy 

test data for the extensive reading/reading strategies group(see Table 68 for the 

descriptive statistics for all three occasions). The objective of this ANOVA was to 

determine if there were any significant changes in reading strategy skill within the 

extensive reading/reading strategies group from time 1 to time 2 to time 3. 

Before conducting the repeated measures ANOVA, the assumption of sphercity 

was checked. The results of Mauchly’s sphercity test were non-significant, F = .99 (df = 

2), p = .93. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption of sphercity and sphercity 

was assumed in investigating the F-statistics. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis 

values were within acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run a 

repeated-measures ANOVA were met. 

 The time main effect was tested using the criterion of Wilk’s lambda (Λ). The 

descriptive statistics for the extensive reading/reading strategies group for reading 

strategy skill are reported in Table 72 (see Figure 19 above for a graphic display of the 

extensive reading/reading strategies group means for reading strategy skill). The results 

of the ANOVA indicated a significant time effect, Λ = .57, F(2, 77) = 29.33, p < .01, 

multivariate η2 = .43.  

 Follow-up polynomial contrasts indicated significant linear effects with means 

increasing from time 1 to time 2, and from time 2 to time 3. An inspection of the 

pairwise comparisons also revealed that there were significant differences between the 

participants’ scores on times 1, 2, and 3. This reveals that the level of reading strategy 
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skill for the participants improved significantly from time 1 to time 2, time 2 to time 3, 

and time 1 to time 3.  

 
Table 72. Descriptive Statistics for the Extensive Reading/Reading Strategies Group for 
Reading Strategy Skill 

           Time 1             Time 2             Time 3 
M            -.351 -.110 .163 
SE .066 .060   .054 
95% CI      [-.482, -.219]          [-.228, .009]  [.056, .270] 
SD .588               .530   .478 
SK .083 -.010  -.183 
SES .271  .271   .271 
KT -.445                 .470  -.145 
SEK .535  .535   .535 

Note. 95% CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = 
Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis. The statistics are based on 
Rasch logits. 
 
 

Summary for the MANOVA and ANOVA results  

After performing the MANOVA to investigate between-group differences for 

the reading strategy skill variable that had been measured three times over the course of 

the study, the results showed that significant differences were detected between the 

intensive reading group and the reading strategies group, and the extensive reading 

group between times 1 and 2. Next, there were no significant differences in the gains 

between any of the four groups from time 2 to time 3. Finally, the overall gains from 

time 1 to time 3 showed that there were significant differences between the intensive 

reading and the extensive reading, the reading strategies, and extensive reading/reading 

strategies groups. There was no significant difference between the reading strategies, 

extensive reading, or extensive reading/reading strategies groups.  
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After identifying significant differences among the groups with the MANOVA, 

a repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to find more precisely within the groups, 

where significant changes occurred. First, the ANOVA for the intensive reading group 

was not significant. This indicated that the level of reading strategy skill for the 

participants in that group did not significantly change over the course of the study. For 

the extensive reading and reading strategies groups, significant improvements in 

reading strategy skill were realized between times 1 and 2, and times 1 and 3, but not 

between times 2 and 3. And then finally, for the extensive reading/reading strategies 

group significant gains were realized between times 1 and 2, times 2 and 3, and times 1 

and 3.  

 
Research Question 5: Reading Amount as a 

Predictor of Reading Self-Efficacy 

 The fifth research question asked whether the participants who read more, 

operationalized through a count of standard words read over the course of the academic 

year, also have higher reading self-efficacy gains. This question is accompanied by a 

directional hypothesis: Participants who read more make greater reading self-efficacy 

gains (see Tables 73 and 74 for descriptive statistics of standard words and books read).  

The proposed method of analysis for this research question was latent growth 

curve (LGC) modeling involving sequelae of change. However, when attempting to run 

the data with EQS (version 6.1), the number of iterations was exceedingly high and 

convergence was not achieved. Therefore, the hypothesis proposed for research 
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Table 73. Descriptive Statistics of Number of Standard Words Read for Each Group (Changes for Times 1-2, 2-3, and 1-3) 

 
Intensive Reading Group Extensive Reading Group Reading Strategy Group ER/Strategies Group 

 T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3       T1-T2      T2-T3      T1-T3       T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3       T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3 
M 13,219 15,326 28,545 88,404 107,216 195,620 16,575 17,863 34,438 71,898 81,829 153,728 
SE --- --- --- 5,339 5,122 7,351 --- --- --- 3,154 3,456 5,113 
95% CI             
  LB --- --- --- 77,763 97,006 180,968 --- --- --- 65,620 74,948 143,548 
  UB --- --- --- 99,045 117,425 210,272 --- --- --- 78,176 88,710 163,907 
SD --- --- --- 45,928 44,065 63,243 --- --- --- 28,031 30,720 45,447 
SK --- --- --- 1.126 1.611 .551 --- --- --- 3.310 1.674 3.290 
SES --- --- --- .279 .279 .279 --- --- --- .271 .271 .271 
KT --- --- --- .359 4.586 -.442 --- --- --- 20.507 3.231 16.661 
SEK --- --- --- .552 .552 .552 --- --- --- .535 .535 .535 

Note.  95% CI = 95% confidence interval; ER/Strategies Group  = Extensive reading/reading strategies group; T1 = time 1; T2 = time 2; T3 = time 3; 95% LB = 95% 
confidence interval lower bound; 95% UB = 95% confidence interval upper bound; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard 
error kurtosis; (---) = all participants in the intensive reading and reading strategies groups had exactly the same number of words read, so there were no statistics 
except for mean. 
 
 
 
Table 74. Descriptive Statistics of Number of Books Read for Each Group (Changes for Times 1-2, 2-3, and 1-3) 

 
Intensive Reading Group Extensive Reading Group Reading Strategy Group ER/Strategies Group 

 T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3       T1-T2      T2-T3      T1-T3       T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3       T1-T2       T2-T3       T1-T3 
M TEXT TEXT TEXT 59.39 41.80 101.19 TEXT TEXT TEXT 50.33 35.25 85.58 
SE TEXT TEXT TEXT 4.06 2.01 5.57 TEXT TEXT TEXT 2.41 2.02 3.99 
95% CI             
  LB TEXT TEXT TEXT 51.29 37.79 90.09 TEXT TEXT TEXT 45.53 31.24 77.64 
  UB TEXT TEXT TEXT 67.50 45.80 112.29 TEXT TEXT TEXT 55.12 39.27 93.53 
SD TEXT TEXT TEXT 34.98 17.29 47.91 TEXT TEXT TEXT 21.41 17.93 35.47 
SK TEXT TEXT TEXT 1.16 .67 .79 TEXT TEXT TEXT -.09 1.20 .35 
SES TEXT TEXT TEXT .28 .28 .28 TEXT TEXT TEXT .27 .27 .27 
KT TEXT TEXT TEXT .59 -.08 -.35 TEXT TEXT TEXT -.99 2.77 .22 
SEK TEXT TEXT TEXT .55 .55 .55 TEXT TEXT TEXT .54 .54 .54 

Note.  95% CI = 95% confidence interval; ER/Strategies Group  = Extensive reading/reading strategies group; T1 = time 1; T2 = time 2; 
T3 = time 3; 95% LB = 95% confidence interval lower bound; 95% UB = 95% confidence interval upper bound; SK = skewness; KT = 
kurtosis; SES = Standard error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis; TEXT = only one book (textbook) was read in these groups.
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question 5 that amount of reading (standard word count) over an academic year would 

make a direct prediction of changes in reading self-efficacy was not confirmed. 

Although the proposed latent growth curve model was not confirmed, it was 

considered important to inspect the data further for possible clues to explain why this 

happened, so a Pearson correlation was conducted. When conducting the correlational 

analysis on the data from all 322 participants for the two variables, change in reading 

self-efficacy from times 1 to 3, and number of words read over the course of the study, 

the Pearson correlation coefficient was -.16 and when considering the data from only 

the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies groups, the correlation 

coefficient was .03. 

Furthermore, the descriptive statistics for words read by each of the four main 

groups, the intensive reading group, the extensive reading group, the reading strategies 

group, and the extensive reading/reading strategies group, are presented in Table 73. 

The descriptive statistics for the number of books read for each group is also shown in 

Table 74. It should be noted that the intensive reading and reading strategies groups 

only read from their textbook and, therefore, no data is presented for number of books 

read for these groups. Also, because the intensive reading and reading strategies groups 

read the same number of standard words, no other statistics are given except for the 

mean number of standard words read for these groups. 
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Research Question 6: The Utility of Extensive Reading and Its Connection to 

Reading Self-Efficacy 

The sixth research question asked whether those participants who made the 

largest gains for self-ratings of the utility of extensive reading also had higher gains on 

their self-ratings for reading self-efficacy over the course of the academic year. This 

question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: Participants who more highly rate 

extensive reading as a practical and useful way to improving reading comprehension 

also have higher levels of reading self-efficacy. This analysis was conducted using a 

one-way ANOVA. The gain scores (Rasch person ability estimates) between time 1 and 

time 3 were used for both the participants’ self-ratings for perceived utility of extensive 

reading and reading self-efficacy. The 322 participants were ranked according to their 

gain scores on perceived utility of extensive reading, and then divided into three groups; 

high (n = 107), mid (n = 108), and low (n = 107). The objective of this analysis was to 

determine whether there were any statistically significant differences between these 

three groups based on their gains on reading self-efficacy. 

Before conducting the ANOVA, the homogeneity of variance assumption was 

checked using Levene’s test of equality of error variances. The results were non-

significant, F = 2.94 (df = 2), p > .05. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption 

of homogeneity of variance. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values were within 

acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run the ANOVA were met. 

The independent variable was the three groups (high, mid, and low), and the 

dependent variable was the gain scores for reading self-efficacy from time 1 to time 3. 

The descriptive statistics for perceived utility of extensive reading and reading self-
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efficacy for the three groups are displayed in Table 75, and Figure 20 shows a graphical 

display of the means for perceived utility of extensive reading and reading self-efficacy. 

The non-overlapping confidence intervals indicate that the differences in the gain scores 

are not due to chance. The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant group effect, 

F(2, 319) = 3.65, p < .05. 

Follow-up tests were conducted to evaluate pairwise differences among the 

means. Because the variances among the three groups were not significantly different 

and the number of pairwise contrasts was limited, Tukey’s test was used for the post hoc 

comparisons. There was a significant difference (p < .05) between the high and low 

groups, p = .02 but no significant difference between high and mid, p = .41, or low and 

mid, p = .33. 

 
Table 75. Descriptive Statistics for the Gain Scores for the Perceived Utility of 
Extensive Reading and Reading Self-Efficacy (High, Mid, and Low Groups) 

 
Perceived Utility of Extensive 

Reading 
Reading Self-efficacy 

High Mid Low High Mid Low 
M .753 .163 -.521 .987 .791 .548 
SE .031 .013 .040 .119 .095 .129 
95% CI       
  LB .691 .138 -.600 .751 .604 .293 
  UB .815 .188 -.442 1.223 .979 .803 
SD .325 .134 .413 1.232 .984 1.330 
SK .377 .047 .597 .693 -.423 -.015 
SES .234 .233 .234 .234 .233 .234 
KT .435 -.198 .886 .409 -.044 .025 
SEK .463 .461 .463 .463 .461 .463 
Note. CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard 
error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis; High = group that had highest gains on 
ratings for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire; Mid = group that 
had the second highest set of gains on ratings for the perceived utility of extensive 
reading questionnaire; Low = group that had the lowest gains on ratings for the 
perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire. 
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Figure 20. Mean gain scores for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire 
and the reading self-efficacy questionnaire (high, mid, and low groups). 
 

The results partly support the hypothesis that participants who experienced 

higher gains on their perception of the utility of extensive reading over the course of the 

academic year also made significant gains in reading self-efficacy.  

 

Research Question 7: The Utility of Reading Strategies and Its Connection to 

Reading Self-Efficacy 

The seventh research question asked whether the participants who made greater 

gains on their self-ratings for the utility of reading strategies also made greater gains on 

their self-ratings for reading self-efficacy over the course of the academic year. This 

question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: Those participants who more 

highly rate the use of reading strategies as practical and useful in improving reading 
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comprehension also make higher reading self-efficacy gains. This research question was 

investigated using a one-way ANOVA. The 322 participants were ranked in order 

according to their gain scores on perceived utility of reading strategies, and then divided 

into three groups; high (n = 107), mid (n = 108), and low (n = 107). These groups were 

the independent variable in the analysis. The gain scores (Rasch person ability 

estimates) between time 1 and time 3 were calculated for perceived utility of reading 

strategies and reading self-efficacy: This was the dependent variable. The objective of 

this analysis was to determine whether there were any statistically significant 

differences between these three groups based on their reading self-efficacy gains. 

Before conducting the ANOVA, the assumption of homogeneity of variance was 

checked using Levene’s test of equality of error variances. The results were non-

significant, F = .94 (df = 2), p > .05. Therefore, the data did not violate the assumption 

of homogeneity of variance. In addition, the skewness and kurtosis values were within 

acceptable limits. Therefore, the assumptions necessary to run the ANOVA were met. 

 The descriptive statistics for perceived utility of reading strategies and reading 

self-efficacy for the three groups are displayed in Table 76, and Figure 21 shows a 

graphical display of the means for perceived utility of reading strategies and reading 

self-efficacy.  The mean gain scores for reading self-efficacy decrease monotonically 

from the high to the mid to the low group. The results of the ANOVA indicated a non-

significant group effect, F(2, 319) = 2.10, p = .12. Because the ANOVA did not reveal 

any statistically significant changes between the three groups, post hoc tests were not 

conducted. 
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Table 76. Descriptive Statistics for the Gain Scores for the Perceived Utility of Reading 
Strategies and Reading Self-Efficacy (High, Mid, and Low Groups) 

 
Perceived utility of reading strategies Reading self-efficacy 
   High Mid     Low High Mid Low 

M 1.175 .079 -1.218 .941 .779 .606 
SE .066 .021 .103 .114 .110 .122 
95% CI       
  LB 1.044 .038 -1.423 .716 .560 .365 
  UB 1.307 .121 -1.013 1.167 .998 .847 
SD .685 .217 1.066 1.179 1.148 1.258 
SK .134 -.083 -.246 .783 -.208 .045 
SES .234 .233 .234 .234 .234 .234 
KT .896 -.910 .735 .502 .390 .090 
SEK .463 .461 .463 .463 .461 .463 
Note. CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard 
error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis; High = group that had highest gains on 
ratings for the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire; Mid = group that 
had the second highest set of gains on ratings for the perceived utility of extensive 
reading questionnaire; Low = group that had the lowest gains on ratings for the 
perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire. 
 

 

Figure 21. Mean gain scores for the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire 
and the reading self-efficacy questionnaire (high, mid, and low groups). 
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The results do not support the hypothesis that the participants who experienced 

higher gains on their perception of the utility of reading strategies over the course of the 

academic year also made significantly greater gains in reading self-efficacy. 

 

Research Question 8: The Effect of Retrospective Reading Self-Efficacy on 

Current Reading Self-Efficacy 

The eighth research question asked to what extent the participants’ past levels of 

reading self-efficacy are related to their current level of reading self-efficacy. This 

question is accompanied by a hypothesis: There is a significant correlation between the 

reading self-efficacy measures for the participants’ junior high school, high school, and 

current (university) levels of reading self-efficacy. The data used for this analysis were 

the Rasch measures derived from (a) the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

(retrospective), which asked the participants to reflect on their experiences in junior 

high school and high school English reading classes, (b) the sources of reading self-

efficacy questionnaire (current), which asked the participants to reflect on their 

experiences to date in their university English reading classes, and (c) the time 3 data 

for the reading self-efficacy questionnaire which asked the participants to rate their own 

perceived ability to successfully execute a set of reading tasks. The sources of reading 

self-efficacy questionnaires, both retrospective and current, were exactly the same 

except for the terms in the items that referred to the respective time periods (i.e., 

replacing junior high experience on the junior high retrospective test with university 

experience for the current university questionnaire). 
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The sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire was made up of 25 items 

based on Bandura’s theory of self-efficacy (1996), which states that there are four major 

sources of reading self-efficacy; mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal 

persuasion, and physiological responses. While conducting the preliminary analysis of 

the data received from the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (retrospective 

and current) reported in Chapter 4, the results indicated that the questionnaire items 

were bidimensional rather than unidimensional. The mastery experiences, vicarious 

experiences, and verbal persuasion elements formed one variable (MVV), while the 

physiological response items formed a second variable (PHYS). Therefore, these two 

variables are analyzed separately, however for the main analysis, Pearson product-

moment correlation coefficients were calculated among all four sources of self-efficacy. 

The analysis was conducted by calculating Pearson product-moment correlation 

coefficients among the Rasch measures from both the MVV and PHYS variables of the 

sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaires for the junior high school, high school, 

and university experiences, along with the reading self-efficacy ratings for time 3 (see 

Tables 55-58 for time 3 mean scores). The objective of this analysis was to determine to 

what extent the early levels of reading self-efficacy (junior high school and high school 

experiences) effect current levels of reading self-efficacy. 

Descriptive statistics for the MVV and PHYS variables are displayed in Table 77. 

Correlation coefficients were computed among the Rasch measures for junior high, high 

school, and university data for both MVV and PHYS variables. The results presented in 

Table 78 show that ten of the twenty-one correlations were statistically significant when 

p < .01, and one was significantly significant when p < .05. The correlation between 
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high school MVV and university MVV was a moderately high correlation at r = .45. 

University PHYS also seemed to fairly strongly correlate with Junior PHYS (r = .42) 

and High PHYS (r = .41). Reading self-efficacy ratings from time 3 were also 

moderately correlated to University MVV (r = .35). In general, the results suggest that 

junior high and high school experiences, both MVV and PHYS, have a relationship 

with the participants’ current levels of reading self-efficacy and the time 3 reading self-

efficacy ratings, although the results do not suggest an extremely strong relationship. 

 
Table 77. Descriptive Statistics for the Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 
(MVV and PHYS Variables) 

 
                        MVV PHYS 
   Junior       High University   Junior High University 

M -.446 -.471 -.440 .975 .970 .726 
SE .076 .076 .056 .082 .085 .063 
95% CI       
  LB -.595 -.620 -.551 .815 1.138 .602 
  UB -.297 -.322 -.329 1.136 .920 .850 
SD 1.362 1.360 1.013 1.463 1.527 1.135 
SK -.139 -.307 -.341 .841 .429 1.337 
SES .136 .136 .136 .136 .136 .136 
KT .310 .421 -.451 1.198 1.631 3.068 
SEK .271 .271 .271 .271 .271 .271 
Note. CI = 95% confidence interval; SK = skewness; KT = kurtosis; SES = Standard 
error skewness; SEK = Standard error kurtosis; MVV = self-ratings for the mastery 
experiences, vicarious experiences, and verbal persuasion elements on the sources of 
reading self-efficacy questionnaire (retrospective and current); PHYS = self-ratings for 
the physiological response element on the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire 
(retrospective and current); Junior = junior high experiences, High = high school 
experiences, University = university experiences. 
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Table 78. Correlations among Sources of Reading Self-Efficacy for the MVV and PHYS 
Variables (Junior High, High School, and University Experiences)  
 Junior 

MVV 
High 
MVV 

University 
MVV 

 Junior    
 PHYS 

 High   
 PHYS 

Universit
y PHYS 

SE 

Junior MVV --       

High MVV  .48** --      

University MVV  .37** .45**           --     

Junior PHYS .21** -.06      -.03 --    

High PHYS   -.07 .11*       .01 .63** --   

University PHYS .00 .00  -.09 .42** .41** --  

SE .14* .18** .35** .06    .09 .18** -- 

Note.  ** p = .01; *p = .05; MVV = self-ratings for the mastery experiences, vicarious 
experiences, and verbal persuasion elements on the sources of reading self-efficacy 
questionnaire (retrospective and current); PHYS = self-ratings for the physiological 
response element on the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (retrospective 
and current); Junior = junior high experiences, High = high school experiences, 
University = university experiences; SE = time 3 reading self-efficacy ratings. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, each research question and its corresponding results from 

Chapter 5 are summarized and interpreted. At the end of the chapter, theoretical and 

pedagogical implications are offered. 

 
Research Question 1: Changes in Reading Self-Efficacy 

The first research question asked to what degree participants’ English reading 

self-efficacy changed after participation in one of the three experimental groups or the 

intensive reading group (control group) over one academic year. It was hypothesized 

that participation in the experimental groups would lead to significant gains in reading 

self-efficacy in comparison to those of the intensive reading group. 

An analysis of the trajectories (see Figure 15 for a graphic display) and 

descriptive statistics (see Table 53) of the level of reading self-efficacy for the four 

groups over the course of the study reveals that the participants in the reading strategies 

group and the extensive reading/reading strategies group made significantly higher 

gains in reading self-efficacy than their counterparts in the intensive reading and 

extensive reading groups. Because the common element between the reading strategies 

group and the extensive reading/reading strategies group is reading strategies, these 

results suggest that explicit instruction in the use of reading strategies has a positive 

effect on learner reading self-efficacy. Although several studies have provided a cross-

sectional analysis to support these findings, suggesting a strong correlation between the 
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frequency and breadth of strategy use and high levels of reading self-efficacy 

(Gahungu, 2007; Li & Wang, 2010; Mills, Pajares, & Herron, 2006; National Capital 

Language Resource Center, 2000a, 2000b; Yang, 1999), this study is the first to show 

that the cultivation of reading self-efficacy through explicit instruction in reading 

strategies over one academic year in an EFL context is achievable. 

Several factors can account for the participants’ increased levels of reading self-

efficacy as an effect of reading strategy intervention. First, in the Asian EFL context, 

foreign language pedagogy is still dominated by an emphasis on teaching isolated 

knowledge such as vocabulary, grammar, and sentence patterns (Wan & Li, 2005). A 

focus is rarely placed on overall reading comprehension, thereby rendering the teaching 

and deployment of reading strategies impractical and virtually unnecessary. Hence, the 

development of learners’ reading autonomy is seldom targeted or encouraged. Although 

reasonably large amounts of research indicate the importance of reading strategies in 

relation to reading comprehension in the EFL context (Bartlett, 1978; Chamot, 

Barnhardt, El-Dinary, & Robbins, 1996; Geva, 1983; Macaro & Mutton, 2009; 

Mosenthal, 1984; Reutzel, 1985), relatively few teachers in Japan have put the research 

findings into practice. Consequently, few Japanese students have been introduced to the 

use of reading strategies and the benefits they hold for them. 

This further explains why the intensive reading group was chosen as the control 

group in this study. It is common knowledge that the majority of teachers in Japan still 

adhere to grammar-translation (yakudoku in Japanese) teaching principles, in which 

relatively small pieces of text are dissected and analyzed based on vocabulary, grammar 

and other bottom-up features (Bamford, 1993; Bryant, 1956; Gorsuch, 1998; 
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Henrichsen, 1989; Hino, 1988; Law, 1995). Classroom activity mainly consists of 

word-by-word translation of English into Japanese with grammatical explanations 

provided by the teacher also in Japanese. From a historical viewpoint, many of the 

participants in this study, presumably, were not given sufficient chances to challenge 

themselves in junior high or high school in order to better understand their own sense of 

reading self-efficacy. This can be further evidenced by the number of English words 

read by most Japanese students over the six-year period comprising junior high and 

high school. Takase (2008) has stated that on average, Japanese secondary students only 

read 30,000 words over the six-year period. In this study, which spanned only one year, 

even the group that read the least number of words on average, the intensive reading 

group, read 28,545 words, almost the same amount that Japanese secondary students 

read on average over a six-year period. On average, the number of words read by the 

experimental groups during the study was 195, 620 for the extensive reading group, 

34,438 for the reading strategies group, and 153,728 for the extensive reading/reading 

strategies group. In other words, many of the participants probably started this study 

with a fairly unclear sense of their own reading ability, therefore, making the cultivation 

of their reading self-efficacy through reading strategy intervention or extensive reading 

practice plausible. 

Without a clear understanding of their own level of reading ability, I would 

argue that they had little incentive to improve their level of English reading 

comprehension in junior high and high school. To support this hypothesis, the results 

from another study, Takase (2003), investigating extensive reading and attitude, 

suggested that through reading several graded readers participants became more aware 
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of their English reading ability. Once they had understood their ability more accurately, 

many of them tried to maximize their potential by reading more books, which 

consequently led to an enhanced sense of confidence. 

Furthermore, two groups of participants in this study (i.e., the strategy group and 

the ER/strategy group) were not only introduced to various types of reading strategies, 

they were given ample opportunity over the academic year to hone their skills in 

reading strategy use. It is assumed that as the Japanese participants in this study were 

introduced to and given time to practice various reading strategies, they experienced a 

sense of improved reading ability (see Table 59 and Figure 16 for data on reading 

comprehension) that led to the observed increases in reading self-efficacy. Oxford 

(1996) summarized one plausible causal relationship: “Having access to appropriate 

strategies should lead students to higher expectations of learning success, a crucial 

component of motivation” (p. 227). 

There are some (Kellerman, 1991; Rees-Miller, 1993; Swan, 2008) who contend 

that EFL learners do not need explicit instruction in reading strategies; that transfer of 

reading strategies that they use in their L1 to reading in the L2 occurs naturally as 

students progress through their English reading education. However, it is difficult to 

reason that strategies that Japanese university students might use implicitly in their L1 

to decipher Chinese characters and sentences written in an extremely different syntactic 

and orthographic system, as compared to English, would be automatically transferred 

from their reading in their L1 to their reading in English in a productive way. Reading 

strategies that might seem natural, transferable, and practical in the reading of L1 might 

hold little value in reading in the L2. Likewise, there might be valuable reading 
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strategies for reading in the L2 that the Japanese participants have never been informed 

of nor have had a chance to develop due to their relatively insufficient exposure to 

ample amounts of comprehensible written input, as intimated above. It can also be 

claimed that some L1 readers might never have become adept at using reading 

strategies effectively, even in their L1, thereby limiting the possibility of successful 

transfer of applicable reading strategies to use in the L2. 

In a study conducted by Koda (1990), non-native learners of English, including 

Arabic, Spanish and Japanese students, were given an English text that included 

Sanskrit symbols in place of selected words. Arabic and Spanish readers were impeded 

by the interference caused by their L1 tendency to read by decoding from grapheme to 

phoneme, whereas the Japanese students who are not accustomed to decoding in that 

manner, achieved faster reading rates and greater comprehension. Koda (1990) showed 

that although L1 reading strategies can transfer to L2 reading, they might do so in a 

counter-productive way. In another study of reading rates, Holm and Dodd (1996) 

compared the reading rates of 40 university students from China, Hong Kong, Vietnam 

and Australia. Because the tasks were based on processes requiring phonological 

strategies, students from Hong Kong, who do not generally need L1 phonological 

strategies in their L1, performed significantly slower on the tests than students in the 

other groups. 

Starting in the late 1980s, second language strategy researchers began 

investigating alternate possibilities to explain efficient strategy use and its role in 

successful reading comprehension. One of the issues that arose concerned the possible 

transfer of L1 reading strategies to assist in L2 reading. Leading researchers on this 
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topic have still not come to a consensus about the probability of this transfer reliably 

taking place. A major point of contention is whether an L2 proficiency threshold exists 

beyond which L1 reading strategies can be transferred to the L2. Clarke (1980) 

purported that a threshold exists, but Hudson (1982) felt that there were other factors, 

such as 1) “the reader’s hypothesis production and testing, guessing and identification 

of meaning…fitting new information to prior knowledge, reconciliation of assumptions 

to new possibilities of meaning, and the internalization of representations” (p. 2) beyond 

the simple notion of threshold that might be confounding the issue of the transferability 

of L1 strategies. The results of a study conducted by Kern (1989) supported Hudson’s 

hypotheses that the language proficiency threshold is not static, but relative, effected by 

non-linguistic factors such as a reader’s background knowledge, purpose of reading, 

and expectations related to the text. Alderson (2000) concluded that the difficulty of a 

reading task determines the height of the threshold. That is to say, the more difficult the 

task, the more proficient the reader would have to be in order to be able to transfer L1 

strategies to assist in L2 reading comprehension.  

It is important to note at this point, that the students in this study were 

categorized as intermediate/high-intermediate level learners. That is, the TOEIC scores 

ranged from 480-700 (TOEFL 463-540), with the average score being 520 (TOEFL 

476) (conversions are from the Vancouver English Center webpage). Therefore, they 

were not advanced level learners who might take advantage of the above idea 

(Alderson, 2000) that more proficient readers can somehow cross the “threshold” and 

transfer L1 strategies to assist in L2 comprehension. Learners in this intermediate/high-

intermediate level, one in which higher levels of reading ability have not been attained, 
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also suffer from relatively limited knowledge of L2 vocabulary and grammar, and 

because of their educational background have, oftentimes, never been properly 

introduced to the benefits of reading strategies. This underscores the necessity for 

reading strategy intervention at this level in this EFL context.  

With the stage set by the lack of authentic reading experience and exposure to 

reading strategies in their junior high and high school years, the results indicate that the 

participants benefited from their introduction to reading strategies and extensive reading 

in English while participating in this study. These results can be further explained by 

recalling Bandura’s (1986, 1997) sources of self-efficacy, of which the most influential 

are mastery experiences. Mastery experiences, sometimes referred to as performance 

accomplishments, are the most influential gauge on self-efficacy because they are based 

on personal experiences of success or failure. As the participants were explicitly 

instructed on the use of, and given several opportunities to practice English reading 

strategies, they realized their value in assisting in comprehension, leading to higher 

levels of reading self-efficacy. Likewise, by engaging in extensive reading, the 

participants were given virtually unlimited access to reading material, by which they 

could start to challenge themselves and better understand their true L2 reading ability. 

This was especially evident in the extensive reading/reading strategies group 

which achieved the highest gains of any group in reading self-efficacy from time 1 to 

time 2, and time 1 to time 3. Not only were these participants given the chance to 

explicitly learn about reading strategies in the classroom, but they were given numerous 

opportunities to challenge themselves, test their own abilities, and come to a more 

refined understanding of their own reading comprehension ability through extensive 
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reading. Moreover, by using the SSS method in the extensive reading part of the study, 

one in which participants were asked to read only very low level books in the beginning 

stages of the treatment, they were able to read without the anxiety that might be created 

when attempting to read books that are beyond their proficiency level (i.e., learning 

under the grammar-translation method). Bandura (1997) defines anxiety as “a state of 

anticipatory apprehension over possible deleterious happenings” (p. 137). The findings 

from some research (Campbell & Ortiz, 1991; Horwitz & Young, 1991) suggest that 

approximately half of the students in foreign language classes experience anxiety at 

debilitating levels. However, those who participated in the extensive reading practice in 

this study, because of the low level of anxiety that they would have been experiencing, 

were better able to interact with and comprehend the text, thereby leading to improved 

levels of reading self-efficacy. It is clear from Figure 15, that by combining reading 

strategy intervention and extensive reading practice, the benefits to reading self-efficacy 

were enhanced. Thus, the results of this study stand in stark contrast to claims that the 

use of extensive reading practice and reading strategy instruction are in some way, 

mutually exclusive. 

Further analysis of Figure 15 and Table 53 shows a sudden jump in effect from 

time 1 to time 2, and the slight plateauing from time 2 to time 3 for most of the groups. 

Learning to use reading strategies formed a similar path that one might encounter when 

learning or developing other cognitive skills. Anderson (1985), in his cognitive theory, 

makes no distinction between general cognitive processes and reading strategies. To 

him, strategies can be represented in the same way as any other complex skill; they are 

seen as a set of productions that are compiled and fine-tuned until they become 
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procedural knowledge, which is ultimately automatized. This theory would account for 

the resemblance that the trajectories in Figure 15 have to growth curves. The benefit 

received from an introduction to reading strategies was marked and extreme from the 

outset of the study, but as the study progressed, the effect began to fade. Because the 

control group made initial gains that were not as significant as those of the other groups, 

it can be assumed that the gains of the other groups were caused, at least partially, by 

the various treatments provided. 

To further support these findings of increased levels of reading self-efficacy as an effect 

of reading strategy intervention and extensive reading practice, several studies have shown 

similar results. The results of this study coincide with the results of a study conducted by 

Schunk and Rice (1987), showing that explicit instruction to L1 remedial learners on the use 

and utility of reading comprehension strategies helped them to not only comprehend better, but 

it also resulted in improved reading self-efficacy.  

Somewhat similar results were found in a longitudinal study conducted by Chamot, 

Barnhardt, El-Dinary, and Robbins (1996). The study offered the first signs of researchers 

using reading strategies and reading strategies instruction to cultivate reading self-efficacy in 

foreign language reading education. The results reflected an increase in student strategy use 

after instruction and indicated a familiarity with the strategies and their use. Only one of the 

four experimental groups in the study, however, showed gains in self-efficacy as a result of 

strategy instruction. 

In another related study, Gahungu (2007) also investigated the relationship between 

strategy use and self-efficacy. The study was conducted with 37 students enrolled in 

Intermediate French II classes at Chicago State University. The author hypothesized a positive 
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relationship between language learning strategy use, self-efficacy and language ability and 

significant results confirmed that hypothesis. 

Although the results of this study showed overwhelmingly that reading strategy 

intervention had a powerful effect on reading self-efficacy, the positive effect that extensive 

reading practice likely exerted also had on the extensive reading/reading strategies group 

participants’ reading self-efficacy should not be ignored. To the best of my knowledge, there 

have been no quantitative studies that have been conducted to suggest a relationship between 

extensive reading and increased levels of reading self-efficacy. However, studies on topics such 

as attitude and motivation in connection with extensive reading have been reported. Nishino 

(2007) conducted a longitudinal, case study of two teenage Japanese EFL learners, Fumi and 

Mako. She charted their progress in reading strategies and motivation related to the learners’ 

participation in an extensive reading program.  

In her many observations of and interviews with Fumi and Mako, Nishino gained 

valuable qualitative data supporting the notion that extensive reading fosters a stronger sense of 

motivation and positive attitudes toward reading in the L2. Nishino attributed these positive 

changes to a realization of achievement, interest in graded readers, and interest in authentic 

texts. Nishino (2007) reported that in the early stages, while the learners were less confident 

about their abilities, they continued to rely on the graded readers, but as they continued to read 

extensively, they became progressively more comfortable and skillful at reading and began to 

attempt reading authentic texts, such as books from the Harry Potter series. This leads me to 

believe that their reading self-efficacy was improving. 

In another study conducted to investigate extensive reading and attitudes toward 

L2 reading, Takase (2003) found that through reading several books, her Japanese 
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participants became more aware of their English reading ability. Once they had 

understood their ability more accurately, many of them tried to maximize their potential 

by reading more books, which consequently led to an enhanced sense of confidence.  

All of the related studies highlighted above showed signs of a connection 

between reading strategy intervention and/or extensive reading and reading self-efficacy 

but no previous researcher has investigated, in a longitudinal fashion in an EFL context, 

if reading self-efficacy could be cultivated through a treatment of either or both of these 

constructs. The results of this study clearly suggest that reading self-efficacy can be 

improved through reading strategy intervention and/or extensive reading practice.  

 

Research Question 2: Changes in Reading Comprehension 

The second research question asked to what degree the participants’ English 

reading comprehension changed after participating in one of the three experimental 

groups or the intensive reading group (control group) over one academic year. It was 

hypothesized that participation in the experimental groups would lead to significant 

gains in reading comprehension in comparison to those of the intensive reading group. 

An analysis of the trajectories (see Figure 16 for a graphic display) and 

descriptive statistics (see Table 59) of the level of reading comprehension for the four 

groups over the course of the study reveals that the participants in the experimental 

groups (i.e., the extensive reading, reading strategies, and extensive reading/reading 

strategies groups) made significantly higher gains in reading comprehension than their 

counterparts in the intensive reading group; thus, both extensive reading practice and 

reading strategies instruction led to statistically significant improvements in reading 
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comprehension. These two constructs and their connection to reading comprehension 

are discussed separately below.  

 

The Effect of Reading Strategies on Reading Comprehension 

The results of this study confirm the results of several studies that suggest that 

reading strategy intervention can improve learner reading comprehension (Brown & 

Palincsar, 1989; Carrell, 1985; Carrell, Pharis, & Liberto, 1989; Chamot, Barnhardt, El-

Dinary, & Robbins, 1996; Kusiak, 2001; Macaro & Erler, 2008; Pearson & Fielding, 

1991). In order to explain the intricacies of how reading strategy intervention can help 

learners to become more active readers and improve their own reading comprehension, 

an overview of reading as a cognitive process must first be provided (a detailed 

description is offered in Chapter 3). Reading comprehension is viewed as comprising 

active and complex processes in which individuals formulate meaning from written 

information (Anderson, 1985; Howard, 1985; Pearson, 1985). Anderson has separated 

the comprehension process into three distinct stages: (a) perceptual processing, which 

entails attention being focused on written text, with parts of the written input being 

retained in short-term memory, (b) parsing, the stage in which words and phrases from 

the text are used to make meaningful mental representations of the material being read, 

and (c) utilization, which entails relating a mental representation of the text meaning in 

declarative knowledge in long-term memory. This interplay between information that 

readers are already familiar with and information that is completely new is the basic 

determinant of reading comprehension. 
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As stated above, most of the students started this study with very little, if any, 

prior exposure to English reading strategies instruction. Having had at least six years of 

English education in junior high and high school, most of the students had been taught 

through the grammar-translation method, one in which very little emphasis was placed 

on learner autonomy or individual interpretation of literary texts (Bamford, 1993; 

Bryant, 1956; Gorsuch, 1998; Hayashi, 1999; Henrichsen, 1989; Hino, 1988; Law, 

1995). In traditional grammar-translation instruction, a close inspection of bottom-up 

features, such as vocabulary and grammar structures, monopolize class time, while 

other top-down features, such as finding the main idea of paragraphs or entire passages 

go unattended. Learners are instructed to use dictionaries instead of their own intellect 

when trying to decipher the meaning of unknown vocabulary terms, and to rely on the 

teacher for answers to their questions of sentence meaning instead of accessing their 

own background knowledge to understand the message the author wishes to convey. 

Training in direct translation from English to Japanese teaches most students to focus 

solely on minute, isolated details of reading passages. In general, reading strategies, 

tools that require readers to use their own intellect to better decode written texts taking 

into account various levels of meaning (i.e., bottom-up and top-down), hold little import 

in grammar-translation classrooms. 

Due to the limitations that stem from this method of instruction, most of the 

participants in this study had not experienced the challenges that autonomous reading 

poses to a reader. The grammar-translation method does not require learners to fully 

engage in the cognitive process that reading comprehension comprises (Anderson, 

1985). It is disrupted by interjections from the teacher or delays in processing that occur 
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when students stop to refer to dictionaries. When teachers direct learning by offering 

translations of decontextualized, isolated words or phrases, learners are deprived of 

challenges in comprehension which necessitate parsing and utilization; learners relying 

on the teacher or other external sources for an interpretation of literary texts are not 

required to make meaningful mental representations of the material being read, (i.e., 

parsing), or relate mental representations of the text meaning in declarative knowledge 

in long-term memory (i.e., utilization). In other words, grammar-translation strips the 

“active” elements of authentic interaction with the text from the reading process. 

Consequently, the reading strategy intervention introduced to the participants in 

this study offered them an alternative to their traditional ways of thinking about reading 

in English. Through the use of these reading strategies, the participants were given an 

opportunity to transition from passive readers, who relied on outside sources of 

information for their interpretation of reading passages, to active readers, who could use 

their own intellect to decipher the meaning of texts. Oxford (2011) proposed that deep 

processing strategies, such as the cognitive reading strategies highlighted in this study, 

“facilitate understanding, increase meaningful mental associations, and are the most 

useful strategies for long-term retention of information” (p. 29). She also stated that an 

over-dependence on surface strategies such as using dictionaries or rote memorization 

“can impair students’ ability to inter-relate concepts…[and cause learners to] reach a 

point where they are unable to grasp new material” (Holschuh & Aultman, 2008, p. 

123). 

The inclusion of the reading strategies highlighted in this study was decided 

upon, after a close review of the literature describing reading as an interactive process 
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(Carrell et al., 1988; Rumelhart, 1977; Stanovich, 1980). A model of reading as the 

interaction between top-down and bottom-up reading processes was developed in the 

late 1970s/mid-1980s (Barnett, 1989; Stanovich, 1980). Originally considered to have a 

dichotomous relationship, top-down and bottom-up reading processes are largely 

conceptualized, currently, as forming a continuum, one that takes into account different 

combinations of strategies depending on the different learner and context variables.  

Reading strategy instruction, as exemplified by the teaching of the reading 

strategies highlighted in this study re-directs the readers to the fundamental elements in 

this reading process. The eight strategies taught in this study covered a full range from 

bottom-up to top-down reading processes: (a) guessing unknown word meaning from 

context, (b) guessing unknown word meaning from component word parts, (c) finding 

the topic of a paragraph, (d) finding the main idea of a paragraph, (e) finding the topic 

of an entire passage, (f) finding the main idea of an entire passage, (g) predicting the 

ending of a passage, and (h) inferring the author’s feelings or underlying information. 

Through instruction in these cognitive reading strategies, the learners are asked to use 

their own intellect in deciphering the messages embedded in literary texts, instead of 

looking to external sources for help. Learners are informed that in each reading passage, 

there are messages that the author intends to convey on a word-level, sentence-level, 

paragraph-level, and passage-level and that attention should be placed on deciphering 

those messages throughout the entire reading process. Words and sentences cannot be 

accurately interpreted in isolation from the rest of the text. The various messages being 

sent by the author on a local level are important in interpreting the overall message of 

the passage, just as understanding the passage on a global level can assist the reader 
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when interpreting information on a word level. The awareness of these elements, alone, 

can be the start to greater autonomy on the part of the reader, and the catalyst for 

reading comprehension development for some learners. The results of this study suggest 

that this is the case; strategy intervention can improve reading comprehension. 

In Anderson’s cognitive theory (1985) and Macaro’s framework of learner 

strategies (2006), neither scholar makes a distinction between general cognitive 

processes and reading strategies. Macaro’s framework describes strategies as essential 

components of processing theory rather than shortcuts to faster processing. “In that 

sense, strategies do not make learning more efficient; they are the raw material without 

which L2 learning cannot take place” (p. 332). Similarly, Anderson posits that strategies 

can be represented the same way as any other complex skill and described as a set of 

productions that are compiled and fine-tuned until they become procedural knowledge 

(a detailed description of both theories is offered in Chapter 3). Anderson describes the 

three stages of skill acquisition for strategy usage: (a) the cognitive, in which readers 

are instructed in how to use the strategy, possibly through modeling or deductive 

reasoning on their own, (b) the associative, in which incorrect representations in the 

original declarative knowledge are recognized and corrected and the connections among 

the various steps of the reading strategy are strengthened, and (c) the autonomous stage, 

in which the execution of the reading strategy becomes virtually automatic, demanding 

less effort on working memory, thereby freeing up working memory to take on new 

reading challenges. 

In this study, the participants in the reading strategies and extensive 

reading/reading strategies groups were not only introduced to various types of reading 
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strategies, they were given ample opportunity over the academic year to automatize 

their skills in reading strategy use. In regards to Anderson’s autonomous stage of 

strategy skill acquisition, Gágne (1985) recommends that instruction should allow 

repeated opportunities for practice of the complete skill in order to foster 

automatization. The participants in this study were exposed to the eight reading 

strategies for nearly 10 months, longer than in any other longitudinal reading strategy 

research in an EFL context, to the best of my knowledge. 

A review of the literature pertaining to reading strategy intervention reveals that 

it is not always the case that learners are given sufficient time to practice and 

automatize these sometimes complex skills. In a study conducted by Carrell (1985), 25 

high-intermediate university ESL students were given explicit strategy instruction for 

one week, in five consecutive, one-hour sessions based on the organization of typical 

expository English texts. In another study, Carrell, Pharis, and Liberto (1989) offered 

strategy based instruction using semantic mapping and Experience Text Relationship 

(ETR) to a set of learners over a four-day period. In a more recent study, Macaro and 

Erler (2008) investigated the effects of strategy training with six intact classes (62 

students) of Year 7 and 8 (age 11-13) French as a Foreign Language (FFL) learners in 

England over a 15-week period. Although there is no research detailing a specific length 

of time that should be followed when conducting strategy instruction, I assume that the 

longer learners have to practice and automatize the strategies, the greater impact they 

are going to have on their reading comprehension. 

Another plausible explanation for the positive relationship between reading strategy 

intervention and reading comprehension can be found in the number and breadth of strategies 
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highlighted in this study. As mentioned above, eight reading strategies, ranging from bottom-up 

to top-down strategies were featured, offering the participants in the study a comprehensive 

selection of strategies to deploy to meet a variety of cognitive demands while reading. 

In addition, Anderson (1991) and Graham (1997) claim that along with having an 

arsenal of strategies at their disposal, readers must be metacognitively aware of what strategies 

to use and be able to orchestrate their use with other strategies. “It is not sufficient to know 

about strategies; a reader must also be able to apply them strategically” (Anderson, 2001, p. 

469). In a 2001 study, Sheorey and Mokhtari investigated the differences in metacognitive 

awareness and perceived use of academic reading strategies by ESL students and American 

college students. The results suggested that learners in both groups that exhibited higher levels 

of reading proficiency used metacognitive and cognitive strategies more frequently. In addition, 

the results from other research (Kusiak, 2001; Macaro, 2001; Macaro & Erler 2008) suggested 

that training in metacognitive strategies can help readers learn how to organize and effectively 

manipulate strategies in clusters.  

Using a similar set of cognitive reading strategies in her study to the ones offered in this 

study (e.g., finding the main idea of a paragraph, recognizing topic sentences, and guessing 

meaning from context), Kusiak (2001) found that reading strategy intervention improved 

students’ reading comprehension and metacognitive awareness of strategy use. Her results also 

supported evidence that strategy training is effective, especially for intermediate and lower 

proficiency learners. 

In line with the results of the above research, the metacognitive awareness element 

introduced to participants in the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies 

groups through CALLA, the Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach, implemented 
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in this study, offers another explanation for the connection between reading strategy 

intervention and increases in reading comprehension. Learners were required to reflect on their 

own strategy use and encouraged to transfer strategies to new tasks, combine strategies into 

clusters, and develop a repertoire of preferred strategies. 

Although the studies reviewed above seem to offer strong evidence that reading strategy 

intervention can positively affect levels of reading comprehension, criticisms surrounding small 

N-sizes and less-than-adequate durations for the longitudinal studies have been leveled against 

the researchers. This study addressed both issues by conducting the strategy intervention over 

an entire academic year with a moderately sized group of participants. In addition, an 

encompassing range of both bottom-up and top-down reading strategies, and a metacognitive 

strategy element that enhanced the benefit the participants received from the reading strategy 

intervention were included in this study. 

 

The Effect of Extensive Reading on Reading Comprehension 

The results for research question 2 show that not only did the reading strategies 

group outperform the intensive reading (control) group, but the extensive reading and 

extensive reading/reading strategies groups did as well. In this section, I provide an 

explanation for the observed gains in reading comprehension based on the participants’ 

practice of extensive reading. 

As stated above, the majority of the participants came from a background in 

which most of their English reading training had been conducted under instruction from 

teachers who practiced the grammar-translation method. Thus, the learners were 

essentially deprived of the opportunity to interact with written texts in a way that 
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requires deep processing, if deep processing is defined as involving personalization and 

the use of higher-order thinking (e.g., synthesizing, inferencing, and evaluating). In this 

study, the participants in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies 

groups were given a chance to interact with reading texts without outside interference 

from teachers or other external sources. Without these distractions, the readers were 

able to read for meaning, both on a local, as well as a global level using both their 

background knowledge and intellect to guide their individual interpretation of the texts. 

In order to explain the effect that extensive reading exerts on overall reading 

comprehension, it is important to describe extensive reading as a cognitive skill 

according to Anderson’s Cognitive Theory of Learning. The basic parts of this theory: 

perceptual processing, parsing, and utilization were explained above, but a quick review 

of the fundamental points is warranted here.  

In reading comprehension, perceptual processing entails attention being focused 

on the written text, with parts of the written input being retained in short-term memory. 

In parsing, words and phrases from the text are used to make meaningful mental 

representations of the material being read. The third process, utilization, also referred to 

by some researchers as elaboration (Gágne, 1985), entails relating a mental 

representation of the text meaning to declarative knowledge in long-term memory. This 

process takes the mental representation that has been matched with those in declarative 

knowledge from the parsing process and discovers the meaning related to that 

representation in long-term memory. 

Just as Anderson claimed that a reading strategy is a cognitive skill that must be 

practiced and mastered, so is successful extensive reading. Learners are expected to 
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read texts that are well below their current reading proficiency level, often referred to as 

(i – 1, where i is the learner’s current proficiency level). Most extensive readers are also 

following a path of graded readers in which a stage-by-stage, skill-building process is 

encouraged. This allows readers to practice the fluid, rapid recognition of vocabulary 

that is necessary when processing written text. 

As readers are reading at an i – 1 level, they are able to hone their skills in 

recognizing these words automatically. Because the participants were engaging in the 

SSS extensive reading style, they were able to develop these skills from very basic 

levels. Day and Bamford (1998) referred to such automatized words as sight vocabulary 

(p. 13), which is the opposite of phonemic decoding, a letter-by-letter, sounding out of 

words. Phonemic decoding requires a concentrated effort on the part of the reader and is 

only used by fluent readers when they encounter words that are not part of their sight 

vocabulary. Extensive reading, first and foremost, provides readers with an opportunity 

to increase their repertoire of sight vocabulary. 

Once readers have developed a reasonably sized repertoire of sight vocabulary, 

lexical access, which refers to a reader’s ability to automatically retrieve from long-term 

memory a “word’s meanings and its phonological representation” (Stanovich, 1992, p. 

4), becomes considerably easier. One’s ability to successfully execute this step in the 

process is important, as it assists in minimizing the debilitating effects of limited short-

term memory, laid out in Anderson’s late perceptual processing and parsing stages. As 

readers become more adept at automatically accessing representations of lexicon stored 

in long-term memory, less short-term memory is required, freeing up that memory to 
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process additional incoming information. Extensive reading allows readers to build not 

only their sight vocabulary but also to practice their lexical accessing skills. 

Rapid lexical accessing allows for more incoming information, being received 

by the reader, to be held slightly longer in working memory, providing more time to 

retrieve representations held in long-term memory. This allows the reader to build from 

the concentrated reading of single words to the attending to and eventual 

comprehension of sentence-long bits of information. If lexical access is not rapid 

enough, the meanings and representations of words encountered at the beginning of a 

sentence can fade by the time the reader reaches the end of the sentence, impeding 

greatly the ability to comprehend the overall message conveyed by the writer. 

Conversely, if lexical access is automatic and fluid, it allows the reader not only to 

access the lexically and syntactically packed representations of the incoming words, but 

it also frees up enough cognitive energy for the reader to be able to draw upon “prior 

knowledge of language, the world, text types, and the topic,” which further facilitate 

deeper comprehension (Day & Bamford, 1998, p. 14). This stage corresponds to the 

utilization stage of Anderson’s model. 

The integration of all three stages, detailed in Anderson’s model of cognitive 

learning, is crucial to successful, accurate comprehension of written material. 

Constructing meaning from the written word requires more than just a collection of 

world knowledge, vocabulary knowledge, and linguistic knowledge. Many EFL 

teachers in Japan are reminded repeatedly, how many of their learners are equipped 

with a reasonably large vocabulary and reasonably good grammatical knowledge, but 

lack the ability to synthesize all of the individual elements into a working knowledge 
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that assists them in reading comprehension. This is precisely the point where extensive 

reading might have helped the readers in this study to assemble the linguistic 

knowledge they had acquired in their junior high and high school years (i.e., 

decontextualized vocabulary, syntax) into a better organized network of knowledge that 

assists them in text interpretation.  

As an extension of the stages discussed above, extensive reading also provides 

readers with additional background world and topical knowledge that assists them in the 

comprehension of subsequent, unique reading texts. As such, the more one reads and 

accurately comprehends, the more knowledge one acquires. This newly acquired 

knowledge can in turn be used to enhance the comprehension of other texts. 

 Research demonstrating a strong relationship between extensive reading practice 

and gains in reading comprehension are fairly abundant (Bell, 2001; Elley, 1991; Elley 

& Mangubhai, 1981; Hafiz & Tudor, 1989; Lai, 1993; Mason & Krashen, 1997; 

Masuhara et al., 1996; Robb & Susser, 1989; Sheu, 2003; Taguchi et al., 2004). One of 

the first major ER studies (Elley & Mangubhai, 1981) shows that in a book flood in Fiji 

primary schools, where over 600 young students (aged 10-12 years old) were divided 

into three main groups; the shared book group, the silent reading group, and the control 

group. The students in the shared book and silent reading groups made significantly 

more improvement in English reading and writing proficiency than their control group 

counterparts.  

One of the keys to unlocking the potential benefits of extensive reading is the 

link it holds with reading speed and fluency. In line with Anderson’s model of cognitive 

learning, reading rate is of crucial importance because it allows for more incoming 
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information, being received by the reader, to be held slightly longer in working 

memory, providing more time to retrieve representations held in long-term memory. 

Another factor assisting reading rate is the easing of the negative effects of debilitating 

anxiety that would have resulted from the participants engaging in the SSS extensive 

reading method. Because the readers in this study were not asked to read books that 

were above their proficiency level, the anxiety associated with reading (i.e., in the 

grammar-translation method) would have been eliminated, thereby allowing the readers 

to more fully capture incoming messages through the reading process. This would have 

enhanced their reading rate and thereby their ability to comprehend written texts. 

Extensive reading has been shown on more than one occasion to boost reading rate 

scores. Robb and Susser (1989) investigated the improvements made by first-year Japanese 

college in EFL reading comprehension after engaging in a treatment of either skill-building 

(strategy intervention) or extensive reading. Along with outperforming the skill-building group 

in reading comprehension, the extensive reading group also posted significantly faster reading 

rates than their counterparts.  

Also in Japan, further research (Mason & Krashen, 1997) showed that extensive reading 

for one semester significantly improved reluctant university EFL learners’ reading 

comprehension. In addition to improvements in reading comprehension, the results, based on 

self-reported reading times, suggested that the reading rate gains for two experimental groups, 

one that engaged in post-reading tasks of summary writing in English and one in Japanese, 

were higher than those for a control group. Although promising, the results pertaining to 

reading rate have come under severe scrutiny because the self-reported reading times were not 

confirmed with any empirical measure.  
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In a study specifically targeting reading rates and extensive reading, Beglar, 

Hunt, and Kite (2011), investigated the effects of a one-year pleasure reading program 

had on participants’ reading rate. The results showed that three Pleasure reading groups 

had reading rate gains significantly higher than those in the Intensive Reading Group. 

Although this study did not include the measuring of reading rates for the groups 

that participated in extensive reading, an explanation for the reading comprehension 

gains can be extrapolated from the fluency that the participants likely experienced 

though their extensive reading practice. The results of this study confirm the results of 

the studies highlighted above, that extensive reading fosters improvements in reading 

comprehension. This study found drastic differences in reading comprehension gains 

between those in an extensive reading program and those in an intensive reading 

program. 

 

The Effect of Combining Extensive Reading Practice and Reading Strategy 

Intervention on Reading Comprehension 

Another feature that is unique to this study is the coupling of extensive reading 

practice and reading strategy instruction to investigate changes in reading 

comprehension. Because an explanation of the reading comprehension gains due to 

reading strategy intervention and extensive reading practice was given above, it is not 

repeated here. However, an explanation concerning why the extensive reading/reading 

strategies group outperformed the extensive reading group in reading comprehension 

gains is warranted. The benefits of reading strategy intervention positively influenced 

those in the combined extensive reading/reading strategy group as well as those in the 
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reading strategies group. The participants in the combined group were allowed to utilize 

the reading strategies they had been learning in the strategies intervention through their 

extensive reading practice, leading to more gains in reading comprehension. 

Although it is clear from the results that reading strategy instruction and 

extensive reading practice can enhance L2 reading comprehension, a few salient points 

remain unexplained. First, even though there were no statistically significant differences 

between the three experimental groups (i.e., the extensive reading group, the reading 

strategies group, and the extensive reading/reading strategies group), there were 

differences in reading comprehension gains that should be considered. For example, 

even though the reading strategy group only read an average 34,438 standard words (see 

Table 73 for number of standard words read by each group) over the course of the 

study, they were able to make greater gains in reading comprehension (see Table 59 for 

reading comprehension gain scores for each group) than any of the other three groups. 

In addition, although the extensive reading/reading strategy group read fewer words 

(153,728 standard words) on average, than the extensive reading group (195,620 

standard words), the extensive reading/reading strategies group outperformed their 

extensive reading group counterparts in reading comprehension gains. This suggests 

that reading strategies play an integral role in fostering improvements in reading 

comprehension. Combining reading strategy intervention and extensive reading practice 

provided an additional benefit to the participants in the extensive reading/reading 

strategies group in comparison to their extensive reading group counterparts. 

The reading threshold at which most learners can start to see significant 

improvements in their reading comprehension is still under investigation. Sakai (2002) 
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has advocated that learners must read at least one million words in order to make a 

substantial impact on their reading proficiency. However, a few studies have reported 

that substantial improvements in reading ability can occur with even fewer words read. 

In a study conducted with a group of Japanese university learners, Nishizawa et al. 

(2009) concluded that “typical Japanese teenage students need to read at least 300,000 

words of comprehensible English texts before they reach the threshold when the 

average TOEIC scores increase significantly.”  

In another study, Beglar et al. (2011), the reading rate of Japanese university 

students was measured after engaging in pleasure reading for one academic year. There 

were four intact groups in the study. The control group was taught using an intensive 

reading approach in which all the participants were expected to read a collection of fairy 

tails from non-Japanese cultures. In addition, they engaged in writing out-of-class 

reports, translating parts of the text from English into Japanese, and answering a battery 

of comprehension questions. On the other hand, the other three treatment groups 

engaged in pleasure reading (PR). The three PR groups were initially advised to read 

books from a selection of 180 graded readers, however by the end of the study 45% of 

the participants had read at least one unsimplified book along with the simplified books 

they had been reading. The results showed that all three PR groups outperformed their 

intensive group counterparts in reading rate, while maintaining reading comprehension 

levels. Although the reading comprehension levels of the PR groups were not 

significantly different from those of the control group members, all three PR groups had 

reading comprehension levels that were higher than those in the control group. In 

addition, they reported that fairly strong fluency gains required around 160,000 standard 
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words and strong fluency gains required around 200,000 standard words. It was also 

found that reading simplified readers was more beneficial than reading unsimplified 

readers in improving reading rate. 

Because several studies have shown that reading rate has a strong relationship to 

reading comprehension (e.g., De Soto & De Soto, 1983; Nathan & Stanovich, 1991), it 

can be extrapolated from these results that these amounts of reading play a role not only 

in improving reading rate, but also in reading comprehension. Therefore, the results of 

the current study, showing significant gains in reading comprehension at the 153,000 

word-level, closely coincide with the results reported by Beglar et al. (2011), and 

suggest that 150,000 standard words might be one threshold for producing reading gains 

among foreign language learners of English who are at the proficiency level of the 

participants in this study. 

Overall, the results of this study support the results of past literature suggesting a 

strong relationship between reading strategy intervention and extensive reading 

practice, and reading comprehension. Although many of the reviewed studies above 

were plagued by small N-sizes, this study extended the body of knowledge in the field 

by including a moderate number of participants (N = 322). In addition, of those studies 

considered longitudinal, few were conducted for longer than an academic semester, 

while this one extended over an entire academic year. A few past studies have 

conducted research comparing the effects of reading strategies and extensive reading 

practice (Macaro & Mutton, 2009; Robb & Susser, 1989), but this study is the first to 

investigate how coupling the two methods effects reading comprehension. Clearly the 
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significant reading comprehension gains that the combined group experienced can be 

attributed to the reading strategies element. 

 

Research Question 3: Reading Self-Efficacy as a 

Predictor of Reading Comprehension 

The third research question asked whether changes in reading self-efficacy 

predict changes in reading comprehension after participation in one of the three 

experimental groups or the intensive reading group (control group) over one academic 

year. It was hypothesized that gains in reading self-efficacy would lead to gains in 

reading comprehension.  

The results from research questions 1 and 2 suggested, in isolation, that reading 

strategy intervention and/or extensive reading practice helps foster greater levels of 

reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension, respectively. However, the core point 

of inquiry behind research question 3 is how these two constructs interact; this concerns 

determining whether a change in reading self-efficacy due to these interventions leads 

to a change in reading comprehension. The analysis for this research question was 

conducted using latent growth curve (LGC) modeling involving sequelae of change. 

The associative model depicted in Figure 17 illustrates the growth and the 

pattern of associations among the growth parameters of reading self-efficacy and 

reading comprehension. An analysis of the trajectory of reading comprehension as a 

function of reading self-efficacy revealed a statistically significant relationship between 

growth in reading self-efficacy and growth in reading comprehension; thus, changes in 

reading self-efficacy led to changes in reading comprehension. These changes are 
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represented by the unidirectional arrow between the slopeSE (change in reading self-

efficacy) and slopeRC (change in reading comprehension) depicted in Figure 17. The 

relationship between these two slopes was statistically significant (see Table 65 for the 

parameter values) and the effect size was positive and fairly strong (.606). However, the 

starting values in reading self-efficacy for individuals in the study, represented in Figure 

17 as interceptSE, did not have a statistically significant relationship (see Table 65 for 

the parameter values) with the change in reading comprehension, depicted as slopeRC 

in Figure 17. The relationship is represented by the unidirectional arrow running from 

interceptSE to slopeRC. Even though the relationship was not significant, the path 

weight (-.148) indicates that those who started with a lower self-rating of reading self-

efficacy were able to make more gains in reading comprehension, or conversely, those 

who started with a higher self-rating of reading self-efficacy made fewer gains in 

reading comprehension. Note however that this tendency was not strong. 

Overall, the gains in reading self-efficacy translated into gains in reading 

comprehension. The most plausible explanation for these findings is that for the 

participants in this study, self-efficacy played a mediating role between motivation and 

achievement. According to several researchers, self-efficacy beliefs are a better 

indicator of success than one’s actual abilities, skills, or knowledge because of the 

influential role self-efficacy plays in facilitating behaviors (Bandura, 1977a, 1982, 

1993, 1995, 1997; Multon, Brown, & Lent, 1991; Pajares, 1997; Schunk, 1989b, 1991; 

Zimmerman, 1995). Further results reflect a positive relationship between self-efficacy 

and successful academic performance (Bong, 2001; Lane et al., 2004; Ofori & Charlton, 
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2002; Yang, 2004), self-regulated learning (Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Schunk & 

Zimmerman, 1997), and academic motivation (Bong & Clark, 1999). 

Bandura (1982, 1997) claims that those who are more self-efficacious in regards 

to a particular task initiate opportunities to practice that task, expend more effort 

executing that task, and persevere through problems that arise when attempting that 

task. Presumably, one of the explanations for the relatively strong relation between 

increases in reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension is that as the participants 

of this study became more self-efficacious readers of English, they initiated more 

opportunities to read in English, expended more effort, spent more time reading 

English, and persisted through the trials and tribulations that inevitably occur when 

attempting to read in a foreign language. This would have clearly led to significant 

increases in reading comprehension. 

A further explanation for increases in reading self-efficacy leading to 

improvements in reading comprehension is the bidirectional relationship that exists 

between these two constructs. As explained above, Bandura (1982, 1997) purports that 

self-efficacy plays a strong facilitative role in performance by determining how much 

effort is expended, which behaviors are initiated, and the persistence employed to reach 

a particular goal. This relationship, however, between self-efficacy beliefs and 

performance is not unidirectional, but recursive. Past performances influence future 

judgments of self-efficacy that, in turn, influence future performance. That is, as the 

participants in this study became more adept at comprehending reading texts, as was 

evident from time 1 to time 2 for all the groups in the study, the participants, in turn 

perceived an improvement in their reading ability, which subsequently led to fostered 
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levels of reading self-efficacy. These increased levels of reading self-efficacy motivated 

the participants to read more, expend more energy reading, and persevere when the 

reading task was most challenging. This, subsequently, led to further improvement in 

reading comprehension. And the cycle continued. 

A closer examination of the descriptive statistics for the reading self-efficacy 

(see Table 53) and reading comprehension gains (see Table 59) shows that the sharpest 

gains in both categories were evident from time 1 to time 2. For the reading self-

efficacy construct, the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies groups 

had statistically higher gains than those in the intensive reading group from time 1 to 

time 2. In addition, there were significant within-group gains in reading self-efficacy for 

each respective group from time 1 to time 2.  

For the reading comprehension scores (see Table 59), there were no significant 

differences between any of the groups from time 1 to time 2, but there were significant 

gains within each group, except for the intensive reading (control) group. As 

hypothesized, the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies groups 

displayed significantly higher gains in reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension 

in comparison to the intensive reading group. These gains support past research that has 

identified a connection between reading self-efficacy and achievement (e.g., Schunk & 

Rice, 1989, 1991).  

By extending the field of inquiry to include the gains for both constructs from 

time 1 to time 3, the results look similar, but some anomalies are present. From time 1 

to time 3, the reading self-efficacy ratings (see Table 53) show that the reading 

strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies groups had statistically higher gains 
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than those in the extensive reading and intensive reading (control) groups. Furthermore, 

all of the experimental groups achieved statistically higher scores on the reading 

comprehension test (see Table 59) than those in the intensive reading (control) group. 

Again, for the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies groups, this 

was predicted. The reading self-efficacy gains translated into reading comprehension 

gains. 

From time 1 to time 2, and time 1 to time 3, the experimental groups 

outperformed the intensive reading group in reading comprehension (see Table 59) and 

reading self-efficacy (see Table 53). In sections one and two above, several reasons 

were offered to explain the improvements in reading self-efficacy and reading 

comprehension that were realized in this study. All of these points play a role in the 

interaction of reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension, however, for the sake of 

simplicity, only the basic points are reviewed below.  

The university students who participated in this study had mostly come from a 

traditional background of learning through the grammar-translation method. Not only 

did this method stymie their cognitive ability to effectively process English texts, it also 

negatively influenced their affective condition. It can be argued that due to the factors 

mentioned in the previous section, student reading self-efficacy became extremely low 

in their secondary education years. Due to the pressure of passing high-stakes 

examinations and the lack of autonomy that results from years of grammar-translation 

tasks, it can be easily imagined that many students are left feeling discouraged and 

powerless. It is because of this deprived background that many of the participants 

experienced in their secondary education that made the results of this study all the more 
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possible and relevant. After engaging in the treatments of this study, the participants in 

the experimental groups were introduced to one or two new approaches to English 

reading, extensive reading and/or reading strategies; ways in which mental processes 

that comprise reading comprehension can be strengthened. An explanation of how the 

treatments, reading strategy intervention and extensive reading practice, helped to 

enhance reading comprehension is explained in section 2 of this chapter. 

In addition, the participants of the experimental groups experienced a variety of 

authentic reading challenges, allowing them to better understand their own reading 

ability and thereby improve their reading self-efficacy. For many of the participants in 

the study, six years of learning under the grammar-translation method in secondary 

school rendered them virtually helpless when left to their own devices when trying to 

decode a reading passage. Autonomous reading was rarely encouraged in the grammar-

translation classroom. In English reading classes that were largely teacher-centered, 

students were often taught to focus on decontextualized segments of language and to 

rely on teachers, dictionaries and other external sources for assistance in reading, 

instead of using their own intellect. Many of the passages they were asked to read in 

secondary school contained language that was well beyond their proficiency level, 

making it virtually impossible for many of them to understand the meaning of the 

passage without external assistance. Consequently, many students were not engaged in 

the reading process and suffered from demotivation at the prospect of having to struggle 

through word-by-word translation exercises. Few of them were given authentic reading 

opportunities, ones in which they were allowed to attempt to read a passage written at a 

comprehensible level, experience obstacles in comprehension, and use their own 
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cognitive abilities to overcome those obstacles. Because they were rarely given these 

authentic opportunities to read, many of them never had a chance to accurately assess 

their own reading ability.  

However, the treatments in this study allowed them that opportunity. As stated 

in section 1 of this chapter, Takase (2008) claims that Japanese secondary students, on 

average, read around 30,000 words in secondary school. On the other hand, the 

participants in the experimental groups of this study read more than that in one 

academic year. The participants in the extensive reading group, reading strategies 

group, and extensive reading/reading strategies group read an average of 195,620, 

34,438, and 153,728 standard words, respectively (see Table 73 for the standard words 

read by all groups). In addition to the number of words read, the participants in the 

experimental groups were encouraged not to use dictionaries or external sources for 

answers to their comprehension questions. They were taught through reading strategy 

intervention and the basic guidelines of extensive reading, to use their own intellect to 

decode written texts. Having these authentic reading experiences, the participants were 

better able to understand their own reading ability, which in turn led to greater levels of 

reading self-efficacy. It was empowering for them to finally understand their ability 

level and to have a clear baseline from which to attempt to improve that ability. To 

support this hypothesis, the results from another study, Takase (2003), conducted on 

extensive reading and attitude, suggested that through reading several graded readers 

participants became more aware of their English reading ability. Once they had 

understood their ability more accurately, many of them tried to maximize their potential 

by reading more books, which consequently led to an enhanced sense of confidence.  
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As hypothesized, the reading strategies and extensive reading strategies groups 

experienced heightened levels of reading self-efficacy which, according to the analyses, 

translated to improvements in reading comprehension. However, a discrepancy 

occurred with the extensive reading group. This group was not significantly different 

from the control group for the reading self-efficacy construct, but was able to 

outperform their control group counterparts on the reading comprehension test from 

time 1 to time 3. One explanation for this might come from the method of extensive 

reading, Start with Simple Stories (SSS), which was used for the extensive reading 

treatment groups. The participants were required to start with extremely easy graded 

readers for the first month of the treatment. Then they were asked to gradually proceed 

to more difficult books. Many of the participants might not have felt that the easy level 

texts were benefitting their reading comprehension ability and therefore, their reading 

self-efficacy would not have been affected considerably. Bandura (1997) claims: 

If people experience only easy successes, they come to expect quick results and 

are easily discouraged by failure. A resilient sense of efficacy requires 

experience in overcoming obstacles through perseverant effort. Some difficulties 

and setbacks in human pursuits serve a beneficial purpose in teaching that 

success usually requires sustained effort (p. 80). 

Although many of those in the extensive reading group might not have realized the 

benefits of extensive reading on their ability to read, a closer examination of the reading 

comprehension gains from time 1 to time 3 shows that the gains for the extensive 

reading group, though lower than those of the reading strategies and extensive 

reading/reading strategies groups, were not significantly different from the scores of 
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those groups. Thus, it can be claimed that some of the participants in the extensive 

reading group might have been unaware of the benefits they were receiving from the 

extensive reading practice. 

To further support this hypothesis, another analysis of the data suggests that 

those who more highly recognize the utility of extensive reading as a way of improving 

reading comprehension ability, also rated themselves higher in reading self-efficacy. 

(Table 75 details the descriptive statistics for the gain scores for the perceived utility of 

extensive reading survey and the reading self-efficacy survey.) Conversely, those who 

tended to have low ratings on the perceived utility of extensive reading questionnaire 

also rated themselves much lower on the reading self-efficacy measure. 

It can also be argued that the benefits from the Start with Simple Stories method 

of extensive reading practice might have a delayed effect. That is, one academic year 

might not have been long enough for the potentially positive effects of extensive 

reading, as administered by the SSS method, to become apparent. It might be the case 

that the SSS approach takes longer than one year for the participants to reach a level in 

the graded reader series in which they perceive the texts as challenging enough to 

indicate that they are becoming more proficient readers.  

Although the extensive reading group did not display significant gains in 

reading self-efficacy (see Table 53) compared to the reading strategies and extensive 

reading/reading strategies groups from time 1 to time 3, the extensive reading/reading 

strategies group had the highest gains in reading self-efficacy of the four groups in the 

study. This suggests that although the extensive reading/reading strategies group was 

using the same method of extensive reading, Start with Simple Stories, as the extensive 
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reading group, the instruction in reading strategies coupled with the extensive reading 

element was beneficial in improving the participants’ level of reading self-efficacy. This 

might have occurred because those in the extensive reading/reading strategies group 

were given more challenging texts to read through the reading strategies element of 

their treatment. Unlike the extensive reading group, which was required to read easy 

level texts for the first month of the treatment and slowly progress to the more difficult 

graded readers, the extensive reading/reading strategies group, in addition to the 

extensive reading element, was required to engage in reading activities that were 

cognitively challenging for them. Overcoming these challenges would have fostered a 

stronger sense of reading self-efficacy (e.g., Bandura, 1997).  

The participants in the extensive reading/reading strategies group were not only 

given the chance to read texts that were well below their current proficiency level 

extensively, which would have helped to alleviate any anxiety that might have been 

accompanied with reading in their past grammar-translation courses, but they were also 

allowed to challenge themselves with slightly more difficult texts that were part of the 

reading strategies element. In addition, becoming adept at the use of the reading 

strategies highlighted in this study, the participants would have felt empowered with a 

new set of tools with which to attempt reading assignments. Also, after having had 

ample opportunity to practice and automatize the use of these strategies, the participants 

would have, presumably, been able to use the strategies to improve their reading rate, 

which would have allowed them to more quickly process written text, demanding less 

effort on working memory, thereby freeing up working memory to take on new reading 

challenges. 
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Those in the extensive reading/reading strategies group would also have 

benefited from the extensive reading element. Reading extensively likely helped the 

participants automatize reading skills on a local, as well as, a global level. As the 

participants developed a reasonably sized repertoire of sight vocabulary by reading 

extensively, rapid lexical access became part of their skill set. Lexical access, a reader’s 

ability to automatically retrieve from long-term memory a “word’s meaning and its 

phonological representation” (Stanovich, 1992, p. 4), is important, as it assists in 

minimizing the debilitating effects of limited short term memory, laid out in Anderson’s 

(1991) late perceptual processing and parsing stages. As the participants in the 

extensive reading/reading strategies group presumably became more adept at 

automatically accessing representations of lexicon stored in long-term memory, less 

short-term memory was required, which worked to free up that memory to process 

additional incoming information. These improvements in reading comprehension (see 

Table 59) would have led to improvements in their self-ratings of their own reading 

ability and thereby, increased their reading self-efficacy (see Table 53).  

Just as the inclusion of reading strategy intervention and extensive reading 

practice benefited the participants in the experimental groups, the lack of those 

treatments for the intensive reading group limited the potential progress that could have 

been achieved by the participants of that group. As many of the participants in this 

study were coming from a history of learning English through grammar-translation, the 

participants in the intensive reading group were not offered anything new in this study. 

As in the past, they were still expected to rely on external sources for assistance, instead 

of using their own intellect. Because they were being taught to interpret English writing 
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on a local, word-by-word level, the participants were never allowed to develop their 

cognitive processing to a point in which they could automatically access lexical or 

syntactic representations stored in long-term memory. Therefore, a constant strain on 

short-term memory never allowed them to interpret the text on a global level. A lack of 

authentic reading opportunities kept them ignorant of their actual reading ability, which 

prompted further feelings of inadequacy and demotivation. This demotivation was 

exacerbated by the anxiety experienced when participants were asked to read texts that 

were well beyond their proficiency level. As the participants of this group probably 

never experienced a sense of empowerment from the intensive reading approach, their 

level of reading self-efficacy also suffered.  

In addition to these explanations, the results of this one-year study help to put a 

practical face on the theoretical issue surrounding the effects of gains in reading self-

efficacy. Judging from past research in L1 and L2 reading, reading self-efficacy is a key 

to increasing levels of reading motivation (Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995; 

Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997; ), reading strategy use (Chamot et al., 1996; Gahungu, 

2007), attribution of achievement/failure (Graham, 2004, 2006; Hseih & Schallert, 

2008), and achievement (Mills, Pajares, & Herron, 2006; Schunk & Rice, 1987; Shell et 

al., 1989; Wigfield & Guthrie, 1995). However, many of these studies have used cross-

sectional designs that offer insight into the basics of the constructs surrounding self-

efficacy, but might not provide much practical advice regarding how knowledge can be 

used to improve pedagogy in foreign language teaching over an extended period of 

time. To this end, longitudinal studies, such as this one, which chart changes over time, 

are necessary.  
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Beyond the findings of the above cross-sectional studies, the results of this study 

indicate that not only can reading self-efficacy be cultivated through reading strategy 

intervention and extensive reading practice, but that gains in reading self-efficacy can 

lead to gains in reading comprehension. Thus, the results of this study help to bridge a 

gap that has existed between the reading self-efficacy and reading achievement 

literature. Never before has research shown that intervention can lead to increases in 

reading self-efficacy that eventually translate into increases in reading comprehension 

in an EFL setting. Through the latent growth curve analysis, the relationship between 

reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension over a period of time was investigated 

more thoroughly. 

A further reason for the results concerned the improvements in research design 

that were made over some of the earlier studies highlighted above. Several of them have 

been criticized widely for an inconsistency between the fundamentals of self-efficacy 

theory and the items on research instruments, and/or small sample sizes (e.g., Gahungu, 

2007; Mori, 2002; Tremblay & Gardner, 1995). In order to combat the above problem 

of possibly invalid instrumentation, the rationale for the instruments used in this study 

was presented and the instruments were carefully validated. For the self-efficacy 

questionnaire, in particular, great lengths were taken to follow the clear guidelines set 

by Bandura (2006) in creating a valid instrument. Part of the validation process 

involved piloting the self-efficacy instrument three times. 

In conclusion, most of these studies reported findings from cross-sectional analyses that 

suggested a connection, albeit weak at times, between self-efficacy and motivation. Of the few 

that reported findings to suggest a direct relationship between self-efficacy and achievement, 
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none were longitudinal. Many of them suffered from small N-sizes and a misrepresentation of 

the self-efficacy construct, as evidenced by poorly developed instruments.  

Furthermore, this is the first study in an EFL context to successfully cultivate 

reading self-efficacy. Although some of the above studies highlight a connection 

between reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension, none has looked at the 

relationship on a longitudinal basis. The results of this study clearly demonstrate that 

treatments, such as reading strategy intervention and extensive reading, enhance reading 

self-efficacy, thereby also improving reading comprehension. 

 

Research Question 4: Skill in Reading Strategy Use as a  

Predictor of Reading Self-Efficacy 

The fourth research question asked whether those participants who are more 

adept at using reading strategies, as operationalized through a set of reading strategy 

tests (see Appendices C, D, and E) also have higher levels of reading self-efficacy. This 

question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: Higher scores on the reading 

strategy test lead to higher levels of reading self-efficacy. The analysis for this research 

question was conducted using latent growth curve (LGC) modeling involving sequelae 

of change.  

The results from research question one suggested that reading strategy intervention 

helps foster greater levels of reading self-efficacy. However, the core point of inquiry behind 

research question 4 is how changes in skill in reading strategy usage facilitated through the 

treatments provided relate to changes in reading self-efficacy.  
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It can be assumed that although the participants in the various treatment groups were 

exposed to similar learning situations to the others in their group, but it cannot be determined to 

what degree those treatments differently influenced each individual in those respective groups. 

For example, the members of the reading strategy group were all introduced to and given the 

same ample opportunities to practice the eight cognitive reading strategies taught in this study, 

but to what degree this reading strategy intervention affected how adept each member became 

at using those reading strategies was not determined by the results of research question 1. 

Certainly, some participants became more skillful at successfully deploying the reading 

strategies than others. Research question 4 asked whether the observed changes in ability to 

effectively utilize reading strategies played a significant role in the observed changes in reading 

self-efficacy.  

The associative model depicted in Figure 18 illustrates the growth and the 

pattern of associations among the growth parameters of skill in reading strategy use and 

reading self-efficacy. An analysis of the trajectory of reading self-efficacy as a function 

of skill of reading strategy use reveals that there is a statistically significant relationship 

between growth that occurred in reading strategy skill and growth that occurred in 

reading self-efficacy. These changes are represented by the unidirectional arrow 

between the slopeRS (change in skill in reading strategy use) and slopeSE (change in 

reading self-efficacy) depicted in Figure 18. The relationship between these two slopes 

was statistically significant (see Table 66 for the parameter values), suggesting that 

changes in reading strategy skill produced changes in reading self-efficacy that were 

beyond the possibility of random chance. The effect size was positive and strong (.935), 

which clearly indicates that those participants who made greater gains in reading 
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strategy skill over the course of the study also made greater gains in reading self-

efficacy. However, the starting values in reading strategy skill for individuals in the 

study, represented on Figure 18 as interceptRS, did not have a statistically significant 

relationship (see Table 66 for the parameter values), with the change in reading self-

efficacy, depicted as slopeSE on Figure 18. The relationship is represented by the 

unidirectional arrow running from interceptRS to slopeSE. Even though the relationship 

was not significant, the effect size (-.436) suggests that those who started with a lower 

skill level in reading strategy use were able to make more gains in reading self-efficacy, 

or that those who started with a higher skill level in reading strategy use made fewer 

gains in reading self-efficacy. 

In the previous sections of this chapter, several reasons were offered to explain 

the improvements in reading self-efficacy (see Table 53) and reading comprehension 

(see Table 59) that were realized in this study. All of these points play a role in the 

interaction of reading strategy skill and reading self-efficacy in this study, however, for 

the sake of simplicity, only a summary is provided here. The participants in this study 

had mostly come from a traditional background of learning through the grammar-

translation method, which stymied their cognitive ability to effectively process English 

texts and negatively influenced their affect. After engaging in the treatments, the 

participants were introduced to new ways of reading, ways in which the mental 

processes that comprise reading comprehension could be strengthened. While the 

participants experienced a variety of authentic reading challenges, allowing them to 

better understand their own reading ability, they also sensed changes in their own levels 

of reading self-efficacy. Bandura (1986, 1997) proposed that mastery experiences are 
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the strongest source of self-efficacy. If this is the case, successful experiences reading in 

English will improve one’s sense of reading self-efficacy, while failures undermine it. 

Furthermore, the clear connection between Anderson’s cognitive theory (1985), 

Macaro’s framework of learner strategies (2006), and the honing of the participants 

reading skills developed through the treatments that were conducted over a sufficient 

amount of time helped to clarify how the treatments improved the participants reading 

comprehension and reading self-efficacy. 

Among the reading strategy intervention studies reviewed in the discussion for 

research questions 1 and 2 (Carrell, 1984a; Carrell et al., 1989; Chamot et al., 1996; 

Kusiak, 2001; Schunk & Rice, 1987, 1991), none of the researchers made any attempt 

to measure the degree to which the learners improved their ability to use reading 

strategies, and the resulting improvements in reading comprehension and/or reading 

self-efficacy. Instead, there was a “leap of faith” on the part of the researchers that the 

changes realized between the pre- and posttest scores for reading comprehension and/or 

reading self-efficacy were caused solely by the reading strategy intervention of each 

respective study. To further support this claim, Macaro and Erler (2008), in their 

literature review, highlighted the limitations of many strategy intervention studies as 

follows: “In none of these studies was there a systematic measurement of differences in 

strategic behavior prior to and after the intervention to support the findings…” (p. 96). 

However, after making this statement, there was still little evidence in their study to 

show that they targeted such empirical measurements. In their investigation of how 

reading strategy instruction impacted the reading comprehension of 62, 11-12 year old 

learners of French as a foreign language, they measured the difference in strategy use 
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exhibited by the participants prior to and after the intervention; however, they did not 

attempt to determine how skillfully these participants were able to utilize these reading 

strategies to assist them in the reading process. It is not enough to say that the frequency 

of strategy use increases; the issue lies in how well the learners are able to capitalize on 

the value of reading strategies as a tool to enhance reading comprehension or strengthen 

reading self-efficacy. 

To further support this claim, Anderson (1991) in his study of 28 Spanish-

speaking learners of English as a second language, found that the ability to successfully 

answer questions on a standardized reading comprehension test and/or read a typical, 

university level text, was not based on the number of strategies the participants 

deployed during the reading process but how well the participants were able to create 

clusters of strategies that facilitated successful reading. “Readers scoring high and those 

scoring low appear to be using the same kinds of strategies…This seems to indicate that 

strategic reading is not only a matter of knowing what strategy to use, but also the 

reader must know how to use a strategy successfully and orchestrate its use with other 

strategies” (pp. 468-469). 

The results for research question 4 suggest that as skill level in reading strategy 

use improves, so does reading self-efficacy. To the best of my knowledge, no L1 or L2 

reading researchers have investigated this relationship. The analysis of these results 

provides a much clearer understanding of how the development of reading strategy skill 

can affect reading self-efficacy, in comparison to past literature on the effect of reading 

strategy interventions where researchers did not measure skill development in reading 

strategy use over a period of time. 
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One plausible explanation for the strong relationship between these two 

constructs is that in this study, the participants in the experimental groups were given 

sufficient amounts of time to automatize the skills (i.e., reading strategy usage, 

extensive reading, or a combination of the two) they were taught, as the study lasted an 

entire academic year. Most of the past literature on reading intervention has detailed 

studies that lasted at most one academic semester, so this study is the longest one to 

date. As the level of automatization in reading strategies rose, the participants 

experienced a higher sense of reading ability and thereby, gains in reading self-efficacy 

were realized. 

It is important to recall that this research question asks whether changes in the 

skill level of reading strategy use led to changes in reading self-efficacy. This question 

does not differentiate between any of the groups, therefore the reading strategy skill 

level of all four groups are combined for this analysis. Although the latent growth curve 

modeling does not take into account differences between groups, the results (see Table 

68) for the reading strategy test over all three occasions of testing for all four groups 

reveal that the extensive reading/reading strategies group had higher gains from time 1 

to time 3 than the reading strategies group. In addition, the scores for the extensive 

reading group very closely paralleled those of the reading strategies group, with the 

extensive reading group marginally outperforming the reading strategy group. This 

suggests that first, the participants who engaged in extensive reading, either in the 

extensive reading group or the extensive reading/reading strategies group, were better 

able to improve their ability in the effective use of reading strategies than those in the 

reading strategies group, who had received only explicit training in reading strategies. 
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This also implies that the reading strategies group might have been at a slight 

disadvantage, compared to the other two experimental groups, by only participating in 

the explicit training of reading strategies. 

An explanation for those in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading 

strategies groups making stronger gains in skill of strategy use from time 1 to time 3, as 

compared to those in the reading strategies group might lie in the differences between implicit 

and explicit learning. Although, the general debate in learning theory and research as to 

whether implicit learning provides advantages over explicit learning is far from being resolved, 

Reber (1976, 1993, Reber et al., 1980) has repeatedly argued that implicit learning does offer 

significant benefit in learning complex structures. As those in the extensive reading group 

engaged in a relatively large amount of reading, they might have developed, through tacit 

inductive processes, their own set of reading strategies. Also, in one of Reber’s studies (1980) 

based on artificial grammar learning (AGL), he notes that a combination of implicit and 

explicit learning might prove the most beneficial. “Of the various possible combinations of 

explicit and implicit training procedures, it seems clear that the optimum mode is that in which 

the subjects begin with explicit information about the structure of the grammar and then 

observe an extended series of exemplars generated by it” (p. 500). In the context of this study, 

those in the extensive reading/reading strategies group, given an introduction to reading 

strategies and then allowed to use these strategies through the examples offered in class and 

then through their extensive reading practice, would have, according to Reber (1980) been in an 

optimal position to develop cognitive reading strategies.  

That is, those in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies groups 

were given sufficient time and opportunity to read large amounts of text, which could have led 
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them to develop their own set of reading strategies implicitly, and this process might have 

provided the participants with a much stronger handle on strategy usage. As Anderson (1991) 

contends, the participants in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies 

groups might have learned how to more effectively orchestrate the use of combinations of 

strategies, as well. As individuals read texts they have chosen and are interested in and are 

reading for meaning, (i.e., following extensive reading principles) a desire to comprehend the 

text guides implicit reading strategy development.  

Conversely, those in the reading strategies group were introduced to and given 

opportunities to practice the eight prescribed reading strategies highlighted in this study, but 

because they might not have been given sufficient opportunities to read large amounts, like 

those engaged in extensive reading, they were unable to develop their own set of reading 

strategies or become accustomed to orchestrating clusters of strategies skillfully.  

The successful deployment of reading strategies often depends on how well an 

individual can manipulate clusters of strategies to ensure more accurate interpretation of the 

text. Anderson (1991) stated that strategic reading depends not only on knowing what strategies 

to use, but also on how well the reader can successfully orchestrate its use with other strategies. 

This process of first developing strategies and then learning how to orchestrate strategies in 

clusters can be better accomplished implicitly through extensive reading practice than through 

explicit instruction in reading strategies. The results also suggest that those participating in the 

extensive reading/reading strategies group might have benefited from being explicitly 

introduced to the highlighted reading strategies, but they were also given ample opportunities to 

develop automaticity in orchestrating the usage of multiple strategies. The reading strategies 

group might also have been at a disadvantage when trying to develop their ability to use 
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reading strategies because they were forced to use prescribed reading strategies that might not 

have been useful for them. Although those in the reading strategies group had opportunities to 

practice using the prescribed strategies in this study, they were not required to read extensively. 

The number of standard words read by the groups that did not practice extensive reading and 

those that did differed greatly (see Table 73 for the number of standard words and books read 

by all four groups). 

These results, suggesting that extensive reading practice can foster improved levels of 

reading strategy use, support evidence from Nishino’s (2007) longitudinal case study of two 

Japanese teenagers, Fumi and Mako, beginning to read extensively in English. Nishino found, 

through interviews with and observations of the two girls, that along with improvements in 

reading motivation, the girls mentioned a number of lexical reading strategies, which suggests 

that their extensive reading experience might have allowed them to develop the ability to use 

the strategies. Similar to a few of the strategies featured in this study, the two girls reported 

guessing word meaning from context and using background knowledge to make inferences 

about passage meaning, among others. 

Overall, regardless of whether improvements in reading strategy use stemmed from 

explicit reading strategy intervention, or practice in extensive reading, the development of 

effective reading strategy use was a significant predictor of gains in reading self-efficacy, 

according to the results of the latent growth curve model. The longitudinal nature of the 

treatments of this study afforded the participants sufficient time to automatize reading skills 

and reading strategy skills to a point that enforced the participants’ sense of competence 

leading to gains in reading self-efficacy. Another indirect finding of the analysis was that 
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extensive reading practice appeared to help foster effective reading strategy use more than 

explicit training in reading strategies. 

 

Research Question 5: Reading Amount as a Predictor of Reading Self-Efficacy 

The fifth research question asked whether the participants who read more, 

operationalized through a count of standard words (see Table 73 for the standard words 

read for all groups) read over the course of the academic year, also had higher reading 

self-efficacy gains (see Table 53). This question is accompanied by a directional 

hypothesis: Participants who read more make greater reading self-efficacy gains. 

The proposed method of analysis for this research question was to use latent 

growth curve modeling involving sequelae of change. However, when attempting to run 

the data with EQS (version 6.1) with the data for all 322 participants, the number of 

iterations was exceedingly high and convergence was not achieved. A second attempt to 

run the model with only the data from those participants in the extensive reading and 

extensive reading/reading strategies groups, bore the same results, convergence of the 

data could not be achieved. Therefore, the hypothesis proposed for research question 5 

that amount of reading (standard word count) (see Table 73 for the standard words read 

for all groups) over an academic year would make a direct prediction of level of reading 

self-efficacy (see Table 53) was not confirmed. 

This research question directly relates to the basics tenets of Bandura’s theory of 

self-efficacy (1977, 1985, 1997). According to this theory, those who are more self-

efficacious readers are expected to initiate opportunities to become better readers, 

expend more energy reading, and persist through possible problems that might occur 
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during the reading process. It was hypothesized that the participants in the extensive 

reading and the extensive reading/reading strategies groups who capitalized on the huge 

selection of books to choose from (over 3,000 different titles in the university library) 

and the freedom to read when and where they wanted, would also show signs of 

improved levels of reading self-efficacy. However, according to the failed latent growth 

curve model, that was not the case. 

One of the main explanations for the low correlation between level of reading 

self-efficacy and reading amount could be that the participants were asked to follow the 

SSS approach to extensive reading (Nishizawa, 2009; Sakai, 2002; Takase, 2009, 2011). 

They were restricted to reading extremely low level graded readers in the first month of 

the study, and encouraged to read lower level books until they were very confident that 

they could read the books at a higher level fluently. It is apparent from a visual 

inspection of the data set that some of the students with the highest level of self-

reported reading self-efficacy read the least. Some of these participants might have 

resented the fact that they were being asked to read books far beneath their proficiency 

level. As intimated above, most of the participants had known no other teaching style 

other than grammar-translation, which emphasizes word-by-word translation of texts 

that are often well beyond the difficulty level appropriate for Japanese junior high or 

high school students. Therefore, many of the participants might have felt they could 

only make progress in English if they were reading overly difficult texts. These 

participants would have put little value on the reading of lower level texts that they 

might even have considered childish, and subsequently avoided extensive reading. 
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It can also be hypothesized that the participants were under-challenged to some 

degree by the SSS method of extensive reading and did not feel a sense of improvement 

from the treatment. Even if the participants were reading as asked, they might not have 

realized the value that extensive reading holds for them and the development of their 

reading skills. If these suppositions are correct, the amount of reading would not have 

translated into changes in reading self-efficacy. 

The other problem encountered when analyzing the entire data set (N = 322) was 

that those in the intensive reading (n = 90) and reading strategies (n = 76) groups, which 

made up nearly half of the participants in the study, had virtually the same estimate for 

the number of standard words read. In other words, there was no variance between the 

participants in these groups. The participants in the intensive reading group were 

estimated to have read 28,545 standard words, and those participants in the reading 

strategies group were estimated to have read 34,428 standard words (see Table 73 for 

the total number of standard words read by all four groups). When analyzing data with 

EQS or any other statistical package, the focus of the computations is partly placed on 

the amount of variance between groups or individuals. Therefore, the absence of 

variance in these groups would likely have caused a problem when attempting to run the 

model. 

 

Research Question 6: The Relationship Between Reading Self-Efficacy and the 

Perceived Utility of Extensive Reading 

Research questions 6 and 7 were based on the results of a study by Schunk and 

Rice (1987) in which they investigated how the perceived utility of reading strategies 
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influenced reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension for a group of remedial L1 

learners. In the study, an experimental group was given strategy value information 

along with training in the use of a cognitive reading strategy, finding the main idea. The 

control group was instructed in the same way, but was not given the strategy value 

information. The strategy value information entailed offering praise to students who 

successfully executed strategy use, and statements to the students explaining how 

reading strategies could help them to comprehend better and how students in the past 

have been successful at learning to read by using these reading strategies. The results 

indicated that by simply offering the experimental group this seemingly minute strategy 

value information resulted in statistically significant gains in both reading 

comprehension and reading self-efficacy over the control group. Therefore, my basic 

question for research questions 6 and 7 was if the participants recognized the value of 

extensive reading practice or reading strategies would that improve their reading self-

efficacy. 

Based on the above rationale, the sixth research question asked whether those 

participants who made the largest gains for self-ratings of the utility of extensive 

reading (see Table 75 for the descriptive statistics for low, mid, and high groups) also 

had higher gains on their self-ratings for reading self-efficacy (see Table 53) over the 

course of the academic year. This question is accompanied by a directional hypothesis: 

Participants who more highly rate extensive reading as a practical and useful way to 

improving reading comprehension also have higher levels of reading self-efficacy. The 

descriptive statistics for perceived utility of extensive reading and reading self-efficacy 
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for the three groups are displayed in Table 75, and Figure 20 shows a graphical display 

of the means for perceived utility of extensive reading and reading self-efficacy. 

The 322 participants were ranked according to their gain scores on perceived 

utility of extensive reading, and then divided into three groups; high (n = 107), mid (n = 

108), and low (n = 107). The objective of this analysis was to determine whether there 

were any statistically significant differences between these three groups based on their 

gains on reading self-efficacy. The results showed that there was a significant difference 

between the high and low groups, but no significant difference between the high and 

mid, or low and mid groups. 

The results of this research question confirm the results reported by Schunk and 

Rice (1987) and support the notion that clearly explaining the benefits of extensive 

reading to readers can help them feel more self-efficacious. Other studies have also 

been conducted on younger learners in the L1 with reading strategies that show that 

offering these types of information to readers will help them with reading 

comprehension (Brown et al., 1981; Paris, Lipson, & Wilson, 1983). Although the 

above studies were conducted with reading strategies and L1 young learners, not 

Japanese university students, the principle was hypothesized to work in the same way 

for extensive reading. 

One explanation for these results might lie in the way the two teachers in charge 

of the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies groups conducted the 

extensive reading sections of their weekly lessons. According to Day and Bamford 

(2002), “teachers should explain the basics of extensive reading to the students and 

monitor their reading” (p. 137). In almost every class, the instructors checked the 
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progress of each student and reviewed their reading for the week by visually checking 

the reading logs that each student was keeping. In addition, they offered advice about 

what books to read or levels to change to, and encouraged the participants to continue 

reading by explaining how it would help them to become more fluent readers. Students 

were told that they could improve their reading speed and fluency and that incidental 

learning of vocabulary was also a possible benefit. Moreover, if time permitted, 

although this was admittedly rare, the teacher read silently in the front of the classroom 

as a model while the students read in their seats for the last ten to twenty minutes of the 

class. 

I feel that this recognition by the participants of the advantages that extensive 

reading offers to them and their reading comprehension ability is fundamentally linked 

to gains in reading self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is a self-belief that can sometimes not 

reflect realistic levels of ability in reference to a particular task; sometimes these beliefs 

are unrealistically inflated or deflated, depending on each person’s beliefs. By instilling 

a sense in the participants that extensive reading can help them to become better readers 

and explaining how it has helped prior classes in reading authentic English material, the 

levels of reading self-efficacy for the participants improved in this study. The results to 

this research question show that the more the participants believed in the benefits of 

extensive reading, the more they were able to improve their reading self-efficacy. And 

according to Bandura, a heightened sense of reading self-efficacy will lead to more 

reading, more time and effort spent on reading, and a perseverance through obstacles in 

reading, eventually leading to improvements in reading comprehension. 
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Research Question 7: The Relationship Between Reading Self-Efficacy and the 

Perceived Utility of Reading Strategies 

The seventh research question asked whether the participants who made greater 

gains on their self-ratings for the utility of reading strategies (see Table 76 for 

descriptive statistics for all groups) also made greater gains on their self-ratings for 

reading self-efficacy (see Table 53) over the course of the academic year. This question 

was accompanied by a directional hypothesis: Those participants who more highly rate 

the use of reading strategies as practical and useful in improving reading comprehension 

also make higher reading self-efficacy gains. The same approach as above in research 

question 6 was adopted for this research question; the 322 participants were ranked in 

order according to their gain scores on perceived utility of reading strategies (see Table 

76), and then divided into three groups; high (n = 107), mid (n = 108), and low (n = 

107). The objective of this analysis was to determine whether there were any 

statistically significant differences between these three groups based on their reading 

self-efficacy gains (see Table 53). The results of the ANOVA indicated a non-

significant group effect, because of this no post hoc tests were conducted. The 

descriptive statistics for perceived utility of reading strategies and reading self-efficacy 

for the three groups are displayed in Table 76, and Figure 21 shows a graphical display 

of the means for perceived utility of reading strategies and reading self-efficacy. 

The results do not support the hypothesis that the participants who experienced 

higher gains on their perception of the utility of reading strategies over the course of the 

academic year also made significantly greater gains in reading self-efficacy. The results 
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also do not support the results of the studies mentioned above (Brown et al., 1981; 

Paris, Lipson, & Wixson, 1983; Schunk & Rice, 1987). 

The teachers who were in charge of the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading 

strategies groups conducted their weekly classes following the procedures of CALLA (Chamot, 

2005), where much of the onus to use and extend reading strategies is placed on the reader. 

Following the guidelines of this method, the teacher evaluates what strategies readers already 

know, and then explains and models the use of appropriate strategies, encourages independent 

strategy use, and guides readers through self-reflection, but does not play an overly strong role 

in detailing the utility of reading strategies. In CALLA, much of that must be done by the 

readers themselves. This might show that the element of providing strategy value information 

to readers is lacking in the CALLA framework, and that many readers might not be capable, 

even with opportunity to reflect and monitor their own progress and usage of strategies, of 

realizing the benefit of reading strategies. 

One other explanation for the results might lie in a suspected problem with the 

instrument, the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire. Although this 

limitation is more fully explained in the limitations section, a brief explanation is 

warranted here. From the outset of the study, it was considered important to offer the 

questionnaire to all of the 322 participants so that a measurement for this construct 

could be taken and the results of all participants could be analyzed. However, not all of 

the participants in the study were exposed to reading strategies. Therefore, it was a 

challenge to develop an instrument that would inform the participants who were not in 

one of the reading strategies groups of the construct while not exposing them too much 

to it, as to contaminate the results. In the end, it was thought that some participants 
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might have had difficulty answering the questions on the perceived utility of reading 

strategies questionnaire because they were unfamiliar with the concepts being 

highlighted in the survey items. 

Finally, the results might also signify inconsistencies among the participants in 

this study as to the effectiveness of reading strategy use. Again, many of the 

participants in this study were coming from a background of learning English through 

the grammar-translation method. Most of them were never exposed to reading strategies 

and might doubt their usefulness. It was also impossible for those in the intensive 

reading and extensive reading groups to be exposed to reading strategies that would 

have lent to further misunderstanding of the constructs by those groups and 

inconsistencies in the results. 

 

Research Question 8: The Effect of Retrospective Reading Self-Efficacy on 

Current Reading Self-Efficacy 

The eighth research question asked to what extent the participants’ past levels of 

reading self-efficacy are related to their current level of reading self-efficacy. This 

question is accompanied by a hypothesis: There is a significant correlation between the 

reading self-efficacy measures for the participants’ junior high school, high school, and 

current (university) levels of reading self-efficacy. The data used for this analysis were 

the Rasch measures derived from (a) the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

(retrospective), which asked the participants to reflect on their experiences in junior 

high school and high school English reading classes, (b) the sources of reading self-

efficacy questionnaire (current), which asked the participants to reflect on their 
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experiences to date in their university English reading classes, and (c) the time 3 

reading self-efficacy ratings. Descriptive statistics for both the retrospective and current 

levels of sources of reading self-efficacy are given in Table 77. Time 3 reading self-

efficacy descriptive statistics can be found in Tables 55-58.  

According to Bandura (1986, 1997), there are four principle sources of 

information that help one create a sense of self-efficacy pertaining to a specific task and 

a specific domain; performance accomplishments (learners’ past performances), 

vicarious experiences (experiences with others’ performances), verbal persuasion 

(persuasion-positive or negative-from significant others), and physiological states 

(physiological and emotional changes that alert the learner to possible failure or 

success). In other words, people base the level of confidence they have in relation to a 

particular behavior, on an aggregate reading of these four elements. 

Judged to be the most influential gauge of self-efficacy, performance 

accomplishments are especially important because they are based on personal mastery 

experiences. Bandura (1997) purports that:  

Performance successes generally raise beliefs of personal efficacy; repeated 

performance failures lower them, particularly if the failures occur early in the 

course of events and do not reflect lack of effort or adverse external 

circumstances (p. 81). 

Although exerting a weaker influence on the formation of self-efficacy than 

performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences are also an important source of 

self-efficacy information. People do not rely solely on their own mastery experiences to 
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develop their self-efficacy. They are influenced by seeing others perform particular 

activities as well.  

Also influencing self-efficacy is verbal persuasion, in which people are guided, 

through suggestion, into believing they are capable or incapable of performing a 

particular task. The impact that verbal persuasion has on self-efficacy is likely to be 

weaker than that arising from one’s own accomplishments because verbal persuasion is 

not derived from an authentic experience. 

The last element of self-efficacy information is physiological states. People 

sometimes rely on their physiological reactions to particular situations to lead them and 

their level of self-efficacy. As one experiences a fear reaction, such as an increased 

heart rate, induced sweating, or hyperventilation, one would likely expect failure more 

than success in that particular situation. “Because high arousal usually debilitates 

performance, individuals are more likely to expect success when they are not beset by 

aversive arousal than if they are tense and viscerally agitated” (Bandura, 1997, p. 198). 

While conducting the preliminary analysis of the data received from the sources 

of reading self-efficacy questionnaire (retrospective and current) reported in Chapter 4, 

the results indicated that the questionnaire items were bidimensional rather than 

unidimensional. The mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, and verbal persuasion 

elements formed one variable (MVV), while the physiological response items formed a 

second variable (PHYS). Therefore, these two variables were analyzed separately. 

It is first important to recall that the sources of reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire measured the degree to which the participants in this study recognized 

sources of reading self-efficacy in their environment for their junior high, high school, 
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and current university learning experiences. For example, Bandura purports that verbal 

persuasion is one of the four sources of self-efficacy. One limitation with this source of 

reading self-efficacy questionnaire is that it is possible that participants in this study 

received praise from teachers or friends, but either do not remember it or never 

recognized it as such. Despite this limitation, it was thought that measuring these 

sources of reading self-efficacy would provide a good way to gauge reading self-

efficacy, retrospectively.  

By measuring reading self-efficacy retrospectively (junior high and high 

school), a baseline value by which to compare current, university levels of reading self-

efficacy was established. From these baseline values, it could be determined to what 

degree past levels of reading self-efficacy relate to current levels of reading self-

efficacy (see Table 77 for the descriptive statistics for the retrospective and current 

levels of MVV and PHYS). 

To help answer this question, the correlations between the various variables 

were inspected (see Table 78 for the correlation coefficients). Descriptive statistics are 

included for the data for both variables in Table 77. The correlation between high 

school MVV and university MVV was a moderately high one at r = .45. University 

PHYS also seemed to fairly strongly correlate with Junior PHYS (r = .42) and High 

PHYS (r = .41).  Reading self-efficacy ratings from time 3 were also moderately 

correlated with University MVV (r = .35). In general, the results suggest that junior 

high and high school experiences, both MVV and PHYS, hold a relationship with the 

participants’ current levels of reading self-efficacy, although the results do not suggest 

an extremely strong relationship. This claim can be further supported by considering the 
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fairly weak correlations between time 3 reading self-efficacy rating and the junior high 

and high school, MVV (r = .14 for Junior MVV, r = .18 for High MVV) and PHYS 

variables (r = .06 for Junior PHYS, r = .09 for High PHYS). The MVV and PHYS 

variables do not correlate highly, with the highest correlation being r = .21 between 

Junior MVV and Junior PHYS. In addition, only two of the correlations between the 

MVV and PHYS variables were significant, Junior MVV and Junior PHYS (p = .01), 

and High MVV and High PHYS (p = .05).  

The results for the MVV variable (see Table 78) suggest, albeit weakly, that 

those who experienced positive performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences, 

and verbal persuasion in junior high school, also experienced that positive feedback in 

high school and in university. Conversely, those who might have experienced more 

failed attempts at reading in English, fewer vicarious experiences, and less verbal 

persuasion in junior high school, also did so in high school and university. The results 

also indicate that those ratings the participants offered for the university sources of 

reading self-efficacy questionnaire and the time 3 reading self-efficacy questionnaire 

correlated weakly.   

The same is true for the PHYS variable (see Table 78). Those who might have 

experienced anxiety that manifested itself in physiological responses in junior high 

school likely experienced those same sensations in high school and university. 

Conversely, those who did not recognize those types of reactions in junior high school 

were less apt to experience them in high school and university, as well. 

By analyzing these correlations and the data from the other research questions 

above, it becomes clear that reading self-efficacy is not a static, fixed construct, but 
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rather a dynamic and malleable one, but to what degree early experiences influence 

reading self-efficacy remains largely under-investigated in EFL contexts. Although 

Bandura claims that early experiences exert a strong influence on self-efficacy 

development, the results here do not strongly support that claim. 

As intimated above, one plausible explanation for this might have come from 

the participants’ lack of authentic reading experiences, which might have led to an 

underdeveloped interpretation of their own reading ability. Reading self-efficacy might 

not have changed very much for the participants over the course of their English 

learning histories because they might not have had a clear understanding of their own 

reading abilities, which would have, theoretically, helped them to gauge their own 

reading self-efficacy.  

A similar claim was reported in a related study, Graham (2003) in which a group 

of English students of French as a Foreign Language, although expected to received 

high marks in their French class did not feel capable of speaking French proficiently. 

Graham claims that students of foreign languages often sense a disconnect between the 

ability level necessary to complete tasks in class and the ability level required to 

successfully engage in authentic interaction with those in the L2. One of the participants 

in her study stated, “Me and my friends, we’re predicted very high marks, a lot of my 

friends get very high French grades and we couldn’t hold a conversation in French” (p. 

13). In a similar vein, Low (1999, p. 5) claimed that even high-ability language learners 

in Scotland “expressed reservations about their ability to communicate with native 

speakers.”  
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With the limited amount of authentic reading experiences, as explained above, 

even those participants in this study who might have performed well in their junior high 

or high school classes might not have felt a relatively high sense of self-efficacy. Most 

of them resorted to class grades or examination scores to inform them of their own 

reading ability, instead of making those judgments based on mastery experiences. Few 

of them recognized those reading activities that they were performing in English classes 

under the grammar-translation approach, as being related to reading genuine English 

texts and therefore these reading experiences did little to influence their sense of 

reading self-efficacy. 

A closer inspection of the descriptive statistics for the MVV sources of reading 

self-efficacy questionnaire shows that the participants experienced the highest level of 

positive feedback from mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, and verbal 

persuasion in their university years. However, the participants experienced the most 

positive physiological feedback while in junior high school, and the least in their 

university years.  

These results suggest that while the participants might have felt that they 

accomplished more, learned more from vicarious experiences, or received more positive 

verbal feedback in English reading classes in their university years, these elements 

might have been accompanied by some anxiety. It was the case that the majority of the 

participants were being asked to participate in learning styles that were different from 

what they were accustomed to. Because of this, many of them might have experienced a 

level of anxiety that manifested itself through physiological reactions. In addition, the 

participants in the experimental groups were given a level of autonomy they had never 
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been offered before. Although many of the participants might have welcomed this 

change and found it liberating and empowering, it might have been slightly awkward in 

the beginning. The shift of onus from the teacher (i.e., in a grammar-translation setting) 

to the participant (i.e., in the experimental treatments of this study) could have caused 

anxiety in the participants.  

Bandura claims that difficulties such as the ones experienced by the participants 

of this study when attempting to learn through a new method where the individual is 

given autonomy and responsibility over one’s learning can be facilitative to a certain 

level. Bandura (1997) states: 

Difficulties provide opportunities to learn how to turn failure into success by 

honing one’s capabilities to exercise better control over events. After people 

become convinced that they have what it takes to succeed, they persevere in the 

face of adversity and quickly rebound from setbacks. By sticking it out through 

the tough times, they emerge from adversity stronger and more able (p. 80).  

The tasks for the experimental groups were designed to challenge the participants on an 

individual level. The participants were required to take responsibility for their own 

reading comprehension instead of relying on external sources for help. A move from a 

collective setting, such as a classroom full of people being engaged in a reading 

assignment (i.e., a high school or junior high, grammar-translation classroom), to one 

requiring individual interaction with reading texts (i.e., in the experimental treatments 

of this study), might have been an unsettling prospect for some participants, but as those 

in the experimental groups were able to overcome their fears and find success through 

these challenges, their reading self-efficacy was cultivated. 
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Theoretical Implications 

The purpose of this study was not to generate new theory but rather to evaluate 

how an extant theory, Bandura’s self-efficacy theory, functions in an Asian EFL setting. 

In order to accomplish this, an analysis of the longitudinal effects of reading strategies 

and extensive reading on reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension was 

conducted. Anderson’s cognitive theory of learning provided a conceptual framework 

for the reading comprehension construct in the study. 

On the basis of self-efficacy theory, the results of this study suggested that 

mastery experiences in which readers are given opportunities to experience obstacles in 

reading comprehension and use their own intellect to attempt to overcome these 

obstacles, through the reading strategies and extensive reading treatments, can lead to 

improved levels of reading self-efficacy. In addition, when considering the four sources 

of self-efficacy, the participants interpreted them as consisting of two constructs; one 

consisting of mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, and verbal persuasion, and the 

other consisting of physiological responses. As evidenced from the gains the treatment 

groups made, reading self-efficacy is not a static, fixed construct, but rather a dynamic 

and malleable one. Finally, the results suggest that there is a direct link between reading 

self-efficacy and reading comprehension.  

When considering Anderson’s cognitive theory of learning, the importance of 

automatization and the role it fills in enhancing lexical access, freeing up room for 

further processing of incoming information in short-term memory was supported. As 

the participants in the experimental groups had sufficient time to automatize their 
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reading skill through the use of reading strategies and/or extensive reading practice, 

their reading comprehension ability improved.  

Those in the reading strategies group, following the stages of skill acquisition 

that Anderson described for strategy usage (i.e., the cognitive, associative, and 

autonomous stages), were able to improve their level of reading comprehension. This 

entailed the participants in the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading 

strategies groups being instructed in how to use the strategy through modeling by the 

teacher and/or deductive reasoning on their own. In the associative stage, the 

participants in those two groups were given sufficient time to practice the reading 

strategies that allowed them to strengthen the connections among the various steps or 

component parts of the reading strategy. Finally, in the autonomous stage, the execution 

of the reading strategy became virtually automatic, placing fewer demands on working 

memory, thereby freeing up working memory to take on new reading challenges. 

Those in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies groups 

were reading graded readers in which a stage-by-stage, skill-building process is 

encouraged and, thereby, they were able to practice the fluid, rapid recognition of 

vocabulary that is necessary when trying to process written text. Through extensive 

reading practice, the participants in these groups were able to improve their sight 

vocabulary in Anderson’s perceptual processing stage because they were reading at an i 

– 1 level, one of the basic tenets of extensive reading practice (Day & Bamford, 1998). 

As the participants developed their repertoire of sight vocabulary in Anderson’s parsing 

stage, lexical access, the reader’s ability to automatically retrieve from long-term 

memory a word’s meaning and its phonological representation, became possible. As the 
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participants in the extensive reading and extensive reading/reading strategies groups 

became more adept at automatically accessing representations of lexicon stored in long-

term memory, less short-term memory was required, freeing up that memory to process 

additional incoming information. Extensive reading allowed the participants of these 

groups to build not only their sight vocabulary but also to practice their lexical 

accessing skills. Rapid lexical accessing, in Anderson’s utilization stage, allowed for 

more incoming information being received by the reader to be held slightly longer in 

working memory, providing more time to retrieve representations held in long-term 

memory. This allowed the reader to build from the concentrated reading of single words 

to the attending to and eventual comprehension of sentence-long bits of information. 

Overall, the treatments of reading strategies and extensive reading or the combination of 

the two led to improvements in reading comprehension, as explained by the stages of 

Anderson’s cognitive theory of learning. 

 

Pedagogical Implications 

The results of this study provide a number of implications for pedagogy and 

learning in EFL reading classrooms. First and foremost, the findings clearly show that 

intensive reading and grammar-translation methodology not only impedes reading 

comprehension progress but it also has virtually no effect on improving reading self-

efficacy. The grammar-translation method has been shown to be counter-productive to 

developing the cognitive processes that comprise reading comprehension, and as such, 

primary, secondary, and post-secondary administrators and educators, alike, would do 

well to revisit the learning principles that their programs are based upon. Continuing to 
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educate learners following the grammar-translation method is essentially doing them a 

disservice. 

On the contrary, the treatments highlighted in this study, cognitive reading 

strategy intervention and extensive reading practice, showed clear benefits to the 

participants in helping to improve reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension. 

Consistent with Anderson’s cognitive theory of learning, both treatments have been 

shown to improve the cognitive processes that comprise reading comprehension. In 

addition, reading self-efficacy and the role it plays in facilitating the development of 

reading ability, was significantly improved by the treatments. Therefore, incorporating 

reading strategy training and extensive reading practice into any English reading 

curriculum would prove beneficial to the learners’ reading self-efficacy and reading 

comprehension.  

Despite the ongoing debate over how self-efficacy affects people from different 

cultures, it is evident from the results of this study that self-efficacy plays a facilitative 

role in EFL reading in Japan. Through latent growth curve modeling, this study 

illustrated that reading self-efficacy gains lead to gains in reading comprehension. 

Furthermore, other analyses of the data in this study suggest that there is a connection 

between retrospective levels and current levels of reading self-efficacy and therefore, it 

should be a priority for educators to provide learners with positive learning experiences 

early in the students’ English education. This indicates that administrators and educators 

in every level of English education in Japan should create environments in which self-

efficacy can be cultivated. This includes more autonomous learning opportunities where 

students are given the opportunity to challenge themselves without interference from 
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external sources. The treatments in this study, reading strategy intervention and 

extensive reading practice, are also two methodologies that can be used to implement 

more autonomous learning.  

When considering the effectiveness of reading strategy intervention and 

extensive reading practice on cultivating reading self-efficacy, the results of this study 

indicate that a combination of the two are superior to introducing the two separately. 

The extensive reading/reading strategies group showed the highest gains from time 1- 

time 3 in reading self-efficacy. The group was explicitly instructed on cognitive reading 

strategies and also participated in the extensive reading practice. The participants in this 

group were allowed to use what they had learned in the reading strategy intervention 

and put it to practical use through extensive reading. It was also thought that 

introducing the reading strategies highlighted in this study prompted further 

orchestration of reading strategy clusters, which Anderson (1991) claims to be the key 

in improving reading comprehension. 

Although the Start with Simple Stories approach to extensive reading helped to 

improve the participants’ reading comprehension, it was not overly effective in 

improving the participants’ reading self-efficacy. This suggests that the participants 

might not have recognized the potential benefits of that type of extensive reading. In 

addition, the results showed that those who recognized the utility of extensive reading 

showed higher gains in reading self-efficacy. This indicates that educators should 

explain the benefits of extensive reading clearly before learners commence reading in 

an extensive reading program. How extensive reading can foster improvements in 

reading speed and fluency, thereby assisting reading comprehension should be 
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illustrated to the learners. Because many students are still taught under the grammar-

translation method in Japan, it might require considerable persuasion to convince 

students of the benefits of extensive reading. Once students have started reading 

extensively, in order to further educate them on the benefits of extensive reading, 

educators should also remind them of their progress by praising them for the number of 

books and standard words read and/or when they have moved to higher levels in a 

graded readers series.  

The importance of reading strategy skill was also highlighted in this study from 

the results of research question 4. Those participants who were more skillful at using 

reading strategies showed improved signs of reading self-efficacy. It was surprising to 

see that those in the extensive reading/reading strategies and extensive reading groups 

actually attained higher gains from time 1 to time 3 on the reading strategy test than 

those in the reading strategies group. This indicates that educators and administrators 

should reconsider their teaching approaches to include some focus on reading strategies, 

most ideally coming from a combination of reading strategy intervention and extensive 

reading practice.  

This study also confirmed the importance of automatization in the effective use 

of reading strategies and extensive reading. Giving the participants ample opportunity to 

automatize the use of strategies through the reading strategy intervention and/or to 

increase their repertoire of sight vocabulary and improve their lexical accessing through 

the extensive reading element was crucial to their improvements in reading self-efficacy 

and reading comprehension. It behooves administrators and educators, alike, to focus 
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more on this stage, offering repeated practice for skills learned in the classroom, in 

order to ensure greater levels of automatization and prolonged benefit. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION 

 

Summary of the Study 

Empirical research (e.g., Tremblay & Gardner, 1995) indicates that there is a 

strong relationship between reading motivation and reading self-efficacy beliefs. As an 

educator, I strive daily to motivate and inspire my students to study harder, which led 

me to investigate ways to help my students strengthen their reading self-efficacy. In 

addition, I wanted to investigate whether reading self-efficacy gains ultimately lead to 

improvements in reading comprehension, and the extent to which retrospective reading 

self-efficacy beliefs influence current levels of reading self-efficacy. 

In this study, I investigated the effects of reading strategy intervention and 

extensive reading practice, and a combination of the two, on reading self-efficacy 

longitudinally. The study was conducted over one academic year in a co-educational, 

Japanese university. 

There were 322 Japanese university students who participated in the study. 

These participants were divided into four groups, an intensive reading group that served 

as the control group, a reading strategies group, an extensive reading group, and a 

combined extensive reading/reading strategies group. The intensive reading group was 

taught by one teacher and followed the grammar translation method, which encouraged 

review of decontextualized, isolated grammar points and vocabulary. An explanation of 

relevant grammar in Japanese and dictionary use were prominent. The reading strategies 

group was taught by two teachers who focused on the explicit instruction of eight 
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prescribed reading strategies. The extensive reading group was taught by two teachers, 

one of them was also teaching the strategies group, and they focused on extensive 

reading. The extensive reading/reading strategies group was explicitly instructed on the 

eight prescribed reading strategies highlighted in this study, and they also engaged in 

extensive reading practice. Two teachers taught this group, and one of them also taught 

the reading strategies and extensive reading groups. 

To answer the eight research questions, six instruments were developed and 

piloted before being administered to the 322 participants: the reading strategy test, the 

reading comprehension test, the reading self-efficacy questionnaire, the perceived utility 

of extensive reading questionnaire, the perceived utility of reading strategies 

questionnaire, and the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire. 

The participants completed all of the tests and questionnaires three times during 

the course of the academic year. The first set of tests was given in the first two weeks of 

the first semester, the second set was given in the last two weeks of the first semester, 

and the third set was given in the last two weeks of the second semester. For the sources 

of reading self-efficacy questionnaire, the participants were asked to answer the junior 

high and high school section in the middle of the first semester and the university 

section in the middle of the second semester. The sources of reading self-efficacy 

questionnaire were administered at times different from the main set of tests in order to 

limit participant fatigue. 

After gathering the data from the various tests and questionnaires, I conducted 

the preliminary analyses. The preliminary analyses entailed using SPSS to transform the 

raw scores to equal interval measures, examining the validity and reliability of the test 
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items and participants based on the Rasch rating-scale model, and evaluating the 

unidimensionality of the constructs.  Next, in order to answer the research questions, I 

performed various analyses: MANOVAs, ANOVAs, latent growth curve modeling, and 

correlational analyses on the data. 

Research question 1 asked to what degree participants’ English reading self-

efficacy changed after participation in one of the experimental groups or the intensive 

reading group. Initially, a MANOVA was conducted and showed that over the course of 

the academic year, the reading strategies and extensive reading/reading strategies 

groups gained significantly more in reading self-efficacy than the intensive or extensive 

reading groups. Repeated-measure ANOVAs were conducted on each group to 

determine if changes occurred within each group over time. In all of the groups, 

significant gains were made over the academic year. 

Research question 2 asked to what degree the participants’ English reading 

comprehension changed after participating in one of the experimental groups or the 

intensive reading (control) group. Initially, a MANOVA was conducted and showed 

that over the course of the academic year, all of the experimental groups outperformed 

the intensive reading (control) group in reading comprehension gains. Repeated-

measure ANOVAs were conducted on each group to determine if changes occurred 

within each group over time. In all of the groups except the intensive reading group, 

significant gains were made over the academic year. 

Research question 3 asked whether changes in reading self-efficacy predict 

changes in reading comprehension after participation in one of the three experimental 

groups or the intensive reading group over one academic year. Latent growth curve 
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modeling was used to analyze the data for this question. The results indicated that the 

latent growth curve model fit the data well and that there was a positive relationship 

between changes that occurred in reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension. 

Research question 4 asked whether those participants who are more adept at 

using reading strategies also have high levels of reading self-efficacy. Latent growth 

curve modeling was used to analyze the data for this question. The results suggested the 

latent growth curve model fit the data well and that there was a positive relationship 

between changes in reading strategy use and reading self-efficacy. 

As a follow-up analysis to the latent growth curve modeling, a MANOVA was 

conducted on the data for the reading strategy test to determine if there were significant 

differences between the four groups. The overall gains showed that the experimental 

groups outperformed their control group counterparts. Following the MANOVA, 

repeated-measure ANOVAs were conducted on the data for each group and the results 

showed that all of the groups, except the control group, changed significantly over the 

academic year. 

Research question 5 asked whether the participants who read more also have 

higher reading self-efficacy gains. The results showed that although there were vast 

differences among the groups on the number of standard words and books read, the data 

did not fit the latent growth curve model to an acceptable degree. Hence, the hypothesis 

that reading more leads to gains in reading self-efficacy was not confirmed. 

Research question 6 asked whether those participants who made the largest 

gains for self-ratings of the utility of extensive reading also had higher gains on their 

self-ratings for reading self-efficacy. The gain scores (Rasch person ability estimates) 
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between time 1 and time 3 were used for both the participants’ self-ratings for perceived 

utility of extensive reading and reading self-efficacy. The 322 participants were ranked 

according to their gain scores on perceived utility of extensive reading, and then divided 

into three groups; high, mid, and low. An ANOVA was conducted with the independent 

variable being the three groups (high, mid, and low), and the dependent variable being 

the gain scores for reading self-efficacy from time 1 to time 3. The results showed that 

there was a significant difference between the high and low groups, which supported the 

hypothesis that participants who experienced higher gains in their perception of the 

utility of extensive reading also made significant gains in reading self-efficacy. 

Research question 7 asked whether the participants who made greater gains on 

their self-ratings for the utility of reading strategies also made greater gains on their 

self-ratings for reading self-efficacy. The gain scores (Rasch person ability estimates) 

between time 1 and time 3 were used for both the participants’ self-ratings for perceived 

utility of reading strategies and reading self-efficacy. The 322 participants were ranked 

according to their gain scores on perceived utility of reading strategies, and divided into 

high, mid, and low groups. An ANOVA was conducted with the independent variable 

being the three groups (high, mid, and low), and the dependent variable being the gain 

scores for reading self-efficacy from time 1 to time 3. The results showed that there was 

a non-significant group effect. Therefore, the hypothesis that participants who 

experienced higher gains on their perception of the utility of reading strategies would 

also make greater gains in reading self-efficacy was not confirmed. 

Research question 8 asked to what extent the participants’ past levels of reading 

self-efficacy are related to their current level of reading self-efficacy. To answer this 
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question, the sources of reading self-efficacy questionnaire was administered three 

times. Over the three times, the participants were asked to reflect on their experiences in 

junior high (first time), high school (second time), and current university (third time) 

experiences. During the preliminary analysis, it was found that the participants’ 

responses indicated that the four sources of self-efficacy purported by Bandura (e.g., 

1997) were bidimensional rather than unidimensional. Hence, the four sources were 

broken into two groups, one representing the mastery experiences, vicarious 

experiences, and verbal persuasion sources (MVV), and the other group representing 

the physiological reactions sources (PHYS). Overall, the relationship between most of 

the variables was moderately strong at best. The results suggested that the MVV sources 

that the participants experienced in junior high correlated moderately with the MVV 

sources in high school (r = .48, p < .01) and university (r = .37, p < .01). Similarly, the 

PHYS sources that participants experienced in junior high correlated slightly higher 

with the PHYS sources in high school (r = .63, p < .01) and university (r = .42, p < .01). 

The past sources of reading self-efficacy did not strongly influence the current sources 

of reading self-efficacy. 

While I hope that these findings contribute to inquiries into reading self-

efficacy, reading comprehension, reading strategies, and extensive reading, this study 

has limitations I discuss in the next section. 

 

Limitations   

The first limitation concerns possible teacher effect that might have influenced 

the results of the study. Four teachers conducted the classes in which the groups were 
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taught. Teacher A taught the intensive reading group, teacher B taught part of the 

reading strategies group, teacher C taught part of the extensive reading group, and I 

taught part of the reading strategies group, part of the extensive reading group, and all 

of the extensive reading/reading strategies group. I tried to limit any teacher effect that 

might have influenced the outcome of the study by conducting the classes, myself, for 

over half of the students, but it was impossible to completely safeguard against such an 

effect. The teachers were briefed before the study on their roles in data collection and 

asked not to deviate from those roles. As I was teaching groups with other teachers, I 

met with each of my pair teachers bi-weekly to discuss the progress in the classes and to 

synchronize our plans and confirm the material to be covered in each class. Although I 

went to great lengths to limit the teacher effect, it is impossible to do so entirely. 

Second, there was a suspected problem with the perceived utility of reading strategies 

questionnaire. Although the unidimensionality, validity, and reliability of this instrument were 

all confirmed in the preliminary analysis, there was some doubt about the fundamentals of the 

survey. From the outset of the study, it was considered important to offer the questionnaire to 

all of the 322 participants so that a measurement for this construct could be taken and the data 

from all participants could be analyzed together. However, not all of the participants in the 

study were taught reading strategies; therefore, it was a challenge to develop an instrument that 

would inform the participants who were not in one of the reading strategies groups of the 

construct while not exposing them to it too much, as it could have affected the results. To help 

those who were not in the reading strategies or extensive reading strategies groups to better 

understand what a reading strategy was, I added a section on the front of the questionnaire, 

positioned immediately after the directions. I explained a reading strategy that the participants 
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would be familiar with in their L1, Japanese. I did this as a way of familiarizing the participants 

with the reading strategy construct while not alluding to any strategies that might be used in 

English. Although I added this section, some participants might have had difficulty answering 

the questions on the perceived utility of reading strategies questionnaire because they were still 

unfamiliar with the concepts being highlighted on the questionnaire items. 

In addition, there was concern that the wording of some of the items might have been 

misleading. The first section of the questionnaire asked the participants to gauge the utility of a 

group of eight strategies in isolation. However, in the second and third sections, these eight 

strategies were pitted against the learning tasks, memorizing vocabulary (second section) and 

learning grammar (third section). It was my intention in writing the items for the second and 

third sections to require the participants to more deeply consider the utility of these strategies 

by having to compare them to commonly used methods of studying English in Japan. Because 

the questions were assessed using a Likert scale, I hoped that the participants would be able to 

use the varying degrees of agreement as expressed by the varying levels of the Likert scale to 

more accurately express their opinions. However, the way the items were worded might have 

forced the participants to choose one over the other; that is, choosing a 1 or a 6 in response to 

these items, instead of showing varying degrees of endorsement for the strategies by choosing 

2s, 3s, 4s, or 5s. 

Third, there was a minor gap in the research design of the study. Bandura (e.g., 1997) 

claims that as readers become more self-efficacious they initiate more reading opportunities, 

expend more energy on reading tasks, and persevere through the hardships that reading in a 

foreign language present. Bandura (e.g., 1997) stated that it is through these motivational 

elements that long-term success is likely. However, an instrument measuring these motivational 
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elements was not included in the study. Although the data support past research suggesting that 

reading self-efficacy influences motivation, which then leads to greater achievement, this study 

did not have an instrument that could explain the connection between reading self-efficacy and 

reading comprehension. Before beginning the study, constructing an instrument to measure the 

motivational effect between reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension was planned. 

However, due to the already large number of tests and questionnaires that the participants were 

required to complete during the study, it was felt that asking them to take more tests might 

result in negative feelings toward the instruments. Therefore, a motivational construct 

explaining the link between reading self-efficacy and reading comprehension was not included. 

I attempted to limit the contaminating effects that these limitations might have posed to 

the results of the study, but caution should be taken when interpreting certain parts of the study. 

Based on the summary of the study and these limitations, I would like to offer suggestions for 

future research. 

 

Suggestions for Future Research 

This study demonstrated how reading self-efficacy can be cultivated in an EFL context 

over one academic year through reading strategy intervention and/or extensive reading practice. 

Based on the results, light was shed on the intricate relationship between reading self-efficacy 

and reading comprehension, as well as how past reading self-efficacy can influence current 

levels of the construct. I hope that the key findings contribute to the field of EFL reading 

motivation and reading comprehension. However, it is my great wish that future research will 

continue to be conducted on this topic to further inform the field of other important issues. 
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In this study, reading self-efficacy was cultivated through reading strategy intervention 

and/or extensive reading practice. One path that future researchers might take is to determine if 

self-efficacy can also be cultivated for the skills of speaking, listening, and writing. If so, what 

treatments are most effective in fostering a higher sense of self-efficacy in EFL students? 

Although this study suggested that two interventions work effectively, I believe that there are 

many more ways to help EFL students feel more self-efficacious. 

Evidence was shown in this study to suggest that reading strategy intervention has a 

positive effect on reading self-efficacy. Future researchers might investigate what strategies 

help cultivate learner self-efficacy. Is there a particular hierarchy to explicit reading strategy 

instruction that maximizes the positive effects on reading self-efficacy? For example, does 

teaching bottom-up strategies first help learners more, or does teaching metacognitive strategies 

before cognitive strategies help more? In addition, Anderson (1991) claimed that the ability to 

orchestrate strategies into clusters is integral to effective strategy use and improved reading 

comprehension. Future researchers might focus on how to train learners to better orchestrate 

clusters of strategies. What factors play a role in cluster formation? Another possible research 

topic concerns the role that reflection plays on cultivating reading self-efficacy. Are there other 

metacognitive strategies that help cultivate learner self-efficacy? Also concerning reading 

strategy intervention, do students at a particular proficiency level benefit more from reading 

strategy intervention? 

 As intimated in the previous section, one deficiency in the design of this study was that 

it did not include an instrument to explain the relationship between reading self-efficacy and 

reading comprehension; thus, it was not clear why gains in reading self-efficacy led to gains in 

reading comprehension. As Bandura (e.g., 1997) purports, is it the case that those who were 
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more self-efficacious also spent more time on reading tasks, initiated more reading 

opportunities, and showed more perseverance when comprehension difficulties were 

encountered? This was implied in this study, but an instrument measuring these constructs was 

not included in this study. It has never, to my knowledge, been shown on a longitudinal basis, 

what causes changes in reading self-efficacy to lead to changes in reading comprehension. 

Another topic that remains underexplored is the issue of culture and the role it plays in 

self-efficacy formation. What sources of self-efficacy seem to be more influential in self-

efficacy development in collectivist cultures? For example, does verbal persuasion influence 

Japanese students more than vicarious experiences? Or is there a difference between western 

and Asian students in regards to the influence of the respective self-efficacy sources? 

In regards to using extensive reading practice to help cultivate reading self-efficacy, 

which approaches might be most effective? The SSS approach utilized in this study was not 

effective in promoting reading self-efficacy to the extent that the reading strategies intervention 

or a combination of the extensive reading practice/reading strategy intervention were. Can 

other treatments be added to these treatments to facilitate further improvement in reading self-

efficacy? 

Finally, as one of the limitations of this study concerns the possible teacher effect that 

might have occurred, future researchers might focus on how classroom practices influence self-

efficacy. How do teachers’ attitudes, methodology, class size, and classroom dynamics 

influence student self-efficacy? 
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Final Conclusions 

As an educator in an EFL setting, I see my students struggle everyday with the 

trials and tribulations that inevitably come with learning a foreign language, but I also 

see joy and pride they feel when they are able through determination and effort to 

overcome these obstacles and achieve a goal, such as passing a test, finishing a project, 

or attaining a high grade. In regards to EFL reading, I realize that among my students 

there are various levels of aptitude and that it might be very difficult, in fact impossible 

on some levels, to alter this aptitude; some students simply have a superior ability to 

grasp certain elements of reading comprehension, such as vocabulary or syntax. For that 

reason, my ability to effectively instruct the students on these elements is somewhat 

limited. 

However, I have learned through this study that a student’s capability to reach 

higher levels of proficiency is not based only on their aptitude or skill. Bandura’s theory 

of self-efficacy (e.g., 1997) shows that beliefs of personal efficacy are often a better 

predictor of success than actual abilities, skills, or knowledge (Schunk, 1991). Time and 

time again, in various studies (e.g., Collins, 1982), results have shown that lower 

proficiency students with a strong sense of self-efficacy can outperform those who 

might have higher proficiency but a weaker sense of self-efficacy. “It is not enough for 

someone to possess the requisite knowledge and skill to perform a task; one also must 

have the conviction that s/he can successfully perform the required behavior under 

difficult circumstances. Simply possessing skills does not ensure that the students will 

be motivated to apply them” (Schunk, 1991, p. 227).  
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Despite the fact that Bandura’s (1977, 1986, 1997) social cognitive theory has 

made a profound impact on the study of motivation and achievement in fields such as 

educational psychology, health, medicine, athletics, business, international affairs, 

psychopathology, and social and political change, there remains a serious dearth of 

research investigating the role that self-efficacy plays in foreign language learning. 

From the many studies conducted in the fields mentioned above and the few that have 

been conducted in second language acquisition, self-efficacy has been found to play a 

surprisingly strong role in motivation and academic achievement. It would seem, 

therefore, that cultivating learners’ self-efficacy is a worthwhile goal for any educator. 

Bandura (1997) elaborates on this notion, “the major goal of formal education should be 

to equip students with the intellectual tools, efficacy beliefs, and intrinsic interests 

needed to educate themselves in a variety of pursuits throughout their lifetime” 

(Bandura, 1997, p. 214). 

Through this study, I feel confident in saying that I have initiated two ways in 

which EFL educators can enhance students’ sense of reading self-efficacy, which has 

also been shown to affect reading comprehension. But this initiative should not stop 

with this study. It is my hope that other researchers, educators, and educational 

administrators in the field of foreign language education will pay closer attention to the 

potential benefits of improved self-efficacy and create programs that cultivate their 

students’ self-efficacy. It would be my great joy if this study helped spark further 

research and investigation into such endeavors. 
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APPENDIX A  
OFFICIAL CONSENT FORM (ENGLISH VERSION) 
University Committee on the Protection of Human Subjects 

Informed Consent Form 
April 2010 

 
Title: The Effects of Extensive Reading and Reading Strategies on Reading Self-Efficacy 
Investigator: Lance Burrows, EdD candidate, Temple University Japan 
 
Background and Purpose: 
This research project questions Japanese intermediate-level learners of English as a foreign language 
about their self-efficacy (similar to self-confidence) for English reading. The researcher would like to 
learn how your self-efficacy might affect your overall English reading comprehension. 
 
Procedure: 
We invite you to help us learn more about this reading self-efficacy by participating in this project. You 
will be asked to take a reading comprehension assessment, a strategies assessment, and three 
questionnaires, three times over the course of the school year. 
 
Benefits: 
As a participant in this study, you will be given an opportunity to personally evaluate your reading self-
efficacy and your reading comprehension. Because the test will be offered three times over the course of 
the year, you can chart your own progress in reading abilities. By completing the various questionnaires, 
you will have an opportunity to critically think about your own reading self-efficacy. 
 
Voluntary participation and Withdrawal: 
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. You can withdraw at any time and you have the right 
to refuse to participate. Your responses on all parts of the study will remain strictly confidential. Agreeing 
or not agreeing to participate in this study has no effect on your course grades. 
 
Contact Persons: 
We appreciate your willingness to participate in this research and will be happy to provide you with some 
results of this project after the fall semester of 2010-2011. Feel free to contact Lance Burrows, 090-5137-
8770, or email lanceburrows@hotmail.com if you have any questions or comments about this study 
throughout the semester. We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep.  

 
If you are willing to volunteer for this research, please sign below.  

 
                                              
Participant      Date 

 
                                              
Principal Researcher     Date 
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APPENDIX B  
OFFICIAL CONSENT FORM (JAPANESE VERSION) 

被験者保護に関する大学設置委員会 
学術研究参加承諾書 

2010年4月 
 
研究題目：多読と読解方略の学習が学生の読解に関する自己効力感に与える影響について研究題目：多読と読解方略の学習が学生の読解に関する自己効力感に与える影響について研究題目：多読と読解方略の学習が学生の読解に関する自己効力感に与える影響について研究題目：多読と読解方略の学習が学生の読解に関する自己効力感に与える影響について 
 
研究者：研究者：研究者：研究者：ブロース ランス, テンプル大学ジャパン 英語教育学博士後期課程在学中 
 
研究背景と目的：研究背景と目的：研究背景と目的：研究背景と目的： 
この研究は、中級レベルの日本人英語学習者を対象にした、英語読解における自己効力感（自

信）に関するものです。この研究を通して研究者は、被験者（あなた）の自己効力感（自信）

が、あなたの全般的な読解力にどのように影響するかを調査したいと思っています。 
 
実施方法：実施方法：実施方法：実施方法： 
被験者（あなた）の英語読解における自己効力感（自信）を調査するために、1年間を通して3
回ずつ、授業中に以下の2種類のテストと3種類のアンケート調査に答えてもらいます。 
・読解力テスト 
・読解方略力テスト 
・読解方略や自己効力感に関する3種類のアンケート 
 
研究参加の利点：研究参加の利点：研究参加の利点：研究参加の利点： 
この研究に参加することで、被験者（あなた）は自分の英語読解における自己効力感および読

解力を知ることができます。1年間を通して3回ずつ、上記のテストやアンケートに答えること

で、自分の読解力の進歩を把握することができます。また、アンケートに回答することで、自

分の読解力に関する自己効力感を客観的視点から理解することができます。 
 
自発的参加と辞退について：自発的参加と辞退について：自発的参加と辞退について：自発的参加と辞退について： 
この研究へ参加するかは被験者（あなた）の自由です。また、被験者（あなた）の都合で研究

途中であっても辞退できます。研究で得た被験者（あなた）のテストやアンケートの内容はす

べて研究のためだけに使用し、個人的な情報として公開されることは一切ありません。また、

この研究への参加・不参加が授業の成績に影響することはありません。 
 
この研究に関する連絡先：この研究に関する連絡先：この研究に関する連絡先：この研究に関する連絡先： 
この研究への参加を心より感謝し、希望があれば調査終了後の2011年度前期には調査結果をお

見せします。この研究調査に関する質問やコメントがある場合は、以下にご連絡ください。ま

た、この研究参加承諾書のコピーを被験者（あなた）の保管用として後日お渡しします。 
連絡先：ブロース連絡先：ブロース連絡先：ブロース連絡先：ブロース    ランスランスランスランス 
電話番号：電話番号：電話番号：電話番号：090-5137－－－－8770  Eメール：メール：メール：メール：lanceburrows@hotmail.com 
 
この研究への参加を承諾いただける場合は以下に署名してください。 
 
                                                
参加者（あなた）          日付 
                                                
主要研究者         日付 
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APPENDIX C 
READING STRATEGY TEST (TIME 1) 

 
Read this passage and answer questions 1-12 on the following pages. 
 
Strategy Reading A 
 
(1) Most people picture sharks as huge, powerful, frightening predators, ready at any moment to use 
their sharp teeth to attack careless swimmers without provocation. The thought of being eaten alive by a 
creature that comes flying out of nowhere is among the worst of nightmares. It is indeed true that some 
sharks have the appropriate set of teeth to devour us in one single try. There are numerous false ideas, 
however, in this conception of sharks which have contributed to the shark’s bad reputation. 
 
(2) First, there are about 350 species of shark, and not all of them are large. They range in size from 
the dwarf shark, which can be only 6 inches (about 15 cm) long and can be held in the palm of the hand, 
to the whale shark, which can be more than 55 feet long. Despite its huge size, the whale shark is not an 
active predator, feeding rather passively by swimming with its mouth open to collect plankton and small 
fish. 
 
(3) A second fallacy concerns the number and type of teeth, which can differ tremendously among 
the different species of shark. A shark can have from one to seven sets of teeth at the same time, and 
some types of shark can have several hundred teeth in each jaw; as one tooth breaks off, another tooth 
will come in. It is true that the fierce and predatory species do possess extremely sharp and brutal teeth 
used to rip their victim apart; many other types of shark, however, have teeth more suited to grabbing and 
holding than to cutting.  
 
(4) Finally, not all sharks are predatory animals ready to strike out at humans. Most sharks eat 
primarily fish, while others eat bottom-dwelling animals such as crabs, or scavenge for dead animals. In 
fact, only 12 of the 350 species of shark have been known to attack humans, and usually need to be 
provoked in order to attack. The types of shark that have the worst record with humans are the tiger shark, 
the bull shark, and the great white shark. Most species of shark, even some of the largest types, seem 
extremely nonaggressive. In fact, for the majority of them, there are no known instances of attacks on 
humans. 
 
1. What is the main idea of paragraph (4)? 
(1) Shark attacks generally happen without reason or warning. 
(2) The largest sharks tend to attack humans the most. 
(3) Only a few kinds of sharks are dangerous to people. 
(4) Most sharks eat only fish, small crabs, or dead animals. 
 
2. What is the main idea of the whole passage? 
(1) Sharks are largely misunderstood. 
(2) Humans are rarely attacked by sharks. 
(3) Sharks’ size and teeth make them dangerous. 
(4) There is a variety of kinds of sharks. 
 
3. What is the topic of paragraph (3)? 
(1) how sharks bite their prey 
(2) the different sizes of shark teeth 
(3) how shark teeth grow 
(4) kinds and number of shark teeth 
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4. What does the word “careless” mean? 
(1) acting without hate 
(2) moving violently 
(3) giving much thought 
(4) lacking caution 
 
5. What does the word “dwarf” mean? 
(1) dangerous 
(2) wild 
(3) under-sized 
(4) powerful 
 
6. What does the word “jaw” mean? 
(1) the backbone of a shark 
(2) a section of the stomach 
(3) a part of the shark’s tail 
(4) a bone in the head 
 
7. What does the word “nonaggressive” mean? 
(1) behaving naturally 
(2) avoiding violence 
(3) remaining hidden 
(4) acting afraid 
 
8. What can be inferred from the passage? 
(1) The bull shark and the tiger shark are nearly the same size. 
(2) No other sharks are as long as the whale shark. 
(3) The great white shark is the biggest and most dangerous. 
(4) There are few sharks that are shorter than the dwarf shark. 
 
9. What is the topic of the whole passage? 
(1) destroying shark myths 
(2) a few shark attacks 
(3) innocent shark behavior 
(4) shark numbers in the oceans 
 
10. What can be inferred from the passage? 
(1) People should fear the dwarf shark the least. 
(2) The great white shark is the mostly deadly. 
(3) The whale shark can injure a human seriously. 
(4) Bulls sharks are more violent than tiger sharks. 
 
11. What does the paragraph following the passage most likely discuss? 
(1) the large number of human deaths caused by sharks 
(2) lifeguards are trained to search for sharks 
(3) areas where shark attacks seem to happen most often 
(4) an organization that is attempting to protect sharks 
 
12. What can be inferred about the author? 
(1) He has probably never been attacked by a shark. 
(2) He believes sharks’ bad reputation is unfair. 
(3) He wants to warn people of the dangers of sharks. 
(4) He considers sharks to be quite gentle to humans. 
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Read this passage and answer questions 13-24 on the following pages. 
 
Strategy Reading B 
 
(1) On March 24, 1989, disaster struck in Prince William Sound on the Alaska coast. A ship called 
the Exxon Valdez was carrying about 50 million gallons of petroleum from the Alaska oil fields. In 
Prince William Sound, the captain ran the ship aground, the ship’s tanks ruptured, and about 10.8 million 
gallons of petroleum poured out. It took three years and over 10,000 workers to clean up the oil. In the 
court case about the accident, the judges decided that Exxon was responsible and had to pay $990 million 
in damages. Even that large sum was not enough to pay for cleaning up the Sound. The total cost of the 
cleanup effort was about $2.5 billion. 
 
(2) A tourist passing through Prince William Sound today probably would see no sign of the 1989 
oil spill. The coast is once more a spectacular place with clean water and beaches. However, the 
consequences of the oil spill are still visible. For one thing, the beaches are even cleaner than normal. The 
workers used scalding water to clean oil off the rocks. But, due to the intense heat, they killed many kinds 
of marine plants. Rockweed, for example, is a brown plant that grows on rocks and in shallow water. 
Before the cleanup, it was very common along that coast, but afterward it almost completely 
dematerialized. Another difference is the decrease in the bird population. Over a half million birds died as 
a direct result of the oil spill. Certain kinds of ducks and ocean birds were especially unfortunate. 
Researchers guess that their population declined by up to 80 percent. 
 
(3) As scientists study the long-term effects of the Valdez oil spill, they are discovering that many 
kinds of sea animals have suffered. The harbor seal (a marine mammal) is one example. After the 
incident, the seals swam through the oil and came out on oily beaches. Scientists noted that these seals 
seemed sick, and in fact many disappeared. At a counting in 1975, there were about 13,000 harbor seals 
in Prince William Sound. After the spill, there were only about 2,500. Research on the bodies of dead 
seals showed that they suffered some brain damage. This may have caused the seals to become 
disoriented. Sometimes they acted strangely and drown. 
 
13.What is the topic of this passage? 
(1) causes of environmental problems 
(2) the dangers of shipping petroleum 
(3) a change in animal populations 
(4) effects of an environmental disaster  
 
14. What is the topic of paragraph (2)? 
(1) tourism in the area after the incident 
(2) some consequences of the accident 
(3) cleaning up Prince William sound 
(4) animals effected by the problem 
 
15. What can be inferred about the wildlife from the passage? 
(1) The number of plants and animals has almost recovered to original levels. 
(2) New species of animals and plants have been discovered there by scientists. 
(3) Plant and animal populations in that area will never be the same. 
(4) The number of plants in that area is fewer now than in the past. 
 
16. What can be inferred about the clean-up project? 
(1) When it was finished, the coast was returned to its original condition. 
(2) The responsible company had to pay all expenses. 
(3) It was completed without hurting the environment. 
(4) Most of the required money was paid by sources besides Exxon. 
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17. What is the main idea of paragraph (3)? 
(1) Many creatures are victims of lasting effects of the incident. 
(2) The effects of the accident have reached the animals in distant areas. 
(3) Problems caused by the spill will continue for many years to come. 
(4) Scientists have made remarkable research findings since the accident. 
 
18. What does the word “ruptured” mean in this passage? 
(1) broke open 
(2) got bigger 
(3) became empty 
(4) sank into the water 
 
19. What does the word, “dematerialized” mean in this passage? 
(1) not physically existing 
(2) grown larger in size 
(3) broken into pieces 
(4) changed into liquid 
 
20. What does the word, “scalding” mean in this passage? 
(1) high temperature 
(2) containing soap  
(3) under high pressure 
(4) having poisonous effects 
 
21. What does the word “disoriented” mean in this passage? 
(1) unable to move 
(2) ill or weak 
(3) confused 
(4) injured 
 
22. What is the main idea of the whole passage? 
(1) The costs of the spill are financial as well as environmental.  
(2) The effects of the accident in regards to animals are still present. 
(3) Plants and animals in that area will probably never return to normal. 
(4) Businesses hurt the environment because they act only for money. 
 
23. What does the paragraph following the passage most likely discuss? 
(1) how animal populations in other parts of Alaska are increasing 
(2) how the incident has affected humans in the same location 
(3) how the number of tourists has increased since the incident 
(4) how the shipping industry plans to deal with the accident in Alaska 
 
24. What can be inferred about Rockweed in paragraph (2)? 
(1) It was a kind of food for birds in the area. 
(2) It cannot survive in high temperatures. 
(3) It had no negative reactions with the oil. 
(4) It completely recovered since the spill. 
 
Answers to Reading Strategy Test (Time 1) 

1. 3  5. 3  9.1  13.4  17.1  21.3 
2. 1  6. 4  10.1  14.2  18.1  22.1 
3. 4  7. 2  11.4  15.4  19.1  23.2 
4. 4  8. 2  12.2  16.4  20.1  24.2 
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APPENDIX D 
READING STRATEGY TEST (TIME 2) 

 
Read this passage and answer questions 1-12 on the following pages. 
 
Strategy Reading A 
 
(1) There are modern trends in management that are shaping the way managers do business and deal 
with their workers. In a recent study of 1,500 business managers in the United States, interviewers asked 
all kinds of questions about the managers’ habits and opinions regarding their working hours. The 
researchers learned that only 33 percent of the managers worked 40-45 hours a week. The majority of 
them (57 percent) worked from 46-60 hours and 6 percent worked over 60 hours. Only 2 percent of the 
managers said they felt satisfied and had adequate time to do everything that they wanted and needed to 
do. The rest of the managers felt they did not have time for their families or their hobbies. In general, the 
researchers found that managers in the United States are dissatisfied with their working schedules. 
 
(2) Things seem to be changing, however, in some companies around the world. At present, some 
managers spend much of their working time at home, thanks to modern technology and 
telecommunications. This is especially true for those who work a lot on computers. They can send their 
work to the company by fax or by direct computer connections. Managers can keep in touch with their 
staff through e-mail as well. There are many advantages to working at home, including more flexible 
hours and better productivity. “Home managers” also save time and money that they would have spent on 
transportation, business clothes, and lunches.  
 
 (3) There is something else that might be good for the company and workers. The “idea box” is a 
useful concept in management. It was first introduced in the early twentieth century by Kodak in the 
United States and Michelin in France. The managers of these companies used idea boxes to elicit 
suggestions from employees about improving production. Today, the idea box is not used in the United 
States or Europe, but it has been adopted by many companies and continues to be routinely used in Japan. 
Japanese managers have found it to be a priceless resource. Employees often know more than managers 
about the details of production. In the long run, their suggestions can make a real difference to the 
company. Employees who offer useful ideas may receive extra money in their paychecks. 
 
1. What is the main idea of paragraph (3)? 
(1) Employees can get money from the “idea box.” 
(2) Although the “idea box” was started long ago, it has lasted. 
(3) Japanese companies still use the “idea box” to help workers. 
(4) The “idea box” is useful for both management and employees. 
 
2. What is the main idea of the whole passage? 
(1) Technology is changing the way we do business with customers. 
(2) The life of the manager is getting easier in most businesses. 
(3) Recent developments in business affect companies and workers. 
(4) Managers are always the hardest workers in the company. 
 
3. What is the topic of paragraph (2)? 
(1) improved working conditions 
(2) working at one’s own house 
(3) saving money for the company 
(4) benefits of working at home 
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4. What does the word “adequate” mean? 
(1) not busy 
(2) useful 
(3) part 
(4) not lacking 
 
5. What is the topic of the whole passage? 
(1) decreasing work hours 
(2) managers lack of time  
(3) more money for companies 
(4) current business styles 
 
6. What does the word “dissatisfied” mean? 
(1) poor 
(2) not content 
(3) unhealthy 
(4) selfish 
 
7. What does the word “elicit” mean? 
(1) make 
(2) pull out 
(3) buy 
(4) tell 
 
8. What does the word “priceless” mean? 
(1) having high value 
(2) original 
(3) intelligent 
(4) not expensive 
 
9. What can be inferred about managers who work at home? 
(1) They know how to use computers really well. 
(2) They don’t like to spend money on business clothes. 
(3) They have more options to make their own schedule. 
(4) They don’t like the company that they work for. 
 
10. What can be inferred about recent management in the US and Europe? 
(1) They have found other ways of getting ideas from workers. 
(2) The US and European management styles are not the same. 
(3) The “idea box” will be used there again in the future. 
(4) The American and European managers should think seriously. 
 
11. What does the paragraph following the passage most likely discuss? 
(1) what company used the first computer 
(2) the low pay of workers in Russia 
(3) having business meetings on webcams 
(4) the economic situation in the US and Europe 
 
12. What can be inferred about work time in American companies? 
(1) Most employees work less than 35 hours a week. 
(2) Only managers work overtime in American companies. 
(3) On average, American workers work 40-45 hours a week. 
(4) Employees in American companies are paid for overtime. 
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Read this passage and answer questions 13-24 on the following pages. 
 
Strategy Reading B 
 
(1) On March 24, 1989, disaster struck in Prince William Sound on the Alaska coast. A ship called 
the Exxon Valdez was carrying about 50 million gallons of petroleum from the Alaska oil fields. In 
Prince William Sound, the captain ran the ship aground, the ship’s tanks ruptured, and about 10.8 million 
gallons of petroleum poured out. It took three years and over 10,000 workers to clean up the oil. In the 
court case about the accident, the judges decided that Exxon was responsible and had to pay $990 million 
in damages. Even that large sum was not enough to pay for cleaning up the Sound. The total cost of the 
cleanup effort was about $2.5 billion. 
 
(2) A tourist passing through Prince William Sound today probably would see no sign of the 1989 
oil spill. The coast is once more a spectacular place with clean water and beaches. However, the 
consequences of the oil spill are still visible. For one thing, the beaches are even cleaner than normal. The 
workers used scalding water to clean oil off the rocks. But, due to the intense heat, they killed many kinds 
of marine plants. Rockweed, for example, is a brown plant that grows on rocks and in shallow water. 
Before the cleanup, it was very common along that coast, but afterward it almost completely 
dematerialized. Another difference is the decrease in the bird population. Over a half million birds died as 
a direct result of the oil spill. Certain kinds of ducks and ocean birds were especially unfortunate. 
Researchers guess that their population declined by up to 80 percent. 
 
(3) As scientists study the long-term effects of the Valdez oil spill, they are discovering that many 
kinds of sea animals have suffered. The harbor seal (a marine mammal) is one example. After the 
incident, the seals swam through the oil and came out on oily beaches. Scientists noted that these seals 
seemed sick, and in fact many disappeared. At a counting in 1975, there were about 13,000 harbor seals 
in Prince William Sound. After the spill, there were only about 2,500. Research on the bodies of dead 
seals showed that they suffered some brain damage. This may have caused the seals to become 
disoriented. Sometimes they acted strangely and drown. 
 
13.What is the topic of this passage? 
(1) causes of ecological problems 
(2) the dangers of shipping petroleum 
(3) a change in animal populations 
(4) effects of an environmental disaster  
 
14. What is the topic of paragraph (2)? 
(1) tourism in the area after the incident 
(2) some consequences of the mishap 
(3) cleaning up Prince William sound 
(4) animals effected by the problem 
 
15. What can be inferred about the wildlife from the passage? 
(1) The number of plants and animals has almost recovered to original levels. 
(2) New species of animals and plants have been discovered there by scientists. 
(3) Plant and animal populations in that area will never be the same. 
(4) The number of plants in that area is fewer now than in the past.  
 
16. What can be inferred about the clean-up project? 
(1) When it was finished, the coast was returned to its original condition. 
(2) The responsible company had to pay all expenses. 
(3) It was completed without hurting the environment. 
(4) Most of the required money was paid by sources besides Exxon. 
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17. What is the main idea of paragraph (3)? 
(1) Many creatures are victims of lasting effects of the incident. 
(2) The effects of the accident have reached the animals in distant areas. 
(3) Problems caused by the spill will continue for many years to come. 
(4) Scientists have made remarkable research findings since the accident. 
 
18. What does the word “ruptured” mean in this passage? 
(1) broke open 
(2) got bigger 
(3) became empty 
(4) sank into the water 
 
19. What does the word, “dematerialized” mean in this passage? 
(1) not physically existing 
(2) grown larger in size 
(3) broken into pieces 
(4) changed into liquid 
 
20. What does the word, “scalding” mean in this passage? 
(1) high temperature 
(2) containing soap  
(3) under high pressure 
(4) having poisonous effects 
 
21. What does the word “disoriented” mean in this passage? 
(1) unable to move 
(2) ill or weak 
(3) confused 
(4) injured 
 
22. What is the main idea of the whole passage? 
(1) The costs of the spill are financial as well as environmental. 
(2) The effects of the accident in regards to animals are still present. 
(3) Plants and animals in that area will probably never return to normal. 
(4) Businesses hurt the environment because they act only for money. 
 
23. What does the paragraph following the passage most likely discuss? 
(1) how animal populations in other parts of Alaska are increasing 
(2) how the incident has affected humans in the same location 
(3) how the number of tourists has increased since the incident 
(4) how the shipping industry plans to deal with the accident in Alaska 
 
24. What can be inferred about Rockweed in paragraph (2)? 
(1) It was a kind of food for birds in the area. 
(2) It cannot survive in high temperatures. 
(3) It had no negative reactions with the oil. 
(4) It completely recovered since the spill. 
 
 
Answers to Reading Strategy Test (Time 2) 

1. 4 5. 4   9.3  13.4  17.1  21.3 
2. 3 6. 2  10.1  14.2  18.1  22.1 
3. 2 7. 2  11.3  15.4  19.1  23.2 
4. 4 8. 1  12.3  16.4  20.1  24.2 
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APPENDIX E 
READING STRATEGY TEST (TIME 3) 

 
Read this passage and answer questions 1-12 on the following pages. 
 
Strategy Reading A 
 
(1) There are modern trends in management that are shaping the way managers do business and deal 
with their workers. In a recent study of 1,500 business managers in the United States, interviewers asked 
all kinds of questions about the managers’ habits and opinions regarding their working hours. The 
researchers learned that only 33 percent of the managers worked 40-45 hours a week. The majority of 
them (57 percent) worked from 46-60 hours and 6 percent worked over 60 hours. Only 2 percent of the 
managers said they felt satisfied and had adequate time to do everything that they wanted and needed to 
do. The rest of the managers felt they did not have time for their families or their hobbies. In general, the 
researchers found that managers in the United States are dissatisfied with their working schedules. 
 
(2) Things seem to be changing, however, in some companies around the world. At present, some 
managers spend much of their working time at home, thanks to modern technology and 
telecommunications. This is especially true for those who work a lot on computers. They can send their 
work to the company by fax or by direct computer connections. Managers can keep in touch with their 
staff through e-mail as well. There are many advantages to working at home, including more flexible 
hours and better productivity. “Home managers” also save time and money that they would have spent on 
transportation, business clothes, and lunches.  
 
 (3) There is something else that might be good for the company and workers. The “idea box” is a 
useful concept in management. It was first introduced in the early twentieth century by Kodak in the 
United States and Michelin in France. The managers of these companies used idea boxes to elicit 
suggestions from employees about improving production. Today, the idea box is not used in the United 
States or Europe, but it has been adopted by many companies and continues to be routinely used in Japan. 
Japanese managers have found it to be a priceless resource. Employees often know more than managers 
about the details of production. In the long run, their suggestions can make a real difference to the 
company. Employees who offer useful ideas may receive extra money in their paychecks. 
 
1. What is the main idea of paragraph (3)? 
(1) Employees can get money from the “idea box.” 
(2) Although the “idea box” was started long ago, it has lasted. 
(3) Japanese companies still use the “idea box” to help workers. 
(4) The “idea box” is useful for both management and employees. 
 
2. What is the main idea of the whole passage? 
(1) Technology is changing the way we do business with customers. 
(2) The life of the manager is getting easier in most businesses. 
(3) Recent developments in business affect companies and workers. 
(4) Managers are always the hardest workers in the company. 
 
3. What is the topic of paragraph (2)? 
(1) improved working conditions 
(2) working at one’s own house 
(3) saving money for the company 
(4) benefits of working at home 
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4. What does the word “adequate” mean? 
(1) not busy 
(2) useful 
(3) part 
(4) not lacking 
 
5. What is the topic of the whole passage? 
(1) decreasing work hours 
(2) managers lack of time  
(3) more money for companies 
(4) current business styles 
 
6. What does the word “dissatisfied” mean? 
(1) poor 
(2) not content 
(3) unhealthy 
(4) selfish 
 
7. What does the word “elicit” mean? 
(1) make 
(2) pull out 
(3) buy 
(4) tell 
 
8. What does the word “priceless” mean? 
(1) having high value 
(2) original 
(3) intelligent 
(4) not expensive 
 
9. What can be inferred about managers who work at home? 
(1) They know how to use computers really well. 
(2) They don’t like to spend money on business clothes. 
(3) They have more options to make their own schedule. 
(4) They don’t like the company that they work for. 
 
10. What can be inferred about recent management in the US and Europe? 
(1) They have found other ways of getting ideas from workers. 
(2) The US and European management styles are not the same. 
(3) The “idea box” will be used there again in the future. 
(4) The American and European managers should think seriously. 
 
11. What does the paragraph following the passage most likely discuss? 
(1) what company used the first computer 
(2) the low pay of workers in Russia 
(3) having business meetings on webcams 
(4) the economic situation in the US and Europe 
 
12. What can be inferred about work time in American companies? 
(1) Most employees work less than 35 hours a week. 
(2) Only managers work overtime in American companies. 
(3) On average, American workers work 40-45 hours a week. 
(4) Employees in American companies are paid for overtime. 
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Read this passage and answer questions 13-24 on the following pages. 
 
Strategy Reading B 
 
(1) The eastern American seaboard used to be the playground of some of the most famous pirates in 
history. There is scarcely a sandy beach on New England's long and deeply indented coastline that has not 
connected with it some tale of the landing of pirates or their buried treasure. Piracy in the Americas 
flourished in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Many of those pirates were New Englanders. Most 
New England pirates started out as privateers, hired by local merchants and commissioned by one of the 
colonies to attack the shipping of England's enemies. However, the War of Spanish Succession ended in 
1713 and many newly unemployed privateers turned to piracy. 
 
(2)  Pirates sailed through coastal waters, pillaging and plundering all in their path. They stole from 
other ships and stole from coastal towns. Not content only to steal, they destroyed everything they could 
not carry away. Some of the pirate ships amassed large treasures, the fates of which remain unrevealed, 
leaving people of today to wonder at their whereabouts and to dream of one day coming across some lost 
treasure. 
 
(3) One notoriously large treasure was on the pirate ship Whidah, which overturned and submerged 
in the waters off Cape Cod during a storm in 1717. A hundred of the crew members went down with the 
ship, along with its treasure of coins, gold, silver, and jewels. The treasure on board had an estimated 
value, on today’s market, of more than 100 million dollars. 
 
(4) The remains of the Whidah were discovered in 1984 by Barry Clifford, who had spent years of 
painstaking research and tireless searching, only to finally locate the ship about 500 yards from shore. A 
considerable amount of treasure from the centuries-old ship has been recovered from its watery grave, but 
there is clearly still a lot more out there. Hundreds of people come to the Cape Cod area each year to 
possibly catch a glimpse of some of the artifacts that were salvaged from the wreck. Just as a reminder of 
what the waters off the coast have been protecting for hundreds of years, occasional pieces of gold, or 
silver, or jewels still wash up on the beaches, and lucky beachgoers find pieces of the treasure. 
 
13.What is the topic of the whole passage? 
(1) pirates from the past 
(2) a large pirate treasure 
(3) the real history of the Whidah’s pirates 
(4) things people find at the beach 
 
14. What is the topic of paragraph (2)? 
(1) sea robbers in the story of America 
(2) kinds of pirate vessels 
(3) treasures of the early American pirates 
(4) the life and death of pirates in the Americas 
 
15. What can be inferred from the passage about the Whidah’s crew? 
(1) They became very famous because they were wealthy. 
(2) They lost part of their treasure in the sea during a storm. 
(3) After their ship was damaged in bad weather, they died. 
(4) They escaped and took some of the gold and coins with them. 
 
16. What can be inferred about Mr. Clifford’s search? 
(1) He assumed the wreck would be located in deep water. 
(2) He expected to find the ship where it was. 
(3) He thought the wreck did not really exist. 
(4) He found the ship closer to land than he had expected. 
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17. What is the main idea of paragraph (2)? 
(1) Pirates were wealthy people in the first part of American history. 
(2) In the first years of America, pirates possessed many valuables, but others did not. 
(3) The treasures of some of the pirate ships have been found already. 
(4) Pirates took many things that did not belong to them in early American history. 
 
18. What does the word “submerged” mean in this passage? 
(1) had trouble floating 
(2) went below the waves 
(3) moved up and down in the water 
(4) rolled over and stayed like that 
 
19. What does the word, “pillaging” mean in this passage? 
(1) killing many people  
(2) destroying things that do not belong to them 
(3) taking things without the right to take them 
(4) acting against the law 
 
20. What does the word, “unrevealed” mean in this passage? 
(1) not finished 
(2) definite 
(3) not known 
(4) legendary 
 
21. What does the word “considerable” mean in this passage? 
(1) having a value of much money 
(2) not a little 
(3) more than expected 
(4) high quality 
 
22. What does the paragraph following the passage most likely discuss? 
(1) what project the main researcher, Barry Clifford, is working on today 
(2) the fate of the Whidah’s crew 
(3) other storms in the area of Cape Cod 
(4) more pieces that turn up from the Whidah’s treasure 
 
23. What is the main idea of the article? 
(1) Treasure-hunting is a business from which you can earn a lot of money. 
(2) Anyone can discover a treasure if they search in the right places. 
(3) Stories of pirates continue to fascinate people, even today. 
(4) The Whidah and her fate were typical of pirate ships of that time. 
 
24. What can be inferred about Mr. Clifford? 
(1) He will never try to go treasure hunting again. 
(2) After finding the wreck, he became a very wealthy man. 
(3) The Whidah was not the first sunken ship he had found. 
(4) He studied many years to become a treasure-hunter. 
 
 
Answers to Reading Strategy Test (Time 3) 

1. 4  5. 4  9.3  13.1  17.4  21.2 
2. 3  6. 2  10.1  14.1  18.2  22.4 
3. 2  7. 2  11.3  15.3  19.3  23.4 
4. 4  8. 1  12.3  16.1  20.3  24.2 
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APPENDIX F 
TEST OF READING COMPREHENSION (TIME 1) 

 
Read this passage and answer questions 1-8 on the following pages. 
 
Reading A 
 
(1) Everyone knows the advantages of using e-mail. It’s much faster than ordinary mail, much 
cheaper than the telephone, and easier than trying to meet someone in person. However, it is not always 
good to use e-mail at work. Some companies are limiting the use of e-mail in their offices for several 
reasons. Along with the many benefits of e-mail, there seem to be some negative points too. 
 
(2) One reason is that e-mail is only one-way. You send out your message and then you have to wait 
for an answer. This is not a problem if you send a message that does not require a response. In this type of 
situation, you may only need to know that the message was received. However, if the message is more 
complicated or requires a quick response, e-mail is not so good. It’s not a favorable method of 
communication, for example, if you need to make a decision or a plan. It can take many mail exchanges 
and a lot of time to decide something by e-mail. In that case, it’s better to talk on the phone. Or, if you’re 
in the same building, you should go meet in person, at which time you could also take a little walk and 
get to know each other better. 
 
(3) There is another problem with e-mail: In general, you don’t get much information from the 
message. You have only the words themselves. This doesn’t matter if the message only contains objective 
information, such as facts, or if the included information is not that important. But it might cause trouble 
if the message is about something important. In an e-mail, it is hard to tell much about the person who 
sent the message. You have no idea what she was thinking or feeling, so you may put your own feelings 
into the message. This can sometimes lead to communication breakdowns in a company.  
 
(4) In England, psychologists did some research about using e-mail at work. They studied the effect 
that the contents of e-mails had on workers’ blood pressure. The psychologists measured the blood 
pressure of the workers while they were opening their e-mail. They found that certain kinds of messages 
made blood pressure go up. It went up if the messages seemed angry or negative or if they were from the 
boss. It went up the highest when the messages were both negative and from the boss.  
 
(5) The psychologists said that people should be careful how they use e-mail at work. This is 
especially true for the people with top jobs in a company. Their messages can easily hurt or upset people. 
They should never send important news by e-mail. They should always meet face to face with the person. 
Then everyone will be able to better understand each other. This will hopefully foster a more relaxed and 
enjoyable workplace. 
 
1. According to the passage, which one of these items is NOT a benefit of e-mail? 
(1) It costs less money than other types of communication. 
(2) It is more convenient than arranging a meeting with someone directly. 
(3) Companies have e-mail so it is perfect for most business situations. 
(4) E-mails are usually quicker than other ways of sending messages. 
 
2. According to paragraphs (2) and (3), in what situation should an e-mail be sent? 
(1) when a boss wants to explain a complicated new rule to the workers 
(2) when a worker wants to exchange ideas with a co-worker 
(3) when a boss wants to inform a meeting with no reply necessary 
(4) when a co-worker wants to explain why she was angry at the last meeting 
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3. The word “breakdowns” in line 23 is closest in meaning to: 
(1) failures 
(2) systems 
(3) origins 
(4) exchanges 
 
4. What is the author’s main point in paragraph (3)? 
(1) Although e-mails are useful to send basic information, they sometimes cause problems when feelings 
are included. 
(2) If feelings are expressed clearly in an e-mail, there will be no problem in communication. 
(3) E-mails are good for sending clear information as well as emotional information. 
(4) E-mails should not be used in businesses, because they can lead to problems with communication. 
 
5. Which of the following sentences is closest in meaning to the sentence in lines 22-23? 
(1) When reading an e-mail, you imagine how the writer is feeling, but you sometimes may make 
mistakes. 
(2) There is no way to know how the writer was feeling when she wrote the e-mail, so it is necessary to 
imagine how she felt. 
(3) Your feelings mean a lot, so you should think of your own emotions when reading an e-mail.  
(4) People should not think about emotions when they are reading e-mails. 
 
6. According to the passage, who wanted to learn about the effects of e-mail on workers? 
(1) bosses 
(2) workers 
(3) psychologists 
(4) secretaries 
 
7. The word “foster” in the last line of the passage is closest in meaning to: 
(1) take 
(2) end 
(3) create 
(4) change 
 
8. What is the main idea of the passage? 
(1) If companies used e-mails more often, there would be fewer problems with e-mail. 
(2) Sometimes, when people read e-mails, changes in their blood pressure happen. 
(3) Many people think e-mails are useful, but they may sometimes cause problems. 
(4) High level business people should be careful when they use e-mails. 
 
 
Read this passage and answer questions 9-16 on the following pages. 
 
Reading B 
 
(1) In the second half of the 20th century, there was a fierce competition between the U.S. and 
Russia to be the first nation to reach space. In response to this competition, the U.S. developed a well-
organized space program. The U.S. manned space flight program of the 1960s and 1970s consisted of 
three distinct phases: Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo. Each of these distinct phases of the space flight 
program served a very different purpose. 
 
(2) Mercury was the first phase of the manned space flight program. Its purpose was to get a person 
into orbital flight, circling the Earth. The tiny Mercury capsule carried only a single astronaut. Alan 
Shepard and Virgil Grissom piloted the first two Mercury flights, which were suborbital flights, in 1961. 
John Glenn, in the next Mercury flight, orbited the Earth in 1962. Three more Mercury flights followed. 
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(3) The next phase of the manned space flight program was Gemini. The purpose of the ten crewed 
Gemini flights in 1965 and 1966 was to conduct training tests necessary for longer space flights. Gemini, 
for example, carried out training in orbital clocking techniques and tests of the effects of long-term 
weightlessness on astronauts. Unlike Mercury capsules, which held only one astronaut, the Gemini 
capsules were designed to carry two astronauts. The name Gemini was taken from the name of the 
constellation, which means “twins.” 
 
(4) The Apollo flights followed the Gemini flights with the goal of landing astronauts on the Moon. 
The Apollo spacecraft consisted of three modules. The command module carried three astronauts to and 
from the Moon, the service module housed the propulsion and environmental systems, and the lunar 
module separated from the command module to land two astronauts on the Moon. There were seventeen 
total Apollo flights, of which the first six carried no crew. The seventh through tenth Apollo flights 
(1968-1969) circumnavigated the Moon without landing thereupon returning to Earth. The next seven 
Apollo flights (1969-1972) were intended to land on the Moon. All of them did, except Apollo 13, which 
developed complications and had to abort the intended landing but still managed to return safely to Earth.  
 
9. What is the main idea of the whole passage? 
(1) Modern U.S. space exploration started with the competition between the U.S. and Russia. 
(2) The astronauts in U.S. space programs were well-trained and prepared. 
(3) There were three phases to the American space flight program. 
(4) Many people have contributed to space exploration through the decades. 
 
10. What is the author’s main point in paragraph (2)? 
(1) The Mercury missions were to train two pilots in one spacecraft. 
(2) The Mercury missions were developed to fly an astronaut around the Earth. 
(3) Mercury space missions only carried one astronaut. 
(4) The first man in orbit was John Glenn. 
 
11. Which of these sentences is closest in meaning to the last sentence in paragraph (3)? 
(1) Gemini means the astronauts can see the “twin” stars. 
(2) Gemini was one of the two astronauts who rode in the spacecraft. 
(3) They named it Gemini after the Roman god of space. 
(4) Only two men could fly in the spacecraft, so the name was given to the program. 
 
12. The purpose of the Gemini flights was: 
(1) to prepare for flights that take more time 
(2) to attempt suborbital flights further away 
(3) to circumnavigate the Moon more times 
(4) to land on the Moon  
 

13. Which item is NOT stated in the passage? 
(1) how many astronauts a Mercury flight carried 
(2) any problems the flights had 
(3) how the Mercury flights were named 
(4) where each space flight went 
 

14. The word “circumnavigated” in line 27 is closest in meaning to: 
(1) traveled around 
(2) returned from 
(3) studied about 
(4) headed toward 
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15. The word “abort” in line 29 is closest in meaning to: 
(1) postpone 
(2) schedule 
(3) try 
(4) stop 
 
16. It can be determined from the passage that the manned space flight program discussed in the passage 
lasted for: 
(1) two years 
(2) just over 6 years 
(3) almost 12 years 
(4) over three decades 
 
 
Read this passage and answer questions 17-24 on the following pages. 
 
Reading C 
 
(1) One of the most successful commercial products ever produced is said to have come about as the 
result of a mistake. In 1896, Jacob's Pharmacy in Atlanta, Georgia, was selling a special drink known as 
'French Wine Cola - Ideal Nerve Tonic'. By accidentally adding carbonated water instead of regular water 
to the mixture, a pharmacist called John S. Pemberton invented what has today become the most popular 
soft drink in the world: Coca-Cola. Along with its closest rival - Pepsi - which appeared on the market 
three years later, Coke has enjoyed phenomenal success worldwide. Indeed, old Coke bottles and 'limited 
edition' cans can often get considerable sums from collectors, and there are even stores which sell Coke 
products and memorabilia.  
 
(2) What could possibly account for the amazing success of Coca-Cola? How has this combination 
of carbonated water, sugar, acid and flavorings come to symbolize the American way of life for most of 
the world? After all, even the manufacturers could hardly describe Coke as a healthy product since it 
contains relatively high amounts of sugar and phosphoric acid, both of which are known to damage teeth.  
 
(3) One explanation may be found in the name. The original recipe included a flavoring from the 
coca plant with small amounts of cocaine (an addictive substance), but since the early part of this century 
all traces of cocaine have been removed. However, Coke (like all cola drinks) also includes a flavoring 
from the cola tree; the cola extract contains caffeine, which is a stimulant. The Coca-Cola Company adds 
extra caffeine to make it even stronger. While caffeine is not thought to be an addictive substance in itself, 
there is considerable evidence that over a period of time the consumption of caffeine has to be increased 
in order for its stimulating effect to be maintained, and so sales of Coke perhaps benefit as a result.  
 
(4) A more likely reason for the enduring popularity of Coke, however, may be found in the 
company's enviable marketing strategies. Over the years it has come up with some of the most memorable 
commercials, tunes, slogans and sponsorship in the world of advertising, variously emphasizing 
international harmony, youthfulness and a carefree lifestyle. Few other companies (arguably including 
Pepsi) have been able to match such marketing ploys so consistently or effectively. As suggested earlier, 
the influences of American culture are evident just about everywhere, and Coca-Cola has somehow come 
to represent a vision of the United States that much of the rest of the world dreams about and aspires to. 
Perhaps drinking Coke brings people that little bit closer to the dream. 
 
17. Coke “has enjoyed phenomenal success” in paragraph (1) implies the writer: 
(1) thinks that the success of Coke was clearly expected 
(2) believes that the success of Coke has been impressive 
(3) actually disapproves of the success of Coke 
(4) thinks Coke has not yet reached its full success 
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18. Which of the following is closest in meaning to “memorabilia” in paragraph (1): 
(1) clothing 
(2) souvenirs 
(3) containers 
(4) packages 
 
19. In paragraph (2), the writer seems surprised that: 
(1) more people do not drink Coke 
(2) the two main ingredients are sugar and acid 
(3) most of the ingredients are not good for us 
(4) Coke must be so easy to produce 
 
20. In paragraph (3), what did the original Coke contain that made it so successful? 
(1) a small amount of cocaine 
(2) the cola plant 
(3) an extra amount of coffee 
(4) almost no sugar 
 
21. Which item is closest in meaning to the sentence in lines 31-32? 
(1) Pepsi and a few other companies have had better marketing than Coca-Cola. 
(2) The Coke company has been more successful in marketing than most others. 
(3) Some companies have copied Coca- Cola's marketing strategies very effectively. 
(4) No other company has been as successful as Coca-Cola in marketing its products. 
 
22. What is the main idea of paragraph (3)? 
(1) Cocaine and caffeine are addictive substances so people want more of them. 
(2) The ingredients in Coke are part of the reason for the company’s success. 
(3) The effect of caffeine is reduced over time unless consumption of it is increased. 
(4) The Coke company has gradually increased the amount of caffeine it puts in Coke. 
 
23. Which one of these does NOT refer to Coca-Cola? 
(1) It was developed by a science teacher accidentally. 
(2) In the past, it contained small amounts of a drug. 
(3) The marketing schemes of Coca-Cola have been excellent. 
(4) Originally, coke drinkers probably became addicted to it. 
 
24. What is the main idea of the passage? 
(1) Even mistakes lead to products becoming successful sometimes. 
(2) Good or bad, Coke represents the dream of the United States. 
(3) Even though Coke is unhealthy, it is one of the most famous drinks in the world. 
(4) The success of Coke is largely due to luck and good business plans. 
 
 
Answers to Test of Reading Comprehension (Time 1) 

1. 3  5. 1  9.3  13.3  17.2  21.2 
2. 3  6. 3  10.2  14.1  18.2  22.2 
3. 1  7. 3  11.4  15.4  19.3  23.1 
4. 1  8. 3  12.1  16.3  20.1  24.4 
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APPENDIX G 
TEST OF READING COMPREHENSION (TIME 2) 

 
Read this passage and answer questions 1-8 on the following pages. 
 
Reading A 
 
(1) Everyone knows the advantages of using e-mail. It’s much faster than ordinary mail, much 
cheaper than the telephone, and easier than trying to meet someone in person. However, it is not always 
good to use e-mail at work. Some companies are limiting the use of e-mail in their offices for several 
reasons. Along with the many benefits of e-mail, there seem to be some negative points too. 
 
(2) One reason is that e-mail is only one-way. You send out your message and then you have to wait 
for an answer. This is not a problem if you send a message that does not require a response. In this type of 
situation, you may only need to know that the message was received. However, if the message is more 
complicated or requires a quick response, e-mail is not so good. It’s not a favorable method of 
communication, for example, if you need to make a decision or a plan. It can take many mail exchanges 
and a lot of time to decide something by e-mail. In that case, it’s better to talk on the phone. Or, if you’re 
in the same building, you should go meet in person, at which time you could also take a little walk and 
get to know each other better. 
 
(3) There is another problem with e-mail: In general, you don’t get much information from the 
message. You have only the words themselves. This doesn’t matter if the message only contains objective 
information, such as facts, or if the included information is not that important. But it might cause trouble 
if the message is about something important. In an e-mail, it is hard to tell much about the person who 
sent the message. You have no idea what she was thinking or feeling, so you may put your own feelings 
into the message. This can sometimes lead to communication breakdowns in a company.  
 
(4) In England, psychologists did some research about using e-mail at work. They studied the effect 
that the contents of e-mails had on workers’ blood pressure. The psychologists measured the blood 
pressure of the workers while they were opening their e-mail. They found that certain kinds of messages 
made blood pressure go up. It went up if the messages seemed angry or negative or if they were from the 
boss. It went up the highest when the messages were both negative and from the boss.  
 
(5) The psychologists said that people should be careful how they use e-mail at work. This is 
especially true for the people with top jobs in a company. Their messages can easily hurt or upset people. 
They should never send important news by e-mail. They should always meet face to face with the person. 
Then everyone will be able to better understand each other. This will hopefully foster a more relaxed and 
enjoyable workplace. 
 
1. According to the passage, which one of these items is NOT a benefit of e-mail? 
(1) It costs less money than other types of communication. 
(2) It is more convenient than arranging a meeting with someone directly. 
(3) Companies have e-mail so it is perfect for most business situations. 
(4) E-mails are usually quicker than other ways of sending messages. 
 
2. According to paragraphs (2) and (3), in what situation should an e-mail be sent? 
(1) when a boss wants to explain a complicated new rule to the workers 
(2) when a worker wants to exchange ideas with a co-worker 
(3) when a boss wants to inform a meeting with no reply necessary 
(4) when a co-worker wants to explain why she was angry at the last meeting 
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3. The word “breakdowns” in line 23 is closest in meaning to: 
(1) failures 
(2) systems 
(3) origins 
(4) exchanges 
 
4. What is the author’s main point in paragraph (3)? 
(1) Although e-mails are useful to send basic information, they sometimes cause problems when feelings 
are included. 
(2) If feelings are expressed clearly in an e-mail, there will be no problem in communication. 
(3) E-mails are good for sending clear information as well as emotional information. 
(4) E-mails should not be used in businesses, because they can lead to problems with communication. 
 
5. Which of the following sentences is closest in meaning to the sentence in lines 22-23? 
(1) When reading an e-mail, you imagine how the writer is feeling, but you sometimes may make 
mistakes. 
(2) There is no way to know how the writer was feeling when she wrote the e-mail, so it is necessary to 
imagine how she felt. 
(3) Your feelings mean a lot, so you should think of your own emotions when reading an e-mail.  
(4) People should not think about emotions when they are reading e-mails. 
 
6. According to the passage, who wanted to learn about the effects of e-mail on workers? 
(1) bosses 
(2) workers 
(3) psychologists 
(4) secretaries 
 
7. The word “foster” in the last line of the passage is closest in meaning to: 
(1) take 
(2) end 
(3) create 
(4) change 
 
8. What is the main idea of the passage? 
(1) If companies used e-mails more often, there would be fewer problems with e-mail. 
(2) Sometimes, when people read e-mails, changes in their blood pressure happen. 
(3) Many people think e-mails are useful, but they may sometimes cause problems. 
(4) High level business people should be careful when they use e-mails. 
 
 
Read this passage and answer questions 9-16 on the following pages. 
 
Reading B 
 
(1) The human body is a complex machine that allows us to function as living creatures. After we 
are brought into this world, our bodies grow and transform in response to our environment, diet, and 
habits. The body is composed of many organ systems and parts that work together to allow us to breathe, 
move, talk and digest food all at the same time. Usually, we are unaware of what is happening in our 
bodies. We usually only notice our bodies when we get sick. 
 
(2) Many people do not take enough care of their complex machines, engaging in behavior like 
smoking, drinking too much alcohol, or eating junk food that can damage their bodies. Stress can also 
cause health problems. People who worry a lot often do not get enough sleep or eat properly, leading to 
many health complications. We also damage our bodies by playing sports or having accidents. A recent 
survey in the U.K. found that 14 percent of people had visited an emergency room or a hospital clinic in 
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the previous three months with injuries or poisonings. Clinic patients were also treated for many other 
medical problems-from bad cuts and broken bones to serious illnesses that required extensive surgery. 
(3) Just like any machine, different body parts sometimes deteriorate from old age. In fact, a study 
in the U.S. found that 60 to 70 percent of all patients in emergency rooms were considered elderly, aged 
75 or over. Fortunately, older people who suffer from an illness or injury can now receive treatment to 
help extend their lives. 
 
(4) Due to the increase in the population of elderly people, the scientific study of them is now one of 
the fastest growing areas of medicine. It is now quite common for elderly people with damaged joints, for 
example, to have surgery to replace the problematic joint with a new one made of plastic or metal. 
 
(5) As with any machine, the better you take care of it, the longer it will last. Of course, the best way 
to take care of your amazing machine is to eat the right foods, exercise regularly, and get plenty of sleep.  
 
9. What is the author’s main point in paragraph (2)? 
(1) No matter how much we try to be healthy, some illnesses cannot be prevented. 
(2) In order to live a healthy life, people have to manage stress better. 
(3) Injuries or poisonings account for a large number of physical problems in people. 
(4) There is a large number of people who live in an unhealthy way. 
 
10. Which of the following items is mentioned in paragraph (2)? 
(1) Playing sports will help protect a person’s body against damage. 
(2) Fourteen percent of the clinic patients had to undergo surgery. 
(3) Some of the clinic patients needed an operation due to serious disease. 
(4) Stress at work does not affect whether we sleep well or not. 
 
11. In paragraph (2), what does the term, “complex machines” mean? 
(1) brains 
(2) families 
(3) behaviors 
(4) bodies 
 
12. Which of the following sentences is closest in meaning to the sentence in lines 10-11? 
(1) Worrisome people almost always suffer from sicknesses caused by poor diets. 
(2) Stress affects people’s behavior which in turn, damages their physical well-being. 
(3) Health problems usually start with poor sleeping and eating habits. 
(4) Physical illnesses are directly caused by worry from poor sleeping habits. 
 
13. What is NOT mentioned in paragraphs (3)-(4)? 
(1) Elderly people made up more than half of the clinic patients in hospitals. 
(2) Plastic or metal is used for artificial joints in modern medicine. 
(3) The parts of the human body can be changed like in a machine. 
(4) The study of the elderly has led to great advances in medical technology. 
 

14. What does the word, “deteriorate” refer to in paragraph (3)? 
(1) strengthen 
(2) change quickly 
(3) get worse 
(4) die slowly 
 
15. What can be inferred from reading paragraph (4)? 
(1) Science will find solutions to future health problems in old people. 
(2) Even if we do not take care of our bodies, doctors can help make us feel better. 
(3) There are few problems with the elderly that have not been solved by technology. 
(4) The number of elderly people will probably continue to grow. 
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16. What is the main idea of this passage? 
(1) Smoking, eating junk food, and drinking alcohol hurt our bodies for a long time.  
(2) Playing sports can lead to injuries that can cause pain in your body later in life. 
(3) To live a healthy life, we must treat our bodies like quality machines. 
(4) Physical problems can happen anytime, so we have to live healthy lives now. 
 
 
Read this passage and answer questions 17-24 on the following pages. 
 
Reading C 
 
(1) It is generally well known that in a number of particularly dangerous parts of the world, for 
example the Middle East and the India/Pakistan border region, there are countries which either possess, or 
have the technology to produce, nuclear weapons. It is also worth remembering, however, that the 
country which has more nuclear weapons than any other, the United States, is the only power to have 
used nuclear weapons against people.  
 
(2) Nuclear weapons were first developed in the United States during the Second World War, to be 
used against Germany. However, by the time the first bombs were ready for use, the war with Germany 
had ended. As a result, the decision was made to use the weapons against Japan instead. Unfortunately, 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki have suffered the consequences of this decision to the present day.  
 
(3) The real reasons why bombs were dropped on two heavily-populated cities are not altogether 
clear. A number of people in 1944 and early 1945 argued that the use of nuclear weapons would be 
unnecessary, since American Intelligence was aware that some of the most powerful and influential 
people in Japan had already realized that the war was lost, and wanted to negotiate a Japanese surrender. 
It was also argued that, since Japan has few natural resources, a blockade by the American navy would 
force it to surrender within a few weeks, and the use of nuclear weapons would thus prove unnecessary. If 
a demonstration of force was required to end the war, a bomb could be dropped over an unpopulated area 
like a desert, in front of Japanese observers, or over an area of low population inside Japan, such as a 
forest. Opting for this course of action might minimize the loss of further lives on all sides, while the 
power of nuclear weapons would still be adequately demonstrated.  
 
(4) All of these arguments were rejected, however, and the general consensus was that the quickest 
way to end the fighting would be to use nuclear weapons against centers of population inside Japan. In 
fact, one of the more likely reasons why this decision was reached seems quite shocking to us now.  
 
(5) Some of the leading scientists in the world had collaborated to develop nuclear weapons, and 
this development had resulted in a number of major advances in technology and scientific knowledge. As 
a result, a lot of normal, intelligent people wanted to see nuclear weapons used; they wanted to see just 
how destructive this new invention could be. It no doubt turned out to be even more ‘effective’ than they 
had imagined.  
 
17. Which of the following is closest in meaning to the last sentence of paragraph (2)? 
(1) The cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were badly damaged when they were bombed. 
(2) Hiroshima and Nagasaki suffered because Japan would not agree to end the war. 
(3) The awful effects of dropping nuclear bombs on these cities can still be felt. 
(4) The end of the war with Germany meant that Hiroshima and Nagasaki would suffer. 
 
18. According to paragraph (3), a blockade would have been successful because: 
(1) Japan has to import most of its natural resources like coal and steel. 
(2) Japan would not be powerful enough to beat a blockade. 
(3) an attack would probably destroy Japanese resources within weeks. 
(4) the Americans could defeat Japan's navy without much trouble. 
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19. What is the main idea of paragraph (3)? 
(1) Some people suggested reasons not to drop nuclear bombs on Japan. 
(2) The U.S. should have decided not to drop the nuclear bombs on Japan. 
(3) The Americans did not want to use the nuclear bombs but they had to. 
(4) Dropping the bombs in places with fewer people would have been better.  
 
20. Which of the following does “a demonstration in force” in paragraph (3) refer to: 
(1) a show of strength  
(2) a full attack 
(3) a parade of weapons 
(4) a meeting between the armies 
 
21. In paragraph (5), “collaborated” is closest in meaning to: 
(1) argued about 
(2) decided 
(3) worked together 
(4) held conferences 
 
22. In the last sentence of paragraph (5), it can be inferred that: 
(1) he agrees with the decision to use nuclear weapons against Japan. 
(2) he thinks the decision to drop nuclear bombs on Japanese cities was wrong. 
(3) nuclear weapons worked much better than the scientists probably expected. 
(4) the weapons were effective because Japan surrendered soon after their use. 
 
23. Which of the following is NOT stated in paragraphs (1) and (2)? 
(1) America’s first choice was to use nuclear weapons on Japan. 
(2) The effects of the nuclear bombs can still be felt today. 
(3) Germany was not bombed because they surrendered early. 
(4) Today, the danger of nuclear weapons exists in many countries. 
 
24. What is the author’s main point in the passage? 
(1) World War II was a terrible waste of human life and resources. 
(2) Nuclear weapons were first developed in the U.S. but all countries must accept responsibility for their 
use. 
(3) Human curiosity may have been one of the main reasons nuclear weapons were used on Japan. 
(4) It was a matter of being unlucky that Japan was bombed during World War II. 
 
 
Answers to Test of Reading Comprehension (Time 2) 

1. 3  5.1  9. 4  13.1  17.4  21.3 
2. 3  6.3  10.3  14.3  18.  22.2 
3. 1  7.3  11.4  15.1  19.  23.1 
4. 1  8.3  12.2  16.3  20.1  24.3 
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APPENDIX H  
TEST OF READING COMPREHENSION (TIME 3) 

 
Read this passage and answer questions 1-8 on the following pages. 
 
Reading A 
 
(1) The Mayan Indians lived in Mexico for thousands of years before the Spanish arrived in the 
1500s. The Maya were an intelligent, culturally rich people whose achievements were many. They had 
farms, beautiful palaces, and cities with many buildings. The Mayan people studied a lot about nature and 
their environment and this knowledge helped them to live a better life than most people of that time, 
because they could use it to make their lives more comfortable and rewarding. Knowledge about tools 
and farming, for instance, made their work easier and more productive. 
 
(2) In ancient Mexico there were many small clearings in the forest in which was located a village 
with fields of corn, beans, and other crops around it. To clear the land for farms, the Maya cut down trees 
with stone axes after which they planted seeds by digging holes in the ground with pointed sticks. A 
farmer was able to grow crops that produced food for several people. However, not every Maya had to be 
a farmer; some were cloth makers, builders, or priests. 
 
(3) The Maya believed in many gods, including rain gods, sun gods, and corn gods. The people 
erected gorgeous temples to honor the Mayan deities. Skillful workers constructed cities around these 
temples. It was difficult for them to build these cities, because they had no horses to carry the heavy stone 
they used to construct them with. Workers had to carry all of the building materials themselves. Today, 
many of these ancient Mayan cities and temples are still standing. 
 
(4) Although the cities that the Maya built were beautiful, and the people worked hard to build them, 
very few of the people lived in them. Usually, only the priests lived in the cities. 
 
(5) The other people lived in small villages in the forests. Their houses were much simpler than the 
elaborate structures in the cities. They lived in small huts with no windows. The walls were made of poles 
covered with dried mud, and the roof was made of grass or leaves. Most Maya lived a simple life close to 
nature. 
 
(6) The Mayan priests studied the Sun, Moon, stars, and planets. They developed a calendar from 
what they had learned. The year was divided into 18 months of 20 days each with five days left over. The 
Mayan calendar was far more accurate than the European calendars of the time. 
 
(7) Around the year 800, the Maya disappeared from their villages in the forests and beautiful cities, 
never to return. No one knows why this happened. They may have died from an infectious disease. They 
may have left because the soil could no longer grow crops and they could no longer provide the necessary 
food for their society. Archaeologists are still trying to find the lost secrets of the Maya. They are still one 
of our greatest mysteries. 
 
1. Which of these words has a meaning closest to the word, “achievements”? 
(1) mistakes 
(2) successes 
(3) skills 
(4) advantages 
 
2. Which of the following sentences is closest in meaning to the sentence in lines 4-6? 
(1) Some of the Mayan traditions are still taught to children even to the present day. 
(2) The Maya had lots of information that made their lives easy compared to other groups. 
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(3) The other people of that time were advanced but not as comfortable as the Maya. 
(4) The Maya were not as advanced as other people of that time, but very comfortable. 
3. In paragraph (3), the author points out that: 
(1) The Maya were very skillful at construction, but did not have good materials. 
(2) The Maya were deeply religious and erected cities surrounding their temples. 
(3) The Maya developed building materials to construct their fancy temples.  
(4) Mayan buildings were built of quality materials so they lasted a long time. 
 
4. What is the main idea in paragraph (4)? 
(1) The Maya were farmers so all of them lived outside the cities. 
(2) Most common Mayan people lived in the city centers. 
(3) The cities were basically religious places, so few people lived there. 
(4) The religious leaders lived in the same areas as the farmers. 
 
5. What is the main idea of this article? 
(1) The Maya had many achievements, of which the calendar is most famous. 
(2) The Maya were excellent farmers and could grow many kinds of food. 
(3) The Maya civilization was a culturally-rich, advanced society for their time. 
(4) Cities were difficult to build, but the Maya succeeded in constructing great ones. 
 
6. In paragraph (5), “elaborate”, is closest in meaning to? 
(1) moderate-size 
(2) plain 
(3) fancy 
(4) modern 
 
7. Which one of these items does NOT refer to the Maya? 
(1) Most of them lived in small huts made of grass and mud. 
(2) The Maya were taught many things from outside cultures. 
(3) Various parts of nature had religious meaning for the Maya. 
(4) Scientists still do not understand the Mayan culture well. 
 
8. What does the sentence in lines 35-36 imply? 
(1) No one knows why the Maya contracted infectious illnesses. 
(2) There is little known about why the Mayan crops began to fail. 
(3) It is uncertain why the Maya left their homes. 
(4) Archaeologists are trying to find more information on their villages. 
 
 
Read this passage and answer questions 9-16 on the following pages. 
 
Reading B 
 
(1) The human body is a complex machine that allows us to function as living creatures. After we 
are brought into this world, our bodies grow and transform in response to our environment, diet, and 
habits. The body is composed of many organ systems and parts that work together to allow us to breathe, 
move, talk and digest food all at the same time. Usually, we are unaware of what is happening in our 
bodies. We usually only notice our bodies when we get sick. 
 
(2) Many people do not take enough care of their complex machines, engaging in behavior like 
smoking, drinking too much alcohol, or eating junk food that can damage their bodies. Stress can also 
cause health problems. People who worry a lot often do not get enough sleep or eat properly, leading to 
many health complications. We also damage our bodies by playing sports or having accidents. A recent 
survey in the U.K. found that 14 percent of people had visited an emergency room or a hospital clinic in 
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the previous three months with injuries or poisonings. Clinic patients were also treated for many other 
medical problems-from bad cuts and broken bones to serious illnesses that required extensive surgery. 
 
(3) Just like any machine, different body parts sometimes deteriorate from old age. In fact, a study 
in the U.S. found that 60 to 70 percent of all patients in emergency rooms were considered elderly, aged 
75 or over. Fortunately, older people who suffer from an illness or injury can now receive treatment to 
help extend their lives. 
 
(4) Due to the increase in the population of elderly people, the scientific study of them is now one of 
the fastest growing areas of medicine. It is now quite common for elderly people with damaged joints, for 
example, to have surgery to replace the problematic joint with a new one made of plastic or metal.  
 
(5) As with any machine, the better you take care of it, the longer it will last. Of course, the best way 
to take care of your amazing machine is to eat the right foods, exercise regularly, and get plenty of sleep.  
 
9. What is the author’s main point in paragraph (2)? 
(1) No matter how much we try to be healthy, some illnesses cannot be prevented. 
(2) In order to live a healthy life, people have to manage stress better. 
(3) Injuries or poisonings account for a large number of physical problems in people. 
(4) There is a large number of people who live in an unhealthy way. 
 
10. Which of the following items is mentioned in paragraph (2)? 
(1) Playing sports will help protect a person’s body against damage. 
(2) Fourteen percent of the clinic patients had to undergo surgery. 
(3) Some of the clinic patients needed an operation due to serious disease. 
(4) Stress at work does not affect whether we sleep well or not. 
 
11. In paragraph (2), what does the term, “complex machines” mean? 
(1) brains 
(2) families 
(3) behaviors 
(4) bodies 
 
12. Which of the following sentences is closest in meaning to the sentence in lines 10-11? 
(1) Worrisome people almost always suffer from sicknesses caused by poor diets. 
(2) Stress affects people’s behavior which in turn, damages their physical well-being. 
(3) Health problems usually start with poor sleeping and eating habits. 
(4) Physical illnesses are directly caused by worry from poor sleeping habits. 
 
13. What is NOT mentioned in paragraphs (3)-(4)? 
(1) Elderly people made up more than half of the clinic patients in hospitals. 
(2) Plastic or metal is used for artificial joints in modern medicine. 
(3) The parts of the human body can be changed like in a machine. 
(4) The study of the elderly has led to great advances in medical technology. 
 

14. What does the word, “deteriorate” refer to in paragraph (3)? 
(1) strengthen 
(2) change quickly 
(3) get worse 
(4) die slowly 
 
15. What can be inferred from reading paragraph (4)? 
(1) Science will find solutions to future health problems in old people. 
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(2) Even if we do not take care of our bodies, doctors can help make us feel better. 
(3) There are few problems with the elderly that have not been solved by technology. 
(4) The number of elderly people will probably continue to grow. 
 
16. What is the main idea of this passage? 
(1) Smoking, eating junk food, and drinking alcohol hurt our bodies for a long time.  
(2) Playing sports can lead to injuries that can cause pain in your body later in life. 
(3) To live a healthy life, we must treat our bodies like quality machines. 
(4) Physical problems can happen anytime, so we have to live healthy lives now. 
 
 
Read this passage and answer questions 17-24 on the following pages. 
 
Reading C 
 
(1) It is generally well known that in a number of particularly dangerous parts of the world, for 
example the Middle East and the India/Pakistan border region, there are countries which either possess, or 
have the technology to produce, nuclear weapons. It is also worth remembering, however, that the 
country which has more nuclear weapons than any other, the United States, is the only power to have 
used nuclear weapons against people.  
 
(2) Nuclear weapons were first developed in the United States during the Second World War, to be 
used against Germany. However, by the time the first bombs were ready for use, the war with Germany 
had ended. As a result, the decision was made to use the weapons against Japan instead. Unfortunately, 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki have suffered the consequences of this decision to the present day.  
 
(3) The real reasons why bombs were dropped on two heavily populated cities are not altogether 
clear. A number of people in 1944 and early 1945 argued that the use of nuclear weapons would be 
unnecessary, since American Intelligence was aware that some of the most powerful and influential 
people in Japan had already realized that the war was lost, and wanted to negotiate a Japanese surrender. 
It was also argued that, since Japan has few natural resources, a blockade by the American navy would 
force it to surrender within a few weeks, and the use of nuclear weapons would thus prove unnecessary. If 
a demonstration of force was required to end the war, a bomb could be dropped over an unpopulated area 
like a desert, in front of Japanese observers, or over an area of low population inside Japan, such as a 
forest. Opting for this course of action might minimize the loss of further lives on all sides, while the 
power of nuclear weapons would still be adequately demonstrated.  
 
(4) All of these arguments were rejected, however, and the general consensus was that the quickest 
way to end the fighting would be to use nuclear weapons against centers of population inside Japan. In 
fact, one of the more likely reasons why this decision was reached seems quite shocking to us now.  
 
(5) Some of the leading scientists in the world had collaborated to develop nuclear weapons, and 
this development had resulted in a number of major advances in technology and scientific knowledge. As 
a result, a lot of normal, intelligent people wanted to see nuclear weapons used; they wanted to see just 
how destructive this new invention could be. It no doubt turned out to be even more ‘effective’ than they 
had imagined.  
 
17. Which of the following is closest in meaning to the last sentence of paragraph (2)? 
(1) The cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were badly damaged when they were bombed. 
(2) Hiroshima and Nagasaki suffered because Japan would not agree to end the war. 
(3) The awful effects of dropping nuclear bombs on these cities can still be felt. 
(4) The end of the war with Germany meant that Hiroshima and Nagasaki would suffer. 
 
18. According to paragraph (3), a blockade would have been successful because: 
(1) Japan has to import most of its natural resources like coal and steel. 
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(2) Japan would not be powerful enough to beat a blockade. 
(3) an attack would probably destroy Japanese resources within weeks. 
(4) the Americans could defeat Japan's navy without much trouble. 
 
19. What is the main idea of paragraph (3)? 
(1) Some people suggested reasons not to drop nuclear bombs on Japan. 
(2) The U.S. should have decided not to drop the nuclear bombs on Japan. 
(3) The Americans did not want to use the nuclear bombs but they had to. 
(4) Dropping the bombs in places with fewer people would have been better.  
 
20. Which of the following does “a demonstration in force” in paragraph (3) refer to: 
(1) a show of strength  
(2) a full attack 
(3) a parade of weapons 
(4) a meeting between the armies 
 
21. In paragraph (5), “collaborated” is closest in meaning to: 
(1) argued about 
(2) decided 
(3) worked together 
(4) held conferences 
 
22. In the last sentence of paragraph (5), it can be inferred that: 
(1) he agrees with the decision to use nuclear weapons against Japan. 
(2) he thinks the decision to drop nuclear bombs on Japanese cities was wrong. 
(3) nuclear weapons worked much better than the scientists probably expected. 
(4) the weapons were effective because Japan surrendered soon after their use. 
 
23. Which of the following is NOT stated in paragraphs (1) and (2)? 
(1) America’s first choice was to use nuclear weapons on Japan. 
(2) The effects of the nuclear bombs can still be felt today. 
(3) Germany was not bombed because they surrendered early. 
(4) Today, the danger of nuclear weapons exists in many countries. 
 
24. What is the author’s main point in the passage? 
(1) World War II was a terrible waste of human life and resources. 
(2) Nuclear weapons were first developed in the U.S. but all countries must accept responsibility for their 
use. 
(3) Human curiosity may have been one of the main reasons nuclear weapons were used on Japan. 
(4) It was a matter of being unlucky that Japan was bombed during World War II. 
 
 
Answers to Test of Reading Comprehension (Time 3) 

1. 2  5.3  9. 4  13.1  17.4  21.3 
2. 2  6.3  10.3  14.3  18.1  22.2 
3. 2  7.2  11.4  15.1  19.1  23.1 
4. 3  8.3  12.2  16.3  20.1  24.3 
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APPENDIX I 
GUIDELINES FOR EXTENSIVE READING (JAPANESE VERSION) 

多読アプローチの多読アプローチの多読アプローチの多読アプローチの 10原則原則原則原則 
(adapted from Day & Bamford, 2002, pp. 137-140) 

多読って何ですか？多読って何ですか？多読って何ですか？多読って何ですか？ 

１． 授業内や授業外でできるだけたくさん読むこと（1年間に10～20万語以上）。 

 

２． 様々な種類の読み物の中から、目的、用途に合うものを選ぶ。 

 

３． 自分が読みたいものを選び、面白くなかったら途中でやめて良い。 

 

４． 読書の目的は、楽しみのため・情報を得るため、などである（英語の勉強のためではな

い）。 

 

５． 読むこと自体が役に立つ（読む力を伸ばす）ため、読書後の練習問題や課題は行なわない。 

 

６． 辞書を引かないで全体の内容がわかる程度の易しい英語を読むこと（知らない単語が全体

の５％以下） 

 

７． 書は各自が静かに自分のペースで行なう。 

 

８． 読むスピードは比較的速い（1分間に100語以上）。 

 

９． 教師は読書の効果が上がるように、多読の方法を説明し、読書状況を観察しながら学生を

サポートする。 
 
１０. 教師自身が読書を行ない、学生の手本となる。 
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APPENDIX J 
GUIDELINES FOR EXTENSIVE READING (ENGLISH VERSION) 

(adapted from Day & Bamford, 2002, pp. 137-140) 
 

What is extensive reading? 
 
1. Learners read in and out of class as much as possible. (on avg. 100,000 to 200,000 words per year) 
 
2. Learners choose their own books based on their own purpose and objectives from a large variety of 

topics and genres. 
 
3. Learners are allowed to choose the books that they want to read and are able to stop in the middle of 

reading, if they find the book to be uninteresting. 
 
4. The purpose of reading is usually related to pleasure, information, and general understanding (not 

just for learning English).  
 
5. Reading, alone, is its own reward, so no reading comprehension questions or homework should be 

assigned after reading. 
 
6. Learners should read at a level that they can understand the basic gist of the material without using a 

dictionary (unknown words should include less than 5% of the text). 
 
7. Learners should be given the opportunity to read quietly when, where, and at whatever pace they 

want. 
 
8. Reading should be relatively fast (at least 100 words per minute). 
 
9. In order to improve the benefits of extensive reading for students, teachers should explain the basics 

of extensive reading to the students and monitor their reading. 
 
10. The teacher should act as a role model, reading in class along with the students. 
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APPENDIX K 
READING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE (JAPANESE VERSION)  

 
Reading Self-efficacy Questionnaire 
以下の項目は英語のリーディング技能に関する内容です。各項目につき、どの程度できるかを

自己評価し、1～6の数字で答えてください。なお、1～6の数字については、以下の基準を参考

にしてください。 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
全くできない全くできない全くできない全くできない きっとできないきっとできないきっとできないきっとできない たぶんできないたぶんできないたぶんできないたぶんできない たぶんできるたぶんできるたぶんできるたぶんできる きっとできるきっとできるきっとできるきっとできる 確実にできる確実にできる確実にできる確実にできる 

 
 

1 英語の児童書を読んで、その内容の詳細を理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

2 英語圏のテイーンエイジャー向けに書かれた本（20ページ）を読んで、そのあ

らすじを理解する 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

3 新しく買った電子辞書の、英語で書かれた取り扱い説明書を読んで理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

4 英語の歌詞を読んで理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

5 アメリカのペンフレンドからの手紙を読んで、その人が夏休みにしたことに関

する詳細を理解する 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

6 アメリカ映画の英語字幕を読んで理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

7 自分の趣味に関連した雑誌記事を 1ページ分読んで、その内容の詳細を理解す

る 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

8 英語圏で発行されている新聞の一面を読んで、あらすじを理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

9 ファースト・フード店で、英語のメニュー（項目）を読んで理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

10 英語で書かれたパーテイーの招待状を読んで、詳細を理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

11 英語のビジネスレターを読んで、その内容の詳細を理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

12 英語圏で発行されている新聞の、大学での専門分野（経済学、法学）に関連し

た記事を読んで、その内容の詳細を理解する 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

13 大学での専門分野（経済学、法学など）に関連した記事を英語圏で発行されて

いる新聞で読み、そのあらすじを理解する 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

14 英語で書かれているテレビ欄を読んで、番組内容の詳細と放送時間を理解する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

Note. Adapted from ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. Revised 1985. 
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APPENDIX L 
READING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE (ENGLISH VERSION) 

 
Reading Self-efficacy Questionnaire 
Please use the following scale (1-6) to answer the questions. Choose the number that best describes how 
sure you are that you can perform each of the English reading tasks below. All of the items refer to 
reading in English. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
I cannot do 

it at all. 
I probably 

cannot do it. 
Maybe I 

cannot do it. 
Maybe I can 

do it. 
I probably 
can do it. 

I can 
definitely do 

it. 
 
1 Read and understand the specific details of a children’s book written in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

 
2 Read and understand the main ideas of a 20-page book written for English-

speaking teenagers. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

3 Read and understand the directions (written in English) on how to use a new 
electronic dictionary. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

4 Read and understand the lyrics of a song written in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

5 Read and understand the specific details of a letter from an American pen-pal 
discussing what he did over his summer vacation. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

6 Read and understand the English subtitles in an American movie. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

7 Read and understand the specific details of a one-page magazine article written 
in English and related to one of your hobbies (i.e., fashion, sports, music, 
movies). 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

8 Read and understand the main ideas of a front-page article in a newspaper 
published in an English-speaking country. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

9 Read and understand the items on a menu written in English at a fast-food 
restaurant. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

10 Read and understand the specific details of a party invitation written in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

11 Read and understand the specific details of a business letter in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

12 Read and understand the specific details of an article in a newspaper published 
in an English-speaking country that is written about a topic related to your 
major (economics, law) at university. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 
 

13 Read and understand the main ideas of an article in a newspaper published in an 
English speaking country that is written about a topic related to your major 
(economics, law) at university. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 
 

14 Read and understand the contents and times of specific TV programs in a TV 
guide written in English. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

Note. Adapted from ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines. Revised 1986. 
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APPENDIX M 
PERCEIVED UTILITY OF EXTENSIVE READING QUESTIONNAIRE 

(JAPANESE VERSION) 
 

多読の必要性に関する意識調査 
多読英語とは。。。 

1. 自分の知らない単語がほとんどない（５％以下）ような英語の本を読む 
2. たくさん読む（一年間に１０〜２０万語以上）（中高６年間の教科書の合計語数は約

３万語） 
3. 速いスピードで読む（１分に１００語以上） 
4. 内容に焦点をあてて読む 
5. 各自、好きな本を自分で選んで読む 

 
Example of Extensive Reading Level 
The Amazon Rain Forest is the largest rain forest in the world. It is 10,000,000 years old and many 
different kinds of plants and animals live here. The forest is important for the world’s weather and 
wildlife, but it is disappearing fast.  

 
英語のリーディング力を伸ばす方法として以下の項目についてどう思いますか。どの程度同意

するかを考え、1～6の数字で答えてください。なお、1～6の数字については、以下の基準を参

考にしてください。 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 
リーディングリーディングリーディングリーディング力を伸ばすには。。。力を伸ばすには。。。力を伸ばすには。。。力を伸ばすには。。。 
1 簡単な本をたくさん読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
2 ゆっくりではなく速く読もうとする 1  2  3  4  5  6 
3 自分で選んだ本を読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 黙読する 1  2  3  4  5  6 
5 知らない単語や文法に注意しながら読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
6 楽しんで読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
7 途中で知らない単語があったら、その場で辞書を引きながら読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
8 辞書を使わずに読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
9 たくさんある中から自分の好きな本を選んで読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
10 日本語にきちんと訳をしながら読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
11 読んだ後に要約を書く 1  2  3  4  5  6 
12 読んでいる途中で知らない単語があったら、全部読み終わって辞書を引く 1  2  3  4  5  6 
13 教員の文法に関する説明を聞くより、自分の英語力にあった本を多く読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
14 教員の新出単語に関する説明を聞くより、簡単な本を多く読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
15 知らない単語に出くわしたら、文脈から推測して読み進める 1  2  3  4  5  6 
16 一文ずつ日本語訳するよりも、英語のまま理解しようとして読む 1  2  3  4  5  6 
17 読んでいる途中で知らない単語が繰り返して出てきたら、その単語だけ辞書を引

く 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

 
Note. Adapted from Bamford & Day (2003). Extensive Reading Activities for Teaching Language. 
Item 11 was deleted from the data due to poor fit to the Rasch Model and because the item concerned 
writing instead of reading, and was therefore theoretically illogical to the survey.  
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APPENDIX N  
PERCEIVED UTILITY OF EXTENSIVE READING QUESTIONNAIRE 

(ENGLISH VERSION) 

What is Extensive Reading? 
1. Reading books in English where less than 5% of the words in the book are unknown words 
2. Reading extensively (reading 100,000-200,000 words per year) (textbooks in the six years of 

junior and senior high school have a total of 30,000 words in them, altogether) 
3. Reading fast (more than 100 words per minute) 
4. Reading for meaning 
5. Choosing and reading the books that the reader is interested in 

 
Example of Extensive Reading Level 
The Amazon Rain Forest is the largest rain forest in the world. It is 10,000,000 years old and many 
different kinds of plants and animals live here. The forest is important for the world’s weather and 
wildlife, but it is disappearing fast.  
 
In regards to improving reading comprehension, how do you feel about the following survey items? To 
what degree do you agree that the items below help to improve your reading comprehension? Please 
answer by referring to the following scale (1~6) below. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Slightly 
disagree 

Slightly agree Agree Strongly agree 

 
I can improve my reading comprehension by… 
1 reading many pages in easy books. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
2 trying to read faster rather than slower. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
3 reading books that I have chosen myself. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 reading silently. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
5 reading while focusing on unknown words or grammar in a text.  1  2  3  4  5  6 
6 reading for enjoyment. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
7 stopping to check a dictionary if I do not understand the meaning of a word 

while I am reading. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

8 reading without a dictionary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
9 choosing books to read that I like from a large selection. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
10 trying to translate into Japanese everything that I read. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
11 writing a short summary of what I have read, after I finish reading. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
12 waiting until I have finished reading to check the dictionary for unknown words 

that I encountered while reading. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

13 reading many books at my current proficiency level rather than listening to my 
teacher explain grammar. 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

14 reading many easy books rather than listening to my teacher explain new 
vocabulary words. 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

15 trying to guess the meaning of unknown words from the reading. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
16 trying to understand English as English instead of translating English into 

Japanese 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

17 looking up only those unknown words in the dictionary that I have encountered 
several times in my reading. 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

Note. Adapted from Bamford & Day (2003). Extensive Reading Activities for Teaching Language. 
Item 11 was deleted from the data due to poor fit to the Rasch Model and because the item concerned 
writing instead of reading, and was therefore theoretically illogical to the survey. 
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APPENDIX O 
PERCEIVED UTILITY OF READING STRATEGIES QUESTIONNAIRE  

(JAPANESE VERSION) 

リーディングストラテジーの必要性認識に関する調査 

 

これは英語のリーディングストラテジー（読解技術）に関するアンケートです。英語の読解技

術は学習することができますが、学習効果の感じ方は学習者によって違います。このアンケー

トでは、以下の読解技術を学習することがあなたの全般的な英文読解力を伸ばすためにどの程

度効果があると感じるかを答えてください。 

 

例えば日本語の読解技術について考えてみましょう。日本語で本を読んでいるときにあなたの

知らない漢字（例：鯖、秋刀魚、鯵）が出てきたとしましょう。この場合、たとえ漢字が読め

なくても「魚」という文字からこれらの漢字が魚の種類であることが想像できます。これも一

つの読解技術です。それでは質問です。この読解技術を習得することがあなたの全般的な日本

語読解力向上にどれくらい役立つと感じますか。 

 

では、上記の日本語の場合を参考にして、以下の英語の読解技術に関して考えてみましょう。

例えば 1 番の質問（英文読解で知らない単語の意味を前後の文脈から想像する技術）を見てみ

ましょう。あなたが英文を読んでいて理解できない単語が出てくることがあります。その時に、

もしあなたが前後の文脈からその単語の意味を想像できる読解技術を習得すれば、それがあな

たの全般的な英文読解力向上にどれくらい役立つと感じますか。 
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次の１−８の質問はそれぞれ違う英語の読解技術に関するものです。各質問に、「習得すれば、

自分の全般的な英文読解力向上にどれくらい役立つと思うか」という視点で、以下の１−６の

基準を用いて答えてください。 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 
1 英文読解において、知らない単語の意味を前後の文脈から想像する技術 1  2  3  4  5  6 

2 英文読解において、知らない単語の意味を単語の部分の意味から想像 
する技術 (例：unbreakableを知らない単語とし、un (not)と breakと 
able(can)に分け、「壊すことができない」と意味を想像できる) 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

3 
英語の長文読解において、各段落の要点を把握する技術 1  2  3  4  5  6 

4 英語の長文読解において、文章全体の要点を把握する技術 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

5 英文読解において、文章の終わりを推測する技術 1  2  3  4  5  6 

6 英語の長文読解において、各段落の話題を把握する技術 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

7 英語の長文読解において、文章全体の話題を把握する技術 
 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

8 英文読解において、直接書かれていない著者の気持ちや情報を推測 
する技術 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
 
 

 
その際、各質問に「習得すれば、自分の全般的な英文読解力向上にどれくらい効果的だと思う

か」という視点で、以下の１−６の基準を用いて答えてください。 
 
英文読解において。。。 
9 

単語を暗記するより、読解技術①のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 

10 単語を暗記するより、読解技術②のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 

11 
単語を暗記するより、読解技術③のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 

12 単語を暗記するより、読解技術④のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

13 単語を暗記するより、読解技術⑤のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

14 単語を暗記するより、読解技術⑥のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

15 単語を暗記するより、読解技術⑦のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

16 単語を暗記するより、読解技術⑧のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 

英文読解において。。。 
17 

文法をおぼえるより、読解技術①のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 

18 文法をおぼえるより、読解技術②のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 

19 
文法をおぼえるより、読解技術③のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 

20 文法をおぼえるより、読解技術④のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

21 文法をおぼえるより、読解技術⑤のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

22 文法をおぼえるより、読解技術⑥のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

23 文法をおぼえるより、読解技術⑦のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
 

24 文法をおぼえるより、読解技術⑧のほうが効果的だと思う。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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APPENDIX P 
PERCEIVED UTILITY OF READING STRATEGIES QUESTIONNAIRE  

(ENGLISH VERSION) 

This questionnaire is about strategies. Strategies are skills that you can learn that might help you to 
improve your reading comprehension. Some students think these strategies are helpful, but some students 
do not think they are helpful. Answer the following questions based on how you feel about these types of 
strategies and how they can help improve your reading comprehension.  
 
You may use reading strategies in Japanese too. For example, sometimes when you are reading, you may 
encounter some unknown words (e.g., mackerel (SABA), saury (SANMA)). In this situation, even though 
you may not be able to read the name, you can see the radical for “fish” in the kanji, therefore you can 
imagine that the kanji means some kind of fish. This is one kind of reading strategy. So, the question 
is…If you were able to master this strategy, to what degree do you think it would help your overall 
reading comprehension? 
 
Now, let’s use the above Japanese example as a reference and think about the following English reading 
strategies. For example, let’s look at number 1 (guessing an unknown word’s meaning from the 
surrounding text in a reading passage). When you are reading, sometimes you meet a word you don’t 
understand. In this case, if you could guess the meaning of the word by looking at the surrounding 
context, to what degree do you think this would help your reading comprehension overall? 
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Questions 1~8 are about English reading strategies. For every strategy, consider, if you were able to 
develop that strategy, to what degree do you agree it would help to improve your overall English reading 
comprehension? Answer by using the 1-6 scale as listed below.  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Slightly 
disagree 

Slightly agree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 
1 Guessing an unknown word’s meaning from the surrounding text in a reading 

passage  

1  2  3  4  5  6 

2 Guessing the meaning of an unknown word by breaking the word into its 

component parts (For example, un-break-able = cannot be broken) 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

3 Finding the main idea of a paragraph in a long reading passage 1  2  3  4  5  6 

4 Finding the main idea of an entire reading passage 1  2  3  4  5  6 

5 Predicting the ending of a story 1  2  3  4  5  6 

6 Finding the topic of an entire reading passage 1  2  3  4  5  6 

7 Finding the topic of a paragraph in a long reading passage 1  2  3  4  5  6 

8 Inferring the author’s feelings or underlying information from reading the text 1  2  3  4  5  6 

 
For the following questions, 9-24, please refer to the above strategies 1-8. Use the following 1-6 scale to 
answer the questions. For the following questions, answer the question, “to what degree do you agree the 
following strategies help to improve your overall reading comprehension?”  
 
For reading comprehension… 
9 strategy ① is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

10 strategy ② is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

11 
strategy ③ is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

12 strategy ④ is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

13 
strategy ⑤ is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

14 strategy ⑥ is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

15 strategy ⑦ is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

16 strategy ⑧ is more useful than memorizing vocabulary. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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For the following questions, 9-24, please refer to the above strategies 1-8. Use the following 1-6 scale to 
answer the questions. For the following questions, answer the question, “to what degree do you agree the 
following strategies help to improve your overall reading comprehension?”  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Slightly 
disagree 

Slightly agree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 
For reading comprehension… 

17 strategy ① is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

18 strategy ② is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

19 strategy ③ is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

20 strategy ④ is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

21 strategy ⑤ is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

22 strategy ⑥ is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

23 strategy ⑦ is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 

24 strategy ⑧ is more useful than learning grammar. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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APPENDIX Q 
SOURCES OF READING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE 

(RETROSPECTIVE) (JAPANESE VERSION) 
 
英語リーディングに対する自信の変化に関する調査 

これは、英語を学習する皆さんの、リーディングに対する自信の強さの変遷を調べる調査です。ここでの

回答は、皆さんの成績とは一切関係がありません。 

以下の質問は、昔昔昔昔((((中学時代と高校時代中学時代と高校時代中学時代と高校時代中学時代と高校時代))))の英語のリーディングにおける自信をもとに回答してください。

以下の各項目につき、どの程度同意するかを考え、1～6の数字で答えてください。なお、1～6の数字に

ついては、以下の基準を参考にしてください。 
 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 
 

中学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信中学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信中学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信中学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信 
1 リーディングのクラスの先生がほめてくれたので、「自分は英語のリーディン

グがよくできる。」と思った。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

2 英語でなにか読むとき、ちょっと緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
3 英語のリーディング授業では、失敗より、うまくいくことの方が多かった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 英語のリーディングがよくできる友達がいて、どうしたらうまくなるか教えて

くれた。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

5 英語のリーディング授業で、最もよくできる生徒の一人だった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
6 友達に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
7 英語のリーディング授業に出ると、気分が悪くなる。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
8 中学生の時、英語のリーディング能力に自信があった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
9 英語のリーディングの成績は、他の教科のよりよかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
10 英語のリーディングがよくできる友達がいたから、自分もやればうまくなるこ

とがわかった。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

11 親に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
12 英語のリーディング授業に出ると緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
13 難しい英文を理解できると、気分がよかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
14 英語のリーディング問題を解くとき、友達を助けるのは私だった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
15 先輩に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
16 やってもよくわからない気がして、英語のリーディングの宿題をやりたくなか

った。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

17 先生に、英語を読むようにあてられると緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
18 英語のリーディング授業で、先生は私をよく指名した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
19 英語のリーディングがよくできる先輩がいて、どうしたらうまくなるか教えて

くれた。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

20 
 

学校の外国人の先生に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 

 
21 英語のリーディングのテスト中、頭が真っ白になって集中できなかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
22 英語のリーディングで難しい問題があると、友達に助けを求められた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
23 学校の先生に、将来、大学などで英語を勉強するように勧められた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
24 英語のリーディングがよくできるクラスメートがいたから、自分もやればうま

くなることがわかった。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

25 英語のリーディングがよくできるクラスメートがいて、どうしたらうまくなる

か教えてくれた。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

    

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 

高校時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信高校時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信高校時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信高校時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信 
26 リーディングのクラスの先生がほめてくれたので、「自分は英語のリーディン

グがよくできる。」と思った。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

27 英語でなにか読むとき、ちょっと緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
28 英語のリーディング授業では、失敗より、うまくいくことの方が多かった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
29 英語のリーディングがよくできる友達がいて、どうしたらうまくなるか教えて

くれた。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

30 英語のリーディング授業で、最もよくできる生徒の一人だった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
31 友達に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
32 英語のリーディング授業に出ると、気分が悪くなる。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
33 高校生の時、英語のリーディング能力に自信があった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
34 英語のリーディングの成績は、他の教科のよりよかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
35 英語のリーディングがよくできる友達がいたから、自分もやればうまくなるこ

とがわかった。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

36 親に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
37 英語のリーディング授業に出ると緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
38 難しい英文を理解できると、気分がよかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
39 英語のリーディング問題を解くとき、友達を助けるのは私だった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
40 先輩に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
41 やってもよくわからない気がして、英語のリーディングの宿題をやりたくなか

った。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

42 先生に、英語を読むようにあてられると緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
43 英語のリーディング授業で、先生は私をよく指名した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
44 英語のリーディングがよくできる先輩がいて、どうしたらうまくなるか教えて

くれた。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

45 学校の外国人の先生に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 
46 英語のリーディングのテスト中、頭が真っ白になって集中できなかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
47 英語のリーディングで難しい問題があると、友達に助けを求められた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
48 学校の先生に、将来、大学などで英語を勉強するように勧められた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
49 英語のリーディングがよくできるクラスメートがいたから、自分もやればう

まくなることがわかった。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

50 英語のリーディングがよくできるクラスメートがいて、どうしたらうまくな

るか教えてくれた。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
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APPENDIX R 
SOURCES OF READING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE (CURRENT ) 

(JAPANESE VERSION)    
    

英語リーディングに対する自信の変化に関する調査英語リーディングに対する自信の変化に関する調査英語リーディングに対する自信の変化に関する調査英語リーディングに対する自信の変化に関する調査    

これは、英語を学習する皆さんの、リーディングに対する自信の強さの変遷を調べる調査です。ここでの

回答は、皆さんの成績とは一切関係がありません。 

以下の質問は、大学（現在）大学（現在）大学（現在）大学（現在）の英語のリーディングにおける自信をもとに回答してください。以下の各項目につき、どの程

度同意するかを考え、1～6の数字で答えてください。なお、1～6の数字については、以下の基準を参考にしてください。    

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな全くそう思わな

いいいい 
そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない どちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うとどちらかと言うと

そう思わないそう思わないそう思わないそう思わない 
どちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言うどちらかと言う

とそう思うとそう思うとそう思うとそう思う 
そう思うそう思うそう思うそう思う 強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う強くそう思う 

 
    

大学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信大学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信大学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信大学時代の英語のリーディングにおける自信 
1 リーディングのクラスの先生がほめてくれたので、「自分は英語のリーディン

グがよくできる。」と思った。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

2 英語でなにか読むとき、ちょっと緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
3 英語のリーディング授業では、失敗より、うまくいくことの方が多かった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 英語のリーディングがよくできる友達がいて、どうしたらうまくなるか教えて

くれた。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

5 英語のリーディング授業で、最もよくできる生徒の一人だった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
6 友達に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
7 英語のリーディング授業に出ると、気分が悪くなる。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
8 大学生の時、英語のリーディング能力に自信があった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
9 英語のリーディングの成績は、他の教科のよりよかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
10 英語のリーディングがよくできる友達がいたから、自分もやればうまくなるこ

とがわかった。 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

11 親に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
12 英語のリーディング授業に出ると緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
13 難しい英文を理解できると、気分がよかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
14 英語のリーディング問題を解くとき、友達を助けるのは私だった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
15 先輩に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
16 やってもよくわからない気がして、英語のリーディングの宿題をやりたくなか

った。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

17 先生に、英語を読むようにあてられると緊張した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
18 英語のリーディング授業で、先生は私をよく指名した。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
19 英語のリーディングがよくできる先輩がいて、どうしたらうまくなるか教えて

くれた。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

20 大学の外国人の先生に、私は英語のリーディングがよくできると言われた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
21 英語のリーディングのテスト中、頭が真っ白になって集中できなかった。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
22 英語のリーディングで難しい問題があると、友達に助けを求められた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
23 大学の先生に、将来、大学院などで英語を勉強するように勧められた。 1  2  3  4  5  6 
24 英語のリーディングがよくできるクラスメートがいたから、自分もやればうま

くなることがわかった。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

25 英語のリーディングがよくできるクラスメートがいて、どうしたらうまくなる

か教えてくれた。 

1  2  3  4  5  6 
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APPENDIX S 
SOURCES OF READING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE 

(RETROSPECTIVE) (ENGLISH VERSION) 
 

Retrospective Reading Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 

This is a survey to investigate readers’ self-efficacy (confidence) in reading English, retrospectively 
(from the past). This survey has no relation to your grades in this class. 

 
Please answer the following questions based on your confidence for reading in English when you were in 
junior high school and high school. Referring to the scale below (1~6), please answer the following items 
by indicating to what degree you agree or disagree with the statement. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Slightly 
disagree 

Slightly agree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 
English reading confidence while in junior high school 
1 My English reading class teacher made comments that made me feel like I was 

good at reading in English. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

2 I got a little nervous when I was trying to read something in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
3 I had more successes than failures in my English reading classes. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 I had friends who read well and showed me how to read better. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
5 I was one of the best readers in my English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
6 My friends told me I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
7 When in English reading class, I feel physically uncomfortable. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
8 I felt confident about my English reading ability in junior high school. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
9 My English reading class grades were better than my grades in other subjects. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
10 I saw my friends reading English well, so I knew I could read English well too, 

if I tried. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

11 My parents told me I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
12 I felt nervous in English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
13 I felt good when I was able to complete a difficult reading passage in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
14 Among my friends, I was the one who helped the others with English reading 

questions. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

15 Students who were older than me told me that I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
16 I did not want to do my English reading homework, because I did not think I 

could understand it well. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

17 I felt nervous when the teacher asked me to read something in class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
18 My teachers would often call on me to answer question in English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
19 There were students who were older than me who read well and showed me 

how to read better. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

20 The Native English Teacher in my school told me I was good at reading in 
English. 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

21 During English reading tests, my mind went blank and I could not focus. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
22 My classmates asked me for help if they had a difficult question about English 

reading. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

23 My teachers encouraged me to study English in the future (at university). 1  2  3  4  5  6 
24 I saw my classmates reading English well, so I knew I could read English well 

too, if I tried. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

25 I had classmates who read well and showed me how to read better. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Slightly 
disagree 

Slightly agree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 

    
English reading confidence while in high school 
26 My English reading class teacher made comments that made me feel like I was 

good at reading in English. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

27 I got a little nervous when I was trying to read something in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
28 I had more successes than failures in my English reading classes. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
29 I had friends who read well and showed me how to read better. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
30 I was one of the best readers in my English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
31 My friends told me I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
32 When in English reading class, I feel physically uncomfortable. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
33 I felt confident about my English reading ability in high school. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
34 My English reading class grades were better than my grades in other subjects. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
35 I saw my friends reading English well, so I knew I could read English well too, 

if I tried. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

36 My parents told me I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
37 I felt nervous in English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
38 I felt good when I was able to complete a difficult reading passage in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
39 Among my friends, I was the one who helped the others with English reading 

questions. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

40 Students who were older than me told me that I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
41 I did not want to do my English reading homework, because I did not think I 

could understand it well. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

42 I felt nervous when the teacher asked me to read something in class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
43 My teachers would often call on me to answer question in English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
44 There were students who were older than me who read well and showed me 

how to read better. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

45 The Native English Teacher in my school told me I was good at reading in 
English. 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

46 During English reading tests, my mind went blank and I could not focus. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
47 My classmates asked me for help if they had a difficult question about English 

reading. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

48 My teachers encouraged me to study English in the future (at university). 1  2  3  4  5  6 
49 I saw my classmates reading English well, so I knew I could read English well 

too, if I tried. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

50 I had classmates who read well and showed me how to read better. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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APPENDIX T 

SOURCES OF READING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE (CURRENT ) 
(ENGLISH VERSION) 

 
This is a survey to investigate readers’ (current) self-efficacy (confidence) in reading English. This survey 
has no relation to your grades in this class. 
 
Please answer the following questions based on your confidence for reading in English while you are in university. 
Referring to the scale below (1~6), please answer the following items by indicating to what degree you agree or 
disagree with the statement. 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Slightly disagree Slightly 
agree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

 
    
English reading confidence while in university 
1 My English reading class teacher made comments that made me feel like I was 

good at reading in English. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

2 I got a little nervous when I was trying to read something in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
3 I had more successes than failures in my English reading classes. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
4 I had friends who read well and showed me how to read better. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
5 I was one of the best readers in my English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
6 My friends told me I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
7 When in English reading class, I feel physically uncomfortable. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
8 I felt confident about my English reading ability in university. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
9 My English reading class grades were better than my grades in other subjects. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
10 I saw my friends reading English well, so I knew I could read English well too, if 

I tried. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

11 My parents told me I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
12 I felt nervous in English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
13 I felt good when I was able to complete a difficult reading passage in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
14 Among my friends, I was the one who helped the others with English reading 

questions. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

15 Students who were older than me told me that I was good at reading in English. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
16 I did not want to do my English reading homework, because I did not think I 

could understand it well. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

17 I felt nervous when the teacher asked me to read something in class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
18 My teachers would often call on me to answer question in English reading class. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
19 There were students who were older than me who read well and showed me how 

to read better. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

20 The native English teachers at my university told me I was good at reading in 
English. 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

21 During English reading tests, my mind went blank and I could not focus. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
22 My classmates asked me for help if they had a difficult question about English 

reading. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

23 My teachers encouraged me to study English in the future (in graduate school). 1  2  3  4  5  6 
24 I saw my classmates reading English well, so I knew I could read English well 

too, if I tried. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 

25 I had classmates who read well and showed me how to read better. 1  2  3  4  5  6 
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APPENDIX U 

EXAMPLE OF EXTENSIVE READING STUDENT LOG BOOK 
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APPENDIX V 
READING GUIDELINES OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON THE  

TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES (1986) 
 

Novice-High Has sufficient control of the writing system to interpret written language in areas of practical need. Where 
vocabulary has been learned, can read for instructional and directional purposes standardized messages, 
phrases or expressions, such as some items on menus, schedules, timetables, maps, and signs. At times, but 
not on a consistent basis, the Novice-High level reader may be able to derive meaning from material at a 
slightly higher level where context and/or extralinguistic background knowledge are supportive. 
  

Intermediate-
Low 

Able to understand main ideas and/or some facts from the simplest connected texts dealing with basic 
personal and social needs. Such texts are linguistically noncomplex and have a clear underlying internal 
structure, for example chronological sequencing. They impart basic information about which the reader has 
to make only minimal suppositions or to which the reader brings personal interest and/or knowledge. 
Examples include messages with social purposes or information for- the widest possible audience, such as 
public announcements and short, straightforward instructions dealing with public life. Some 
misunderstandings will occur. 
  

Intermediate-
Mid  

Able to read consistently with increased understanding simple connected texts dealing with a variety of 
basic and social needs. Such texts are still linguistically noncomplex and have a clear underlying internal 
structure. They impart basic information about which the reader has to make minimal suppositions and to 
which the reader brings personal interest and/or knowledge. Examples may include short, straightforward 
descriptions of persons, places, and things written for a wide audience. 
  

Intermediate-
High 

Able to read consistently with full understanding simple connected texts dealing with basic personal and 
social needs about which the reader has personal interest and/or knowledge. Can get some main ideas and 
information from texts at the next higher level featuring description and narration. Structural complexity 
may interfere with comprehension; for example, basic grammatical relations may be misinterpreted and 
temporal references may rely primarily on lexical items. Has some difficulty with the cohesive factors in 
discourse, such as matching pronouns with referents. While texts do not differ significantly from those at the 
Advanced level, comprehension is less consistent. May have to read material several times for 
understanding. 
  

Advanced Able to read somewhat longer prose of several paragraphs in length, particularly if presented with a clear 
underlying structure. The prose is predominantly in familiar sentence patterns. Reader gets the main ideas 
and facts and misses some details. Comprehension derives not only from situational and subject matter 
knowledge but from increasing control of the language. Texts at this level include descriptions and 
narrations such as simple short stories, news items, bibliographical information, social notices, personal 
correspondence, routinized business letters and simple technical material written for the general reader. 
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APPENDIX W  
SAMPLE PAGES FROM THE BOOK LIST USED FOR THE  

EXTENSIVE READING TREATMENTS  
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